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Prologue
In 1867 the Spanish engineer Ildefons Cerdà invented the expression ‘La Ciencia de
la Urbanizacion’ to describe a new field of activities concerned with the city for which
the Spanish language did not yet have any appropriate definition. The new term meant
to mark – with the full impact of a neologism – the start of an entirely new relation
between Western cultures and the use of space. Since its first empirical application in
the Extension Plan for Barcelona (1857 – 1870), the new science of the city announced
its fundamental theoretical message: the issues of urban growth, urban architecture, the
organization of traffic and transportation in towns ought to be addressed jointly. This is,
according to Cerdá, the essence of a farsighted and modern urban design practice. In the
further development of the discipline the empowering strength of that original message
progressively lost ground. The accents of the professional debate shifted, the scales of
intervention changed and the design for the spaces of mobility grew apart from the rest
of the urbanist’s design activities by becoming a self-supporting and self-referential field
of knowledge.
At the outset of modern urbanism, the spaces of mobility and related urban
infrastructures were analysed, theorised and designed as one of the most challenging
expressions of the social and spatial complexity of the modern city – therefore a
multifaceted design question addressed by designers and engineers. Later on, mobility
turned into a purely functional issue addressed by engineers. This shift brought not
only to the development of specialised fields of knowledge within civil engineering1,
but also it had a spin off in architecture and urbanism2. Such processes of professional
specialisation did not play in favour of the integrated design of the spaces of mobility.
As a matter of fact, while the importance of mobility in modern society increased in
time, the profound understanding of its implications with urban design, architecture
and urban culture certainly did not. On the contrary, during the 20th century mobility
has been progressively reduced into a technical matter, a question of organisation and
management of the increasing demand for efficient transportation networks of modern
societies. However, by looking back at the origins of modern urbanism one discovers that
the themes of mobility have played a key role in the establishment of the new scientific
domain. What follows is a short journey through that process.
Modern urbanism was born exactly at the moment in which the notion of urbanity
underwent a deep crisis in the Western world. The challenge for the newly born profession
was to bring a new order to the city in the absence of ad-hoc instruments to operate in the
rapidly changing urban condition. Therefore the first step taken by modern urbanism was
to define the instruments to plan and design a modern urban order. New instruments were
needed because the ones at hand were obsolete, as the way urban order was achieved
and maintained by means of design before the industrial revolution was surpassed. If in
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the pre-industrial city the relationship between the urban morphology – as topographical
representation of the urban – and the structure of society were implicitly accepted both
by the citizens and by the planning agent, it is during the half of the 19th century that this
diametric correspondence disappears.
As French theorist Françoise Choay (1997) observed, the city can be analysed as
a semiotic system only until the beginning of the industrial revolution; afterwards the
urban space entered a series of changes that determined the impossibility of establishing
a systematic contiguity among urban elements. Choay argues that while in the preindustrial city the forma urbis still reflected the contingence of a recognizable civic life,
in the capitalist and post capitalist city the old morphology of the urban fabric can no
longer synthesize contiguity because of an increased complexity. The loss of contiguity
corresponds to a spatial chaos, at least if compared to what previously was defined as
urban order. Two factors caused this major change in the way urban order is perceived
in the modern city: in the first place, the major demographic growth of cities that started
in the beginning of the 19th century with the consequent spreading out of the urban
fabric over the former boundaries; and parallel, the technical innovations in the fields of
transportation and industrial production3.
The map of Europe around the middle of the 19th century shows that the spatial
distribution of the population follows the pattern of urban growth of the major cities.
Between 1830 and 1900 the population of London doubled, jumping from two to four
million inhabitants; Paris rose from one million to more than two millions inhabitants,
and Berlin had reached 1,300,000 inhabitants by the 1890’s. Also the United States
contributed to the creation of a new model of metropolis, in particular starting from the
second half of the 19th century. Especially New York and Chicago diffuse, starting from
1880, a new idea of city associated with the vertical skyline of the downtown development
(commercial and directional centre), and the horizontal skyline of the suburban periphery
(residential areas). These two opposite skylines will become the complementary image
of the world-metropolis one century later. Chicago, the metropolis born out of nothing,
passed from 5,000 inhabitants in 1850 to 1,700,000 inhabitants in 1900. New York went
from 50,000 to 3,500,000 inhabitants in 1900 becoming with London and Paris the most
crowded cities worldwide. Before then, the concept of ‘bigness’ related to the city did not
exist, if not in some peculiar situations of antiquity such as Rome and Athens.
Concurrently, a sharp division was created between peripheral areas of factories and
the central business districts where directional functions were installed. The lines on the
map corresponding to the major railways systems determine the logic of this new urban
geography worldwide. Indeed, the railway was the first major invention that brought into
play the new forms of production and promoted the growth of large urban concentrations.
In Europe as well as in the United States, the scales of distances did not tip in favour
of the industrial system until 1840, with the development of this new form of masstransport. From 1840 on, railway and capitalist development were to develop hand in
hand, and having weathered the crisis of the years around 1848, the railway became the
new economy’s most powerful weapon, causing the new urban morphology to prevail.
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Automobility brought the second significant challenge to urbanism. When the
automobile was introduced as a means of personal transportation about the time of
World War I, the built environment was catapulted into a radical new phase. Rapidly and
internationally automobility became the major agent in shaping cities and landscapes all
over the world, by means of a new taxonomy of roads such as highways, expressways,
ring roads and parkways. Urbanism and architecture struggled against the contradictions
that this new phenomenon introduced in the built environment all through the 20th
century, by searching for ways to ‘solve’ the question of the architecture of the road
in relation to the modern urban order. As a matter of fact, with the rapid growth of
automobility a new question of urban order emerged. Previous to the mass-use of the
car, the size, density and internal structure of the city were constrained by the limitation
of pedestrian and early mass-transit systems. In general, cities were relatively small and
compact, with a single clearly defined centre. Urban growth was until then determined by
accretion along the edges, without any significant spatial discontinuities, except where
the railroads linked outlying towns to the largest of the metropolises. Automobility started
to acquire significance when the notion of distance was introduced through urban sprawl.
The increasing universality of the automobile - even among the less affluent - and the
parallel proliferation of service facilities and large-scale road networks greatly loosened
and fragmented the city, which spread over surrounding rural lands. In this process, older,
formerly autonomous towns grew swiftly either by becoming satellites of the larger city,
or by being absorbed. Many suburbs arose with single-family homes on lots larger than
what had been possible for the ordinary householder in the city. As a result, today world
widely the suburban communities are almost totally dependent on the highway for the
flow of commuters, goods and services. Many suburban residential districts are located
in splendid isolation separated by tracts of farmland, brush or forest from other such
developments. The only physical connection with the rest of the built environment is the
highway.
Together with suburbia, at the major interchanges of the highways, a new form of
agglomerated settlement sprang up. Usually anchored on a cluster of shopping malls and
office parks, these ‘edge cities’ (Garreau, 1991) whose residents and employees circulate
freely within the outer metropolitan ring, offer virtually all of the social and economic
facilities needed for the modern life-style4. In a further elaboration of this trend, many
larger cities have been girdled by a set of mushrooming complexes along the road systems.
These creations of private enterprise embody a novel concept of urban existence: a
metropolitan module no longer reliant on the central city or its downtown. The traditional
city-unitary, concentric in form, with a single well-defined centre (downtown in the US)
has been replaced by a relatively amorphous, polycentric metropolitan sprawl5. Suburban
sprawl is not a by-product of the car, but it is an urban model and a lifestyle, which goes
hand in hand with the modernist idea of urban and social order.
By developing new forms of architecture and urban patterns, automobility gave a
new look to the metropolitan areas all over the world. The outcome has been a broad,
ragged, semi-urbanized belt of land surrounding each city - large or small - and quite
often blending imperceptibly into the suburban-exurban areas encircling a neighbouring
metropolitan centre. There is a great similarity in the makeup and general appearance
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of all such tracts: the intermixture of scraps of the rural landscape with the fragments
of the scattered metropolis; the randomly distributed subdivisions of single homes;
the vast shopping centres, office parks and other drive-in facilities; large parking
lots; recreational enterprises; and the regional or metropolitan airport, often with its
own cluster of factories, warehouses, or travel-oriented businesses. The most peculiar
example of the effects of automobility on the urban form are to be found in the United
States where the inner city of all large metropolitan areas displays some common traits:
a central business district, almost always the oldest section of the city, surrounded by
a succession of roughly circular zones, each distinctive in economic and social-ethnic
character. The irregularities of surface and drainage or the effects of radial highways and
railroads distort the symmetry of this scheme. Frequently, this pattern is characterised
also by areas left behind by industries or affluent households, waiting for urban renewal
plans that sometimes result in speculative real estate operations. Land is most costly,
and hence land use is most intensive, towards the centre. Major business, financial and
governmental offices, department stores, and specialty shops dominate the downtown,
which is usually fringed by a band of factories and warehouses. The outer parts of the city
are mainly residential. With some exceptions, in this new kind of metropolis people do
not reside in the downtown areas and there is a steady downward gradient in population
density per unit area (and more open land and single-family residences) as one moves
from the inner city toward the open country. Conversely, there is a general rise in income
and social status with increasing distance from the core.
In Europe we inherited some peculiarly North American urban and architectural
models such as residential suburbs, office parks, shopping malls and other large-scale
facilities related to road infrastructure. As some urban theorists recently observed, these
urban patterns and foremost architectural types are turning the European urbanised
landscape into a generic, diffused metropolis (De Matteis, 1998; Secchi, 1989:1992;
De Sola Morales, 2000; Boeri, 2003). For what concerns the inner cities, the European
situation is somehow different from the North American one. In general - though with
some exceptions - the highway does not reach the historical inner city, but it creates a ring
around the central areas. Its supposed function is to distribute local and through traffic.
When ring roads were planned, in most European cities they were still the demarcation of
the city edge. Yet, during the past thirty years or so the pattern of urban growth of most
European cities turned the ring roads into a part of the larger metropolitan areas. By this
the problem of the road as a physical barrier within the city rapidly emerged. As a matter
of fact, many of the most interesting recent urban renewal projects in Europe address this
issue. Projects such as the successful Moll de la Fusta in Barcelona, the A22 Donau City
project in Vienna and the A86 Narrow Gauge Urban Tunnel in Paris are representative
examples of the current innovative approaches towards the sustainable planning and
design of large-scale road infrastructure within urban contexts6. Such projects aim at
reconnecting the segmented urban structure by restoring a balanced spatial and social
relation between the road and its surroundings.
This brief journey through history sheds light on the correlation between the patterns
of urban growth and the imprint of transportation planning strategies on the urban form.
It shows as well the specific role of the themes of mobility within the foundation of
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modern urbanism. Starting with Haussmann’s Plan for Paris (1853-1877), the modern
city has been theorised and designed as a system of systems. Since then, the shaping of
the physical infrastructure networks became the instrument to operate within the everchanging context of the modern city. Working on the mobility networks means therefore
to operate within a certain understanding of urban order. At the outset, modern urbanism
focused on one clear goal: to make a clean sweep of all obstacles inherited from the
‘cité malade’, as the notion of the modern metropolis was no longer associable with the
static urban morphology inherited from the past. In order to achieve this goal, the first
professionals of the city developed instruments to master the design of the spaces of
mobility and their technical and social challenges. In this process, the ‘design of the city’
is re-conceptualised: urban design is no longer a form of representation, but it becomes
the synthesis of all strategic processes, the science of the city. Besides, the discourse of
the city is transformed into the discourse on the city. Namely, modern urbanism is not
only to restore a physical order by means of design, but also by developing a critical
analysis (antecedent to design) of the changing society.
By following this line of reasoning, the path I shall be outlining in this book is thus
bound up with a strategic hypothesis – that is, with a long-range theoretical and practical
project, which is rooted in the very essence of our design disciplines (urban design and
architecture). The hypothesis that I shall discuss is that the themes of mobility should
be restored to the urbanist’s and architect’s competence. Design knowledge and belief
in our settings do not move from mind-to-mind without socially and politically shaped
argument and action, without discourse in practice. If we wish urban design, city planning
and architecture to be relevant, timely, useful, and insightful, to enhance rather than
retard public imagination, we need to improve not only our techniques, and not only our
‘substantive knowledge’, but also our capacities for planning and design argumentation,
from listening critically, and for learning the strategic use of silence. And finally, we
need to foster creative consensus-building strategies. Working at re-interpreting our past
experience in designing for mobility has therefore a strategic aim. That of understanding
what design approaches belonging to the urban design and architectural tradition can be
useful to encourage a more efficient and integrated design practice at present.
Urban designers, architects, transportation planners and traffic engineers are
challenged nowadays to co-operate in urban projects on mobility. Yet, the diversity
of instruments, language and underlying principles makes the co-operation rather
problematic, with a great dispersion of knowledge and resources. After the experience of
modernism, which taught us a great deal about this dispersion and the consequences for
the built environment, today we are rediscovering the truthfulness of Cerdá’s message.
Mobility is currently being reconsidered as a complex social and spatial issue not only
by designers, but first and foremost by society7. How are urbanists and architects dealing
with the deep reflection society is undergoing on the sustainable future of the city? The
thesis that will be considered in this book is that we should learn from our past in order
to understand the present. If today the definition of ‘urbanism’ brings about a feeling of
incompleteness it is because our familiarity with the contents of the term has caused us
to forget the original impulse that that term represented historically. Therefore, previous
to considering the various forms that our field of practice assumed in time, the specific
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nature of the process itself must be established. We need to draw comparisons with
previous approaches to the issues of mobility in order to evaluate to which extent what
we are designing and theorizing nowadays represents a genuine innovation. Although
instances have been already experimented - even though subsequently abandoned - as
far as it concerns designing for mobility, mobility itself remains an area within our
professional fields that is in large part unexplored.

Notes
1. Traffic Planning, Road and Railroad Engineering and underground Space Technology.
2. The urban planner, the urban designer, the landscape architect and the architect-urbanist.
3. Between 1765 and 1774 Watt developed the steam engine and in 1785 Cartwright invented
the mechanical loom. Although during the last decades of the 18th century the transformation in
Western culture had already begun and major technical developments took place, it was not until
1806 that the first large cotton mill opened in Manchester.
4. Washington Post journalist and author Joel Garreau in his 1991 book Edge City: Life on the
New Frontier coined the term “edge cities”. Garreau equates the growing edge cities at major
suburban freeway interchanges around America as the latest transformation of how we live and
work. These new suburban cities have sprung up like dandelions across the fruited plain, they’re
home to glistening office towers, huge retail complexes, and are always located close to major
highways. Garreau speaks to the history of the edge city: “Edge Cities represent the third wave of
our lives pushing into new frontiers in this half century. First, we moved our homes out past the
traditional idea of what constituted a city. This was the sububranization of America, especially after
World War II. Then we wearied of returning downtown for the necessities of life, so we moved our
marketplaces out to where we lived. This was the malling of America, especially in the 1960s and
1970s. Today, we have moved our means of creating wealth, the essence of urbanism - our jobs - out
to where most of us have lived and shopped for two generations. That has led to the rise of Edge
City”. Garreau, J. (1991) Edge City: Life on the New Frontier. New York: Doubleday; 4.
5. The division between high-density downtown business centre and low-density suburban
residential districts – originally developed in North America- dominates urban developments in
many developing countries as the World Avenue project shows (see Part One, chapter 2).
6. See: Hoeven, F. van der. (2002) RingRing. Ondergronds bouwen voor meervoudig ruimtegebruik
boven en langs de RING in Rotterdam en in Amsterdam. Rotterdam: Uitgeverij 010.
7. ‘Mobility. A Room with a View’ was the theme of the First International Architecture Biennial
Rotterdam, (May-August 2003).
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CHAPTER 1
SETTING THE SCENE

CHAPTER 1

Setting the scene
The immediate context of this book is the changing theoretical debate within and
around mobility. After decades of stagnation into quantitative problem-solving approaches
and models of functional organisation the discourse on mobility is now taking its moves
- once again - from within the fields of urban design and architecture1. However, although
there is a growing awareness that mobility is part of the changing perspective towards
the built environment, its components and its social processes, there is still a great deal to
do. As Jonathan Bell affirms ‘we have reached an impasse. Society is torn; economically
bound to buy, use and maintain our cars, yet environmentally minded to cut back, hold
off and conserve. Roads and cars generate even stronger passions. Can these conflicts be
resolved?’ (2001: 118).
This book discusses the possibility to unravel the conflicts by looking at the source
that generates them. Namely, the lacking cooperation among disciplinary fields in charge
of the planning and design of the spaces of mobility, and the consequent crumbling of
the design knowledge crucial to foster a better integration of roads as infrastructures
within the city. It questions the mechanisms underlying the problems of contemporary
spaces of mobility and the ways urbanism and architecture have contributed together
with transportation and traffic engineering to produce the functional, spatial and aesthetic
poverty of such products. Therefore the aim of this book is not to solve the impasse
by providing the magic formula for the enduring car-city conflict, but to offer some
directions to develop a shared domain theory for urbanism, mobility and architecture.
In doing so, this book poses a challenge to a traditional convention of mobility as solely
concerned with traffic and transportation, urbanism as utterly involved with city planning
and urban design, and architecture as only related to the production of artefacts. It
presents a paradigm that extends across the disciplines to support the design of everyday
urban spaces. At its most basic level, it allows us to speak about the possibility to reweave
our disciplinary fields, at the intersection of theory and design practice.
The basic premise underlying this research is that the spaces of mobility in
contemporary cities ask for an integrated approach that can no longer be delayed. Despite
the subsequent promises of architecture and urbanism all through the 20th century, the
spaces of mobility are still confined to a separate treatment, which tends to leave to the
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transport and traffic experts the physical definition of their function and location in
specialised enclaves. Previous studies have focused, with very few exceptions, on the
heroic feats and structures that enhance the speed and drama of automobile travel, as well
as facilitate their production and integration in our cities; the story of the modern factory,
multi-storey car park, bypass scheme and modernist city plan. However, ‘increasingly
unfashionable and controversial, the age of the six-lane solution to traffic congestion is
slowly being consigned to planning history, a misguided approach that has resulted in
as many problems as it solved. Just compare our current negativity with the automotive
optimism of the past’ (Bell, 2001: 4).
The Modern Movement - rather, its best-known and schematic aspects - had theorized
the independence of the road from the urban context, ascribing to the landscape the
connecting role between the two systems. This principle, though, supports an intrinsic
contradiction. On the one hand, the road is recognized as the new ordering principle not
only for specific buildings on a given site, but to construct the site itself; on the other,
the road is declassified from material practice to architectural decoration, in the sense
that the ‘new role’ of the road as regulator of the modern city and its landscapes has
never been specified in terms of design knowledge and technique. Although back in
the 1960s some members of the TEAM X turned against the promises of the Modernist
movement expressed by the postulations of the Athens Charter of CIAM IV (1933), a
profound critical analysis of the functionalist tradition - especially of the directions
and symbols of modernization - across the disciplines has not taken place yet. These
directions and symbols of modernization can be summarised as: first, the increase in scale
of development projects; second, the status of infrastructure, which has changed from a
self-sufficient service element to the most visible evidence of the city as network and an
attractor of overlapping activities; and third, the increase in car ownership, especially
in Europe, that has brought a change of perspective of the contemporary city and its
dynamics. As Alex Wall argues ‘the abandonment by architects of these issues led to the
unnerving spectacle of a polarized ideological struggle: the idea of the city of motorways
versus the idea of the city of cut stone’ (1996: 159).
It is precisely ‘the unnerving spectacle of a polarized ideological struggle’ that
is here under discussion. For several decades the debate around mobility and related
infrastructures has been centred on the themes of the car and urban sprawl. Without
denying that the car has inverted our perception of urbanism in many ways and
determined its crises, the failure of the integrated urban design project for mobility is due
to other factors as well. The most important one is that for too long the themes of mobility
inhabited the urban design and architectural project only as a theoretical premise. In the
sense that projects on and around mobility have been not sufficiently expert to interpret
the increasing complexity of mutational processes characterising physical infrastructures;
and at the same time to become operational in the changing territory. Urban designers
and architects have lost progressively their ability to create a fruitful cooperation with
each other, as well as with other disciplines - especially with transportation and traffic
engineering. By this, our professions also lost their ability to understand and foremost
to design the spaces of mobility as an integrated part of the built environment. The first
hypothesis that this research follows is that this loss corresponds to an important shift in
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the way practitioners act nowadays. Today urbanism operates in a continuous present. It
is a process. The outcome of this, the tangible results remain unpredictable till the last
moment. Besides, the geographic scale and the fundamental nature of civil engineering
interventions challenge the progressive marginalization of urbanism - and architecture
- as a discipline (Koolhaas, 1998).
Worldwide the built environment is undergoing a new spatial organisation marked
by a double process of fragmentation of settlements and individualisation of relations.
Within this framework, we find both an increase in the velocity of relations and the
coexistence of different relations within different velocities (Hartley, 1993; Virilio,
2000; Castel, 2003). The reading of ‘network urbanism’ based on two types of networks
- logistical and personal, in addition to the traditional physical infrastructures (Dupuy,
1991, Drewe, 2000, Graham and Marvin, 2001) - provides a first general understanding
of this new situation. Logistic networks arise where the most visible elements of
production, distribution and consumption are located (for instance, the shopping mall).
Personal networks instead, are those related to the individual patterns of mobility. These
systems coexist not without problems. As Richard Sennett says: ‘Today, we experience
an ease of motion unknown to any prior urban civilization…we take unrestricted motion
of the individual to be an absolute right. The private motorcar is the logical instrument
for exercising that right, and the effect on public space, especially the space of the
urban street, is that the space becomes meaningless or even maddening unless it can be
subordinated to free movement’ (1977: 14).
These facts prove that mobility has become an essential element of our lives.
Therefore, the sustainable development of mobility continues to be a primary task in
spatial planning. There is a growing awareness that transportation systems which will
stand to the demands of the future must be conceived, planned and evaluated according to
a set of multiple variables. Once established, they have to be reconsidered and optimised
regularly to fit the evolution of the demand and the city development. Because of these
facts, the task involving infrastructure design is presently subject to great debate. The
traditional approaches to infrastructure planning and design, which rely on decisionmaking based solely on functional and financial considerations is currently being
strongly disputed. As a matter of fact, internationally there is a fairly general consensus
about the need to tackle mobility from an integral point of view. What motivates this need
is not only the complex nature of the planning and design task itself, but also the huge
investments required to develop such infrastructures or to ‘re-integrate’ existing ones (i.e.
The Central Artery in Boston).
So far urbanists and architects played a rather marginal role in the processes of
infrastructure planning and design. Nowadays this situation is changing and designers
– especially in The Netherlands – are offered more opportunities to participate actively
in the design of the spaces of mobility. However, urban designers and architects run a
risk if they allow themselves to be drawn into these kind of processes without having a
clear professional role and a clear content to offer. As many projects in real practice teach
us, clearly defined ambitions can become subordinated - in the design - to uninspired
opportunism. This brings us to define the second research hypothesis: that it is necessary
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Research questions

to re-define more clearly the role of designers within these processes. By doing so this
book is questioning the legitimacy of the current situation, specifically if this is a missed
opportunity, which reflects a hiatus in design knowledge. The third hypothesis therefore
is that there is above all the urgent need to give content to that knowledge, as designing
for mobility is giving form to urban culture. However, the gap between disciplines
and design cultures in appreciating the richness of meaning of road infrastructure is
historically so wide that it is exceptionally complex to find answers all at once. This
research looks therefore, for readjustment rules, settlement logics that are much more
empirical, specific and limited then they were described in the past. It searches for ways
to reinstate a positive morphological value to technical intervention, to reflect on the
ordering role of road infrastructure within the networks, learning from tradition in the
attempt to retrieve it as a component of the urban form. In order to do so it is above all
necessary, with respect for the specific competences, to begin by restoring the road – and
the spaces of mobility more in general - to the realm of urban design and architecture.
As Vittorio Gregotti affirms: ‘we need to force our disciplines to consider the problems
infrastructure implies as its own specific ones’ (1989: 11).

These observations raise a series of important questions. What are infrastructures
today? and foremost ‘what is an integrated urban project on mobility?’; what is its role?’;
‘what are the mechanisms underlying the process?’; ‘which major factors must be taken
into account in designing for infrastructure integration?’; ‘which methods and tools
should be used?’ and ‘who is finally responsible?’. No longer standalone protagonists
of the design assignment, urban designers and architects work today in interdisciplinary
settings, facing the challenge of increasingly complex technical and programmatic
problems, and dealing with different actors in the decision making process. Do they have
the appropriate design knowledge and instruments to operate in such complex mutational
processes? And if not, is it possible to define them?
The rest of the book will address these questions through the review of a series of
case studies taken from the present and past experiences in designing for mobility in an
interdisciplinary, international and local (The Netherlands) perspective. This first chapter
sets the framework for this inquiry. It does so in three parts. First, we start by highlighting
four critical connections between mobility and contemporary urbanism. The first one
is the relation between transportation networks and urban form and the spatial imprint
of urban transportation in the polarisation of contemporary cities. The second critical
connection relates to the interpretation of the themes of mobility as far it concerns the reconceptualisation of the contemporary city in the light of globalisation. The third critical
connection is the self-referential and exclusive relationship with mobility that the fields
of urban design, architecture and traffic engineering developed since modernism. The
fourth critical connection relates to the paradoxes of the professional atomisation and
the segregation of knowledge characterising contemporary urbanism. These reflections
lead to define the problem setting of this research. They indicate as well the urgency to
develop interdisciplinary and farsighted approaches to tackle the issues of mobility in the
rapidly changing urban condition.

Tokyo, Japan 2003

Urbanists and architects have therefore an important task ahead. As Ignasi de SolàMorales argues: ‘to design mutation, to introduce oneself into its centrifugal energy,
ought to involve at once design of the public and private space, of mobility and of
specialised sites, of the organism as a whole and of the individual elements’ (1996: 14).
This means that in order to develop integrated projects for the sustainable development
of the built environment, urbanists and architects ought to enlarge their ‘working field’ to
the so-called technical professions by constructing common ground, by breaking down
disciplinary barriers and by approaching mobility as a new cross-disciplinary domain.
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In the second part of the chapter the aims of this research are presented together
with three crucial starting points for our task of constructing a shared domain theory for
urbanism, mobility and architecture. These are: the assertion of the need to reweave theory
and design practice, not only across the disciplines, but also within each disciplinary field;
the revision of current tools; and the urgency to develop strategic approaches that allow a
better communication among different parties (urbanists, architects, traffic engineers, but
also clients, planners and decision-makers in general). My argument is that the different
professionals participating to the project should not only be ‘virtually’ arranged into
multidisciplinary groups - as it is often the case. But the integrated approach to the design
of the spaces of mobility asks for the knowledge and skills required resolving the issue at
hand to be actively present around the table and mutually reinforcing. The last part of the
chapter presents an overview of the book.
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Source: Directoraat-Generaal Rijkswaterstaat, AVV, 2001.

The changing urban condition
The twentieth century marked the transition from town architecture to town planning.
The transition occurred as a result of the industrial revolution, which took the traditional
city beyond its limits and gave birth to a new ideal: the modern city. The attempt to realize
this ideal came to grief in the 1980s, leading to nostalgia for the traditional city. But at
the end of the 20th century, the changing economic context brought the question of the
city and the possibility of exerting an influence through city planning and urban design,
onto the agenda once more. Indeed, urbanization has a dominant trend of economic and
social change since the second half of the twentieth century, especially in the developing
world. Urban mobility issues, notab1y the requirements to satisfy it, have increased
proportionally with urbanization, a trend reflected in the growing size of cities and in the
increasing proportion of the urbanized population.

Airports in the Netherlands 2001.

Such a perspective leads us to highlight four critical connections between mobility
and contemporary urbanism that together form the starting point of this book.

World’s Largest Passengers Airports 2001. Source: Airports Council International.

First, in several countries, the discussion about the new urban form in which we live
started in the early 1980s from the concept of de-urbanization, with loose talk about the
‘death of cities’ and even on what has been called ‘neo-ruralization’ (De Matteis, 1985;
Secchi, 1988). The idea that the city is dying is not new and it has surfaced periodically
ever since the urban form made its appearance. However, the census returns of the 1980s,
coupled with speculation on the social effects of the explosive diffusion of information
technology, gave empirical body to the most recent version of this recurrent idea. In fact,
the city, and even the large city, is far from disappearing. Trends observed so far, in urban
systems in most of the advanced economies, indicate that cities are not declining but
are undergoing a profound transformation, the full consequences of which are still to be
completely fathomed2.

http://www.airports.org/

The size of this population is growing, but it is difficult to assess it precisely because
all our collective cognitive apparatus is geared to a traditional city that is undergoing a
profound mutation. Statistics still deal mainly with inhabitants and to a smaller degree
with commuters, but not at all with users. If we want to perceive these new trends
systematically we have to look to entirely new sources of information. For instance,
every year the International Schiphol Airport (Amsterdam) system handles a transient
population numerically equivalent not to the inhabitants of Amsterdam or any of the world
metropolises, but to entire nations like Italy or double the population of The Netherlands.
A large chunk of this mass is composed of city users, coming and going and increasingly
contributing to the economy of Amsterdam, or of any other major metropolitan city, from
buying a postcard and eating one hamburger to leaving a sizeable amount of currency in
shopping, hotel fees and restaurant bills, not to mention the usage of collective services,
such as streets, parks, parking lots, and public transportation. The type of metropolis
that is growing out of the increasing gravitation of city users is the one we are living in
nowadays. It is very different from the city we are accustomed to dealing with in popular
and scientific terms and could be defined as second-generation (or mature) metropolis
(Martinotti, 1993).
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Another important aspect to take into account is that over the world it is not the
centres themselves that are developing, but the peripheries. The regions of Southeast
Asia are expanding the most explosively (Koolhaas, 1999; Gutierrez and Portefaix,
2000). For example, the triangle of Hong Kong, Macao, and Canton is fusing into a
mega-agglomeration with unimaginable speed. The number of inhabitants of Canton
has doubled in only 5 years. Hong Kong’s satellite city, Shenzen, has a population
115 times greater than 20 years ago. These quantum leaps are occurring within giant
building projects. Macao is planning land reclamation, which entails filling in an area
of water 60 square kilometres in size. Between Hong Kong and Canton half a dozen
overspill cities are planned and whole bays are being filled in to gain valuable building
land. Some 300,000 people will live in skyscrapers at least 40 stories high. This growth
leads to an unbelievable concentration of population: there are 20 times more people on
a single square yard in Hong Kong than in a big city in Europe. The resultant problems,
for instance with the traffic, are reminiscent of the crisis in the European cities in the
19th century. History seems to be repeating itself. Yet, in face of the much greater speed
and force of the problem it seems questionable to try to deal with it using town-planning
methods that were developed over the past 100 years. The cities of Southeast Asia have
become the experimental terrain for a new model of the metropolis. This “city” is no
longer constituted by the collectivity of its inhabitants, which expresses itself in a unified
type of building, but in the confrontation of conflicting interests, which takes advantage
of an open but temporary spectrum of opportunities. In the permanent process of growth
and change inherent in such a city, planning seems to have no chance.

Left: Percentage of Urban Population per continent,
1950-2030. Right: Urban Population (in 1,000s).
Nearly all the growth of the urban population takes place
in developing countries. They will account for 93% of
a 2 billion increase in the global urban population
between 2000 and 2030. Much of this growth will come
in the world’s poorest countries, and many of the new
urban dwellers, particularly women and their children,
will be among the poorest people in the world. This
raises serious issues of mobility and access to urban
transportation as a factor of development.
The graphs below, showing the percentage of
urban populastion per continent indicate that there
is a difference between proportions and absolute
numbers. For instance, the 2000 level of urbanization
in Asia was low (36%), but the absolute number of
urban dwellers made Asia the most urbanized region in
the world with 1.35 billion urban residents. Developed
countries are still the most urbanized, but Latin America
has almost filled the gap. Even if the share of urban
population is smaller in developing countries, their
number of urban dwellers is two times the one of
developed countries.
Source: United Nations, 2000.
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“The southern China metropolis, only vaguely perceived in most of the
world at this time, is likely to become the most representative urban face
of the twenty-first century.”

Pearl River Delta, China 2003.

Source: Laurent Gutierrez + Valérie Portefaix 2003.

Manuel Castells, 1996, The rise of the network society, Oxford, UK: Blackwell; 439.
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Transportation networks and urban form
At the urban level, demographic growth and mobility have been shaped by the
capacity and requirements of urban transport infrastructures. Consequently there are
a wide variety of urban forms and urban transportation systems as urban form is the
spatial imprint of any urban transport system. Even if the geographical setting of cities
varies as well as urban cultures vary considerably, these relationships are theorised
by transportation planners by means of two structural elements the function of which
function remains constant:
Nodes. They express the centrality of urban activities. This centrality can be related to
the spatial accumulation of economic activities or to the accessibility to elements of
the transport system. Terminals, such as ports, rail yards and stations, and airports, are
important nodes around which activities agglomerate at the local or regional level. Nodes
have a hierarchy related to their importance and contribution to urban functions, such as
production, management and distribution;
Linkages. They refer to the infrastructures supporting flows from, to and between nodes.
The lowest level of linkages includes streets, which are the defining elements of the urban
spatial structure. The hierarchy of linkages climbs up to regional roads and railways and
international connections by air and maritime transport systems. The presence of nodes
requires linkages, which can be serviced by different transport modes. Road and transit
linkages are obviously local in scope, while rail, maritime and air linkages integrate the
city to a wider context of distribution and trade. The complex set of relationships between
nodes and their linkages imply an urban form, which is unique in each case.
Besides, urban transportation is organized according to the requirements of collective,
individual and freight transportation:
Collective Transportation. The purpose of collective transportation is to provide publicly
accessible mobility over specific parts of a city. Its efficiency is based upon transiting a
vast number of people while benefiting from economies of scale.
Individual Transportation. Includes the car, walking, cycling and the motorcycle. The
majority of people walk to satisfy their basic mobility, but this number varies widely
according to the city considered. In Tokyo 88% of movements are done by walking while
this figure is only 3% for Los Angeles.
Freight Transportation. As cities are dominant production and consumption centres,
large movements of freight accompany these activities. Delivery trucks converging to
industries, warehouses and retail activities as well as to major terminals such as ports, rail
yards, distribution centers and airports mostly characterize these movements.
In several instances, these modes are complementary to one another, but sometimes
they may be competing for the usage of available land and/or transport infrastructures.
Conventionally, movements within cities tended to be restricted to walking, making
medium and long distance urban linkages rather inefficient and time-consuming. As
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such, activity nodes tended to be agglomerated and urban forms compact. Many modern
cities have inherited an urban form created under such circumstances, which are no
longer prevailing. The dense urban cores of many European and Japanese cities, for
example, enable residents to make 30 to 60% of all trips by walking and cycling. On the
opposite, the dispersed urban forms of North American cities, which were built recently,
result in automobile dependency. Urban transportation thus is always associated with a
spatial form, which varies according to the modes being used. In an age of motorization,
an increasing number of cities are developing a spatial structure that increases reliance
on mechanized transportation, namely the privately owned automobile. Dispersion - or
urban sprawl - is taking place in many different types of cities, from dense centralized
European metropolises such as Madrid, Paris and London to rapidly industrializing
metropolises such as Seoul, Shanghai, and Buenos Aires, to those experiencing recent,
fast and uncontrolled urban growth such as Lagos (Koolhaas, 2002).
The evolution of transportation has generally led to a change in most urban forms.
The more radical the change the more the urban form was altered. The emergence of new
central areas expressing new urban activities and new relationships between elements of
the urban system is the most fundamental change. The central business district (CBD),
once the primary destination of commuters and serviced by public transportation, is being
challenged by changing manufacturing, retailing and management practices. Whereas
traditional manufacturing depended on centralized workplaces and transportation
schemes, advanced technology has rendered modern industry more flexible. The growth
of suburbs after the Second World War was initially restricted to the periphery of roads
followed by the gradual filling of spaces between these roads and the cities. Highways
and ring roads, which circled the cities, have favoured the development of suburbs and the
apparition of important edge cities, which compete with the central business district for
the localization of jobs, commerce, and financial and professional services. As a result,
job opportunities have shifted to the suburbs (if not to new locations abroad) and the
activity system of cities has been considerably modified. These changes have occurred
differently according to the variety of geographical and historical contexts, notably in
North America and Europe (Muller, 1995).
Two processes have a substantial impact on contemporary urban forms. The first
is the dispersed urban land development patterns; the second is decentralisation of
activities. Sprawl has been dominant in North America over the last 50 years, where
land is abundant, transportation costs are low, and the economy has become dominated
by service and technology industries. Under such circumstances, it is not surprising the
strong relationship between urban density and car use. Many cities have also experienced
a faster growth rate of their built areas than their population growth. For instance, between
1950 and 1990 while the population of Chicago grew by 38% its built area grew by 124%
(Rodrigue, 2003). In addition, commuting has become relatively inexpensive compared
with land costs, so that households have an incentive to buy lower-priced housing at the
urban periphery. Similar patterns can be found in many European cities, however this
change is occurring at a slightly slower pace than in North America. Decentralization
of activities results in two opposite effects. First, commuter journeys, many of which
now occur from suburb to suburb, have remained relatively similar in duration. Globally,
people are spending about 1.2 hours per day commuting wherever this takes place in a
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low or high mobility setting (Schafer. 2000). However, commuting distances increasingly
tend to be longer and made by privately owned cars rather than by public transportation,
a trend occurring in developing as well as in developed countries. Most transit and
road systems were developed to facilitate suburb-to-city, rather than suburb-to-suburb
commuting. As a result, suburban highways are often as congested as urban highways.
Different transport technologies, however, are associated with different travel speeds
and capacity. As a result, cities that rely primarily on non-motorized transport tend to be
different than auto-dependent cities. In other words, transport technology plays a very
important role in defining urban form (i.e. the spatial extent of the built-up area and the
spatial pattern of various activities).
World Transportation density, 2000. This map represents the density in kilometers per 100 square
kilometers of two major land transportation infrastructures: roads and railways. The regions having
the highest concentrations of infrastructures (black line, white infill) are Western Europe, North
America and Japan. The areas in black represent marginally serviced areas (10-40 km/100 km2).
Source: ESRI, 2000.
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The spatial imprint of urban transportation
In the pre-automobile era, about 10% of the land of a city was devoted to transportation.
But this figure has changed tremendously. As the mobility of people and freight increased,
a growing share of urban areas is allocated to circulation and parking. Large variations of
the spatial imprint of urban transportation are observed between different cities as well as
between different parts of a city, such as between central and peripheral areas. The major
components of the spatial imprint of urban transportation are:
Roads and parking areas are the amount of space devoted to road transportation, which
has two states of activity - moving or parked. In a motorized city, an average 30% of the
urban surface is devoted to roads while another 20% is required for off-street parking.
This implies for each car about 2 off-street and 2 on-street parking spaces. In North
American cities, roads and parking lots account between 30 to 60% of the total urban
surface3.
Pedestrian areas refer to the amount of space devoted to walking. This space is often
shared with roads as sidewalks may use between 10% and 20% of a road’s right of way.
In central urban districts, pedestrian areas tend to use a greater share of the right of way
and in some instances whole areas are reserved only for pedestrians. However, in a
motorized context, most of pedestrian areas are for servicing people’s access to parked
automobiles.
Cycling areas. With few exceptions (i.e. The Netherlands) cycling simply share access
to road space in a highly disorganized form. However, many attempts have been made to
create a space specific to the circulation of bicycles in urban areas, namely with reserved
lanes and parking facilities.
Transit systems. Many transit systems, such as buses and tramways, are sharing road
areas, which often impairs their efficiency. Others, such as subways and rail have their
own infrastructures and, consequently, their own areas. Many attempts to mitigate
congestion have resulted in the creation of road lanes reserved to buses.
Transport terminals refer to the amount of space devoted to terminal facilities such as
ports, airports, rail yards and distribution centres. Globalisation has increased the amount
of people and freight circulation and consequently the amount of urban space required to
support those activities. Many major terminals are located in the peripheral areas of cities,
which are the only locations where a sufficient amount of land is available.
The importance of all these spaces varies according to a number of factors, density
being the most important. If density is considered as a gradient, rings of mobility represent
variations in the spatial importance of each mode at providing urban mobility. Further,
each transport mode has unique performance and space consumption characteristics. The
most relevant example is the private car. It requires space to move around (roads), but
it also spends large part of its existence stationary in a parking space. Consequently, a
significant amount of urban space must be allocated to accommodate the private car,
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especially when it does not move and is thus economically and socially useless. At an
aggregate level, measures reveal a significant spatial imprint of road transportation
among developed countries. The case of the United States is eloquent. About 155.000
square kilometres are reserved for car use, which equals to 10% of all the available land.
More land is thus used by cars than for housing (Kauffman, 2001). In Western Europe,
roads account for between 15% and 20% of the urban surface while for developing
countries, this figure is about 10% (6% on average for Chinese cities).
Rapid and expanded urbanization occurring around the world involves a greater
number of people living in cities and increased numbers of trips in urban areas. Cities
have traditionally responded to growth in travel demand by expanding the transportation
supply by building new highways and/or transit lines. In the developed world, that
has meant building more roads to accommodate an ever-growing number of vehicles,
therefore creating new urban structures. Several urban spatial structures have emerged,
with the reliance on the car being the most important discriminatory factor. Four major
types can be identified at the metropolitan scale (Thomson, 1977): the Completely
Motorized Network representing a car-dependent city with a limited centrality; the Weak
Centre representing the spatial structure of many American cities where many activities
are located in the periphery; the Strong Centre representing high density urban centres
with well developed public transit systems, particularly in Europe and Asia; and the
Traffic Limitation representing urban areas that have efficiently implemented traffic
control and modal preference in their spatial structure.
These spatial structures can also be expressed at different scales where transportation
systems influence the structure of communities, districts and the whole metropolitan area.
For instance, one of the most significant impacts of transportation on the urban structure
has been the clustering of activities near areas of high accessibility. Furthermore,
transportation has also permitted, through sprawl, the emergence of a new and distinct
urban environment with its associated mobility: the suburb. In addition to available and
cheap road transport, several other factors are related to the emergence of suburbia,
including low land costs, available land (large houses), the environment (clean and quiet),
safety, and car-oriented services (shopping malls). In those areas, the spatial imprint of
the car is dominant with a wide array of roads and parking lots. Suburban developments
have occurred in many cities worldwide, although no other places have achieved such a
low density and absolute car dependency than the United States (Duany, 1999). Facing
the expansion of urban areas and the increasing importance of inter-urban movements,
many ring roads were built around major cities. They became an important attribute of the
spatial structures of cities, notably in North America. Highway interchanges in suburban
areas are notable examples. The extension (and the over-extension) of urban areas has
created what may be called peri-urban areas. They are located well outside the urban core
and the suburbs, but are within reasonable commuting distances.
As cities continue to become more dispersed, the cost of building and operating
public transportation systems is becoming prohibitive4. Furthermore, dispersed
residential patterns observed in car-dependent cities makes public transportation systems
less convenient for the average commuter. Urban transit is often perceived as the best
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Scale and urban spatial structure. At the
community level, the urban spatial structure
is influenced by the street patterns and the
location of residences and basic services.
At the district level, which can be seen as a
conglomeration of various communities, the
urban spatial structure is influenced by main
roads and specific employment and sevices
zones. At the city level, highway, transit
systems and major transport terminals are
the dominant elements impacting the spatial
structure.

“L’ Urbanisme des réseaux”.
The three levels of networks
operators organising the urban
space according to Gabriel
Dupuy. Source: Dupuy (1991).

transportation mode for urban areas, notably large cities. However, surveys and statistics
show stagnation or a decline of public transit, especially in North America. In New
York, like many cities around the world, despite 10 years of investment, public transit
ridership declined from 4.8 million trips per day in 1980 to 4.3 million per day in 1992
(Rodrigue, 2003). In The Netherlands ‘public transport is bankrupt: functionally a failure,
financially a disaster. It just doesn’t work’ (Frieling, 2000). In much of the developing
world, unplanned and uncoordinated land development has led to rapid expansion of the
urban periphery. Poorer residents are often isolated in outlying areas without access to
affordable and convenient public transportation.
Most urban transit developments had little, if any impacts on congestion (Cox, 1998).
This paradox is partially explained by the spatial structure of contemporary cities, which
are oriented along servicing the needs of the individual, not necessarily the collective
needs. Among the most difficult challenges facing urban transit are:
Decentralization. Public transit systems are not designed to service low density and
scattered urban areas that are increasingly dominating the landscape. The greater the
decentralization, the more difficult and expensive it becomes to serve urban areas with
public transit;
Fixity. The infrastructure of several public transit systems, notably rail and metro systems
are fixed, while cities are dynamical entities. This implies that travel patterns tend to
change and that a transit system built for servicing a specific pattern may face ‘spatial
obsolescence’ in time;
Connectivity. Public transit systems are often independent from other modes and
terminals. It is consequently difficult to transfer passengers from on system to the other;
Competition. In view of the extensive and ubiquitous road transport systems, public
transport faces strong competition. The higher the level of automobile dependency, the
more inappropriate the public transit level of service. The public service being offered is
simply outpaced by the convenience of the private car.
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Dementia automobilis

5

In Ben Helton’s novel Gridlock (1991) a team of researchers come from planet Brain
to get an understanding of Earth in order to compile a three-minute comedy sketch.
Despite coming to grasp with the Earth’s most amazing mysteries, such as how the
stripes get into toothpaste, they failed to understand one mystery: ‘Why it was that each
single member of this strange life-form insisted on occupying perhaps fifty times its
own ground surface area for the entire time it was in motion, or not in motion as the case
maybe?’ Their producer did not believe them: ‘You are trying to tell me that they are all
going in the same direction, travelling to much the same destinations and yet they are all
deliberately impeding the progress of each other by covering six square meters of space
with a large almost completely empty tin box?’
Ben Helton’s novel has its fictional feet very firmly in the reality of London6 and of
many large European cities for that matter. It is estimated (OECD statistics)7 that in the
average speed of vehicles in major European cities has declined by 10% over the last
twenty years, such that average traffic speeds at peak times are now lower than in the
days of horse-drawn carriage (EC, 1996:12/13). The cost of this congestion is estimated
approximately 2% of GDP (ECU 120 billion) or four times the money spent by the EU on
public transport (EC, 1996:13). Still, the rates of private automobility are growing faster
whilst public transport declines. According to OECD, ‘the number of vehicles – now
more than 600 million worldwide - is growing almost everywhere at higher rates than
population and GDP. Overall, road traffic grows even more quickly. The largest increase
over the next several decades are likely to occur particularly in Asia-Pacific region.’ Ben
Elton’s fiction touches not just on the symptom of the problem - car congestion but also
on its underlying basis: the focus of much transport policy on unrestricted individual
mobility. The individual is also at the centre of the concept of mobility: ‘Mobility is a
term, which reflects the nature of contemporary expectations as well as actual changes.
Mobility signifies the desire to expand the possibilities of movement from place to place
to match more individuated disaggregated senses of self and correspondingly different
needs. But mobility contains within itself a contradiction. The more choices individuals
have the more the cumulative consequences of the exercises of these choices is likely
to result in congestion’ (Offe, 1987). The idea of mobility is at the heart of the so-called
unbinding (Mullally, 1995) of previous conceptions of time and space but it brings in
its train new problems of technologies of delivery and social co-ordination (O’Mahony,
1997: 2).
Many sociologists have made links in the rise of post-war mobility with the increased
prosperity and rise of service economies requiring increased flexibility (Mahony, 1997,
Whitelegg, 1997; Newman, 1997). Not just the economy, however, but also patterns of
leisure and notions of the self in the late 2Oth century ‘require that the gap between local
and supra-local space be constantly narrowed’ (O’Mahony, 1997:2). Gerard Mullally8
captures the way that the rise of these concepts of mobility is part of a heterogeneous
mixture of cultural, economic and political phenomena: ‘Public transport is an artefact
or a symbol of pre-World War Two industrialism. The orientation complex of public
transport at this time included cultural political and economic values that emphasised
discipline and control. Public transport followed a pre-determined route to a pre-defined
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destination to meet the needs of a growing industrial society. In the post-war cultural and
political atmosphere a social distrust of control influenced the orientation complex of
the diffusion of technology of the private car. The social, cultural and political demand
for freedom was given material and symbolic form with the freedom of mobility that the
car brought for some in the West. In this line of reasoning transport became transformed
into mobility. The problem in the late 20th century is that infrastructural demands of road
transport and the steadily increasing numbers of cars has meant that in the urban context,
the use of the private car is no longer synonymous with freedom of mobility for car users
and non-car users alike’ (Mullally, 301/302).
In the past, the objective of transport planners has been clear: to facilitate this mobility,
to meet the needs of the increasing desire to travel. Limits to this project were only limits
of cost (O’Mahony, 1997). Mobility was regarded as a universal good and universally
good. More recently, however, there is a growing unwillingness on behalf of governments
to keep feeding the ‘car habit’ as they realise that increasing the supply of infrastructure,
especially roads, is creating ever increasing dependencies on the car leading to ever
more car congestion. For some time now, there has been a distinct chorus in the writing
on sustainable mobility that it is not possible to build one’s way out of the problem of
traffic congestion. Instead, increasing the length, breadth and density of roads will in fact
worsen and prolong the problem in the medium and long-term by generating more traffic
leading to the location of services, which may only feasibly be reached by car-transport.
Building more roads also worsens the problem in the short term by depriving public
transport of investment (Bendixson, 1974, Freund and Martin, 1993; Wajcman, 1991;
Whitelegg, 1997; O’Mahony, 1996; EC, 1992; Newman, 1997).
In fact, some have argued that it is the dominance of roads that is the problem and not
cars per se. ‘As a technology, the auto did not create contemporary traffic problems any
more than use of the horse did in the 19th century cities. Rather, it is the overuse of the
auto and the accommodation of social space to it - as a homogenous system of mobility
- that is the problem. The problems of the auto are the result of a system of technology-inuse’ (Freund and Martin, 1993:21). Even at the start of the century, Le Corbusier referred
to the street as a ‘factory for producing traffic’ (cited in Freund and Martin, 1993:112). If
there is something new in the present situation in comparison to Le Corbusier, it seems to
relate to the increasing need for reflexive relations in the urban world of automobility. This
is a relation that respects the autonomy of the mobile individual while at the same time
making the whole network of automobiles work. Currently, traffic planners recommend
a “coaching”-like procedure. An equal distribution of information to car drivers about
possible bottlenecks in the flow of traffic may inspire some of them to change routes, so
that the predicted bottlenecks become self-denying prophecies. This is a project-justified
way of regulating mobility. The empirical evidence for the argument that it is impossible
to build one’s way out of congestion has been mounting for at least three decades now.
For example, in France a six and eight lane highway around Paris, which has already
established itself as the most dangerous road in the city, was no sooner completed in
1973 than the Minister for Transport gave his blessing to a super périphérique to relieve
it of super congestion. A similar scenario is replicated in The Netherlands in relation to
the political discussion about adding new lanes to solve motorway congestion around the
major cities.
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Center: Suburban development along an highway interchange. This
is a typical example of post-World War II suburban development in North
America. It shows the structuring effect of the highway interchange on
RETAIL
land uses.
Next to the interchange (highest accessibility and visibility)
retailing OFFICE
activities, such as restaurants, shopping malls and hotels. A
little bit further are offices, manufacturing and warehousing activities
INDUSTRIAL
and, finally, residential areas. Obviously, this land use pattern is strictly
RESIDENTAL
supported
by road transportation, notably the car.
HIGHWAY
Right (top):
Avarage journey to work travel time. 1990. Because of
RAILWAY
its high level of motorization, the United States has the lowest average
commuting time in the world, around 25 minutes in 1990. The commuters
of Western Europe and Japan, which are more dependant on walking
and public transit, have longer commuting times. However, the last
decade has shown growing commuting times, mainly due to increasing
congestion levels in metropolitan areas as well. Source: Wendell Cox
Consultancy (2001).

Right (bottom): Service attributes of urban transport modes.
Different urban transport systems have different operational speeds and
capacities. Source: adapted from R. Tolley and B. Turton (1995;63).
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The black hole theory and auto sprawl syndrome
In fact, the pattern of increased congestion can even by now be mapped by a
model called ‘the black hole theory of motorway construction’, which operates in the
following five progressive steps: highway congestion; added capacity through motorway
construction; urban sprawl grows, creating new auto-dependent spaces; number of auto
trips and their length rise; and renewed highway congestion (Freund and Martin, 1993:
20). According to Freund and Martin, ‘the black hole theory of congestion finds scientific
support in Braess’s paradox a statistical and probability theory that holds that adding
an additional street to a congested area can actually slow traffic down (the addition of a
street increases congestion at least half the time). The reason lays in the fact that drivers
(including new drivers attracted by the new street) prefer the alternative, thus clogging its
feeder streets causing even more congestion.
Another term for this is ‘auto sprawl syndrome’, in which cars make urban sprawl
possible and by doing so make suburbanites auto-dependent. Urban sprawl is defined
spatially by single use (i.e. residential or commercial) and low-density land-use patterns.
(Freund and Martin, 1993: 20/21). This was also the conclusion of a recent round-table
discussion on infrastructure-induced mobility by the European Conference of Ministers
of Transport9. ‘Ultimately, the balance of evidence clearly indicates that additional traffic
may be induced by the provision of extra road capacity, as a result of a combination of a
wide variety of different behavioural responses (ECMT, 1996:1): ‘The general case is that
new infrastructure capacity can be expected to increase the total volume of traffic, hence
increasing those aspects of environmental damage that are proportional to the volume
of traffic. This increase in traffic, which in the long term can range from zero to 40 %,
may be due to a variety of factors; i.e.: to take advantage of the new infrastructure people
may change their route, mode of travel, travel times or move home. At the strategic level,
the main effect of road construction is to influence the pace at which both congestion
and environmental damage from traffic get worse, rather than offering potential for it to
improve. However, it is apparent that individuals’ responses to new capacity also evolve
over time and there are some indications that changes in traffic patterns in response to
a new road are still evolving after several years’ (European Conference of Ministers of
Transport, ECMT, 1996:1).
Based on a collection of their own reports10, the ECMT has estimated that in a case
of new road infrastructure, there is an average increase of mobility of 10% in the shortterm and 20% in the long-term although induced traffic generally ranges anywhere
up to 40%, depending on local and more macro-economic circumstances. The latter
macro-economic circumstances are given as meaning income levels, car-running costs
and the cost of alternative modes etc. The amount of induced traffic is said to vary at a
local level depending on the size of the scheme, existing traffic congestion, geographical
and economic conditions and the availability of alternatives. The conclusions of the
discussion also emphasise that owing to the lack of statistics in this area, induced traffic
can only ever be estimated: ‘What we can measure is total traffic but we are unable to
break the figures down into previously existing traffic and new traffic. Indeed, in order
to be able to analyse what happens, we would have to conduct surveys before and after a
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new link is opened, with follow-up surveys at a later date. This is because changes in trip
behaviour can take some time to stabilise (particularly changes in patterns of residence)
and can have unexpected effects: investing in rail infrastructure can also induce traffic
on the roads, since it enables people to move from town centres and live on the outskirts,
where they become dependent on the car for certain trips. It is not only new roads that
induce road traffic’ (ECMT, 1996:3). They, furthermore, conclude that traffic inducement
on roads exists in a symbiotic relationship between wider lifestyle patterns. ‘Lastly, we
cannot repeat often enough how much induced traffic is dependent on wider changes in
our lifestyle (such as second car ownership, the widespread development of shopping
centres and increased number of trips for recreational purposes), all of which may well
make us wonder whether it is necessary to provide new infrastructure to cater for the
desire to travel. At the same time, it is by providing infrastructure that life styles are
influenced, since infrastructure facilitates access to different locations’ (ECMT, 1997:3).
Despite the mounting evidence, that it is not possible to build one’s way out of
congestion, but rather increased roads are most likely to worsen it, a policy for the
construction of urban-ring/circular roads are a particularly persistent policy objective
for many of our European cities. They are normally presented as being a necessary
precondition for the promotion of industrial and commercial interests and to allow
vehicles to by-pass the urban core of the city. However, others see this as an extension of
the principle of supplying the demand for road vehicles. According to John Whitelegg,
for example ‘there is no clear difference between inter-urban roads in the ways in which
they are used. The categories are artificial and serve to undermine whatever progress
can be made in urban areas as well as undermine railway planning and economics.’
(Whitelegg, 1993:160/1).
What is striking about reading the literature in this area is that travel diaries of over
thirty years ago have been able to confirm that building urban motorways has led to an
increase in all traffic. Bendixson, outlines in the clearest and simplest of manners the
argument against urban motor-ways or ring-roads: ‘Bypass a small village, battered from
dawn to dusk by heavy through traffic on a trunk road and the result is, without doubt,
a haven of peace. Traffic past the village green may be cut by as much as 80%. Build a
network of urban motorways in a city in order to provide bypasses by which through
traffic may avoid the streets where people live, work, shop and go to school and the effect
is not quite the same. The reasons are simple. For one thing a high proportion of the traffic
found in any one part of a town or city will have local businesses, it will consist of the cars
of the residents plus the to-ing and fro-ing of the butcher, the baker and the candlestick
maker. This, in turn, is because most of the trips made by most vehicles are short ones.
Even in the US, with its gigantic spreading cities, the average commuter drives nine and
a half miles each way. Motorists should be able to check this for themselves. Make up a
tally of the last ten trips made by the family car and work out how many were just around
the neighbourhood and how many were long distance ones. The results show that it is
not the faceless ‘them,’ composed of out of town commuters and trucks delivering ball
bearings from Bristol to Zagreb that create most of the danger and pollution in the cities,
but the residents themselves, their friends and the vans that are fetching and carrying the
day-to day needs of the locality. And outside those streets clogged by commuter parking,
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it is again the cars of the locals that cause blockages and ugliness. The effect of building
urban motorways is, therefore, not so much to lift traffic out of the existing streets as
to make possible a multitude of new middle and long-distance car trips. Motorists’ first
reaction to this is to ask what is wrong about such longer trips. Why should they be
singled out for extermination (which will undoubtedly be their fate if urban motorways
are not built)? The answer is in the form of another question. Are such roads and the
traffic they bear worth the destruction they cause to established neighbourhoods: are they
worth the aura of noise, dust and fumes; are they the most equitable way of spending
transport funds? Or to put it another way, would people travel as they do when urban
motorways are provided if they had to put their hands in their pockets and pay for these
costs as they were incurring them?’ (Bendixson, 1974:17).

Alternative mobility and resistance to change
The automatic relationship between structural change affecting the city, economic,
social and demographic, and the enhanced development of road infrastructures
that maximise individual autonomy is reaching physical and cultural limits. These
developments have seen the rise of what Hajer and Kesselring (1996) call an ‘Alternative
Mobility Paradigm’ which aims to change the goals which underpin the use of the car so
that the car usage is both restricted and forced to serve new purposes. Ideas of alternative
mobility have an elective affinity with ideas of sustainable development and its European
Commission offshoot sustainable mobility. These ideas reflect the emergence of a new
‘orientation complex’ for technologies of transportation building in environmental and
lifestyle considerations in more pronounced ways in the technologies of the future
(Mahony, 1997:3).
The alternative mobility paradigm is given expression in many of the later EC
documents including the Green Paper on the Urban Environment (EC, 1990); Green Paper
on Sustainable Mobility (EC, 1992) and the Common Transport Policy, 1995). Whilst
many of the policies are based on reducing the negative impacts of cars in our cities (such
as traffic calming and cleaner air technologies), the policy which one could say matches
closest to an alternative mobility paradigm is that of ‘car-free cities’ project. This project
was pioneered in Lübeck and Aachen (Germany) and subsequently implemented, at least
in part, in Florence and Bologna (Italy), and later in Amsterdam (The Netherlands) but
the idea has now been given official backing by the EC initiative. In June 1992, the EC
published a document (Transport Europe, 1992) declaring the city without cars a viable
proposition and one that could be up to five times cheaper to run than a city with cars
(Whitelegg, 1993:160). The policy which requires the virtual abolition of company carparking in cities as well as the shifting of land-use systems to favour activities which
are at short-distances shows that the EC has been willing to give initiative to radical
alternatives in our city transport systems.11
The debates - especially in regard to policies to relieve car-congestion - have also
been echoed at national levels. Recent evidence has suggested, for example, that there is
an understanding amongst traffic planners that one of the ways to reduce car-congestion
is not to relieve it with more roads, but rather to worsen congestion, so as motorists are
forced to use alternative modes12. However, deliberately increasing the risk of traffic jams
is likely to be a policy in the UK White Paper on transport (2001). The policy is based on
research from the Dept. of Environment who has found that the theory does indeed work
in practice. Their research shows that people are dissuaded from using their cars if they
find road capacity reduced. The policy has already been dubbed a ‘time-tax’ and is based
on the advice from a report by Professor Phil Goodwin in which he claimed that car users
typically pay a smaller amount of travel time than public transport users. The report is
also said to recommend targeting particular sorts of journeys which are less necessary and
which can be transferred to public transport by a mixture of improvement and restraint.
However, such movements towards an alternative mobility paradigm, remain more as
‘a subterranean or experimental process in which the unsustainability of present paths
are proclaimed while at the same time policies, strategies and behaviours continue along
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the same lines. Meanwhile, urban life continues to be shaped by existing values and
technologies, which are storing up large problems for the present and future urban life.
One reason why the belief in the right to individual mobility is proving difficult to
shift is the links between individual mobility and the objective of economic development.
Especially important here is the argument that the periphery must be linked to the core
economic areas, so generating the principle of ‘filling the gaps’ (Whitelegg, 1993). The
linkage also sets up a system of internal contradictory policy objectives for the EU which
are now being emerging in its own policy documents, for example the Green Paper on
the Urban Environment (EC, 1990), the Green Paper on Sustainable Mobility (EC, 1992)
and Citizens’ Network, (EC, I 996). The Single European Market is an icon of EU policy
and has its foundation in a traditional economic framework of creating an unbroken web
of production and consumption lines throughout Europe. To this end then the EU ‘is
energetically pursuing more road construction, support of high speed rail and airport
expansion which will continue to stimulate higher levels of traffic demand’ (Whitelegg,
1993: 154). In particular, the economic objectives of the Single Market are predominantly
tied to road haulage rather than any alternative transport scenarios.
‘The dominance of road based transport is the result of an historical process of
fiscal discrimination in favour of road supported by major land use changes which
set the dominance in concrete’ (Whitelegg, 1997:158). For example, in 1992, the EC
announced that it intends to add 1,200 km of motorway to the present 3,700 km in the
next ten years (Transport Europe, 1992). As John Whitelegg sharply observes: ‘this plan
is cost at 120 billion ECUs and comes from the same stable as the car-free city concept
or the green book on urban environment. Clearly there is some inconsistency in EC
policy’ (Whitelegg, 1992: 161). The contradictions are apparent but commentators still
believe that the rhetoric and polices of sustainable mobility are largely subsumed to the
greater faith in the economic imperative of large open markets built on transport and
communication infrastructures (O’Mahony, 1997; Whitelegg, 1993; 1997).

The need for re-conceptualising the city and its mobilities
The foregoing leads to the second critical connection, namely the interpretation of the
themes of mobility in the changing urban condition. Urban scientists are re-conceptualising
the contemporary city in the light of globalisation. Major research streams point at the fact
that urban systems in advanced economies are undergoing a deep change, not dissimilar
in scope and consequences from the one that led to the formation of the industrial town
(Martinotti, 1993; Sassen, 1998; 2001; Graham and Marvin, 2001). If this is not simply
a rhetorical statement, or one biased by an historical trompe l’oeil due to the desire of
each generation to place itself at crucial pivots of social change, we are faced with the
challenging task of radically redefining the object of our field (the city) and its conceptual
representation. On a quieter note, we can say that there are at least three urban formations
intermeshed in the territorial reality, particularly in regions with millenary urban history
such as Europe. The traditional town - with all its historical variations can be defined as
an entity in which the institutional and physical morphology coincides with a community,
a spatial and sociological entity defined by interactions among individuals, groups,
classes and organizations. The mid-twentieth century metropolis embodied in the idea of
metropolitan area, an entity less easily definable than the traditional city, but still fairly
interpretable by a functional system, large, but limited in area - although with uncertain
borders - and dominated by a centre (core), and a periphery (fringes). And finally, a new
entity that is still difficult to grasp and that has been variously defined as a ‘World City’,
‘Global City’, ‘Exopolis’, ‘Generic City’ etc.; an open network with no central places, or
with a plurality of nodes, not necessarily arranged in a clear hierarchical order.
The abundance of definitions and terms used in the literature, rather than their
scarcity, is another indication of the deep transformations under way in urban areas
all over the world. In periods of rapid change it is first of all the conceptual order that
is shaken: old terms lose significance, while new ones, often proposed with evocative
instead of analytical purposes, add rather than subtract to the terminological complexity.
No matter what exact definition we accept for the new urban form, this latter entity is also
more difficult to define on the physical territory than it is in theory. And its borders may
vary by many orders of magnitude, depending on the particular ‘net’ to which we decide
to make reference. However, one common characteristic of this new urban condition is
that it relies more than ever upon efficient infrastructure networks. Somehow this is also
its weakness. Rem Koolhaas’ description of infrastructures in the Generic City (1995)
explains this situation very lucidly: ‘Infrastructures, which were mutually reinforcing
and totalising are becoming more and more competitive and local; they no longer pretend
to create functioning wholes but now spin off functional entities. Instead of network and
organism, the new infrastructure creates enclave and impasse: no long the grand récit but
the parasitic swerve. […] Infrastructure is no longer a more or less delayed response to a
more or less urgent need but a strategic weapon’ (1995: 1264).
There is a fairly general consensus about the notion that the major and more
universally damaging effects of the globalisation process at the urban level is an increase
of social polarisation and a growing crisis of the spatial distribution policies that have
so far governed the social conflicts in urban areas. There is a consensus as well about
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the fact that infrastructures are indeed ‘weapons of power’ that trigger such phenomena.
However, what urban scholars often overlook in their analysis of the contemporary
urban condition is how and where the physical infrastructures play a key role in
determining these phenomena. As discussed, the outcome of a theoretical observation of
contemporary urban reality depends on the particular ‘net’ (or scale) to which we decide
to make reference. Rarely, the issues of design of the spaces of mobility are discussed
at the scales in which urban designers and architect work. Therefore, if a critical focus
on the mechanisms underlying networked infrastructure - transport, telecommunications,
energy, water and streets - offers ‘a powerful dynamic way of seeing contemporary cities
and urban regions’ (Dupuy, 1991 in Graham and Marvin, 2001:8), the focus on design
of the spaces of mobility gives an insight of the major transformations that our design
professions are undergoing.
There are three considerations supporting this hypothesis. First, the process of
recognition of the importance of mobility in re-shaping the city, its landscapes and urban
culture has reached a point of maturity. Automobiles, their production, consumption and
semiology, have vexed and intrigued architects, urban designers, theorists, governments,
businesses, unions, protestors and activists from their inception in the late nineteenth
century to the present day. The automobile is a figure of the contemporary landscape
that bands together the dominant concerns and themes of modernity. But as undoubtedly
important as the automobile is, the focus of current researches in urbanism and architecture
– including the one presented here – is to look beyond the car itself to consider the basic
conception of mobility that underlies it in relation to the shaping of the urban space and
urban culture. This trend points at the fact that the assimilation of the lessons from the
past meets the need of finding new approaches to tackle the urgent issues for the future
of the built environment.
Second, worldwide the city is undergoing increasing stress to adapt to the new modus
operandi of its inhabitants while retaining a sustainable future. This process of adaptation
consists of different interlaced levels ranging from politics, to planning and design
strategies, to social issues. Mobility is that broad trend underpinning all dimensions at
once. Whether we consider networked infrastructure as the key physical and technological
asset of modern cities (Graham and Marvin, 2001:10) and modern urban design (Dupuy,
1991) or whether we discuss the democratic use of the road as public space (Star, 1999;
Sorkin, 2001), mobility is the key topic in all debates on the future of the city. Mobility
is the subject around which the design professions are constructing a new discourse on
the city.
Third, the reflection on mobility that has occupied a large part of the debate on the
city since the dawn of modern urban design is now searching for new directions. Whereas
the automobile still largely dictates law to urban growth, architecture and urban design
are progressively moving from the Corbusian schemes towards unexplored territories.
And the focus of this common search is on design. The studies conducted in this direction
since the 1960s opened the eyes of planners, decision-makers and the general public to
the fact that the physical construction of spaces of mobility asks for a quantitative and at
the same time qualitative approach. In other words, mobility asks for cross-disciplinary
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design knowledge to become sustainable. The major contribution of these studies to the
foundation of this cross-disciplinary knowledge is actually the restoration of the road to
the realm of design and the definition of scales of intervention focused on the relation
between design objectives and people’s needs. However, these studies13 did not have the
power to shape urban processes. One of the reasons behind this ‘failure’ is the changing
context of urban projects. Urban design has turned into a process in which ‘design’ – in
the real sense of the word – becomes secondary. Obviously the synergy between decision
making processes and urban projects has always existed, however nowadays processes
are becoming more dominant than they previously were (Hall, 2001). This shift of
balance between planning policies and planning contents often jeopardises even the best
urban design practice: the danger is that sustaining the process becomes an end in itself.
Fourth, in the contemporary metropolis accessibility and efficient functioning of
infrastructures are more than ever strategic values. Public and private investors are
increasingly becoming aware of this (i.e. Master plan Lyon 1992-2010). Today the
billion-dollar transport plan must speak the language of inclusion, social responsibility
and environmental sustainability. Projects like Boston’s Big Dig, Britain’s bypasses and
the mighty Øresund Fixed Link that strides between Denmark and Sweden are all projects
billed as pragmatic long-term solutions. But as Nigel Jackson sharply points out they are
‘relief, not invigoration’ (2001: 58). As a matter of fact, the second-generation metropolis
(Martinotti, 1993) is not free from the paradoxes brought by mobility in the mid-twentieth
century metropolis. For instance, the idea that motorised transport should be associated
exclusively to perceived needs is in conflict with the realities of the market and of our
society and the ways in which we use our cars. When personal transport democratised
our means of travelling around cities, it did so at the expense of jeopardising the many
social functions the street fulfilled in the pre-auto age. Although the ways in which we
use the car have evolved to replace these social functions, did we ruin our cities by
shifting allegiance to the car? The historian Lewis Mumford believed that ‘the right to
have access to every building in the city by private motorcar in an age when everyone
possesses such a vehicle is actually the right to destroy the city,’ a prognosis confirmed by
the great conurbations of the contemporary world metropolis. However, as Jonathan Bell
observes ‘Los Angeles’ 1,187 square kilometres, criss-crossed by endless freeways and
utterly impregnable to the pedestrian, is a disintegrated urbanism held together only by
the glue of the car, the primary social facilitator. Ironically, the automobile wasn’t directly
responsible for the city’s predilection to sprawl. From the early twentieth century, Henry
Huntington’s Big Red electric railcars pushed further and further out into the virgin desert,
driven by revenue from oil dollars and the mighty irrigation projects that watered the new
communities. Today, public transport is practically non-existent’ (2001: 118). Arguably,
the city - in the pure automotive sense of a dense, social space — has been destroyed, just
as Mumford predicted. Yet Los Angeles exists, albeit dysfunctional and unevenly, with
Banham’s tribute to automobility - the fourth ecology - its unofficial manifesto.
A second paradox is that the greater mobility, not only of capital and commodities,
but also of individuals, messages and images, is at the same time a mover of the changing
urban condition and part of the new economic system emerging from it. Fundamentally,
the changes occurring in the contemporary city involve modifications in the economy
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that are largely based on innovations in the techno-systems of communications and
transportation. Moving people around has become an industry in itself, and a very
important one with many facets: tourism, the combination of business and leisure
typical of metropolitan businessmen - who live between cities as well as in cities - but
also migrations of workers and would-be workers (Wolff, 1992; Stephenson, 1995;
Horstmann, 1997; Clifford, 1997; Urry, 2000.). Equally important, it has become
the industry of moving images, messages and information, particularly because the
relation between the shifting messages and local cultural identity is increasingly crucial
(Baudrillard, 2002; Winokour, 2003). In recent years the social sciences in general and
sociology and urban geography in particular, started to develop a remarkable discourse on
these aspect of the current urban condition, with inspiring observations on the changing
urban condition in relation to mobility (Martinotti, 2003; Graham and Marvin, 2001;
Urry, 2000; Dupuy, 1991; De Matteis, 1985). However, it is alarming that those studies
transcend somehow the physicality of the spaces of mobility, or better the concrete,
tangible impacts of these phenomena on the physical form of the city. The Italian urban
sociologist Guido Martinotti argues that ‘the analysis of the processes of globalisation
can be conducted on a fairly autonomous plane, and in a sense in a non-spatial way.
The general meaning is simply that the globalisation processes can be analysed in their
general aspects without necessarily referring to spatial effects or consequences. For
instance, changes in the labour force composition due to increased use of IT tools is not
in itself a spatial phenomenon, having to do with abstract systems of norms and behaviour
which we call ‘roles’ or ‘work contents’ (1993: 75). There are latent contradictions in this
statement that a finer analysis should point out. In first place, it is clear that in the end
a different organization of work, generally based on telematics, will have far-reaching
spatial effects (Caso, 1999). Second, the fact that globalisation processes occur ‘behind
the screens’ in the virtual space of global communication and market economies, does
not explain their impact on the physical form of cities, and foremost on the way we ‘use’
the city. These more concrete aspects are ultimately what we are dealing with in our daily
lives and in our professional work as designers.

describe properly the urban phenomenon of today. From this point of view urban scholars
have an important task ahead, in intellectually influencing the way in which official
statistics are planned and collected. Parallel, urbanists and architects have an equally
important task ahead: to develop cross-disciplinary design knowledge for re-interpreting
the spaces of the contemporary city and their mutational processes. The achievement
of such knowledge is an important prerequisite for the re-conceptualisation of the
contemporary spaces of mobility also in relation to their possible future physical forms.

This leads to the following reflections. The new spatial and social morphology of
the contemporary metropolis can be understood better if one makes an effort to move
from the limiting straight-jacket of traditional urban and sociological analyses that are
better equipped to study the industrial city and the early metropolis, both largely based on
the spatial distribution of inhabitants and commuters and of their stratification patterns.
Today, large metropolitan centres and their economic functions are increasingly affected
by growing populations of ‘city users’ (Boeri, 2003): rather than cities for the inhabitants
these are increasingly cities for guests and visitors. As Martinotti suggest: ‘the political
consequences of these developments, that bring with them a de facto disenfranchising
of the dweller population should be more carefully investigated’ (1993:31). Indeed,
these developments pose a larger problem to the scientific community. The observation
tools provided by official statistics, largely based on punctual plotting of individuals and
organizations on space, fail to account for a wide range of components of the new urban
phenomenon. They show us the social composition of the dormant city, with glimpses of
that of the working city, but nothing or very little on the social aspects of the generally
active city. Useful as they might be - and as indeed they are - they now seem inadequate to
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Exclusive relationships
The third critical connection is the self-referential and exclusive relationship with
mobility that the fields of architecture, urbanism and traffic engineering developed since
modernism. Stephen Graham and Simon Marvin argue that ‘the inertia of disciplinary
and sub-disciplinary boundaries has severely hindered understanding of a subject which
intrinsically demands an interdisciplinary or trans-disciplinary starting point. When
literatures on networked urban infrastructure have emerged in planning, geography,
urban studies, engineering, sociology and architecture, they have often been inwardlooking, technical and overly specialist’ (2001: 17). ‘The paradox of modernist and post
modernist approaches to the car in the city is that they both sought the same outcome:
cars functioning as means of unencumbered, practical personal transport alongside the
pedestrian. Right from the start, these intentions were confounded and confused’ (Bell,
2001: 118). Indeed, the moment when ‘flow’ was conceptualised as ‘traffic’ marked the
definitive consummation of the difference between the notion of road infrastructure
derived from the Haussmannian model of the city as a system of systems and the notion
of transport zones as this has come to occupy a central place in the activity of explaining
the contemporary city. Generations of designers and traffic planners have been enthralled
by a vision of the city as a perfectible mechanical instrument in which every need is
scientifically attended to separately, each in its proper place. This principle crystallised
into a set of separate, auto-referential and mutually excluding cultures of design.
Since the advent of modern mobility, the planning and management of effective
transportation systems is the domain of traffic engineers. The advent of the ‘automobile
city’ from the 1940s onwards was accompanied by steady growth in car numbers. Road
systems were not particularly well developed at that time, since cities were emerging from
a period when public transport and non-motorised modes had catered for most needs. It
became clear that if the automobile were to be accommodated in cities there would need
to be a concerted planning effort. But how could the automobile be planned for? Here
was a piece of technology that was beginning to change the shape of the city into a much
more scattered, dispersed pattern, demanding a much more complex network of roads
of different scales. The ‘transit city’ was a lot simpler in its basic corridor structure and
much more amenable to centralised planning and control. Trains and trams ran along fixed
corridors and people basically had to live near them to gain access to transport. Transport
demand could be relatively easily measured and changes responded to by increasing
the service levels on lines or opening up new transit lines. But in the ‘automobile city’
individuals were buying their own means of transport and making location decisions that
were less encumbered by centralised planning and control. Development became much
more footloose and the question of how to properly service it with transport infrastructure
became crucial. Attention therefore began to be focussed on developing an understanding
and predictive ability about how traffic is generated and the size and capacity of the
road systems needed to keep ahead of demand. The breakthrough came when it was
realised that urban traffic was a function of land use (Mitchell and Rapkin, 1954) and
that traffic demand could be modelled based on the land uses in different areas. This,
coupled with emerging computer technology, fostered the development of what became
known as ‘transport/land use planning models’. By this a whole new era of the ‘grand
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transportation studies’ opened up, monopolised by a traffic engineering consulting firms
whose prescriptions for traffic and transportation, backed up with what appeared to be
scientific, indisputable techniques, had profound impacts upon cities.
Because of this, as a rule traffic engineers are judged responsible for the actual
functional, spatial and aesthetic poverty of infrastructures. However urbanists and
architects retain certain accountability as well, since they did not regard the physical
and technical complexity of such spaces as the very substance of the urban project on
mobility. In the 1920s Le Corbusier pronounced the street dead. But, like many other
famous deaths, it was prematurely announced since streets still exist as one of the most
deceptively simple but extraordinarily rich creations of urban civilisation. More than
killing the notion of the street, large part of the Modernist movement actually killed
the possibility to develop a set of inter-disciplinary criteria to design the complexity
of the spaces of mobility in the modern city. Since then there have been various
subsequent conceptual changes raised as critique to the CIAM approach to urbanism,
but the modernist agenda has left visible traces in the built environment and in the design
cultures. There is no point in ignoring the Modern period as if it were a parenthesis in the
history of the city. Its mark is here to stay, whether one likes it or not, and its artefacts
are part of most cities all over the world. However, the critical analysis of its postulations
not only on a theoretical level, but also in relation to current urban design practice can
be a very valuable thing to do if we are to develop an integrated design approach to the
spaces of mobility enforceable in current planning processes. The spaces of mobility are
the products of their contemporary culture, but so are users and their culture the product
of their social and physical environment. The challenge, then, is to find a stance that
reconnects the urban landscape to its inhabitants, at both physical and theoretical levels.
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Professional atomisation
Finally, it has been observed that: ‘social, technical as well as other scientific and art
branches are characterised by two controversial problems in this century: a significant
professional atomisation, and a thrive for interdisciplinary approaches to certain scientific
tasks. It also stands for the development in architecture and urban planning’14. Indeed, the
design professions have struggled for over a century with the definition of their proper
space in relation to the city, and in particular to the spaces of mobility. The problem
seems to have become even more difficult since the city itself is such an unmanageable
entity. The primary objective for urban design has traditionally been the disclosure of a
social and political order through space from the chaos of experience, starting from the
perceptions of meaning that our culture has shared and embodied in historical traces,
while projecting imaginative alternatives going beyond stifling inherited institutions. It
is clear therefore that the proper vocation of urban design is the configuration of public
space, meaning specifically such a proposition of order.
However, in the real practice this vocation is jeopardized by a series of factors. The
process of urban development involves a wide range of participants and stakeholders,
who, ideally, are working towards the same agreed direction. In reality this is rarely the
case. Interdisciplinary friction, complex political agendas and poor coordination between
the public and private sectors often lead to unsatisfactory urban environments that
occasionally are dysfunctional, unsafe or unsustainable. And, in many cases, projects just
don’t get realised according to the original design guidelines. Such poor environments
could be described as black holes in the city. They tend to be dominated by infrastructure
and while they may successfully meet infrastructure objectives, they are destructive
in relation to other aspects of city life such as pedestrian and functional connectivity,
legibility and visual appropriateness and comfort. Such black holes are often considered
as being beyond repair with little intrinsic value. The usual maintenance or artificial
improvements are totally inadequate in dealing with problem areas of such a nature.
These places require re-positioning and not just improvement. Re-positioning means a
fundamental adjustment in which the subject urban environment is made to work for
present and future community needs. The actions required may include, amongst others:
changing public perception; re-modelling transport infrastructure; repairing the system
of pedestrian linkages; urban environment changes and improvements; changes to the
functional programme; and improved public safety. In order to achieve these goals we
need to break the professional atomisation in the fields that are actively working in
designing for mobility.

of predictabilities that empower traffic engineers to impose flow models on our cities, lies
in the contradiction between the tendency to seek control and the historical evidence
that urban reality eludes that control. The issue at stake therefore, is to engage us into a
revision of our current analytical tools and design approaches. On the other hand, there is
need for research that can help us better learn from each other’s design work. Too often,
urban design projects are either so place-specific that it is difficult to extrapolate general
lessons that might be learned and applied elsewhere, or they are so singularly focused
that it is difficult out of context to assess their impact on a wider range of concerns.
In both cases, greater understanding and problematizing of the general context would
significantly help future designers compare and accumulate strategies. This is not just a
question of translating designs into more easily comprehended diagrams. Rather, it has to
do with explicitly framing urban design as research on a particular condition, such as that
of the infrastructure integration. Understanding and communication of the inter-related
factors contributing to the broader issues at hand can allow better recognition of design’s
contribution to the physical, social, environmental, policy, and economic context, and a
build-up of research in these areas. Therefore, before envisioning a cross-disciplinary cooperation with traffic engineers and other professionals of the public realm, we need to
engage a disciplinary debate within urbanism. And nowadays the spaces of mobility are
more than ever the ground where this debate should take place. Although infrastructures
are as indefinable as any other element of the contemporary metropolis, the spaces
of mobility are where ‘the professionals of the city are like chess players who lose to
computers’ (Koolhaas, 1998:2).

The problematic in my argument lies in the location of a ‘shared grammar’ of mobility
across the design disciplines. Leon van Schaik15 - referring to Deleuze and Guattari’s
distinction between two kinds of science royal/legal and nomad/ambulant science16 observes that: ‘any attempt to make urbanism a theoretical practice - removed as far as
possible from the ‘problem element’ is to engage in ‘royal’ or ‘legal’ science. This science
is the science of stasis – the long history of the state’s attempts to simplify and control the
city, the minds within, and the social relationships that threaten order’ (1996:167). Van
Schaick argues that the unresolved question that arises out of the adoption of urbanism as
a ‘royal’ science that engages with urban reality rather than limiting it to the partial models
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Target of the research

Reweaving theory and practice

Together all these factors – the difficult re-conceptualisation of the spaces of
mobility in the changing urban condition, the disciplinary failings and the professional
atomisation, the apparently irreconcilable social demand for better mobility and
sustainable environments - justify the need for this research. One objection to it could
be that it addresses primarily the experts working in the field (urban designers, architects
and engineers), instead of the planners and policy-makers, who are liable for a political
change of direction. However, this choice is deliberately taken and it relates to the key
hypothesis underlying this research. Although the change of planning policies always
entails work of long duration, the final manifestation or test of any urban design project
is the built space, implemented through an architectural design process. Internationally,
the current infrastructure planning processes are not facilitating the enforcement in
design practice of the integrated urban project on mobility. The key hypothesis is that it
is feasible to think that an acceleration of the ‘promised’ changes in policy making can
be generated from bottom-up, that is to say by the professionals and experts working in
the complex field of design practice. However, this implies a close collaboration between
urban designers, architects and traffic engineers; and an understanding from both sides
of how a design process can incorporate urban issues that reach further than the property
line or the road verge.

The first point concerns the gap between theoretical production and design practice
in the field we are considering. Much academic work so far, failed to transform the
conceptualisation of the themes of mobility into useful, clear indications for practice.
For instance, one of the three ‘practical’ suggestions for town planning, urban design and
architecture that Graham and Marvin present in the conclusion of their book Splintering
Urbanism (2001) is that ‘such [design] practices must emphasise relations and processes
rather than object and forms’ (2001: 414). Further on they say that ‘there is a desperate
need to imagine ways of weaving secessionary and global network spaces into the fine
grained fabric of the urban spaces and times that surround them […] A starting point [here]
is the imperative to develop a dynamic understanding of the ways in which infrastructure
connections and nodes of all kinds can be creatively harnessed and integrated within the
metropolitan fabric’ (2001: 414).

To begin the process, there are three crucial starting points for our task of constructing
a shared domain theory for urbanism, mobility and architecture.
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These statements present a paradox: on one side there is a claim that at present urban
design practice should give more attention to the underlying principles of decision
making processes than to the design of ‘objects and forms’. On the other, it is set as
‘imperative’ to define new physical forms in which the physical infrastructures can be
‘creatively harnessed’ within the city. However, not only urban scholars did not succeed
in mending the gap between theory and design practice. Similarly, much ‘design work’
produced by urban designers, architects and traffic engineers during the past decades
remained on paper. As the analysis of the paradigms on mobility presented in Part Two
– Learning from the past – show, all through the 20th century architecture and urbanism
produced a set of theories and projects that did not maintain their promises. Possibly, the
question is then to develop research strategies working at reweaving theory and practice,
before attempting to tie together the motorway and the city on a purely theoretical level.
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Revision of current tools
The second point is the revision of the research and design instruments currently used
by urban designers, architects and transportation and traffic engineers to tackle the issues
raised by today’s spaces of mobility.
In order to understand what are the main differences among designers’ and traffic
engineers’ tools and to determine what is needed to define a more efficient crossdisciplinary working domain, let us shortly analyse two examples of tools: Space Syntax
as representative of the use of computer modelling in urban design and an overview of
transportation models.
Space Syntax
Among the increasingly large variety of urban models Space Syntax17 is most directly
taking into consideration spatial network design applied to infrastructure planning. The
idea originated with Bill Hillier who, some 20 years ago, wanted to find out why social
housing of the 1960s and 1970s in the United Kingdom was not working; why a sense of
community had not developed. He wanted to find a means of describing and analysing
how the housing layouts interacted with the space available. Subsequently, Hillier and
the research and postgraduate department at Bartlet School of Architecture, University
College, London, have developed a method of analysing space. Space syntax analyses
interpret urban space as a network of interrelated nodes that can be mapped fairly precisely
and be studied with mathematical and statistical tools. This makes analyses of complex
spatial systems or ‘configurations’ possible in a way that is closer to ‘hard’ science, than
to humanistic phenomenology and hermeneutics. The general concept is that in an urban
environment, ‘lines of sight’ guide patterns of movement. The idea assumes that most
people, most of the time, will take the simplest route to their destination and that the most
used routes tend to involve the fewest changes of direction.
In Space Syntax the two most important ways of mapping space is ‘axial’ and
‘convex’. ‘Axial lines’ are straight sightlines that simultaneously are movement lines
through spaces. ‘Convex spaces’ are spaces divided up into smaller parts where width and
the visual perimeters of the spaces are considered. A convex space is delimited in such a
way that its entire perimeter is visible from anywhere within the enclosed area. Both axial
lines and convex spaces are mapped out by computer software developed by Hillier and
his research group. The process of mapping is done in such a way that the largest space is
mapped first, then the second largest, etc. The Space Syntax’s supporters claim that with
this mapping technique all spaces in cities and buildings can be mapped both as axial
lines and convex spaces, given that all spaces have both dimensions. Besides, there is a
claim that this method resolves the old dichotomy of streets and squares in urban design
with the introduction of ‘axial lines’ and ‘convex spaces’.
According to the Space Syntax approach, all spaces, whether indoor or outdoor,
have both a kind of ‘street’ dimension and a kind of ‘square’ dimension (where ‘square’
shall be understood topologically, not as Euclidian geometry). When the city or building
is mapped as axial lines and convex spaces, the relationship between spaces can be
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calculated. The simplest measure is ‘connectivity’, that counts the number of connections
from a single space to its neighbouring spaces. Normally, the most useful measure is
‘integration’ that gives an overall value for each space of how it relates to many or all
other spaces, i.e. not only the directly neighbouring ones. The value of ‘integration’ is
closely related to the average number of times that one has to change movement lines
(or turn around the corner) to get from each of the lines or spaces to the others (or in
buildings, the number of rooms you have to pass). The integration values are computed
in specially developed computer software and can be mapped as a colour pattern, where
usually red is most integrated and blue most segregated.
Space Syntax is both an experimental and theoretical research under development
since the 1970s, today with researchers in many places all over the world18. So far, there
have already been many important results, and often lots of critique. The supporters
of this method claim that the advantage of Space Syntax is a higher complexity in the
spatial analyses than with almost any other method (and therefore today, with the help of
computers, more precise). However, one can also say that it frees the spatial analyses from
the trap of being forced to work with space as more or less arbitrary areas (like districts in
the form of ‘blobs’ on a map). Space Syntax analyses are basically pure spatial analyses.
At the basic level the tool just describes spaces and their configuration topologically
and makes calculation of the spaces’ relation to each other - to some extent like the
telephone company will map and analyse the telephone lines and their connections. It is
a fairly neutral description of space as such, that initially is not loaded with any prejudice
of how ‘space ought to be’ or what the economic, social or other importance different
configurations of space might have. It has initially neither any historical explanation of
the development of a specific spatial pattern. The ‘pure’ spatial analyses can be then
compared to phenomena concerning use, economics etc.. Through proper statistical
correlation analyses the probability of relations between the form of space and events
taking place in space can be tested. For instance, the number of pedestrians can be counted
and tested against the purely spatial integration values of different axial lines. Or one can
test the distribution of shops, land values, building height and the spatial pattern.
Space Syntax analyses have shown how the traditional European cities from before
1900 normally have deformed grid patterns, with a variation of integration values on
different lines, that both create a strong pattern of integrated lines linking the centre with
the external world as well as with different ‘sub areas’ within the city, that form ‘pockets’
of less integrated lines. The average integration values in these cities are rather high,
and the differentiation of integration values between different lines moderate. In cities
developed according to ‘modern’ urban planning principles, the average integration
values are lower, and the ‘span’ between high and low values larger. Part of the reason is
a road network that branches out like trees (i.e. a network that is more fractal than a grid).
The differences between traditional and modern kinds of spatial nets have proved to have
practical importance mainly for the distribution of pedestrians in the net. This way it has
been proved that traditional cities have developed their patterns based on ‘movement
economy’. It has also been proved that - from a spatial point of view - the ‘modern’ city
is much more hierarchical than the traditional one. Among social scientists it is today
popular to talk about the urban experience as ‘labyrinthic’. However, what they refer to is
most often the ‘mental mapping’ of the contemporary metropolis –rather than its spatial
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configuration, as Hillier and the space syntax research group argue.
One of Space Syntax’s great contributions is to show how the specific spatial patterns
of different cities effect the pedestrian flow, and therefore the possibilities of chance
encounters, both in the system as a whole and in specific streets. It also shows that in
order to keep a good spatial integration as cities grow, the lines connecting the ‘hinterland’
and the outlaying areas of the city to the centre have to be longer (seen as straight lines).
However, one of the problematic things to understand and get used to with Space Syntax
- not the least for urban designers and architects - is that the spatial analysis is not metric,
that is to say it is not about distances in meters or kilometres, but about spatial relations
seen as ‘steps’ in space (the number of rooms you have to pass to get from Room A to
room B, or the number of lines you have to pass through to get from one place in the city
to another). Another tricky thing to cope with is that the Space Syntax approach only
considers a part of the city planning, urban design and architectural fields. Therefore
nobody can practice as an urban designer or architect based on Space Syntax alone.
Transportation models: an overview
Let us now focus on transport and traffic engineers’ tools. Transportation modelling
developed since the late 1950s as a branch of Traffic Engineering specialised in
developing and applying innovative information-generating techniques.19 Transportation
modelling requires mathematical techniques in order to make predictions, which can
then be utilised in transportation planning and traffic engineering. These techniques can
provide estimates on a network wide or area basis allowing further flexibility in the choice
of an appropriate package for a study. Computer-simulation techniques are developed
and applied to predict the behaviour of users, the travel time, the traffic capacity, etc.
This work is undertaken using specialist state-of-the-art software, spreadsheet packages
or by the development of tailor-made software. Areas of applications are: multi-modal
modelling, highway modelling, junction modelling, public transport modelling, pedestrian
modelling, economic evaluation, data analysis and risk analysis. The fields of research
and application are numerous: detailed behaviour-based simulation models of travel
demand; transport-sector market analysis, including analyses of revealed preferences
and stated preference; forecasting and evaluation of behavioural effects of changes in
policy or infrastructure; scenario development and policy analysis leading to real-world
transport planning solutions. In recent years, especially since the environmental impact of
vehicular emissions has become of increasing concern, techniques to produce estimates
of vehicular emissions including carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide and hydrocarbons direct
from traffic models have been developed.
In general, transport modelling relies on the concept of travel demand and its
economic basis. The most conventional approaches are based on: trip generation
and attraction; trip distribution and destination choice; generalised costs; calibration;
mode choice; route choice and assignment; alternative model structures and their
implications; forecasting the population and transport inputs to travel demand models;
vehicle ownership forecasting; the relationships between the stages in the conventional
approach and the need for feedback. Alternative modelling approaches include: longterm models of the relationship between land use and transport; the incorporation of time
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use and scheduling into the models.20 Normally, traffic engineers make use of computer
models to find solutions to transport problems, which are becoming more complicated
as congestion grows. These tools are used on two levels: a) as design support systems
for the transportation planning and to asses traffic engineering design; and b) as decision
support systems to aid decision making in the planning and operation of transportation
systems and in transport policy evaluation. This means that traffic engineers use in their
design practice a series of computer models for infrastructure project evaluation and
policy making. Parallel, transport models offer those involved in decision-making in the
transport sector services including problem scooping, the development and analysis of
policy options, scenario development and exploratory model systems.
Despite their ‘scientific’ character, transportation models are much criticised,
even from within their disciplinary field. According to Lisa Kane (2002), through a
consideration of the policy developments and socio-economic environments which
have influenced transport models it is possible to identify four periods of transportation
model development: 1950s – 1960s: developments in response to accelerated highway
construction and advances in computing; 1970s – 1980s: developments in response to
criticisms of aggregate methods; 1980s – 1990s: developments in response to criticisms
of static, trip-based analysis; 1990s: developments in response to environmental pollution,
and policy shifts towards travel demand management (Behrens, 2002). Each of these is
considered briefly in turn.
Prior to the 1950s travel analysis used data from traffic counts to assess the use of
transport systems. Whilst such approaches were adequate when considering present-day
issues, any predictions were coarse and were based on a consideration of historical trends.
During the 1950s highway construction - especially in the United States - accelerated
rapidly and with it came a requirement for more sophisticated prediction tools, in order
that roads could be designed, and the economic impacts of such schemes be assessed and
prioritised more accurately. The development of computers during this period provided
obvious tools to process the large quantities of data required to model entire urban systems.
The pioneers of these first models were mainly engineers with a ‘positivist’ outlook, that
is the belief that relationships such as those found in natural science could be extended
to urban systems (e.g. that of gravitational attraction which influenced the development
of trip distribution models). They assumed that it would be possible to forecast human
behaviour with some degree of accuracy. The key method to emerge during this period of
rapid development was the ‘aggregate four-stage model’21.
The pioneering American studies in the 1950s established procedures, which were
institutionalised in the 1960s. From the time of the 1962 Federal Aid Highway Act, urban
areas had to undertake a ‘continuing, comprehensive and co-operative transportation
planning process’ in order to receive funding. The technical travel forecasting processes
required were described in various manuals published by the Bureau of Public Roads.
The assumptions of the developers of aggregate four-stage models were that: it was
possible to predict a future land-use pattern independently of changes to the transport
system; it was possible to predict travel behaviour based on household data averaged
over a zone; relationships between household characteristics and travel behaviour would
remain steady over (long periods of) time; travel decisions were made principally on
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the minimization of travel time and cost; inter-zonal trips; average weekday, peak
hour vehicular trips provided an adequate picture for the purposes of transport system
improvements.
By mid 1960s opposition to the transport model developments of the previous
decade had started to emerge (Atkins, 1977; Healey, 1977; Batty 1994; Harris, 1994;
Klosterman, 1994; Pas, 1990). This concern heightened in the early 1970s when a series
of political crises across the developed world, including the end of the post-war boom,
fuel shortages and damagingly high inflation in most of Europe led to citizen unrest over
many issues, including transport. This was especially the case in inner city urban areas
where highway construction had disrupted some communities and monumental parts of
historical cities. A new type of study emerged during this period (Allen, 1985), which was
less computer dependent, more open to public participation, and included a broader range
of evaluation criteria, such as environmental and equity issues.22 However, although the
process of transportation and traffic planning was amended slightly during this time, the
computer models used were fundamentally the same as the aggregate four-stage models
developed in previous decades. In 1973 Lee produced a damning critique of the largescale urban models common at that time, within which he highlighted seven fundamental
mistakes: hyper-comprehensiveness (trying to do too many things at once); grossness
(too aggregate to be meaningful or useful); hungriness (requiring vast amounts of data);
wrong-headedness (with a poor match between theory used in the models and actual
human behaviour); complicatedness (the outputs were difficult to interpret, and required
adjustments to get realistic results); mechanical-ness (the computers introduced errors
due to rounding); and expensiveness (Lee, 1973).
In response to the criticisms three new analytical methods emerged: land-use
transport interaction models (which modelled the impact of transport changes on the
land-use system over time, and vice-versa); disaggregate methods (which constructed
travel-choice models for individuals rather than for households or zones) and microsimulation methods, (an improvement on the aggregate assignment procedure, to take
account of driver behaviour at vehicle or ‘platoon’ level). Despite these improvements
to transportation modelling technique during the 1970s and early 1980s, practitioners
tended to remain with the familiar aggregate four-stage model and in 1986 Atkins
was able to compile another damning compilation of criticism. These critical voices
commented on the redundancy, inefficacy and wastefulness of mainstream methods in
transport planning.
In the 1980s and 1990s further modelling developments emerged in response to the
critics: dynamic methods and activity-based methods. Dynamic methods were developed
in response to the ‘static’ nature of most preceding approaches. Travel analysis had been
based on data from one cross-section of time, but critics argued that since transport
behaviour across generations and sectors of the population vary over time, so transport
responses would change over time also. However these changes, it was argued, are
more complex than we may assume, and not under a constant state of re-appraisal as
the economic utility model assumes. Rather there are critical periods (such as a house,
employment or school change) when transport is reappraised, and these adjustments
profoundly impact all subsequent travel in that household. Dynamic methods collate
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longitudinal data in order to properly address this topic. Activity-based methods
emerged in the late 1970s and early 1980s in response to the limited behavioural theory
underpinning the conventional aggregate four-stage models. In activity-based approaches
the observation of the trip is replaced by a detailed consideration of the activity that
leads to the trip. It was argued that it is not possible to understand (and so to change)
travel behaviour without a much deeper understanding of the human lives impacted by
the transport system under study. Hence activity-based methods are crucially different
from aggregate methods in that they focus on household and personal activity scheduling
rather than trips as isolated events.
The most recent period of development, during the 1990s, saw fundamental changes
in transport policy all over the world, including the passing of the Clean Air Act
Amendments (CAAA, 1990) in the US and the EU studies on the effects of nitrogen
dioxide on human health.23 Internationally these studies and pieces of legislation provided
for actions (such as enhanced public transport in major cities and metropolises and
congestion pricing) to counteract pollution problems, and unprecedented flexibility in
the transfer of funds between highway and public transport investment. This new trend
in policy making challenged the transport professional to be able to accurately forecast
transport emissions. Despite these developments and in the face of growing concern over
the realism of the forecasts, internationally mainstream practice in local government and
in most consultancy practice has remained entrenched in the use of aggregate four-stage
models.24 Concern over this caused professor Phil Goodwin to state in his inaugural
lecture “our ability to treat the new policies analytically; to understand their effects; to
assess their costs and benefits; is seriously hindered by our inheritance of a tool-kit that is
bright, impressive, of unchallengeable intellectual achievement, and wrong”25 (Goodwin,
1997).
This short review of some major tools currently used in design practice on mobility
by different professional fields brings to the following conclusions. First, analytical tools
are still mainly based on a mono-disciplinary notion of mobility. This makes it difficult
to compare qualitative and quantitative outcomes of analyses across the disciplines. For
instance, how to compare the results of a Space Syntax analysis calculating the ‘integration
value’ of a certain network with the outcome of a traffic model measuring the capacity of
that same network? Intuitively, the understanding of an overall quality of the network will
not be immediate. A related problem is that the value system of reference of these tools
refers primarily to the domain in which each tool is developed. Besides, although Space
Syntax and some advanced transportation models make use of interactive and dynamic
computer modelling techniques, the output needs to be interpreted (Govers, 2001). All
things considered these points give some important indications for further research to
implement computer-modelling programmes. In particular, the urgent question to solve
is the compatibility of the analyses’ outcomes so to make them comparable and mutually
enforcing.
In ‘The Common Language of Space’ (1998), Bill Hillier affirms that ‘results from
Space Syntax research into the structure and functioning of cities show a consistency
which suggests that space can be used as a general means of investigating the structure
and function of cities, that is, it may be the common language of the city. On the basis of
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this common language, it is argued, it should be possible to build a domain theory of built
environments as structural and functional entities in themselves, and this will lend greater
precision to studies of its interactions with other domains’ (Hillier, 1998:1). Hillier’s
further argumentation opposes the Space Syntax approach to space - which is measuring
the physical complexity variable of the city as an object - to most urban researches that
have ‘a strange silence on this aspect’ of complexity. In this observation, Hillier is right
not only in relation to urban research, but also in relation to urban design practice, as the
abstraction of ‘complexity’ overrules the rather practical questions that urban designers
and architects ask in any discussions about mobility.
However, if we aim at building a shared domain theory of mobility the main issue at
stake is not only a matter of quantifying the ‘physical complexity variable’ of mobility.
Computer modelling programmes such as Space Syntax or the various transportation
models currently available quantify all sorts of variables related to the use, the
environmental impact, the management, the planning and design of infrastructures. What
we miss instead is a common understanding across the disciplinary domains operating in
the field of infrastructure planning and design of the various interlaced qualitative layers
forming the complexity of today’s spaces of mobility.

Language/communication/approach
The third point is the one of communication. Because urban design must contend
with so many unclear, conflicting and often irreconcilable facets of urban reality, its
territory echoes the complexity of the urban environment itself. Essentially, urban design
constantly borrows from, negotiates with and overlaps many fields - those concerned
with the physical environment as well as those devoted to the cultural, social, political
and economic dimensions of urbanism. It is a multiform practice that comprises many
spheres of action and varying scales of operation. Urban designers and architects
generate futuristic visions, advocate restorative urban preservation, translate into built
form people’s desires, design streets and urban developments, cities and landscapes. In
all of these issues, urban designers and architects are looking for ideas that will resonate
with their clients and make it possible for their projects to be approved, and realized.
The cyclical knowledge-building process that involves practice, advocacy and research
passes through a communication process. We all can have our own version of that model,
but to understand that we are involved in a process of knowledge building, and that each
of these areas plays a different role and provides different kinds of information, is an
extremely valuable point.
Perhaps not surprisingly, practitioners, educators, policy-makers, planners, as well as
the public, proceed with significantly different understandings of how the urban design
project for mobility works and what urban design efforts contribute to the improvement
of urban life. The way we communicate is therefore strategic. As the conversations with
Dutch practitioners in chapter four will reveal, there are strikingly varied worldviews,
states of minds and uses of language working together on the issues of mobility. It was
the opinion of the interviewees that no one person can be classed as the ‘new urban
professional’ in this field - consequently the answer lies in team working. This means
that professionals require ‘empathy’ to help understand each other. Problems must be
understood holistically, and any one participant’s engagement is only likely to be partial.
There is a requirement to understand complex systems, empathise, respond and move
on. There is a need to improve the breadth of understanding of clients, so that better
development briefs are prepared in the first place. Design professionals also need to be
more innovative. This is backed up by local examples (from the Dutch planning context)
where agencies have not been clear enough in writing briefs. Besides, the private sector
will embrace aspects of an urban design vision if the economic imperatives are clearcut.
Another important point concerning communication is the still too present
fragmentation of the design task: key issues are often considered separately or
hierarchically. The examples from design practice in Part one - The Present - expand the
content and subject area of the interdisciplinary work on mobility. For instance, they warn
against urban designers becoming just packagers for developers, although developers
are important clients and we certainly need to know how to speak their language;
or, designers completely disagreeing with the transportation and traffic engineering
bureaucracy, and with the narrow idea of roads as conduits for cars. However, these
contrasting views indicate that there is a problem of communication not only across
the disciplines, but within the disciplines as well. During the design process, designers
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engage directly with the diverse group of actors to construct a language in which to
reconsider their preconceptions about an urban site’s reality. But the diverse actors
construct reality in different ways. The terminology and qualitative values need to be
continuously negotiated and balanced. It is a dynamic process that might bring innovative
results. The problem is that the different interpretations of ‘reality’ are too often still
perceived as a limiting force within the working group. Instead, they are simply the field
within which one negotiates. Innovative and integrative work needs a space in which to
build consensus and imagine ‘another’ reality. Realizing innovative urban design work
entails consistent re-engagement with a cross-disciplinary practice at a variety of scales,
and entails work of long duration beyond the limits of professional jargon.

The aims
What is said so far clearly indicates that a better understanding of the structure of
today’s spaces of mobility in relation to their form, function and use requires addressing
physical infrastructure, the city, the landscape, ecological issues, people’s needs and
related time issues - especially the temporal notion of succession and phasing - jointly.
Although this might sound rather complex and ambitious it is ultimately necessary.
Designing is a way of opening up and exploring problems, as well as a way of developing
an argument for a solution. This implies that we not only need to build really strong
empirical evidence - the kind based on social science research - but we also need to
develop a powerful conceptual basis for urban design in relation to mobility.
This research searches ways to bridge the gap between theoretical premises and a
design practice able to embody mechanisms of self-regulation, of interaction and of
readjustment during the process of execution. It does so by taking the design of autorelated infrastructure as the topic to discuss the state of the art of urbanism as a whole.
Namely, can contemporary urban design practice provide solid answers to the increasing
demand for sustainable urban environments, being the urbanization of infrastructures
such a large part of this demand? The contemporary city is undergoing increasing stress
to adapt to the new modus operandi of its inhabitants, while retaining a sustainable future.
It is the role and the responsibility of the professionals of the urban domain to think and
produce - or permit the production - of environments that respond to the expectations,
both conscious and unconscious, both current and future, of their users. As the increasing
demand for mobility pares the demand for a multiple and intensive use of the urban
space, it is urgent to create an interdisciplinary body of knowledge and a new approach
to the design of the spaces for mobility. How? This research proposes a threefold answer:
on a cultural level by blurring the needless disciplinary boundaries and by sharpening
the crucial ones; on a theoretical level by providing designers with feedback in order to
reflect in action (Schön, 1983) while working in interdisciplinary project teams, and on
a practical level by offering an instrument to operate in design practice. In what follows
urbanism, mobility and architecture are treated as ‘domains’ that are therefore necessarily
related to each other with the aim of finding solid points of contact.
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The methodology

The structure of the book

The methodology used in this research is twofold. On the one had it makes use of case
studies taken from present and past design practice on mobility in the fields of urbanism,
architecture and partially traffic engineering. On the other, it makes use of interviews
with Dutch practitioners involved in projects of infrastructure integration. According to
Robert K. Yin in his Case Study Research, Design and Methods, five components of a
research design are especially important for case studies:

The book is composed as a sequence of theoretical and empirical journeys that span
across the disciplines and time. However, what follows does not hunt a chronological
order. As a matter of fact, the book opens and closes with the focus on present design
practice and positions strategically at its heart the study of the past. Such choice is
deliberately taken and it relates to the key hypothesis underlying this research. As I
already explained in defining the research targets, my hypothesis is that it is feasible to
think that an acceleration of the ‘promised’ changes in policy making can be generated
from bottom-up, that is to say from the professionals and experts working in the complex
field of design practice. However, to take up this challenge is a rather difficult thing to do,
especially because there is not a common theoretical ground shared by urban designers,
architects and traffic engineers. The adoption of integrated design approaches to
infrastructure projects may well be the most important factor to impact the urban design,
engineering and architectural practice for the next years. However, for many planning
agencies and practitioners that decide to unreservedly embrace infrastructure integration
projects, it will be a rather complex challenge to see those projects realised. While that
probably sounds like a complete contradiction, the answer lies in the lack of a culture
- rather than of design knowledge - of interdisciplinary integration at all levels of the
planning and design process. To understand why, it pays to take a historical perspective.
As the way things change is usually more enlightening than the way things are, the study
of the past – here proposed through a reflection on the major paradigms on mobility that
shaped modern urbanism - provides a key of reading of the present situation. A critical
historical overview of the design of the spaces of automobility, both as practice and as
theory, is therefore more than the recollection of a series of precedents. It challenges the
conventional notions including our own professional and cultural assumptions that derive
from this legacy. Ultimately, the study of how a tradition of designing and theorizing the
spaces of mobility has developed within our disciplines during the past century sheds new
light on today’s practice

1.

A study’s question;

2.

Its propositions, if any;

3.

Its unit(s) of analysis;

4.

The logic linking the data to the propositions; and

5.

The criteria for interpreting the findings (Yin 1994, p. 20).

In each of the chapters these criteria have been followed and in the next paragraph
they will be further described. Only Chapter 4 needs a short methodological note. Chapter
4 presents a series of conversations with Dutch practitioners. The use of interviews as
case studies is frequent in social science. Therefore to design, conduct and evaluate the
case studies presented in this chapter I referred to qualitative interviewing techniques.
In particular, to topical studies (topical interviewing), which explore what when, how
and why something happened. The goal of topical interviewing is to piece together from
different people a coherent narrative that explains puzzling outcomes. Factual contents
matter in topical interviews, therefore the researcher’s task is to check out details, try to
resolve contradictions, and ascertain how interviewees know what they claim to know
(Rubin & Rubin, 1995). The methodology adopted in Chapter 4 borrows directly from
John Forrester’s research presented in The deliberative practitioner (1999). It is founded
on the assumption that we are likely to find in planning and design practice far more
stories that will help us to reflect-in-action26, than we find such opportunities in academic
theory on urban planning and design.

In what follows, the discussion is structured in three parts. Part 1 - The Present - groups
3 chapters, which piece together the state of the art of research and design for mobility in
an international and national (The Netherlands) perspective. Each chapter addresses the
present design practice for the urbanization of infrastructure by making use of a series of
case studies. This part of the book endows with an understanding of the topic and, most
significantly, with an indication of the ways to follow in order to re-establish a fruitful
interaction among different - rather separate - fields of knowledge.
We begin this inquiry in the next chapter – Worldscapes of Mobility’- with the
exploration of the current research and design approaches to the themes of mobility
developed in the framework of the World Avenue Project, a broad comparative study of
the current international debate on the topic of mobility. Under my supervision, eleven
research teams from a set of international universities have worked during one year
(2002-2003) at: providing an understanding of the way mobility permanently transforms
the city and the landscape; determining how mobility affects the city; and defining how
radically it influences the daily life of people in various cultures. An understanding
that is necessary if we want to know to which extent the spaces of mobility can be
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integrally planned and designed. And to discuss coherently what role urban design and
architecture can play in this process. The universities put together interdisciplinary teams
of researchers and designers, each of which, in accordance with a fixed set of criteria,
examined and made a visual record of a vital mobility route with an average length of 100
km. The routes have been selected in nine world cities: Los Angeles, Tokyo, Beijing, the
Pearl River Delta, Jakarta, Beirut, the Ruhr area and Mexico City and the Randstad.27
Chapter Three – Mobility made in NL - continues the inquiry on current design
practice by moving to The Netherlands. In this chapter we shall look more in detail
at the parallel practices through which infrastructure networks are planned and urban
landscapes fragmented. Designers’ approaches and projects are discussed in relation to
the actual debates taking place within the community of practice and in relation to the
changes occurring at governmental level in the Dutch planning context. This chapter
addresses two issues. On one side the current demand for integrated infrastructure
projects in the Netherlands, on the other the design proposals emerging from the urban
and architectural design practice. These two poles frame the field in which a debate
around new ways to approach the urban design profession is developing. The aim of
this chapter is to map out the designers’ field of action by discussing the state of the art
of the current design practice for infrastructure integration in the country. The results
bring us closer to understand: how this field works; how the design practice is affected
by the tensions in this field; which are the current design approaches; and how the design
practice can be improved.
Chapter four – Head in the clouds, boots in the mud. 4 conversations with design
practice - brings to a close the first part of the book by addressing directly the practitioner.
This chapter explores how urban designers, architects and traffic engineers act in their
daily practice, working in the midst of many interested parties and within crossdisciplinary teams. A traffic planner, an urban designer, a traffic engineer and an architect
describe the diverse ways to act, reflect and deliberate (Schön 1983, Forester 1989:1999,
Healey 1999) in the face of conflicts. And the many forms of their persistent, imaginative
questioning of planning strategies and design options. They do so by describing one of
their most significant projects conducted recently in interdisciplinary working teams.
The aim of these conversations is fourfold. First, to assess if the research hypotheses
- as expressed in the introductory chapter - are coherent with what is happening in the
real world and if they meet the requirements of the community of practice. Second, to
assess the assumptions made in chapter 3, in particular the ways in which designers and
advisors re-act to the restrains that the dynamism of the current Dutch planning context
bring to their field of action. Third, to understand the nature of the conflicts characterising
infrastructure integration projects and the main difficulties that designers encounter
working with others. Here not only a cross-disciplinary, but also a cross-cultural attitude
is exercised. What is the meaning and value of designing for mobility? Is the architecture
of mobility about designing conditions, rather than about conditioning design?28 In
searching for answers to these questions, this chapter deepens the inquiry on the state of
the art of Dutch planning and design practice related to the re-integration of the spaces
of mobility in the contemporary city started in chapter three. It does so by taking into
account practitioners’ first hand experience. The choice for practitioners’ accounts -
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instead of adopting projects as case studies - draws from the assertion that, in our research
field, practice can teach theory significantly (Forester 1999, Faludi 1997, Healey 1997).
Insightful precedents in research confirm this assumption.
Part 2 - The Past - addresses the complex relation among urbanism mobility and
architecture from an historical and at the same time critical perspective. Chapter 5 On Paradigms - presents a critical reading of the ways designers and engineers have
approached the issues of mobility and infrastructure since the foundation of modern
urbanism.29 While the previous section of the book focuses on the current design
practice in an international and local perspective30, this part examines the development
of a specialised knowledge for the design of the spaces of mobility within urbanism and
architecture in a historical and critical perspective. It presents a series of case studies from
urban design, architectural and traffic engineering practice covering a period from 1850
to nowadays. These past and present experiences in designing and theorizing for urban
infrastructure, allow us to trace back the points of continuity and the points of rupture
in the development of a cultural approach to the design of mobility within the fields of
urbanism and architecture. However, by recomposing the puzzle I do not aim at providing
a purely historical underpinning of my theories. First and foremost the aim of this inquiry
is to discuss how a cross-disciplinary discourse on the spaces of mobility can be shaped
nowadays.
As the premise is that urbanists and architects have lost their ability to understand and
plan the spaces for infrastructure in contemporary cities, this chapter indicates the path of
this loss. Yet the inquiry of the historical paradigms provides not only a simple recollection
of significant experiences bearing historical value for our discipline. The hypothesis that
unfolds in this chapter is that the process of de-materialisation of road infrastructure in
our design domains corresponds to a de-materialization of the urban project itself. The
oversimplification of mobility as a planning and design task has, then, far deeper reaching
consequences for the whole body of knowledge; as it caused not only the progressive
marginalization of urban designers and architects in decision-making processes for
infrastructure planning, but most significantly it brought about an impoverishment of
the professional content. However, the reflection about a loss, or rather of the failure of
the urban design project for mobility has no polemic or pessimistic intentions. On the
contrary, the analysis of the process in which the disentanglement of urban design from
its original practice took place aims at contextualising and strengthening the current
actions taken by urbanists and architects - together with traffic engineers - to pick up the
challenge of mobility once again in a more operative way.
In Part 3 - Reweaving - I take stock of the foregoing reflections and analyses. Chapter
6 – Towards a Synthesis - brings the book to a close by proposing a future perspective.
After practice and theory, this last part of the book is dedicated to synthesis. The synthesis
of this study reflects upon the themes of mobility from the perspective of design practice.
This means to discuss how a theoretical study can bring to a closer definition of ways and
means to bridge the gap between what we think and write about the spaces of mobility
and what we actually manage to push through the complex mechanisms of presentday decision making processes. It implies as well to consider what are the instruments
that support a coherent understanding of today’s spaces of mobility alongside with an
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innovative design practice. As the planning context and society ask for ‘a total design’31
without any further guidance, this is a first tentative step towards a shared theoretical and
design framework for urbanism, mobility and architecture.
A last remark on the aims of this book. The many projects that will follow tell us that
mobility is no longer a problem of pure geography, pure strategy or pure design. It is
something that is rather hard to grasp both on a global and specific scale. But if complexity
overwhelms us, what we need to do is to focus. Focus on the essence of our task. In the
case of urban design and architecture, we need to focus on design and its strategic and
technical components. Because it is our responsibility to imagine and produce - or
contribute to the production - of environments that respond to both the current and future
expectations of their users. The question is HOW to empower our practice. This book
explores three possible ways to answer this question: on a cultural level by blurring
the unnecessary disciplinary boundaries and by sharpening the necessary ones; on a
theoretical level by learning to reflect-in action and to design strategies before thinking
products, and on a practical level by searching for ways to innovate our instruments.32

Notes
1. Tschumi, 1997; Bekkering, 1998; Dupuy, 1991; Meyer, 1999; Van Berkel and Bos, 2001; v d
Hoeven, 2001; Marvin & Graham, 2001; Houben, Calabrese, 2003.
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roughly a million a week. More than 90% of that growth occurs in developing countries. By 2050,
6.2 billion people, about two thirds of humanity, will be urban residents (Source: United Nations,
World Urbanization Prospects: The 2001 Revision).
3. These data come from the World Avenue Project, presented in Chapter 2. See also: Calabrese,
L.M., Houben, F. (2003) Mobility. A Room With A View, Rotterdam: NAI Publishers.
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developed countries.
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automobilis (Bendixson, 1974:37).
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11. Other initiatives on sustainable mobility in cities are drawn from the Thermie Programme DGX
VII (1995).
12. Note, this policy is also likely to hurt those who are unable to afford alternatives or access
alternatives with some degree of convenience. For a further discussion of the merits of creating
episodic urban congestion, see Myers B. and Dale J., (1991) ‘Designing car-oriented cities: an
argument foe episodic urban congestion’ in: Wachs M. and Crawford M. (eds.) The car and the city,
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13. A review of the major studies in urbanism and architecture that aim at rebounding the themes
of mobility to design is presented in Chapter Five (Paradigm 7: Reflection) in Part Two, Learning
from the Past.
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Houses, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge (on the use of space syntax for ‘indoor’ analyses,
especially dwelling); Read, S. (2003) The patchwork landscape and the engendineered web; Space
and scale in the Dutch city, available on line at http://www.bk.tudelft.nl/users/read/internet/

‘time of day effects’ on the capacity of networks. This model is developed by the experts of the
Ministry of Transportation (AVV) and is partially applied to the New Regional Model (NMR)
and the National Model System (LMS). See: Pijnappels E. and van Heel N. (2001) Verkeers-en
Vervoersmodellen, Deventer: Goudappel Coffeng BV.
25. Goodwin P., ‘Solving congestion’, text of Professor Phil Goodwin’s inaugural lecture for the
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29. Idefons Cerdà coined the term ‘ciença de la urbanisation’ in 1867.
30. Part One. Present: chapter 2 is about the World Avenue Project, chapter 3 and chapter 4 are
dedicated to the current Dutch practice in designing for mobility.
31. ‘Total design’ is a term used by the former Dutch Minister of Transport Planning to indicate an
integrated design approach to the spaces of mobility (on this topic see Chapter 3).
32. Forester, J. (1999), The Deliberative Practitioner. Encouraging Participatory Planning
Processes, Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press.

18. To many this method is so effective that since the early 1990s it has been used on building and
urban design projects by British architects Richard Rogers, Norman Foster, Terry Farrell, Michael
Hopkins, Nicholas Grimshaw and Zaha Hadid.
19. Ortuzar, J. de D.,Willumsen, L.G. (2001) Modelling Transport 3e, John Wiley & Sons Ltd.:
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20. Two examples of traditional and innovative traffic models used in the Netherlands are:
OMNITRANS and INTEGRATION (see: http:\www.goudappel.nl).
21. The four stages of the model include: trip generation (how many trips will be made); trip
distribution (where will they go); modal split (what mode will be used); and trip assignment (what
route will be taken).
22. The previous focus had been largely on economic appraisal.
23. Working Group on Nitrogen Dioxide European Commission Directorate-General XI, Position
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PART ONE
PRESENT

Part One presents an overview of the current
reflections, strategies and design approaches
to the integration of large-scale infrastructures
in an international and local perspective. The
following chapters document the rising of
a new discourse on mobility as one of the
most challenging issues for urban designers,
architects and engineers at present. By
inquiring the topic from the perspective of the
planners and the designers, the first part of
the book has two related objectives. First, to
offer a critical re-assessment of the sectored
approach to the planning and design of
physical infrastructures that produced the
functional, spatial and aesthetic poverty of
the spaces of mobility in our cities; second,
to do this against traditional disciplinary
boundaries and conventions.
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WORLDSCAPES OF
MOBILITY
The World Avenue Project

This chapter is dedicated to the reflection on the meaning of the spaces of mobility from
within the disciplines of urban design and architecture in an international perspective.
It presents the result of a research project developed within the framework of the 1st
International Architecture Biennial in the Netherlands held in Rotterdam May-August
20031. The World Avenue project is a broad comparative study of the ways in which
mobility shapes the city, the landscapes and urban culture in nine metropolitan areas.
These are: Randstad Holland2, the Ruhr Area, Beirut, Tokyo, Mexico City, Jakarta, Los
Angeles, Beijing and the Pearl River Delta. Ten research teams3 - under my coordination have worked during one year at providing an understanding of the ways in which mobility
enduringly transforms the city and the landscape; at determining how mobility affects
the city and how radically it influences the daily life of people in various cultures. An
understanding that is necessary if we want to define to which extent the spaces of mobility
can be planned and designed in a more sustainable way. And to discuss coherently what
role urban design and architecture can play in this process. The universities put together
interdisciplinary teams of researchers and designers, each of which, in accordance with
a fixed set of criteria, examined and made a visual record of a vital mobility route in each
world city with an average length of 100 km. By adopting the same research method
each team looked at the problems raised by the specific mobility patterns of case study in
order to define what are the possible design tasks and to attempt a generalisation – where
possible – at the global scale.
The results of this research project are presented in this chapter as an overview of current
investigations on the spaces of mobility worldwide.
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Introduction

“The city produces citizenship through the repetitive confrontation of
citizens with an environment that organises its prejudices and privileges
physically, which is to say measurably. Unfortunately, traffic today is never
thought against the background of these concerns; it is approached as a
merely technological problem and thus is saddled with the myths of technology,
pinioned between visions of tractability and autonomy”
Michael Sorkin, 2000

Mobility and its relation to urban structures, place making and culture is the subject
of the1st International Architecture Biennial in the Netherlands. The international event
brought together universities, the community of practice, decision-makers and the
general public to discuss mobility beyond the issues of traffic and transportation. The
exhibitions held at the Nederlands Architectuur Instituut and Las Palmas in Rotterdam
(May-August 2003) presented expressions of interest from across the disciplines and the
countries, dealing with any of the questions, issues and difficulties raised by the concept
of ‘spatial coherence within mobility’. The World Avenue Project is the Biennial major
undertaking. This research on the contemporary conditions of the spaces of mobility
addresses the issues of design through an international and cross-disciplinary analysis of
ten case studies. The central research questions being: (a) How does mobility shape the
city, its landscapes and urban culture?; (b) If we miss a codified culture of design for the
spaces of (auto)mobility, is it possible to define it within our disciplines (urbanism and
architecture) and how?
The World Avenue research project aims at:
- exploring the possibility to ‘draw’ a series of world maps of the current state of the art of
the design culture for the spaces of (auto)mobility; drawing comparisons - where possible
- starting from the local conditions in order to reach general conclusions;
- defining the current position of the ‘designer’ in the process for the integration of largescale infrastructure in the city and built environment, and how this position can develop
in the near future;
- extending the boundaries of urban planning and design discourse, and to maximise the
potential of interdisciplinary practice in this specific topic;
- developing an interdisciplinary and international discourse on the meaning of the
research driven design approach in our fields of knowledge.
The World Avenue Project acted during one year as an international and crossdisciplinary research laboratory geared to explore contemporary urban praxis and theory
in architecture and urbanism on the themes of mobility and cultures of design.

Sorkin, M. 2000. ‘Traffic in Democracy’, in Cities in Transition, A. Graafland, D. Hauptmann (eds.), Rotterdam:
010 Publishers; 303.
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Research method

THE RESEARCH TOOLBOX
Personal car ownership, cost of car ownership, car brands, travel motive,
distance, travel duration per vehicle, number of fatal trafic accidents
relativated to the total number of cars and kilometres travelled.

Infrastructure
ownership and
management,
regulations,
policies, modal
split, length road
and rail
infrastructure
networks, travel
distance (km/p/d),
maximum allowed
speed, congestion
(total trafic jams
according to day
and cause),
temporal
concentration of
traffic, traffic
intensity, air and
sound pollution.

In carrying out this international comparative research project we made use of a
set of research tools, partially derived from a former research project developed by
Mecanoo Architects in the study De Leuke Weg (the Fun Road) commissioned by the
Dutch Directorate-General of Public Works and Water management4. These are: the.
Hardware (facts and figures concerning the state of the art of infrastructure planning); the
Humanware (facts and figures concerning the state of the art of the use of infrastructure);
the Software (the analysis of the daily road user’s visual experience); and the Visioware
(the design proposal providing answers/solutions to the most urgent issues detected in the
study area).
Hardware, facts and figures have been collected over the past, present and future:
engineering preconditions, ownership, responsibility and commissioning of roads.
Other issues that we took into consideration are: the rise in car ownership, the cost of
cars and petrol, the most popular car in each country; increases in mobility in terms of
mode, motivations for travel and average distances; speed, traffic jams, traffic density,
environmental pollution and safety. The facts and figures of the Humanware (concerning
the state of the art of the use of infrastructure) make it perfectly clear that a rich society
is a mobile society. Car ownership is much cheaper, in relative terms, than it was twenty
years ago. Fuel-efficient cars, in spite of the rise of petrol prices, have considerably
lowered the cost per km.

Design proposals for a 10 km
section of the analysed route.
The visioware (design atlas)
has evolved from observations,
discussions and ideas raised
by the research for the hard,
human and software. Three
identified spatial conditions:
the road, the verge and the
urban field.
The ‘road movie’ was recorded using 4 jvc 100e digital
camcorders taping continuously onto 60 minutes
cassettes. During the journey a vocal record was kept
marking every kilometer travelled by the vehicle and
orientation points. These were later used for the mapping
out (diagrams of the 100 km route).

Software is the tool we used to make visual record of the spatial qualities of each
mobility route that we analysed. Each team placed four cameras in a car at the driver’s
eyelevel. The tapes of 100 minutes on average for each camera have been used to analyse
the 100 km of motorway or railways in the case of Tokyo. Including such data as: the
number of lanes and the speed limit; the distance between exits or stations (in the case of
public transport systems); the number and location of petrol stations and related facilities;
the presence of overpasses and viaducts and the incidence of landmarks that serve as
point of reference along the route. We recorded as landmarks striking infrastructural
works, noteworthy buildings and urban panoramas. We gave particular attention to the
study of the programme along the route and its related depth of field. In urban design and
architecture we are used to analysing programmes and land use distribution. However,
such analyses are usually not done for the motorway or other types of infrastructures.
Traditionally the planning and design of road and rail infrastructures is guided by
technical and logistical parameters, which are purely related to the road or rail itself. In
this investigation instead, we recorded the location and quantity of noise barriers, noise
embankments, business areas, greenhouses, housing, parking areas, grass and crops,
planting, tunnels, etc. Besides, we differentiated between what one can see to the left and
to the right. Such a differentiation was suggested by the results of the first case study, the
Randstad Holland, which was carried out as a pilot for the international research project.
In each case points of interest for future design specifications have been defined in
what we called the Visioware (design atlas). Such design atlas attempts to develop an
innovative and farsighted design approach to the motorway or public transport line from
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the perspective of the user. This is an attempt to develop a conceptual language to help
a designer with the brief. The results of this part of the research have been presented
during the exhibition at the First International Architecture Biennial in the Netherlands
(Rotterdam, 2003) as a catalogue of ideas, with the suggestion that – as with any catalogue
– it may be partly extended and superseded.
The structure of the Visioware is built around three concepts, or rather three spatial
domains – road, verge and field – which together form the perspective of the road user.
Sometimes these three domains intersect one another. The road is the ribbon of asphalt
or concrete on which one drives. The road surface itself is a subject of study in terms
of engineering and communication. At issue are the form of the road, its technical
characteristics and its aptitude to develop from a functional space of transit and
transportation into a multi-functional public space. The verge is not only the shoulder
that runs from the edge of the asphalt to the drainage ditch, but also the entire area within
the sphere of influence of the road. Very often the verge is owned by the national or
local government or in some cases - such as in the Pearl River Delta (China) - by private
enterprises. Generally, although it looks like a no-man land, the verge has a rather clear
function: it is a space dedicated to the future expansion of the road or to create a buffer
for safety reasons. We investigated the possibility to abolish the no-man’s land by letting
the rural landscape or the landscape of buildings connect directly to the road. With
‘Identity of the verge’ we suggest giving this non-place an identity of its own by adding
a programme, or by turning it into a specifically designed landscape. The last domain
is the urban field. This is the area that stretches to the horizon and that influences the
driver/user’s field of vision. Such areas that lie outside the direct sphere of influence of
the motorway need however to be planned and carefully designed in relation to it. Great
measures are at issue here, both in height and in depth.
According to this set of parameters and research tools, each team (one team per
country) selected a study area and analysed the content and the context of that specific
mobility route. By doing so the initial general research question on how mobility shapes
the city and urban culture and the question about the present and future role of urban
design and architecture in this field generated other specific ones, emerging from the local
conditions of each case study. With the development of a design proposal (Visioware) for
a stretch of the analysed mobility route (10 km), each team provided a set of solutions to
tackle the problems emerged from the analysis (Hardware, Humanware and Software).
The case study selection in each world city was based on two criteria. First, each team
searched for the most representative or the most used mobility route within the given
metropolitan area, no matter if it was a motorway or a public transport line. Second,
the average length of the route has been established on the basis of the pilot case study
(Randstad Holland), which is connected by a motorway network measuring 153 km5.
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Approach
Generic and specific features characterise the spaces of motion and flow as ‘the
nowhere’ of our cities. Controversially, these spaces - much criticised by urbanists,
architects and scholars - are becoming the most frequently visited public territory and
a visit card of local real estate development and pride. Motorways as well as mass
public transport routes are the attractors of people and economies, though in most cities
pedestrians are inconvenienced to convenience cars. As Michael Sorkin calls attention to,
modern city planning is structured around ‘an armature of conflicting avoidance’ (2001:
297). Because of a desire to enhance the flow of traffic, the faster means of movement
are generally prioritised. Pedestrians are locked in elevated skyways, subway systems
and other movement technologies. When they pop out of the public transport systems
pedestrians are immediately re-absorbed by shopping malls, shopping streets and similar
environments. This common traffic management strategy mirrors a city planning policy,
which relies still on the modernist paradigm of zoning by use. A paradigm that promoted
all over the world the segregation of mobility routes from the rest of the urban activities,
as well as the idea of separating incompatible ‘flows’. This means slower vehicles yield
to faster ones and pedestrians to all. Safety is often presented as the reason for this system
of preferences, though in many urban cultures such as in Cairo, Beirut and Jakarta the
fight over the right to move crossing the street is an act of civil disobedience. What traffic
engineers call ‘conflict of modes’ is indeed a major problem of traffic management.
Especially in densely populated urban areas the undisciplined mix of traffic flows
represents a potential danger, but the question is whether the measures taken so far to
avoid conflict between classes of vehicles for the sake of efficient flow is sufficient to
define the spaces of mobility as public territories in our cities.
The principles of traffic zoning applied during the past fifty years or so did not
produce sustainable urban structures. Paradoxically, the segregating clarity of the
movement hierarchy is presented as evidence of the ‘rationality’ of the urban system.
Yet, by observing how mobility routes work in most of the world metropolises it becomes
clear that traffic-zoning policies often lack a cultural and spatial underpinning. Actually,
the spaces of mobility as they present themselves to their daily users are the accidental
bits and pieces of planning restrictions. In other words, they are the sectored products of
a unilateral and short sided planning policy. Caught between necessity and burden, world
cities are currently searching for ways to re-absorb those spaces in a more sustainable
way. Projects such as the waterfront renewal in Barcelona during the 1980s and the on
going Central Artery project in Boston are two of the many examples of a new trend in
designing for mobility. A trend that recognises that the spaces of mobility are much more
than a traffic problem, because they have important cultural implications in contemporary
societies. Two examples of these implications are the spatial notion of time and the use
of the private car. The amount of time that people spend in a mobile state has remained
more or less constant for hundreds of years. However, as means of transport continue to
change and develop, the radius of movement is increasing dramatically. People used to
reach their daily functional space in around 30 minutes on foot. Nowadays, though this
time-span has on average remained the same, the most popular mode of travel is the car
or in some cases, public transport. Parallel to people’s increasing sphere of movement has
been the reaction of urban morphology to this radius. The speed of human movement was
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always a yardstick for urban development; today’s spatial structures are based on current
possibilities of accelerated individual mobility. Take the private car as example. Often
demonised as the spin off of all evil in contemporary urban cultures, the automobile is the
major agent dictating law to urban development all over the world, with few exceptions
such as in Tokyo and Hong Kong.
Studies in philosophy and sociology offer inspiring interpretations to the phenomenon
of automobility and its implications on a social level6. These studies point at the fact that
the use of the automobile has a social symbolic value that can be related to the human
need for freedom. As Loren Lomasky7 puts it: ‘when compared with alternate means of
transportation, the automobile is the prime vehicle of self-directedness. Its most strident
critics are well aware of its relationship to autonomy, and that is precisely why they are
so wary of it. People who drive automobiles upset the patterns spun from the policy
intellectual’s brain. They wish to drive, and their exercises of choice also have the effect
of rendering the planners’ conceptions moot’ (1995:5). Roland Barthes says that the
car is ‘consumed in image if not in usage by the whole population ... [it is] the exact
equivalent of the great Gothic cathedrals’ (1972: 88). However, as John Urry8 remarks
‘sociology has regarded cars as a neutral technology, permitting social patterns of life that
would have more or less occurred anyway. Sociology has ignored the key significance
of automobility, which reconfigures civil society, involving distinct ways of dwelling,
travelling and socialising in, and through, an automobilised time-space. Civil societies of
the west are societies of automobility. This is neither simply a system of production nor
of consumption, although it is of course both of these’ (1999:13).
It has been suggested that in the 20th century society has been shaped around the
hybrid figure of the car-driver and of the complex mobilities that such a figure brings
about. Car-drivers are defined as ‘hybrid’ as they do not relate to the public sphere as
‘pure’ human subjects, but through the medium of the car (see Urry, 1999). Indeed a
car-driver deals with the public realm and time in a rather peculiar way. The car seems
to offer independence if compared to public transport. One may decide to leave at a
certain time of the day, to plan a trip without bothering to check if the public transport
timetable matches with the own personal schedule. Nevertheless, the popularity of the
car makes it a mass individual transport system wherein one must accept the interaction
with other ‘hybrids’ claiming for their right for freedom as well. Therefore the paradigm
of freedom discussed by Lomansky (1995) presents itself as a paradox. The car and the
system of automobility can be considered as the best exemplification of the development
of a recognized globalisation. Bachmair9 suggests that the previous technologies of
the railway and the cinema remain locked in a public system of transportation and
communication, as opposed to the private sphere of the car interior and the TV-saturated
living room (quoted in Urry, 1999). Similar to computers and television, the social and
technical system of the car constitutes an enormously complex hybrid that generates the
‘specific character of domination’ that automobility exerts over almost all societies across
the globe (see Whitelegg 1997). This domination cannot be undermined unless all of the
components creating the hybrid are somehow replaced by alternatives. The question is
whether architecture and urban design can help providing such alternatives.
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All this considered, by setting up the World Avenue Research Project we reframed the
paradoxical position not only of the automobile, but also of mobility in general within
a broader cultural and social context. Firstly, we felt that to foster a strategy of change
we needed to take into account different perspectives at the same time. This means to
consider with the same attention the people’s needs, the planning regulations and the
designer’s creativity. The ‘user’ of the spaces of mobility –the car-driver, the public
transport user or simply the pedestrian - deserves more attention, as his/her ‘view’ has
been neglected for too long. But the daily road user is only one of the actors eventually
participating in the process of change we propose in this project. The planning agent (in
the broad sense of the term, thus including market economy) and the designer (urbanist,
architect and traffic engineer) are part of that complex game too. Therefore by taking
into account these three perspectives the World Avenue research project aims at defining
a more strategic and possibly sustainable agenda for the re-integration of the spaces of
mobility within the contemporary city.
The central question we challenge with this project is how to define our task, as
designers, towards mobility. By this we actually propose to open up the ‘view’. This
means to take into account three standpoints at the same time and with equal attention:
the political perspective guiding planning actions; the social perspective on the use of
transportation networks; and the design perspective that claims a task in a field in which
normally architecture and urban design are not directly involved. Within this context,
the analogy ‘mobility: a room with a view’ revealed itself as an interesting ground for
our international research experiment. The envisioning of the road and its surroundings
from the daily road user’s perspective (the view from the road) helps us to understand
the visual experience of the road in relation to time, space, speed and local culture. The
development of a design proposal (the view for the road) helps us define what can be
the contribution of architecture, urban design and landscape architecture (among other
disciplines) in fostering a better physical, programmatic and visual integration of the
road. And finally, the critical analysis of statistical data concerning the planning system of
each country (the view from above the road), its mechanisms and cultural framework give
the background to evaluate the state of the art for infrastructure integration. That means
to which extent the traffic planners take into account the importance of a harmonious
physical integration of roads within the urban structure they cross. The understanding
of the planning and political international agenda for mobility and infrastructure is an
essential step towards the definition of our task in the (near) future.
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Example of the application of the Software analysis: the information collected on the tapes (films of the route) is translated into qualitative and quantitative
diagrams. Each diagram provides a specific piece of information (programme of the route, depth of visual field, landmarks, number of lanes, travel-time,
number of users, etc). The diagrams on these pages relate to the case study in Tokyo (Yamanote-Sobu railway lines).
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Visioware (design atlas). Design proposal by Tokyo team
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Visioware (design atlas). Design proposal by Mexico team
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The case studies

Randstad Holland

While carrying out the research we had two fundamental guidelines. One was the
‘research format’ developed by the Delft University of Technology10, which tied together
design analysis and scientific study in order to create a platform on which all of the case
studies analyses and projects could be compared. The second guideline was the ‘mission
statement’ that each research team defined according to the local conditions and to the
nature of the selected mobility route. The dialogue between the two guidelines shaped
the research process. The question ‘why should this study be done by architects and
urban designers?’ was often raised among us. In retrospect we see that the natural and
crucial creativity of the architect/urban designer is useful and essential when trying to
integrate social, spatial, aesthetic and technical facts – in order to dig to the true roots
of problems. Besides, the experiment proved that this new kind of research on mobility
ought to be not only interdisciplinary but cross-cultural as well. Therefore representatives
of different fields of knowledge – urbanists, planners, architects, landscape architects,
traffic engineers, civil engineers, theorists, environment psychologists and artistsworked together within each team.

The Randstad is the central region of the Netherlands, inhabited by 6 million people,
representing 42 % of the entire Dutch population. An instable ground in the delta of
rivers laid the groundwork for this unique metropolitan region around an area of water,
green and open space. It comprises four major cities, Amsterdam, The Hague, Rotterdam
and Utrecht. A population of between 561,000 to 1,139,000 inhabits the agglomeration
of each city. In the region there are further smaller cities and towns. The population
density is 960 persons per km2 within the Randstad and 490 persons per km2 over the
whole of the country. As a growing Delta Region spreading along the Maas and the Rein,
Holland is considered the densest country in the world. Statistics reveal the heavy use of
the motorways11. The increasing development of traffic intensity suggests that the road
network will receive heavier usage in a near future and that there will be a move from
‘network city’ to ‘network country’.

The following is a short report of the research analyses and conclusions from the
nine case studies. As each team worked independently and according to the material at
disposal the information concerning the analysis of the ten mobility routes from all over
the world is rather dissimilar, and at the time incomplete. However, the lack of some data
did not prevent us to draw some valuable lessons from each case study. These will be
presented at the end of the chapter.

The Dutch network of motorways is – in contrast with other countries – mostly
an upgrading of former provincial roads. The motorways are also the most used road
connections among cities. Statistics reveal that even in a country like the Netherlands
, with reasonably efficient public transport, the car remains by far the most common
means of transport. The most important motivation for motoring is not commuting to and
from work, but rather private use for shopping and recreation activities. Most distances
covered by car are less than five km, a distance that could easily be covered also by
bicycle or public transport (where available).
The route analysed for the World Avenue project is the system of motorways that
unlike the conventional ring road circumnavigates and serves a single metropolis. Known
locally as the ‘Rondje Randstad’ (Randstad Circuit), it is made out of six different
motorways (A2, A20, A13, A4, A10) connecting Amsterdam, Leiden, The Hague, Delft,
Rotterdam, Gouda and Utrecht. The total length of the route is 153 km. Openness is
characteristic of the Randstad. However this is not borne out by analysis. If the so-called
Green Heart lies in the middle of the Randstad and the cities lie along its edge, then
we should be able to read that from the programme that unfolds along the motorways
connecting those cities. However, the Randstad circuit proves not very expressive.
When you roll the film recorded along the route, it is actually very boring: of the seven
cities, only Rotterdam displays a strong panorama when viewed from the road. Does the
Randstad really exist?
Recently12 a debate started in the Netherlands whether the Randstad – a virtual
metropolis - should become a real one, the Deltametropolis. Dirk Frieling13 defines
the first steps of this debate as ‘an exercise in the combination of competition and cooperation on the scale of an urban constellation of metropolitan size and scope’ (2003).
Frilieng says that ‘the exercise started as a planning issue. Five years ago, the aldermen
for urban planning of Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague and Utrecht issued what they
called a Declaration Deltametropolis. They declared that the dynamism of society raises
standards of environmental quality, that planning no longer can be captured within
territorial boundaries of local government entities, that the spheres of shared influence of
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these four cities overlap and for that reason they would gain with a common vision. This
common vision is necessary and urgent, they say, because the emergence of the European
Union reduces the influence of national boundaries as economical lines of defence; and
the role of the Netherlands in Europe will be determined by our ability to develop a
European metropolis. This development requires the transformation of the present loose
pattern of cities, villages and towns into an integrated urban system. Referring to the
natural environment that conditions this human ambition, the constellation in its future
shape is called Delta Metropolis.’ (2003)
Previous to this debate, the Fourth Report on Spatial Planning (1994) established that
by 2010 the government wanted to build 1 million new homes for over 250,000 families
that are migrating from city centres to suburban districts. Further designated in the
concept for the Fifth Report on Spatial Planning (2001), these housing projects ironically
maintain the contrast between city space and the peri-urban landscape. This all means
one thing: Holland is sprawling. Especially in the Randstad Dutch cities are swelling and
will eventually merge in a larger cosmopolitan agglomeration of ring roads, motorways
and urban communities. At this scale, the function of the motorways is magnified. They
organise much like horizontal elevators access and communication to and from different
areas for living, working and recreating.

The analysis of the ‘Rondje Randstad’ (Randstad Circuit) brought as result not
only a clearer definition of the problems characterizing the infrastructure lay-out of
the networks, but also it suggested a set of design tasks to foster a better integration
between the motorway and the growing Delta Metropolis. These are: 1) to connect the
motorway system to the railroad system by means of multimode connectors and use these
connectors as points of access to old and new centres in the urban network; 2) to address
the proportional balance between different types of junctions; 3) to make a distinction
between the motorway as local, regional or national connector. If the motorway is both
for long and short distances there is a need to design it for different journey lengths; 4)
to draw design guidelines for the expansion of the programmatic function of gasoline
service stations, moving away from the ‘universal shed’ to address the identity of the
service station in relation to its context; 5) to enhance the aesthetics and recognition of
crossings, especially of waterways as part of the identity of the Delta Metropolis; 6) to
devise strategies for maintaining or emphasizing the depth of field; 7) to devise new land
uses for the verge; 8) to improve the road user’s sense of orientation, identity and place.

The analysis of the routes denounces the un-readability of the landscape from the
car. The depth of visual field is obstructed by ribbon developments (so-called corridors),
which fragment the natural landscape and unfold a generic one. The frequency of the
junctions reveals that the motorway fulfils different functions at the same time: national,
regional and local. Besides, the journey lengths around the major cities are indeed very
short on average. Frieling asserts that ‘to transform the present urban constellation
into a sustainable and profitable Delta Metropolis, major investments are necessary
in improving the water system and in the transportation system’ (2003). Ad de Regt
and Arjen van der Burg14 confirm this view that ‘spatial interweaving is achieved by
strengthening the relationship networks: the green-blue network and the infrastructure
network. The green-blue network is about strengthening and making visible the unique
delta character of the Randstad Region. Through the infrastructure network, the residents
and companies in the Randstad Region can communicate with each other quickly, safely
and comfortably. In this way, the metropolitan ambition can be made concrete for the
Randstad Region.’ (2000:694).
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RANDSTAD
CASE STUDY: A2, A4, A10, A13, A20 MOTORWAYS
A10

A4

A2

A20
A13

POPULATION: 7.5 MILLION
AREA: 11,400 KM2
DENSITY: 660 INH./KM2
NUMBER OF CARS: 2.8 MILLION
CAR AVAILABILITY: 38 PER 100 INH.
GDP PER CAPITA: $30,556
MODAL SPLIT:
73% CAR;
15% PUBLIC TRANSPORT;
12% OTHER (FOOT/BICYCLE)

NOTE: The definitions of agglomerations vary significantly from city to city, hence the difficulty of compiling an accurate, comparative list
of the World Avenue Project urban areas. The data include metropolitan areas and surrounding urban agglomerations. Agglomerations
include a central city and bordering urban areas. Some agglomerations have more than one central city, such as the case of the Randstad.
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Ruhr Area
The Ruhr area represents the largest conurbation in Germany and one of the biggest
in Europe with 5.4 million people on 4.443 km. The population density is about 1.213
persons per km. Framed by the rivers Ruhr to the south and Rhine to the west; the region
stretches over 116 km from east to west and 67 km from north to south. Being one of
the world’s oldest industrial zones, the Ruhr comprises 11 cities and four counties with
42 more municipalities. Several important highways cross the Ruhr area, turning it into
the heart of the European traffic network. The Ruhr area is not an administrative body
as there is no boundary, which precisely defines the region. The region has historically
grown and developed during the industrialisation. Today the term “Ruhrgebiet” is
generally associated with the boundaries of the KVR (Kommunalverband Ruhrgebiet),
which has been a planning institution for the Ruhr Area in former times and is now
responsible for the promotion of regional initiatives and the development of regional
statistics and analyses.

The Ruhr region does not only lack space. Also there are not natural attributes to
soothe the eye. The most impressive topographical feature of the region - the seams of
coal - are underground, and do not contribute any visible aesthetic character. The green
surroundings of motorways in the Ruhr area are akin to a thin film of camouflage colour,
without real substance. Such green screen takes away any possibility of orientation.

With the end of industrialisation, the growth and advancement of the region slowed
down, leading to a depression that necessitated ongoing structural change. In the Ruhr
the unemployment increased from only 12.500 in 1970 to approximately 283.000 people
today. This rate of 12.5% is above the average of 10.8% in Germany. Stemming from the
historical development of the region, which began on the banks of the river Ruhr and then
moved northwards, three horizontal layers with structural differences can be distinguished
in the region today: the “Ruhr-Zone” in the south of the region where coal extraction
began; the “Hellweg-Zone”, an old medieval route of commerce including the cities of
Dortmund, Bochum and Essen in the middle and the “Emscher-Lippe-Zone” with the
cities of Gelsenkirchen, Herne and Bottrop in the northern part of the Ruhr area. After the
economic depression experienced by the coal and steel industries at the end of the 1960s,
the major cities of the “Hellweg-Zone” initiated a structural and economic evolution from
former heavy industry domination to the tertiary sector. The “Emscher-Lippe-Zone” was
influenced by the depression some 20 years later and it therefore continues to experience
more difficult economic and structural conditions. Here, the mining industry still plays
an important role and structural change is not as advanced. This sub-region was part of
the “Internationale Bauausstellung Emscherpark” (a predominantly publicly financed
international building exhibition of modern urban planning, housing and landscape
development). Today the region deals with a multitude of brown field sites with many
old buildings, which represent the region´s industrial heritage. By turning these sites into
attractive locations for commercial, leisure and residential development, the region aims
to integrate its heritage into a modern landscape. Many projects attempt to reuse sites
that were formerly occupied by heavy industry. One of the most famous projects of that
kind, the “Zeche und Kokerei Zollverein” in Essen (Zollverein coal mine) has been listed
by UNESCO as a World Cultural Heritage site since 2001. This location now houses the
Centre for Design of North Rhine Westphalia, modern exhibition space and restaurant
facilities. However, lacking the status of a legal administrative body, the Ruhr region
has no general planning concept. This creates problems in terms of a coherent regional
development strategy.

The route analysed in this area is the A42 motorway. At first sight the motorway
network in the Ruhr region seems just a mass of tangled roads. Yet closer examination
reveals the following system: Three motorways, the A1, A2 and A3, form a ring
surrounding the densely populated, central part of the region. These roads are heavily
used for goods transport, so it is unsurprising that the rest areas on these motorways are
designed primarily for the needs of truck drivers. Within this ring there are two east-west
routes – the A40 and the A42, and three north-south routes – the A43, A45 and the A59.
Together these form a grid-like network across the central part of the Ruhr Area. These
motorways are mainly used by regional traffic, and are lined by typical motorway service
stations, which also serve as meeting points for ‘Ruhr Area people’ on their way out to
have a good time in the weekend. The two east-west routes dominate the network, and

The expansion of the radius of movement has been accompanied by a change in
motivation for mobility. Statistics on usage of the A42 confirm the motorway’s use as
a space that is an integral part of the inhabitants’ of the Ruhr region daily life. Average
daily traffic is higher in the middle section of the motorway than at either end of the
motorway. Traffic density decreases towards the eastern and western ends. The A42 is
in no way a ‘long-distance’ motorway; instead it has the character of an urban freeway.
It is used for short stretches to and from work or leisure activities, etcetera. The density
of buildings in adjacent areas (especially in the eastern section of the A42) contributes to
its urban character. Perception of spatial surroundings while on the motorway is severely
restricted. The amount and speed of the information streaming past (roads, signs, traffic,
carriageway verge) leave little time for concentrated perception of other elements.

Over the past 150 years the region experienced a lot of changes: From a rural area
with only 250,000 inhabitants in 1840 to a densely built up conglomeration. During this
time, the Ruhr area became one of the most important centres of coal and steel production
in Europe. Consequently, the population grew in an explosive manner, leading to an
uncoordinated growth of the affected cities (urban sprawl). Its 2000 km road network
meets all mobility needs and encounters no competition from public transport. 48 cars
are available for every 100 inhabitants, and each car covers an average of 11.000 km
per year. In the last 25 years the number of kilometres driven per year has increased by
almost 1000. During the same period, 10.009km of soundproof screens were built along
the motorways. In spite of this almost three-quarters of the population living in the Ruhr
area experience noise pollution caused by car-traffic. The present functional, car-oriented
urban planning arose out of the post-war reconstruction era and resembles an efficiently
organised industrial area. The lack of ‘urban flair’ is now seen as a major shortcoming.
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each has its own distinctive character. The A42 crosses the northern part of the region,
the Emscher Region. The ‘IBA Emscher Park’ – an international building exhibition from
1989 until 1999 – preserved a number of steel plants, coal mines and natural landscapes
here as part of the cultural heritage of the region. These enormous structures form
distinctive landmarks that are partly visible from the A42 motorway.
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Depending on the traffic situation and the speed of travel, the driver’s attention is directed
primarily at aspects of the journey that are pertinent to safety. At high speeds or in heavy
traffic, all other information is recorded but not consciously processed. The technocratic
regimentation of motorway design is intended exclusively to ensure user safety and
emissions protection. All other information is blocked out.
The visual analysis of the route evidenced two motorway sections that are different in
their design approach. In the western section of the A42 the motorway verges are open and
permeable. Drivers are able to form an impression of the nature of the surroundings. The
perception of larger natural or constructed elements helps drivers to orientate themselves
along their route. Such relationship to the surroundings is not found in the eastern section
of the A42. Increasingly dense planting and noise barriers make this section of the
motorway seem like a tunnel. The increase in speed is juxtaposed here against a decrease
in visual diversity. Paradoxically, higher speeds feel lower than they really are. This can
be shown to lie in the dwindling attractiveness of the view (in as far as it is present at all)
from the motorway, which at the western end contributes to greater change of scene and
therefore a less monotonous journey.
A motorway journey consists of a succession of recurring and similar elements, and
as such, it increasingly becomes a case of ‘waiting to arrive’. Only the motorway road
signs indicate spatial orientation. No real ‘experience’ of the regions traversed is possible
under these circumstances. From the point of view of the driver, perceived space may
be divided into two areas: 1) The area in the immediate vicinity of the carriageway
(bushes, sound barriers, etcetera) starts to grow hazy with increasing speed, and flickers
like a badly tuned television set. The human eye perceives only blurred images of brief
openings in these barriers, thus these cannot be recognised as spatial openings. The driver
sees these blurred edges as spatial borders in his area of movement, so even sparse hedges
become an impenetrable wall. 2) Elements that can be clearly perceived by drivers form
the second category: Broad openings and large landmarks can easily be observed by
drivers – even with heavy traffic and at high speeds. They seem to exist in the same ‘timespace’ as the accelerated observer.

urban functions. Pursuing this idea, the CentrO at the outskirts of Oberhausen, the Zeche
Zollverein in Essen and the chosen 10km stretch of the A42 near Gelsenkirchen can all be
considered to lie in the same ‘urban space’, all joined by the A42. This mode of approach
highlights the importance of including the motorway in plans for urban development.
Phenomena of contemporary society, such as industrial or commercial parks or
shopping malls, which due to their form or size often fall outside of the context of
traditional urban development, have virtually no alternative at the moment other than to
decamp to the outskirts of towns and cities. As this evacuation is generally not connected
to measures for urban development or integration, their situation resembles that of an
exclave. The recognition of these elements of contemporary life, not just as functional
objects but also as issues relevant to urban development, is marginal in current debate.
How can we do justice to the urban significance of the Emscherschnellweg? The issue
to clarify is exactly what kind of use of the space and areas that border the motorway
might be appropriate and forward-looking. In view of the spatial radius of action of ‘automobile’ citizens, the motorway’s functional integration cannot be derived simply from
the perspective of the respective regional urban area, but must instead be seen in a larger
spatial context. Urban municipalities were always especially important and conclusive in
terms of urban development and culture. If one considers the A42 as such a municipality,
it becomes clear that one cannot reduce its design to the technical considerations of
safety and protection. This one-sided perspective leads to a state illustrated by the eastern
section of the A42: a mono-functional, autistic space surrounded by empty and unused
areas where the motorway is a tunnel, bordered by a no-man’s-land.

The main conclusion emerging from this analysis is that the A42 motorway is a form
of urban space that needs to be better integrated in the new reality of the Ruhr area. The
A42 displays many characteristics of an urban freeway. If we consider the motorway
as such, we must also consider how to define the city that belongs to it. In the case
of the agglomeration of the Ruhrgebiet, however, this question can only be answered
imprecisely, as there are no clearly definable spatial borders. On a political level, local
identity is connected to the municipality or ‘town hall’ at the heart of each city or town.
However, the most successful restructuring measures in recent years have been those that
apply to areas that transcend traditional town or city boundaries (such as the shopping
mall CentrO, close to Oberhausen). Since the initial structures of today’s cities were
set out in the Middle Ages, the 30–minute radius has always formed the limit to their
temporal-spatial expansion. Nowadays, however, in 30 minutes one can travel through
the entire central area of the Ruhrgebiet, from east to west, on the A42. It seems justified,
therefore, to consider the whole of the motorway as an urban freeway connecting different
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RUHR AREA
CASE STUDY: A42 MOTORWAY

A42

POPULATION (RHEIN-RUHR): 11.3 MILLION
AREA: 4,400 KM2
DENSITY: 1,230 INH./KM2
NUMBER OF CARS: 3 MILLION
CAR AVAILABILITY: 48 PER 100 INH.
GDP PER CAPITA: $26,900
MODAL SPLIT:
85% CAR;
15% PUBLIC TRANSPORT
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Beirut
In Lebanon, the highways are vital economic forces particularly the coastal highway
extending from one border to another along the Mediterranean coast. The second main
highway is that which extends in a perpendicular line from the coast and travels through
two mountain ranges. About 70 % of the Lebanese population use the coastal line, as most
major cities are on the coast. From the south towards the north, there are the urban areas
of the main towns Tyr, Sidon, Beirut and Tripoli, and in between them rural and sub-rural
areas in towns like Byblos and Khalde. The route analysed is the portion of the highway
extending 120 km from Sidon in the south to Tripoli in the north. This major artery is the
coastal highway, from Tyr to Tripoli (the highway from Sidon to Tyr is actually under
construction).
The highway revealed itself as an interesting tool for exploring Lebanese cities and
observing the elements generated by its passage. The state of the asphalt reveals different
parts of the country’s recent history: the holes from shelling and negligence during the
war, the patches of repair on worn areas, and the fresh asphalt with painted white lines
on the new stretches recently completed. The specific aspect of the topography of the
Lebanese coastal highway is that it runs across the foothills of the Lebanese mountain
range, between the mountains and the sea. The coast is always to the east and appears at
many intervals along a drive while the mountains and agricultural fields are on both sides.
Towns are usually divided by the passage of the highway and re-linked above its surface
by bridges. From farmhouse to mid-rise apartment buildings to superstores, the evolution
of building types along Beirut’s northern entrance expresses the intensifying linear
commercial sprawl generated by major arteries linking the city to its metropolitan area.
This continuous process of linear urbanisation brings forward key questions concerning
the local response to strip architecture, and the resulting Americanisation of metropolitan
landscapes.

is recently emerging with the opening of inner-city branches of highway superstores
built on rented land and mostly characterised by vertical parking garages. This reverse
trend from suburban to urban extension may be the result of the re-centralisation process
generated by the post-war reconstruction of Beirut’s central district.
The analysis of the coastal national highway highlighted some relevant cultural
aspects of automobility in the Lebanese urban life. On sunny days the Beirut population
uses to parade in endless lines of cars along the Corniche, an eight lanes thoroughfare
unfolding along the seaside. This image shows how automobility dominates the lives of
the Lebanese today. As well as the analysis of the Human-ware highlights the fact that
the car is a part of the Lebanese ego. Which is the role of the urban design project in this
context? In the attempt to uncover the local aesthetics of mobility, the projects presented
by the Visioware attempt to recognise, systematise and intensify the many levels of order
emergent from the apparently chaotic condition of manoeuvring on the Lebanese road
system. They also attempt a de-codification of legal conventions and jargon, and the
rethinking of the material components and organisation of the road system as a physical
condition. The projects create novel typologies of road-city interaction that specifically
and straightforwardly intend to influence the social behaviour towards mobility.

Three generations of buildings have been detected along the highway extending
from Dora, on the immediate periphery of the city, and Antelias, a coastal agricultural
settlement absorbed by intensive sub-urban development. The first generation, dating
back to the 1950s and 1960s, grew sporadically along the newly built coastal route
with farmhouses in between testifying to the continuing use of large plots of land for
agriculture. This first generation consisted of mid-rise apartment buildings with retail
businesses on street level, following the prevalent model of inner-city speculative
buildings, with on-street parking and no setbacks. This type evolved progressively into
mid to high-rise commercial centres with offices on upper floors and drive-in commercial
uses on the highway level. At the same time, the superstore was introduced as a new
building type, with blind and boldly coloured elevations acting as big signs easily
perceived by fast moving traffic. A parking lot was accommodated behind the ‘box’ itself
with a small setback in front occupied by highway-related signs. The third generation that
evolved during the last two decades brought in the high-rise office towers emphasising
vertical visibility, with the first three to four floors acting as a commercial base, and the
upper floors dedicated to office use. Superstores evolved into large glass boxes, set back
from the highway to accommodate frontal parking. The opposite side of the highway is
used as an additional location to advertise superstores logos and products. A new trend
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BEIRUT
CASE STUDY: THE COASTAL HIGHWAY

POPULATION: 1.3 MILLION
AREA: 253 KM2
DENSITY: 5,100 INH/KM2
NUMBER OF CARS: 274,000
CAR AVAILABILITY: 21 PER 100 INH.
GDP PER CAPITA: $5,120
MODAL SPLIT:
83% CAR;
17% PUBLIC TRANSPORT (TRAIN/BUS)
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Tokyo
Of the 32 million inhabitants of Tokyo metropolitan area, almost 85% make daily use
of public transport. This means an average of 27 million passengers per working day.
Together they travel almost 413,000 km per day, the average home to work journey time
is 64 minutes. However, we need to remember that Tokyo has its own culture of mobility
and is not representative of the Japanese culture of mobility as a whole. There are many
small cities that are totally dependent on the automobile and are surrounded by the culture
that the automobile generates. In Tokyo almost half of the public transport network is
privately owned. In addition to the infrastructure (rails and stations) few private railway
companies also regularly develop the suburbs and the business and commercial districts
in the centres linked up by the rails. Although the public transportation network is the
most used way to move in the city, Tokyo has a radial road network too. The elevated
motorways make it possible to traverse the city by car, but the average speed is 15 km/h.
Trains instead, are punctual and arrive at intervals between two to three minutes. To have
a car Tokyoites need to prove that they have their own parking space. Parking on the
street is forbidden and with an average width of 4 meters, often quite impossible.
Such a peculiar condition for such a large metropolis has an historical explanation.
As Professor Hidetoshi Ohno observes ‘every city before the modern age had its own
unique system of mobility. In the eighteenth century, Edo (the former name of Tokyo,
1603–1867) had a population of one million inhabitants. This figure was equivalent to the
population of London and Paris in the same period. In Edo however, most people, from
ruling class to humble ranks, moved around on foot. Noble people would move in basket
palanquins shouldered by two men. Horses were mainly used for military manoeuvres or
carrying goods. All this is in sharp contrast to the European cities where various kinds
of wheels pulled by horses were popular from early times onward. As Edo did not need
to accommodate horse movements there was never any need to broaden the streets. For
this reason many of the streets in Tokyo remain the same width, about 4 meters, as in the
Edo period’15.
As the railway system dominates contemporary Tokyo, the research focuses therefore
on two major train lines in the centre of Tokyo: the Yamanote loop line and the EastWest Sobu line. The Yamanote line is a loop line, with two directions on an inner and
outer loop. The total length is 34.5 km. There are 29 stations and it takes 64 minutes to
complete one circle. The Sobu line is an east-west railway line running from suburb to
suburb while passing through the centre of Tokyo and crossing the Yamanote line twice;
once in Shinjuku on the west side and once in Akihabara on the east side. These lines
represent two extremes in the Tokyo train system.
The Yamanote is a loop line connecting most of the important urban centres in the
heart of Tokyo, and has links to 35 other subway and railway lines. The Sobu line, on the
other hand, represents a typical commuter line, connecting the suburbs to the centre of
Tokyo. The manner in which the two lines were inserted into the fabric of the city was
determined more economically and historically than from the viewpoint of design. The
lines tend to run through high-density areas, with little consideration given to the houses
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or other functions placed close to the tracks. As commuters in Tokyo spend considerable
time travelling to their work, the analysis of this case study addresses the following
issues: 1) how the traveller sees Tokyo from the train; 2) how he/she spends his/her time
while using the railway system extensively; 3) how the railway system is embedded
in the urban fabric; 4) and, last but not least, a comparison with the system of urban
expressways in Tokyo.
The ‘tetsudo’ (iron lines) define the visual structure of Tokyo. The visual cityscape
of Tokyo alternates between attractive and bustling station areas, set off against neutral
housing zones sandwiched in between. This pattern becomes even clearer at night when
the cityscape alternates between darkness and bright neon patches, with snakes of brightly
lit train interiors slithering through them. As a geographical point of reference in the urban
structure, the Yamanote line can be considered one of the most important frameworks for
the image of Tokyo. If one were to take several cross-sections of the Yamanote-line, these
would give a very interesting representation of the diversity of Tokyo. The results of the
analysis of the two lines suggest that by making these sections a strategy can be provided
for the urban design and architecture of areas close to the railways. They can generate
new ways and ideas on how to better integrate infrastructure into its context. Railways are
fundamental to the Tokyoite’s life. Considering the time they spend in the train every day
commuting, the train interior has become another room in their daily life.
Another interesting issue emerged from the inquiry is that the development of the
train system and the development of Tokyo are closely linked. However, the spatial
relationship between the railways and the city is not very coherent. This is due to the fact
that train infrastructure has been constructed in a very utilitarian way and also because
city planning and railway policy are independent of each other. If one takes a look at the
land use regulation map in Japan, one will find that railway tracks and station areas are not
coloured. This means that no land use regulation is imposed on these areas. They do not
belong to the field of city planning. Railway companies, especially the former National
Railway Authority, are very powerful because of this. Little attention has been paid to the
visual integration of the railway lines into the urban fabric of Tokyo. Economic interests
seem to be the main generator for urban change in Tokyo, leaving a landscape of highly
utilitarian buildings and infrastructures.
Another aspect that needs to be taken into consideration is the fact that in a city as
dense as Tokyo, which somehow continues to attract functions and activities to its centre,
there is a large backlog in the capacity to move people around, especially in the rush
hours. Urban design is not used here to make things look beautiful. Instead, it is utilised
to make thing work smoothly and efficiently. Architects design stations, of course, but the
design for roads and tracks is still exclusively the domain of engineers.
Despite its side effects, however, this utilitarian approach to technology, which
shows such indifference to the urban aesthetical order, sometimes creates an exciting
superimposition of different technologies. The Tokyo sub centre of Shibuya, for instance,
is one of the most exciting urban landscapes to be found. It is a futurist dream like those
imagined at the beginning of the last century – everything expands in three-dimensions.
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A subway line passes over an elevated ground train. An expressway bridges the same
line elsewhere. Pedestrian cross elevated walkways that span crowded streets while
simultaneously passing underneath the expressway.
What can architects and urbanists do to foster a sustainable future for Tokyo? The
results of the study of the Yamanote and Sobu lines indicate three possible design tasks.
The first one is the investigation of how to sustain the large public transport network
despite the increasing loss of population. Statistics show that Japan is facing drastic
changes in demography due to the simultaneous decrease and ageing of the population.
By the middle of this century Japan will have lost a quarter of its present population
because the current birth rate is too low, and at the same time one third of the population
will be over 65 years old. Statistics indicate as well that both aged people and young
mothers prefer to live in the city centre rather than in the suburbs. Therefore the aging
society undermines the very structure of the city. Innovative design approaches are
urgently needed to face this changing urban condition.
The second design task ahead for urban designers and architect is the re-interpretation
of the railways network in terms of spatial development patterns. Currently the railway
system allows Tokyoites to skip the hierarchical territory structure completely. Amazingly,
the system is open to everyone, and it can be accessed from almost any point in Tokyo. Its
rhizomatic structure allows routes to be travelled in an infinite number of combinations
and sequences. The reading of such networks and the possibilities they offer in terms
of urban design (redistribution of functions and decentralisation) will be crucial for the
future functioning of the metropolis. The third design task suggested by the results of the
analysis of the Tokyo’s route is the re-definition of the relationship between the city and
the railway station. Some years ago there used to be a major discontinuity in the Tokyo’s
stations: the ticket gate. A new ticketing system called ‘SUICA’, which uses non-contact
electronic card readers, makes modern gates more fluid. The traffic flow is increased
by the use of such technologies and consequently travellers’ irritation decreases. Such
electronic systems that will play an increasingly significant role in Japanese railway
stations and elsewhere16 should be interpreted in terms of design guidelines (i.e. the
spatial distribution of functions within the station). Besides, there is another important
aspect to take into account, which is related to the future development of the railway
station as a hybrid typology: commercialisation will progress with privatisation and
consumer society, even within the train station. Like most rail transport systems in
the world, the former national rail company of Japan was recently privatised, forcing
its approach to business to become much more commercial. Now, JR has a strategy
to develop the commercial possibilities of its station buildings. However, through this
process of commercialisation the boundary between the station and the city has become
much more ambiguous. Although the fluidity between the station and the city should be
developed and promoted, planning and design efforts should be directed as well towards a
sustainable and balanced development of both. Urban designers and architects can play a
major role in opposing the current utilitarian and shortsighted policies guiding real estate
developments in and around the Tokyo’s station areas.
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POPULATION: 31.1 MILLION
AREA: 10,000 KM2
DENSITY: 5,500 INH./KM2
NUMBER OF CARS: 3 MILLION
CAR AVAILABILITY: 25 PER 100 INH.
GDP PER CAPITA: $30,990
MODAL SPLIT:
32% CAR;
44% PUBLIC TRANSPORT;
24% OTHER (FOOT/BICYCLE)

CASE STUDY: YAMANOTE-SOBU LINES

TOKYO
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Mexico City
In Mexico City 21.2 million people live in an area of 1,450 km2. Both the area and
the numbers of inhabitants have increased tenfold since 1940. There are 2,8 million
cars, amounting to 15 per 100 inhabitants. Massive introduction of the automobile and
the population growth have been two constant features determining the current local
conditions of mobility. Due to the intensity of car traffic combined with the city location
at an altitude of 2,200 m. surrounded by high mountains, Mexico City is currently one
of the most polluted urban conurbations in the world. With nearly 4 million vehicles and
a population of twenty million, auto-mobility is at its peak. Due to the amount of cars,
of which 75% is motorized public transport, the city suffers from severe air pollution.
The annual economic loss caused by pollution-related illness is estimated at one billion
dollars. Birds literally fall dead from the sky. In 1989 a rule was introduced that imposes
a driving prohibition on every car one day per week, depending on the last figure on the
number plate. However, such measures did not prevent Mexicans to buy a second car (of
course, with the right number plate!). Recently, in an effort to reduce air pollution, the
motorways in Mexico City have been transformed into park-like ribbons. And they are
used that way, here and there proudly decorated with artwork and feats of architecture
(there is always a forest of advertising along the access roads). Such a chaotic landscape
characterises the route selected as case study in this world metropolis. The area is
comprised between the central district of Mexico City (Zòcalo) and the city of Querétaro,
located 200 km North. It stretches along the Querétaro National highway of which the
10 km stretch between the Chapultepec Park and the Zòcalo (Paseo de la Reforma) have
been analysed with particular attention by the Mexico team.
Streets and avenues in Mexico City – as in most cities across the world – are often
ornamented with sculptures and commemorative monuments. The Paseo de la Reforma
is perhaps the best case to exemplify this phenomenon. This avenue – often compared
to the Champs Elysees in Paris – is an axis that joins the Chapultepec castle to the city
centre. Along its entire length a series of landmarks, monuments, sculptures and statues
were placed to enhance the perspective view from both extremes of the avenue. The
characteristics of the objects displayed on Paseo de la Reforma can be divided into two
main categories: the historical or commemorative objects, and the aesthetic or artistic
sculptures that flank this avenue on both sides, or which are placed on roundabouts and at
specific points along this axis. Throughout Mexico City, these commemorative elements
abound. Besides, those objects that contain historical references refer to more recent
political or social events. The common approach of the placement of these historical,
political or social landmarks follows a chain-like sequence along many avenues,
boulevards and primary streets, and is intended to establish references to specific periods
of Mexico’s history and its most significant achievements. For instance, the large-scaled
Towers of Satellite by Barragán and Goeritz represent the arrival of modernity in Mexico
City. The Friendship Route along the main highway where different urban sculptures
were placed to commemorate the 1968 Olympic Games, as well as large statues and
landmarks at the main entrances of neighbouring estates are examples of Mexico City’s
tradition of using primary routes to display all kinds of messages, ideals and concepts.
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The analysis of the fragmented parts of the Querétaro National highway is insufficient
to derive definitive conclusions and to develop significant design solutions for the factual
improvement of the areas bordering the motorway. As a matter of fact, the problems
emerged from the analysis of the present situation along the route are rather complex.
For instance, the measures taken so far by the national and local government to abate
traffic congestion and air pollution are obviously insufficient. O rather, they did not take
into account the cultural and social aspects of mobility. The chaotic way of driving and
of placing advertisement panels along the motorway as well as the social resistance to
obey to fixed rules are part of the Mexican culture. A real improvement of the current
situation of the spaces of mobility should therefore take these aspects into serious
consideration. A major conclusion that can be drawn from this case study is that in
order to propose a comprehensible and sustainable urban design proposal, the cultural
aspects of the use of the spaces of mobility need to be taken into account by designers,
planners and politicians. Another interesting outcome of this analysis is that in Mexico
City the transportation infrastructure could be singled out as a key element in the future
relationship between cities-regions and their mobility networks. Not only can automobile
transport be considered as an icon of our times and of the contemporary city, but it can
also be viewed as being a determining factor in the future development of the city-region
relationships.
The research outcomes proved the validity of the approach. Once the collected
information has been processed one can begin visualising design possibilities, which
will determine not only the design as such, but also the design strategies. The latter are
organised according to the actors involved in the planning and design process: decisionmakers, experts, designers and the general public. In order to foster a real change in
the way infrastructures are currently planned and designed in Mexico City there is the
need to develop innovative approaches that go far beyond the pure aesthetic or technical
definition of design guidelines. What matters instead, is to find ways to integrate the
four fundamental perspectives – decision-makers, users, designers and engineers - that
will eventually determine the success or failure of each attempt to improve the current
situation. Therefore the designers’ future task is to develop concrete design solutions,
which are hypothetically coherent with the contextual urban fabric in spatial, economical,
social and ecological terms. This could be achieved by developing ‘transversal’ urban
projects in strategic locations within the city.
The term ‘transversal’ refers to the notions of sustainability and interdisciplinariety.
Such strategic projects should aim at improving urban coherence at all scales. They should
recover as well the slow-moving flows that have been interrupted by the modern model
of infrastructure planning. In other words, the transversal urban projects are intended to
become a strategic tool for making the longitudinal ones feasible. The top-down approach
– which traditionally guides national infrastructure planning policies - is another strategic
vector that designers should take into consideration in drafting their projects. Namely,
urban designers and architects, together with traffic engineers and other experts, should
develop alternative approaches that promote a multidisciplinary interaction within the
planning practice. Practically, the Mexico team proposes to develop a new planning
instrument, an innovative type of master plan in which urban developments, landscape
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design and infrastructure planning are defined and evaluated jointly. Although the team
is well aware of the fact that it is highly unlikely that such an innovative planning
instrument will be developed and applied in its original conception, it holds nevertheless
the potential to produce a shift in the conventional way in which we visualise the urban
reality. In addition, it can also underline the existence of other possibilities through which
architecture and urban design can become more inclusive and people-oriented.
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MEXICO CITY
CASE STUDY: QUERETARO-MEXICO CITY HIGHWAY

POPULATION: 21.1 MILLION
AREA: 1,450 KM2
DENSITY: 12,600 INH./KM2
NUMBER OF CARS: 2.8 MILLION
CAR AVAILABILITY: 15 PER 100 INH.
GDP PER CAPITA: $9,000
MODAL SPLIT:
20% CAR;
76% PUBLIC TRANSPORT;
4% OTHER (FOOT/BICYCLE)
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Jakarta
Jakarta has a population of 17.6 million inhabitants distributed on a surface of 480
km2. The number has doubled since 1970. Yearly motorised transport is growing by 11
%. Of the 3,9 million cars in the city everyday, at least 90 % are privately owned. Only 2,5
% of all the traffic is for public transport. In 1980 the 60 km distance from Jakarta to one
of its neighbouring cities was still seen as a long journey, whereas today it is for millions
of commuters a daily routine. The average home to work journey time is three hours.
The time lost in tailbacks has important consequences on the city economy, as it leads
to a loss of $ 400.000 per day. In order to combat congestion the so-called ‘three-in-one
policy’ during rush hours has been recently adopted by the city government. Three must
be the minimum number of people in each car entering the Jakarta business district during
working hours. This policy has led to the development of a rather dramatic phenomenon:
rent a kid. Every morning, the unemployed, including children and students, queue
up along the major thoroughfares leading to the city centre to offer their services to
car drivers. This depressing phenomenon denounces the presence of two worlds of
transportation in Jakarta: one for the rich and one for the poor. This is represented in the
duality of cheap/informal versus expensive/formal systems, such as toll roads (elevated,
on ground but with dedicated right of way or entirely separate routes) versus regular
roads and regular versus executive busses/trains17.
If one looks at the statistics of the Indonesian Ministry of Transportation there is a good
modal split of 55 % public transport– 45 % private transport. But this ideal proportion is
not achieved because of a high consciousness of the people that causes them to use public
transport for ecological reasons, it is simply because most people have no choice in the
matter due to their limited individual budget for transportation. Jakartans show a mobile
culture, using various kinds of transportation modes (non-vehicular; non-motorized:
bicycle, becak, bicycle taxi; motorized: motorcycle, motorcycle taxi, private car, mini
and midi bus, taxi; and mass transit: regional train and busses). With the exception of
the people from the lowest economic stratum, most people must travel far every day
(commuters travel approximately 57 km roundtrip daily to get to their place of work). In
spite of the large differences in income among the population, the car is dominating urban
life in Jakarta. And it has contributed greatly to the growing number of commuters who
travel from their home to their workplace and back. Thanks to the automobile, satellite
towns have been sprouting up around Jakarta during the past decades18.

Another interesting characteristic of this route is that the visual experience from the road
differs greatly between the outer city toll road, the inner city elevated toll road and the
regular thoroughfare/avenue in the city. Outside the city lush greenery and an undulating
landscape with widely interspersed buildings appropriate for high speed driving can be
appreciated from the road. Along the inner city elevated toll road instead, there are some
high-rise office buildings that are better viewed when driving at a lower speed. The
regular thoroughfare/avenue running through the city has a high variety of buildings,
advertisement and programmes that together form a rather fragmentary and disordered
image of the city.
Similarly to the case of Mexico City and Beirut, also in Jakarta it is not entirely
possible to define a codified cross-disciplinary design culture for the spaces of mobility
at present. Indeed in Indonesia architects are rarely involved in designing urban
infrastructures and related facilities. Currently only a few interested individuals or groups
of architects are committed to the design of spaces of mobility in Jakarta. So, there is a
long way to go before the codification of a specific design culture within the disciplines
of urban design and architecture can take place in this country. Furthermore, the proposals
that urban designers and architects will eventually develop would be rather different than
those designed by road engineers. This is because there is a substantial difference in
interest/focus between these disciplines. Whereas the engineers emphasize traffic safety
and concentrate on the spatial domain of the road, urban designers and architects tend
to intervene in the verge and the urban field in order to provide a more sustainable
space for the people. Road planners rarely consider the harmonious physical integration
of infrastructures within the urban structure. Besides, planners have no standards or
regulations regarding this matter. Another important point to consider is that whereas
planners focus on aspects of traffic and road safety, decision makers consider mainly
the financial side of road building. All this considered, the design proposal developed
by the Jakarta team focuses on strategies to improve the quality of life in and around the
spaces of mobility. The design proposal aims to integrate those crowded spaces within
the physical network of the public spaces in the city. Since it is up to the creativity of the
people to utilize the verge, the design proposal indicates the possibility to intervene in
the present situation by means of ‘acupuncture’ projects. Which means to intervene in
strategic locations along the route in favour of a more social use of the verge.

The route analysed in this Asian metropolis is the toll road connecting Jakarta
central district to the city of Bogor. The eight lanes toll road is running through rural
areas between the two cities. The inner city toll road in Jakarta has either divided the
city (Slipi-Semanggi segment) or provided it with an entirely new streetscape of the
dark/shady streets under the elevated toll road. The layout of this route bears witness that
in Jakarta mobility shapes urban culture rather physically. In the sense that, even where
it is not allowed, all kinds of sidewalk activities take place at transit points and along
roads with slow traffic. The interaction between the verge and the road is very intense
and chaotic in such areas. One can even find places where the boundary between the
verge and the road has vanished because the pedestrian activity overflows onto the road.
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JAKARTA

135

CASE STUDY: TOLL ROAD JAKARTA CENTRAL DISTRICT-BOGOR

POPULATION: 17.6 MILLION
AREA: 480 KM2
DENSITY: 17,500 INH./KM2
NUMBER OF CARS: 1.1 MILLION
CAR AVAILABILITY: 13 PER 100 INH.
GDP PER CAPITA: $3,000
MODAL SPLIT:
32% CAR;
55% PUBLIC TRANSPORT;
29% OTHER (FOOT/BICYCLE)
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Los Angeles
Los Angeles is synonymous with car mobility. Two-thirds of its vast area of at least
4,800 km2 is used for traffic and transport. The city has at least 6 million cars, as many
as the whole of the Netherlands. 70 cars are available for every 100 inhabitants. 91% of
car drivers drive alone, and together they cover 85 million km per day, equal to 2,141
journeys round the earth. In Los Angeles the motorway acts both as a meeting place and
as a place of entertainment.
The LA case study comprises a 110 km loop that could take anywhere from 50 to 220
minutes to complete, depending on the time of day. Beginning at the arrivals level of Los
Angeles Airport (LAX), the route proceeds north on the 405, east on the 10 past Century
City, circling around downtown, becoming tangent to the 5, before turning onto the 101
north, through the Cahuenga Pass, past Universal Studio, and into the San Fernando
Valley, returning to the 405 south, passing the Getty Center, and back to the departure
level of LAX. Perhaps more than anywhere else, the freeway system in LA is not simply
a neutral infrastructure, but exists as a dynamic landscape and disciplining institution, a
site of spectacle and media events, a moving scene of collective imagination and desire,
and is arguably the one great public space of the city. Thus, despite the fact that it may be
the ‘youngest’ of the World Avenue Project case studies, Los Angeles has the longest and
most intensive involvement with automobility and highway infrastructure as the primary
informing agents of metropolitan life and morphology. It is – as the UCLA team defined
it - the Rome of freeway culture.
Although ideas for a ‘system of motor parkways’ began as early as the 1920s in Los
Angeles, plans for what would become the freeway system – four to six lane highways
with no crossings and limited access – were not drawn up until a 1937 study made by
the Automobile Club of California: as with other major infrastructural undertakings in
Los Angeles, private self-organisation prompted public policy. Two years later, the State
Legislature passed the California Freeway Law, permitting the California Highway
Commission to designate state highway routes as freeways and limit access to any
route so designated. On December 30 1940, the Arroyo Seco Parkway (now called the
Pasadena Freeway) opened its six-mile stretch to traffic, becoming the prototype for
future development. By the late 1940s, construction on the Harbour, Santa Ana, San
Bernardino, and Hollywood Freeways was in full progress. At the height of the cold war,
and as a defensive strategy for metropolitan dispersion, the Interstate Highway Act of
1956 provided more federal funding from an increased gas tax, much of the resources
being used to begin construction on the Golden State, Santa Monica, and San Diego
Freeways. Today, over 30 freeways serve Los Angeles, accounting for 90 million vehicle
miles travelled per day. Curiously, most of the freeways are named for their destinations,
paradoxically mirroring the convention of the mass transit systems of other major
metropolitan areas. If nothing else, this prosaic fact suggests that, while a distinct world
unto itself, the freeway network is also an everyday fact of life, an experience that one
chooses depending on time of day, mood, and a situational calculation. In this, temporal
duration (or speed) has definitively displaced geographical proximity (or space) as the
independent variable of metropolitan life.
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Drivers subject themselves to an alternate regime of regulation and surveillance
on the freeway system. While so-called ‘surface streets’ (the traditional roads of the
city grid, now rendered earth-bound by the gravity-defying freeways) are controlled
by local agencies, the rules of freeway driving are determined and enforced at the
state level. Roads are built and maintained by California Transportation Company
(CalTrans), the state transportation agency, with local police relinquishing authority
to the CHP (California Highway Patrol). A network of 430 closed-circuit television
cameras throughout California invisibly monitors traffic conditions and accidents, and
television news helicopters circle above, broadcasting an image of the freeway to anyone
still at home to watch it. This intimate connection between entertainment spectacle and
transportation surveillance is more systematic, if less apparent, than such media events
as the O.J. chase19 suggest, as seen through the daily operations of the Department of
Transportation (DOT). The system of cameras along freeways and at major traffic
intersections is monitored at the DOT so that traffic lights can be calibrated to maximise
flow and minimise congestion. At the same time, and distinct from any other metropolis,
the freeway exists as the image of LA. It is an urban logo that performs in as many roles
as necessary: star, supporting actor, director, and so on.
Freeways in the Los Angeles area have reached a critical mass. The California
Transportation Company (CalTrans) now rates the performance of their freeways
somewhere around mediocre, and their greatest ambition for the year 2025 is to maintain
this level of service. Three factors condition this modest proposal. First, all of CalTrans’s
‘rights-of-way’ have been exhausted: it has already expanded into all the property that
could conceivably become part of the freeway and new land acquisition is prohibitively
expensive. Second, due to the region’s seismic conditions, double-decker or multilevel freeways, as well as tunnels, are also prohibitively expensive. And finally, the
population of Los Angeles is expected to grow by 7 million people, roughly equalling
the size of Texas, by the year 2020. And so, with nowhere to grow and more people to
accommodate,
CalTrans has developed a transportation plan that may enable it to maintain the
status quo. Aspects of this plan include ‘multi-modal transportation’ – the integration
of light rail, trains, ferries, buses and bicycles to make public transportation more
workable in such a dispersed system. Realistically, CalTrans officials admit that mass
transit is unlikely to succeed in Los Angeles, a region whose diverse topographies and
endless expansion is exacerbated by its citizens’ insistence on door-to-door travel. More
feasible is the prospect of keeping people off the freeway by encouraging them to stay
‘home’. This ‘community-based planning’ includes grants to commuter suburbs to
develop self-sufficiency: medical treatment, schools, shopping and above all, workplace.
Telecommuting hubs are encouraged, essentially keeping workers off the freeways and
within the limited radius of their hubs. Only by keeping as many commuters home as
possible could CalTrans conceive of dealing with the anticipated influx of people. As one
official put it, ‘it would be cheaper to move people out of Los Angeles than to build more
freeways’.
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The future of mobility in LA, in other words, is not characterised by dynamic ribbons
of asphalt or bustling Smart Cars. Rather, it may be the image of stagnation where
impending gridlock and a ‘nowhere to grow’ problem will ultimately set the mobility
limit. Enter immobility. Paradoxically, the Los Angeles freeway is about to become its
own mobility straitjacket where the choices are twofold: evacuate LA or go nowhere
fast.
Despite the fact that Los Angeles is the Rome of freeway culture, its mushrooming road
development is coming to an end. The impossibility of further extension of the freeway
system forces the metropolis to reinvent its relationships with the highway under new
circumstances. As mobility is increasing, its appearance and effects are not limited to any
particular typology or infrastructure. The design proposal developed by the UCLA team
point at the fact that it is possible to reinvent the freeway/city relationship by creating new
developments ad hoc along the existing road network. These new developments should
reconnect the neighbourhoods currently divided by the presence of the freeway and to
encourage the use of public transport. The proposal aims at redefining the freeway as an
urban element. Long attacked for producing an atmosphere (or ruining it with smog), it is
more accurate to say the freeway is an atmosphere. It neither serves nor threatens the city.
In the same way, it may also precipitate other, more sustainable urbanisms.
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LOS ANGELES
CASE STUDY: LOOP FREEWAYS (405, 101, 10)

POPULATION: 16.4 MILLION
AREA: 4,800 KM2
DENSITY: 1,900 INH./KM2
NUMBER OF CARS: 6.5 MILLION
CAR AVAILABILITY: 72 PER 100 INH.
GDP PER CAPITA: $37,600
MODAL SPLIT:
85% CAR;
7% PUBLIC TRANSPORT;
8% OTHER (FOOT/BICYCLE)
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Beijing
Beijing, the capital of China, has an area of 1,040 square km and a population of
7.6 million. Beijing is the cultural centre of the country. Beijing is also the economic
crossroad of northern China. The fast changing city with a history going back 3000
years is an amazing mix of modernisation and historical legacies. The heart of the
contemporary metropolis was the official capital city of the Ming dynasty, which was
established in 1420, under the name of Beijing (‘Northern Capital’). Beijing has been
an integral part of the country’s history since its foundation. Since the early 1980s,
when China initiated economic and market reforms under the late Deng Xiaoping, the
city has been a truly automotive, international city. Since 1917, when the first road for
automobiles was constructed, Beijing has built a circulation network totalling 13,579 km
in length, including 335 km of highway. Beijing has been China’s biggest car market for
years. In 2001, new automobile sales hit 100,100 cars and reached a yearly growth of
22.5 %. Beijing also ranks first in terms of its total amount of private cars. So far, 12 %
of Beijing households own cars.
There are 4 ring highways connecting with 8 main radial highways and 15 secondary
radial roads, 6 east-west and 3 north-south motorways. In 1992, the 33 km Second Ring
was finished, the 48 km Third Ring in 1994, and the 67 km Forth Ring in 2001, the Fifth
Ring is still under construction. Now, Beijing ranks first in the whole country in terms of
its total amount of motor vehicles, which numbered 1,200,000 in 2001. The Fist Ring is
made out of a number of streets, the average width of which is less than 10 m. It is located
around the Forbidden City, but people do not call these streets the First Ring, as the
concept of a Ring Road in Beijing today is related to a closed highway only. The Second
Ring was constructed on the site of the ancient city wall of Ming dynasty Beijing. As a
result, the following rings were dictated by this structure, making the visible development
of Beijing follow an outward pattern.
The ring roads adhere to the historic form of Beijing city as it was designed centuries
ago, based on the ancient Chinese theories of making a capital. Metaphysics of the past
that affect today’s ways of life are materialised in this form. According to one theory,
Beijing has a definite centre axis with a strict symmetry. The axis is aligned with the
cardinal directions. Considering the complexity of modernisation, the simplest way to
preserve the traditional form is to plan the ring roads accordingly. The layout of Beijing
ring roads is somehow the symbol of politics. As the seat of central government, Beijing,
the capital of China, is not only a city but also a political symbol. The government
always compares itself to the heart of the nation, and Beijing is the materialisation of
this comparison. The centric ring roads are an expression of the comity, solidarity and
centralisation of the city and the country. The four rings surrounding Beijing have a clear
and strong form in spite of the city’s sprawl, which sometimes escapes the roped circles.
Each ring has a consistent width, despite the flux of the traffic.
Looking at the rings on the aerial photo of Beijing, the city is presented as a giant
rectangle structured with several rings offsetting one another. The ring roads are
concentric, centred on the Forbidden City. As an important physical element, the ring
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structure has had a tremendous impact on the city, which goes beyond economics and
transportation. Clearly, the planning of the ring roads was not only based on the function
of transportation, but also on culture and history.
The second and fourth rings are the routes selected for the analysis. What cognitive
understandings does the driver achieve while driving around the Beijing ring roads?
In other words, what particular aspects of the city does one see while driving on the
ring roads at a speed of 30-80 km/h? In a metropolis like Beijing, it is hard for one to
have a unitary experience of the physical city. In the recent past, however, this kind of
experience was easy to obtain for all who lived in the city. Although this is still possible in
some small, underdeveloped cities in present-day China, that is not simply a problem of
the scale of the city. Today, in the city of Beijing, the automobile is replacing the bicycle
as the most important means of transportation. It is not so difficult to get around in this
enormous city if one uses the ring roads and dispersed motorways, but the experience of
the physical city obtained from these routes is limited, as almost the whole perimeter of
the rings is covered with billboards and advertisement. This can be experienced especially
when driving on the second ring road between the old city and the new city developed
since the 1950s. That is to say, according to the typical experience of the car driver, only
the inner skins of the city along the ring roads can be observed.
The motorways slice through the city fabric. The interfaces of the city created by the
slicing begin to take on new forms due primarily to economic reasons. The interfaces
assume the characteristics of skin. People cannot comprehend the urban formations that
lie behind them. The surface and the interior of the road are totally different – something
that could not have happened in the traditional Beijing of old. At the same time, the
ring roads fragment the city and produce a distinct urban interface. The dimension of
urban sprawl is linked to the booming development of large-scale roads. Because of the
expansion of the city, the borders of Beijing have become more and more blurred. The
ring road and adjacent areas have become a new urban space in the waste metropolitan
area. Besides, with the development of information technology, the media have become
an important part of the urban landscape with growing influence on urban life. This
constitutes another side of the urban experience from the Beijing rings. The media
experience comes from an understanding of the relationship between places and events.
Such understanding weaves all kinds of visions, rumours, and texts and it becomes the
most significant aspect of the urban experience. Seen from this perspective, the enclosed
space of the ring road is no longer purely functional, but it becomes a privileged point to
observe and read the city.
With the number of private cars increasing, increasing numbers of people in Beijing
spend more and more time on the ring roads. Therefore they have become a public space
full of business and recreational opportunities. It is inevitable that media gradually
infiltrate such profitable and crowded space. In spite of the fact that the government
of Beijing has established a series of regulations to limit the growth of the number of
advertisements along the ring roads, there is a steady increase in media displays. While
researching and analysing the information and media of the ring road space, the media
carrier came into the research focus. Because of the dimensions, forms, and characteristics
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of the ring road, the size of carriers must promptly respond to speed. On one hand, media
carriers are a component of the physical city; on the other hand, for reasons of legibility,
they usually cover up the physical city. The advertisement is not the only phenomenon
urban designers and architects should take interest in. There are plenty of possibilities in
which the media can permeate the ring road space, with more than commercial intentions.
For instance, noise barriers could be designed as large digital displays providing useful
information and cultural entertainment. This case study suggests as possible design task
the re-invention of the interface between the city and the road through the design of the
verge. In this perspective, media carriers complete the space of the ring roads, but are not
only functional to the road as they spread information on city events.
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POPULATION: 8.5 MILLION
AREA: 1,000 KM2
DENSITY: 8,500 INH./KM2
NUMBER OF CARS: 1.5 MILLION
CAR AVAILABILITY: 18 PER 100 INH.
GDP PER CAPITA: $4,300
MODAL SPLIT:
39% CAR;
29% PUBLIC TRANSPORT;
32% OTHER (FOOT/BICYCLE)

CASE STUDY: THE 2ND AND 4TH RINGS
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Pearl River Delta
The Pearl River Delta is the Chinese booming region, both economically and
demographically20. In the early 1980s, Deng Xiao Ping replaced Mao’s credo of ‘serving
the people’ with ‘getting rich is glorious’. And thereby fired the starting shot for the
socialist market economy. In the subsequent 20 years, the Pearl River Delta region
expanded into the largest production landscape in the world. At the moment the Pearl
River Delta has 12million inhabitants, which is expected to triple by 2020. At least
two thirds of the population are so-called floaters, migrants without status, drawn by
economic reasons to live in the region. The route selected in this large region is the
Guangzhou Shenzen Zhuai Superhighway, a private-owned toll road completed in 1995
by the Hopewell Holding. 97 % of traffic between Guangzhou and Shenzen is goods
traffic. Along the highway there is a chain of factories and beneath the road (which is on
pilotis) lies the world’s biggest market, comprising 1,5 million m2 of retail space. Many
of the products on sale here fell of the back of a lorry.
The genealogy of the Pearl River Delta (PRD) appears as the product of progressive
creative forces of development. Formed by the convergence of three rivers, the PRD
is a transitional space between land and sea, where water – through the silt and debris
it carries – has extended the land into the sea. Accretion shapes and monitors human
activities. In this condition, the regulation of flow, the control of water levels to protect
land that has been gained from the sea, irrigation and drainage, and the control of sand
and salt components are the first pre-conditions for introducing life and developing the
liquid land into a network of settlements. The Port has a key role in this development. The
regional marine transport network is intrinsically related to social and economic growth.
In 1757, port cities were the sole place where trading with the west was accepted, turning
Guangzhou and smaller cities into hectic trade centres. Due to both domestic and foreign
trade, these cities rapidly developed into a powerful international commercial network.
At present, more than 40 million containers pass through the PRD every year, making
the region the world’s busiest/largest port. As the physical centre of the region, the Pearl
River is a place characterised by intense and dynamic activities. Busy to the extreme,
water provides the infrastructure for various marine traffics such as: ferries, liners, crane
barges (lighters) and container cargo. Space is inundated. Landscape on water, water on
land. Where does the built environment exist?
The Guangzhou Shenzen Zhuai Superhighway is a permeable space, dripping
merchandise. A large open market exists under the highway. This frenetic rhythm of
consumption and continuous turnover of products emphasises the ephemeral condition –
a cult of desire. Workers can use the market to develop new social networks. Once again,
the energy comes from the floating condition of the land, people, noise, and neon light.
In the shadow of the highway, economic activities interact freely with social patterns.
A complicated water infrastructure exists under the highway. Water is either channelled
through canals and rivers or preserved to form fishponds. Barges pass under the highway
and collect goods dripping from the container trucks. At high tide a floating terminal
container is created; at low tide the water’s edge spontaneously becomes a temporary
parking space.
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Delta settlements characterise the surrounding of the route. Some centuries ago
populations started to occupy places at water intersections and along natural navigation
routes, among the hills and on higher ground. Amalgamations of villages and towns were
determined by community needs when the natural rate of population growth justified
them. In more recent times, with respect to economic reform, formerly separate villages
and towns merged together to form a continuous ‘built-up’ area along new infrastructure
corridors. Characterised by scattered forms of land use, such developments are randomly
filled up with a raw amalgam of industrial, residential, commercial structure and
incomplete highway links. How to scale the production of the capitalist economy? How
to combine technology and continuous manpower flow? Endless chains of assembly lines
move the world’s merchandise. Millions of pairs of hands accelerate this movement.
Stock is continuously replenished. Waste is recycled on other lines. Made in China is the
largest brand in the world.
A chain of factories exists under the highway and runs parallel to it. Movement of
production refers to the visible and invisible flows of energy that run in a linear pattern:
TV cables, wires, vehicles and electric lines. The rubber of the assembly lines imitates
the asphalt. Raw materials can enter at any point in the chain and likewise, finished
products exit at any point. Their speed is controlled by hundred of hands working
side by side along the line. Various flows such as water and air, workers and products,
automobiles and containers are stirred by diverse activities, plus different kinds of energy
and information. The lean factory loses substance and disintegrates into a myriad of small
production entities. Together, they produce an alliance of multiple assembly nodes taking
advantage of the rising infrastructure of transportation and communication. Maximising
flow, eliminating waste and adding value to the product and workers are the pre-requisites
of this production system organized around the infrastructural backbone. The spatial
organisation of lean production relies on a stable network of suppliers, small units of
production that apply the same technique and become part of the family. Clusters and
networks assure smooth production.
The analysis of the spatial and social condition of the Guangzhou Shenzen Zhuai
Superhighway clearly shows that lean planning is attacking the boundaries that articulate
urban space in the Pearl River Delta region. This control appears at every level and
infiltrates the production process as a continual effort collectively managed. Operating on
a global scale with decentralised units of production, lean planning expresses a dynamic
specific to the Pearl River Delta region. The current strategic approach and politics of
laissez-faire adopted by Pearl River Delta government bodies and then implemented by
planners, architects and developers are in a sense the most up-to-date form of planning.
As a result, the region has crystallised into a single urban entity based on the opportunistic
adoption of a transport infrastructure built with private money and high tolls to serve the
well-distributed factory. With no particular concern for spatial sequence or articulation,
these extensive flow lines constitute an effective strategy for colonisation, transforming
the landscape into a series of fragmented systems, therefore reinforcing the hybrid
condition of the rapidly changing territory.
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POPULATION: 23.1 MILLION
AREA: 41,700 KM2
DENSITY: 550 INH./KM2
NUMBER OF CARS: 1.4 MILLION
CAR AVAILABILITY: 6 PER 100
INH.
GDP PER CAPITA: $1,079
MODAL SPLIT:
8% CAR;
92% PUBLIC TRANSPORT

PEARL
RIVER
DELTA
CASE STUDY: THE
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Fine tuning. Notes from the project
Part of this project has been the attempt to create a repertoire of concepts and
hypotheses on how to interpret the phenomenon of mobility as it relates to local and global
contexts, to politics and to people, to planning and to design. In essence, the ultimate
goal of this international research was to define mobility as part of our professional
design domain. The methodological and analytical tools underlying urban infrastructure
planning were similarly under question. The results are without doubt preliminary, as the
reflection will continue beyond this book and the one that collects integrally the World
Avenue Project (Calabrese, Houben, 2003). Although definitive (scientific) conclusions
are not possible, the fragments of the nine case studies presented here give more than
just a glimpse into the past and present complex relationships between urban design,
architecture and mobility. The latter is documented here as being much more than simply
design guidelines of roads and railways, regulations and transportation policies, numbers
and politics. Mobility is an integral part of our lived environment and of our lives.
The nine case studies teach us about what is happening in, on and around the spaces
of mobility, even though we may not be able to extract a theory from it. The following
notes – taken during the process of analysing the research material – offer some food for
afterthought. By following them one could draw one’s own conclusions about the topics
discussed in this project. The message emerging from the research project is rather simple:
the city and the motorway, Autobahn, expressway, freeway, highway, auto route, railway,
subway and tramway can empirically co-exist, though we do not know how to frame
an overall formula that explains all the possible ways in which this co-existence should
take place. What then, is the real position of architecture in all that we’ve researched
and discussed? Talking about the Project on the City, Koolhaas says that while we are
marooned in design, the rest of the world speaks of architecture as if it were the medium
in which the essence of organisations and structures is revealed. The problem he points
out is that somehow we cannot participate in the rediscovery of architectural thinking in
the rest of the world. This project charters a possible geography of participation.
The approach we experimented with can be described as cross-cultural and
interdisciplinary. In the sense that we (at the Delft University of Technology, Faculty of
Architecture) formulated a research framework with some general research questions
and we invited the participating teams to formulate their own ‘view’ according to their
context and cultural background. Furthermore, we invited interdisciplinary expressions
dealing with any of the questions and issues raised by the concept of ‘spatial coherence’
in relation to mobility. We particularly encouraged the teams to approach critically the
following broad questions, treating these questions as an open invitation to discussion,
rather than a closed statement of focus. The questions are: How does mobility (re)shape
the city, its landscapes and urban culture? If we miss a codified culture of design for the
spaces of automobility, is it possible to define it within our disciplines (urban design and
architecture) and how?
One – certainly non-academic – way to ‘read’ the material was to imagine these
cities as places where one could eventually live. In this case, what does it mean to look
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at cities from the perspective of their mobility? Is it enough to understand their profound
uniqueness? A way of approaching the problem might be to consider mobility to be what
makes an urban structure work. Another way is to seize the user’s perspective, to look
through the people’s eyes at what mobility means to them, if it really makes their daily
routine work and their space a better one. In the end, only by considering both approaches
in a critical way, can one reflect on mobility cross-culturally. Only then can one look at
the different ways in which the idea of mobility is perceived by different urban cultures
all over the world – and finally search for ways to design its spaces.
Trying to understand how mobility influences urban environments in such diverse
contexts one may rely on statistics, on theories or simply trust one’s autobiographical
notion of what ‘mobility’ means to one’s life. In this project we left out prefab theories.
Instead, we drew on statistics and qualitative analysis. We applied statistics to get a
grip on the quantitative side of mobility, and we used qualitative analysis to understand
people’s perspective, that of the individual. Very often the issues of mobility are tackled
only by statistics, especially by planners, traffic engineers and decision-makers. However
statistics can demonstrate tendencies – whatever the origins of those tendencies, the
causes should be illuminated. And again: the true roots of problems are known facts.
In general, one does not spot problems by statistical means. Signs of problems hit you
directly.
Yet, statistics reveal some interesting facts. They tell us about quantities in relation to
social, political and economical environments. If one reads beyond numbers, statistics are
like plots in a story. According to the crosschecking of different indicators (morphology,
demography, history, politics, economy, dynamics of urban development and mobility
trends) each of the case studies might disclose a different narrative. We’ve been
discovering that statistics on mobility tell stories that need to be interpreted, sometimes
even translated. These are stories about the strong and weak points of each peculiar
pattern of planning; stories about people’s problems and their struggle to solve - or to
cope with – them. Even they are stories about political and economic powers dictating
law to urban development. All in all, we can learn a great deal from these stories. First and
foremost they teach us about relativity and context. We learn to look at our own problems,
within our context, with a critical eye.
Some examples.
• Spatial distribution and urban structure. The comparison of urban surface and
structure of the cities gives an indication of the total relativity of the concept of scaling-up
as it relates to urban structures. For instance, the conurbation of Los Angeles is comparable
to an area that is equivalent to the distance between Amsterdam and Brussels.
• Inhabitants versus demographic density/Intensive land use versus extensive land
use. These indicators tell us about the potential of public transport in relation to strategic
choices for planning urban growth. They tell us interesting stories about the planners’
contextual attitude towards sustainability in different spatial and planning perspectives. A
comparative study of the modal splits highlights those striking differences. And the way
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link the west and east bank of the Delta by a 20-km long bridge.
mobility influences people’s quality of life. In very few of the cities we studied (Tokyo and
The Randstand) daily commuters do have the freedom to choose between being a road or
rail user, that is to choose between their car and public transport. Urban conglomerations
like Mexico City and LA and the Ruhrgebiet are almost entirely mono-modal.
• Standard of living versus economic growth. Statistics give us information about the
actual trends in the development of mobility in each country. High economical growth
often goes hand in hand with the growth of automobility. Worldwide research on this
topic showed that there is a one to one relationship between economic growth and traffic
growth, namely 1% economic growth corresponds to 1% traffic growth. Similarly, high
standards of living correspond to an increase of car ownership per household. According
to this, cities like Budapest and Beijing will witness an exponential growth of automobility
in the near future. They announce a latent explosion that is waiting to detonate.
• Numbers of cars per household and the average cost of a car. Related to carownership, some of the cities we’ve been studying are nearly saturated: in the Netherlands
almost 95% of the households have a car, in Beijing only 12% of the population owns
one (households), though a boom is expected. In Jakarta the modal share is directly
related to income level. People with low-income tend to walk or use the bus, whereas the
high-income segment of the population drives private cars. This indicates that the ideal
modal spilt in Jakarta (45% car versus 55% public transport) is not caused by the high
level of people’s consciousness to choose for public transport, but by the lack of choice.
Namely, the less wealthy segment of the population cannot afford the expensive private
car or motorcycle. Many Indonesian families can afford to have a chauffeur driving their
car. The monthly salary of the chauffeur (approximately 50 euro) is far cheaper than
the price of one more car for the family (approximately 20,000 euro). Together with car
ownership, acquisition and maintenance costs (of a car) are a rather important indicator
of mobility. A story from an average Hungarian family might clarify this issue. Zoltán, a
car-owner, has two daughters. He works in a factory as a technical manager. His wife is
a sales-representative. They both earn about 370-420 euro/month. They used to have a
seven-year old Skoda 100, which they sold four years ago, as it did not function properly.
This year they were able to buy a new car, a six-year old Mazda 323 imported from
Switzerland. It cost 6,690 euro. Of this they had to pay 1,450 euro in cash, the rest they
have to pay in monthly instalments. The bank’s credit rate is 16%. The monthly payment
is 117 euro. This means they will have to pay 15% of their monthly income for about 4.5
years for acquiring the car only.
In most of our case studies ownership and responsibility for motorway design and
construction are under public responsibility, while private companies take care of
maintenance. The case of the Pearl River Delta might be the ultimate example of the
power of private ownership. Hong Kong tycoon Gordon Wu and his company Hopewell
Holding Limited is the main owner. The Hopewell Holding Limited is responsible for
the design of the GSZ as well as for the development of 379 km of toll highway in the
Pearl River Delta. Activities cover construction, property development and infrastructure
division. Working endlessly in the PRD development, the company’s latest proposal is to
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A general condition of today’s spaces of mobility is that they are people-oriented but
do not understand the people’s needs; in the sense that they are ‘designed’ for people
transit but not for people to attach importance to their qualities. This is one of the
intrinsic contradictions emerging from all the case studies. Today’s spaces of mobility
are ‘rooms’ which users and participants can identify with and even take psychological
possession of without the need for legal ownership. Spaces of mobility need to go beyond
the boundaries of standard democratic formality. They could become the sites of city’s
contested spaces of heterotopias, to empower the grassroots communities (and) to nurture
the capability of reflection. The spaces of mobility could act as key elements in their
dynamic transition. In the final analysis, it is about pluralism. It is about the tolerance of
differences. This is the essence of those spaces. If the significance of spaces of mobility is
not effectively demonstrated, we lose the opportunity to provide resistance to devastating
urban interventions. Our intuition suggests that common qualities may exist in these
spaces. However, they are inherently site specific and their characteristics will inevitably
differ from each other, making them highly unique and reflective of local culture.
How often we have been told that we must shun the automobile, liberate ourselves
from decades of dependence and give back the city to the people. In cities such as Tokyo
and Hong Kong this operation has already been successful: public transport is the way to
experience the city. Yet, elsewhere our experience of the urban, and hence our room with
a view is almost exclusively conducted through the medium of the automobile: the car
defines our space whether we are driving, being driven or avoiding being driven over.
What can we do as designers when talking about the phenomena of mass transit and
transportation, mobility and congestion? When looking at statistics, facts and figures
what shall we think? Obey and follow? Or try to unravel the uncanny? What kind of
uses of the spaces and areas that border road and rail infrastructure might be the most
appropriate and flexible? How can infrastructure be more than infrastructure? Here the
answers are rather different. The Budapest team proposes to start by taking a much wider
look at their city, paying attention to the whole and to the details at the same time. This
means to focus on the individual in the first place. It also means to learn to ask the right
questions. It means to step out from architectural routines and to determine what should
be regarded as relevant to mobility in a mobile society. When deconstructing a largescale problem we end up on its basic level. In this case, the origins of problems should be
sought in the individual as well, as the basic entity of society.
Designers need to be critical towards the over-accelerated time in which our society
and our cities are forced to co-exist. They should search for ‘fine-tuning’ instead of
looking for comprehensive solutions. The Tokyo team foresees the increasing significance
of railways in the urban space in terms of visual and cognitive order. Therefore designing
the spaces of mobility is not only the traffic planner and engineer’s task. Architects
and urban designers need to be part of the design process. Besides, they observe that
public transport will become a fundamental means of transportation in the coming aging
society. Yet, as Japan is facing drastic changes in demography (simultaneous decrease
and aging of the population) new strategies of urban development need to be developed
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in order to sustain the strong railway network in Tokyo that up to now relied upon the
high number and density of the population. One idea might be to work on the concept
of linear compact development along railway lines. The Mexico City team tackles the
issue of sustainability, with sustainability standing for ‘a shared vision’ of the future
development of the city, as opposed to the traditional un-inclusive and non-participative
approach dominating infrastructure planning. Architects can engage in a fruitful debate
with planners and decision makers by embracing people’s needs, defying political and
economic interests. In the same way architects might learn from the people’s creativity
to re-interpret given rules. In some countries the urban field (land use) and the road are
usually planned and developed together, but it is up to the creativity of the people to
utilise the verge for informal activities. This spontaneous action has the empowering
strength to simultaneously integrate the three zones (road/verge/field).
The Jakarta and Beijing teams point out that to deny the car in the city is to deny our
daily experience of the urban. Even more than ‘acceptation’, the UCLA team proposes to
fully embrace the freeway experience as a very exciting one for design. ‘Long attacked for
producing an atmosphere (or ruining it with smog), it is more accurate to say the freeway
is an atmosphere. It neither serves nor threatens the city so much as it happens to it. In the
same way it may also precipitate other urbanisms. The freeway’s great. Wish you were
here.’ Anyway, whether we accept automobility or exalt its culture, this does not mean
we follow the status quo and obey its given orders, be they political or economical. If we
consider the motorway or the railway as such, we must consider as well how to define
the urban condition belonging to it. One way to do so is to re-think the temporal-spatial
relationship that defines the contours of urban environments. Paradoxically, the range of
case studies shows that the local identities defined on a political level do not correspond
to clearly definable spatial borders. Economic interests seem to be the main generator for
urban change all over the world. The lines of mobility networks shorten distances, while
the prevalence of one transportation mode above others within the network might create
them. Physical distances often go hand in hand with social ones. The lines that mobility
draws together create complex webs of governance, desire, capital and resistance.
Furthermore, mobility is characterised as much by flow as by stasis: the potential for
movement and independence seems to be indefinitely deferred as a future promise that
perpetually reproduces the desire for individual mobility. In the contemporary urban
condition the spaces of mobility are the place in which all these contradictions come to
a climax.
Similarly, the radius of people’s movement is increasing everywhere. ‘The speed of
human movement was always a yardstick for urban development; today’s spatial structure
is based on contemporary possibilities of accelerated individual mobility’ (German team,
analysis of the A 42 motorway). The expansion of this radius of movement has been
accompanied by a change in motivation for mobility. Statistics show that motivation
varies per country and context. In any case, facts and figures on mobility patterns
confirm that the spaces of mobility are so intensively used all over the world, that they
are part of our daily experience of the city. They are the spaces in which we spend a great
part of our time. And as such we claim those spaces as part of our design domain. But,
these case studies tell us another important thing. That architecture and urban design
are absent at the moment, in the sense that architects and urban designers do not design
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roads and railways. We do not design the verge as it belongs to the domain of traffic
engineers or, in some cases, to people’s creativity. And, as far as it concerns the urban
field, we design what has already been planned. Apparently all phenomena related to the
physical spaces of mobility take place without architecture, without remarkable designs
and without all the professional disciplines that we imagine essential for the production
of the city. Architecture is marginalized elsewhere more than here in Europe. Therefore
it is difficult to conceive a general hypothesis on a possible role of architecture in the
future of mobility. Besides, as some case studies confirm, architectural action is not even
welcomed by local planning policies.
Take the example of Tokyo: if one looks at the land use regulation map in Japan one
will find out that railways and station areas are not coloured. Meaning that no land use
regulation is imposed on these areas. They do not belong to the field of city planning or
to architecture. Certainly, architects design stations, but they do not design what we have
defined as the ‘mobility routes’. Now, all this taken in consideration, does it still make
sense to talk about architecture in the terms we are doing it? Does it sound too pretentious
to claim that the spaces of mobility are an integral part of our professional field of
competence? To believe that people need to cherish the view from the route as they enjoy
a well-thought out public interior? One conclusion emerges clearly from the research:
that a comprehensive answer, fulfilling all contexts and planning regimes, is impossible
to find. Instead, we learned something valuable. Architecture should transcend the
existing conditions through practices that are more flexible in seeking opportunities for
innovation that cannot be predicted by any idea, theory or a priori concept.
Architecture needs to learn from its environment. Some examples: the German team
proposes to start by tackling the problem of planning instruments. This means to include
the motorway in plans for urban development, as an integrated element of the urban
structure. This would enable architecture and related disciplines to intervene in decisionmaking processes and at the same time to co-operate with other professional fields in
analysing the possibilities to design a better environment. The Lebanese team proposes
to start from re-thinking the material components and organisation of the road system
as a physical condition. By doing so they point at another possible role for architecture:
re-educating the driver. In the late 1990s Lebanon and its capital had been without traffic
lights for over twenty years. Two generations of drivers – at least – had no experience of
traffic lights and many of the actual drivers grew up without them. When traffic lights
were re-installed at some crossings, they were kept continuously blinking orange to create
awareness, and a policeman was placed as an intermediary traffic regulator. However, the
Lebanese habit of driving without traffic lights, and without traffic policemen, dies hard
and the Lebanese still do not take too kindly to this sporadic imposition of order. They
know how to get their way with a trial and error control of the angles around them, and
some bulldozer methods. It is not uncommon to hear drivers complaining that traffic jams
are caused by the presence of policemen!
Automobility generates sprawl in most cities, public transport creates concentration
and densification. The car has contributed greatly to moving commuters from their
home to the workplace and back. Thanks to the automobile, satellite towns have been
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sprouting up around major cities. Any of these cities is a vast, self-modulating territory
that expands and shrinks according to its infrastructures backbone. This confirms the well
known paradigm that infrastructure has been built in a very utilitarian way. It points out
as well that city planning and traffic planning are independent of each other all over the
world. Road planners rarely consider the harmonious physical integration of roads within
the urban structure. Planners have no standard or regulation regarding this matter. Their
attention is focused merely on the aspects of traffic and road safety, whereas the attention
of the decision-makers lies on the financial concern of the road.
Automobility has important cultural implications. It might seem a contradiction but
when it comes to cars we are simultaneously at one with our car and at odds with the
automobile. If individual freedom is no point of discussion, the possibility to choose
between car and public transport is. Different disciplinary fields have looked at this issue
and offered interesting interpretations that might inspire our research. Philosophy and
sociology, for instance, researched the phenomenon of (auto) mobility and its implications
on a social level. As Loren Lomasky writes in his 1995 Autonomy and Automobility:
’ When compared with alternate means of transportation, the automobile is the prime
vehicle of self-directedness. Its most strident critics are well aware of its relationship to
autonomy, and that is precisely why they are so wary of it. People who drive automobiles
upset the patterns spun from the policy intellectual’s brain. They wish to drive, and their
exercises of choice also have the effect of rendering the planners’ conceptions moot.’ If
we embrace this hypothesis – that to be auto mobile is to feel simultaneously autonomous
and to have at least the potential for movement – then we can frame the paradoxical
position of both the automobile subject and the physical appearance of roads within a
broader cultural and social context. This means to take into account three ‘views’ at the
same time: the political perspective guiding planning actions; the social perspective on
the use of transportation networks and the design perspective that claims a design task in
a field in which normally architecture is not directly involved.
The spaces of mobility are the most congested urban places. Congestion may be
caused by density or, paradoxically, by void. This could be the density of people, cars,
public transport, economy, politics and debates. Or it could also be the density of the
‘lost spaces’, territorial scraps and out-of-scale architectures. Or even the congestion of
empty ideas. Of course there are rules in every city that regulate this ‘congestion’, just as
there is a common ground language. That’s why we expect streets to be safe, to function
and to be clean. We expect trains to be on time, services to function and sewers to drain.
We expect people to get on with living their lives more or less in peace, comfort and
harmony. But we expect a lot more besides. Cities are places full of more or less modern
processes, full of conflicting yet mutually supporting ambitions, full of the millions of
lives that make them living cities. For conurbations like the ones we studied it is almost
impossible to have a unitary perception of the physical city. These cities, like most cities,
show a vast, ever-changing territory of which the spaces of mobility represent one of the
most dynamic elements.
Whether they are made out of asphalt or iron tracks, mobility routes are public
interiors. They should be planned and designed with the same care and skill as the
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interior of a public building. They should offer accessibility to all, safety to all and multifunctionality. Besides, they should offer panoramas and variation. A temporal/spatial
experience where people search for ways to find common points of reference through the
possibilities given by the space they share. Mobility routes are more than spaces of flow,
more than a functional necessity. They constitute a true opportunity to physically integrate
the fragmented urban entity with the experience of the people who live in it. The studies
on visual perception suggest that there should be the great extraordinariness of the night
in the design of those urban interiors. On a route anything could be disguised or revealed:
in a state of becoming or of disappearance. Take walls and greenery: a formally trimmed
line of trees would be a sign of order, or control; their species, position and density a sign
of belonging to a special place. Advertisement boards are like the inner skins of the city.
They show the most utilitarian aspects of the route as a ‘public’ space full of opportunities
of encounter, exchange and ultimately business. It is inevitable that media infiltrate this
space. When they have an extremely high density as in Beirut, Beijing or Mexico City,
billboards become a real thick skin screening what is behind it, becoming the only
colourful best-selling panorama to be observed from the route. Or they can be dispersed
in the landscape, placed like dots off-road when regulation does not allow otherwise, such
as in the Netherlands and the Rurh Area. Walls, instead, emphasise control and restriction.
They show that urbanism has been undermined by the automobile’s restless infiltration
in the urban condition and ultimately in people’s lives. Walls are what engineers make
out of them. Their function is to protect us, whether we drive, are driven or are avoiding
being driven over. They are placed to shield people living behind them from the dangers
of sound pollution (though in some countries there’s no such notion) or they are to teach
people how to become ‘self conscious pedestrians’. They are technically engineered to
serve the function they are made for. There’s nothing wrong with that, but one may think
it is important to comprehend the urban formations that are behind them.
Whenever infrastructure is described as the symbol of a certain ideology, politics have
played an important role in the making of the city. The direct correlation between political
power and infrastructure planning is a worldwide phenomenon that we need to consider
critically. Let’s be honest: political and economical powers shape the urban condition
without asking permission, without posing questions that need to be asked. Learning
from the historical materialism approach we are equipped with tools for reading roads as
instruments of social change. They have both served and symbolised flows of power as it
has happened in Hitler’s Berlin and Mussolini’s Rome. From cultural historians we learn
to pay attention to the use of roads in directing people feet (or cars) as well as people’s
minds. The strategic beautification of Hausmann’s boulevards cannot be separated from
the effort of social and cultural improvement.
One might consider the city - and roads in particular - as the representation of single
human’s utopia on urbanity. This idealisation is grafted on the world by using a set of
preconceived patterns. This is the case of Jakarta under Sukarno when his political vision
called ‘Guided Democracy’ was strongly manifested in the built environment. It produced
‘the city of spectacle’. In the case of Beijing the centric ring roads are an expression of the
comparison between the central government and the heart of the nation. The four rings
surrounding the Forbidden City show a rather clear and strong form in spite of the city’s
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sprawl that has been generated by the roped circles. Interestingly the effects of sprawl are
far from its epicentre. Ring roads implanted by political powers slice through the heart
of the consolidated, historical city and produce distinct urban interfaces. At their edge,
dispersed motorways and sprawl blur the city’s border, annihilating the urban interfaces.
These examples show the effects of ideological infrastructure planning – the modern
“mandala” of political power.
In most of the cities, the route has no clear end – perhaps something to do with a
mixture of regulations and culture. The use of the verge and sometimes of the route itself
is what makes it unsafe and lively, suffocated and dynamic at the same time. In Beirut,
Budapest, Mexico City, the Pearl River Delta and Jakarta, daily activities take place on
the verge: street peddlers and people offering services both for the vehicles and for the car
drivers. In most cases high-capacity road infrastructures are very often invasive. If at the
level of the network they offer distribution grids and topological connections, they create
different kinds of problems wherever they intersect the existing urban structure. This is
because they have been planned and designed according to one specific technique, and
by one specific discipline.
The experience of mobility is highly autobiographical and circumstantial. Depending
on where we live, how much we earn, what we do or wish to do, mobility influences
our physical and mental space. Each one of us is forced daily to engage in a personal
reflection on the conditions posed by his/her own mobility (where mobility stands for the
possibility to move from one place to another) when driving a car, sitting in a train, or
trying to cross a busy street.
Photography reveals that the world along, on and beneath infrastructures is more than
what we thought it to be. The tacky, the shabby and the unruly, the casual, the nonchalant
and the cosmetic are hung on each other. If there are still some elements of discipline
these belong to the road/route itself, even if discipline is a tricky thing. The examples
of Jakarta, the three-in one-policy and the children queuing up along the road, LA’s pull
lanes and the fact that 71 % drive alone in their cars tell us about the ineffectiveness
of the official theorems on safety and control. The example of Mexico City shows that
commerce can take place right where it is forbidden. ‘Prohibido Commercio’ says the
sign – and a little kiosk is right beneath it. Where culture – even more than regulation
– allows it, a person takes possession of the spaces of mobility. In their own way, people
shape what used to be public space, often with surprising results.
What is also interesting about photography and films is that they introduce not one, but
infinite perceptions of the world. Unlike the facts and figures, the visual voyage through
the cityscapes of the Randstad, the Ruhr Area, Beirut, Tokyo, Mexico City, Jakarta, Los
Angeles, Beijing and the Pearl River Delta operates like a continuous sliding of the
gaze and mind as if no real difference counts anymore. Such experience of the amazing
spectacle of likeliness has been communicated to the public through the exhibition of the
results of this research project during the First International Architecture Biennial in the
Netherlands (NAI, Rotterda, 2003). LA’s broad and clogged freeways look like Beijing’s
second and fourth ring, Budapest’s avenues do not really differ from those of Jakarta.
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What is telling us where we are? What is giving the orientation? Advertisement boards,
traffic signs, bits of skyline, crumbs of vernacular architecture, the natural morphology,
types of greenery, landmarks along the route, bits of informal program. The route itself
is rather generic.
Two extreme conditions of landscape are those of the Ruhrgebiet and the Pearl
River Delta. Landscape is one of the six endogenous features that the German team
uses to characterise the Ruhr Area. The city centres not only lack space, they are also
devoid of the aesthetic qualities of a natural landscape. There are no mountain ranges;
no coastlines, no wide rivers or other natural attributes to sooth the eyes. The most
impressive topographical features of the region – the seams of coal – are underground.
Only the hills left by the former coalmines form a visible tribute to this precious natural
resource. The superficially green surroundings of motorways in the Ruhr Area are akin to
a thin film of camouflage colour, without real substance.’ This ‘filtering’ function of the
greenery along the motorway network is made visible by an analysis of the field of vision
on and off the road. In the case of the Pearl River Delta, ‘mountains fall sharply into
the water as the new strips of reclaimed land add progressively more vertical layers to
the urban fabric. Here the correlation between economic profit and territorial movement
plays a key role. It has allowed the Pearl River Delta government to use its ability to
produce more land, especially in association with its infrastructure projects, as one of its
major source of revenue. Reclamation is not only an expression of the region’s economic
and demographic growth, but also an appropriation of the natural environment. In both
examples, the chance for redevelopment of the urban landscape lies in exploiting the
structural potential of the motorway network.
In many different urban conditions, in different cities and cultures, time plays an
equally significant role. Time no longer relates purely to distance and physical vicinity
but to perception. As the quantitative diagrams of traffic and transportation show, the
time spent by millions of people everyday in/on mobility is a significant part of their
lives. Photographs show how this time is filled. Though it’s hard to quantify it on such a
scale, something might be said on its quality. In many of the experiences we inventoried,
time is marked by a personal choice: Los Angeles’ drivers might choose to listen to a
particular K-station while under the Guangzhou Shenzen Superhighway people may play
pool, have their dinner or just hang their laundry outside of their dormitories. Tokyoites
travel by train and subway on a daily basis. Usually they do not look outside of the train
window but either read a book, a magazine or just hang on the mobile phone. From
station to station there’s an average time of two minutes. But time is not measured by
spatial parameters. Each station has its own jingle announcing to the traveller at which
point in space and time he or she is.
This project documents the drastic effects of mobility on people’s lives, on the urban
condition and on our professions. If this is not new on a general level, bringing together
ten world cities in one research project is teaching us something valuable: the danger
of taking easy theoretical shortcuts. We started this project with the consciousness that
opening a window on the different realities of mobility on a global scale is an operation
that goes far beyond the issue of design. These complex environmental areas of great cities
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have historically been the breeding ground for great creative energy. Desire becomes a
facilitator for inspirations and narratives. The flaneur’s slow pace stimulates the fuzzy
energy of the subconscious. The dialectics of arts and desire are at once articulate and
mystical as well as desirable and irrational. Together – breaking the mould of expected
normalcy, heightening the desire of the city and providing greater texture to everyday life
– they attempt to bridge the cultural, social and intellectual gaps of globalised citizens.
Architecture is about culture and as such it is not purely the product of architects.
Traditionally the architectural approach to the issues of quantities and program failed to
address the lived experience of buildings and places in general. In the specific issue of
mobility this includes the clashing of scales, quantities and techniques and last but not
least public and private interests. Somehow, each one of these cities shows that we did
not loose the ability to ask relatively simple questions such as: What are the spaces of
mobility nowadays? What do the city and its inhabitants need?
What is mobility in this project? ‘Mobility’ is a term most familiar in relation to
a concern for the natural environment. This research looked at man-made places, at
the nature modified and turned to human ends, even in acts of perception. Mobility
means therefore that the systems ‘resonate’ and it reflects the phenomenon of ‘internal
symmetry’ and economies of scale. Most important, there’s a delay in the apparent
connections between such things as cause and effect, desire and satisfaction, need and
fulfilment. This delay makes it difficult to see connections but it means that the tension
created between two terminal events, such as cause and effect, can be re-routed to create a
variety of conditions. Therefore it’s necessary to take the long view, look for the effect of
‘wholeness’, ‘self-definition’ and autonomy. In fact the question of mobility goes beyond
questions of transportation, speed and temporariness, to how sustainable cities should be
strategically planned.

seems to me that we have started to understand the importance of being specific and
specialised, and the importance of cooperating with other disciplines.
These notes may begin to strike some sort of a chord when we think of how we do
justice to the urban significance of the spaces of mobility. Behind everything, behind the
word screens and unavoidable incompleteness of the material, trying to ask questions
more than searching for definitive answers is the real motivation for this project as well
as the reason why it stops where everything should start. All that we have being analysing
might well be too abstract and somebody might say ‘Well, what are you going to do with
all this reflection on mobility? When will we get better roads, no traffic jams, less sound
and air pollution, better cities, and better lives?’. And so one imagines the next stage of
the process, each in his or her own context. Work in progress.*

* There are many reasons for my deep thankfulness, not only for the kind of
generosity and enthusiasm with which the project has been supported by the participating
universities, but also for the results. Because it is not easy of course to research a theme
that is actually, in a profound way, a challenge to the substance of our professions.

The long lasting marginalisation of architecture in designing the spaces of mobility
brought us to the current practice in which speaking about ‘integration’ opens endless
discussions about tasks, costs, programme, but not about meaning. The question on how
to integrate roads and railways into our cities has animated intellectual debate since the
1920s. It forced (and still forces) architects, city planners and urban scientists in general
to articulate the problem and to search for a ‘scientific’ reading of the complexity of
contemporary cities. Mobility as a social trend and infrastructure as a physical element in
the urban landscape have dug a deeper chasm between the theory and practice of urban
design, between what can be theorised and what can be designed. Mobility is the most
symptomatic trend of metropolitan life, a burden and a necessity at the same time. And the
space consuming infrastructures in our cities are the most controversial paradox produced
by modernist ideas on urban form. Our disciplines have a long tradition in facing this
paradox. Even before Modernism, architecture and urban design have been engaged
in designing the spaces of mobility, in search of a certain ‘spatial coherence’ between
infrastructure and the city. This engagement ranges from the early visionary proposals by
Hènard and Borie (Rue Future) to integrate large-scale infrastructures within the urban
context by means of multi-layered streets, to Le Corbusier’s provocative Plan Obus, to
the most recent design researches world-wide21. Despite our engagement, infrastructure
is not yet an integrated part, either of our fields of knowledge or of our cities. Still, it
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Notes

14. De Regt, A., van der Burg, A. (2000) ‘Randstad Holland: The Delta Metropolis’ in
Informationen zur Raumentwicklung, Heft 11/12; 691-704.

1. The 1st International Architecture Biennial Rotterdam 2003 was entitled: Mobility. A Room
With a View. Curator: Francine Houben; Director of research: Luisa Maria Calabrese.

15. Ohno, H. (2003) ‘Tokyo Rings’, in Calabrese L.M., Houben F., 2003, Mobility. A Room with a
view. Rotterdam: NAI Publishers; 164.

2. The research for the Dutch case study (A2, A4, A10, A13, A20 motorways) has been carried out
by Mecanoo Architects in 2002 as a pilot project previous to the World Avenue research (2003).

16. In Hong Kong and Singapore such electronic systems are used as well.

3. Participating universities: Delft University of Technology, University of Tokyo, Hong Kong
Polytechnic University, University of Peking, Notre Dame University Beirut, Bandung Institute of
Technology, University Wuppertal, Technological University Aachen, Technical University Berlin,
University of California, Tec de Monterrrey Mexico.
4. De Leuke Weg is a study commissioned by the Directorate-General of Public Works and Water
Management, ‘Roads to the Future’, issued by the Dutch Ministry of Transport, Public Works
and water Management/DWW/Delft in 2002 and it was published in March 2003 under the title
Holland Avenue, Research Road Atlas; Holland Avenue, Design Road Atlas.
5. See: Mecanoo Architects (2002) Holland Avenue. Published by Ministry of Transport, Public
Works and Water Management, The Hague.
6. See: Flink, J. (1990), The Automobile Age. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press; Dunn, J. A. (1998),
Driving Forces: The Automobile, Its Enemies, and the Politics of Mobility. Washington, DC:
Brookings Institute; Bijker, Weibe, Hughes, and Pinch, (eds.) (1987), The Social Construction
of Technological Systems: New Directions in the Sociology and History of Technology. (SCOT)
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press; Goddard, S.B. (1994), Getting There: The epic struggle
between road and rail in the American century. Chicago: University of Chicago Press.

17. Bus/taxi fares in Jakarta (2003): regular bus € 0.11, executive bus € 0.40, taxi first flag € 0.33;
price of 1 litre of regular gasoline €0.19, diesel €0.16, unleaded super €0.28); toll fare for cars: inner
city toll €0.33 , outer city toll €0.06 to €0.72.
18. The satellite towns have a total population of 12.6 million, compared to the population of
Jakarta that is only 8,4 million.
19. 95 million viewers watched the live report of the pursuit of O.J. Simpson’s white Ford Bronco
in 1995.
20. ‘The southern China metropolis, only vaguely perceived in most of the world at this time, is
likely to become the most representative urban face of the twenty-first century.’ Manuel Castells,
The rise of the network society, Oxford/Cambridge, 1996, p. 439.
21. The urban design and architectural tradition in designing and theorising the spaces of mobility
will be thoroughly discussed in Part two, The Past, Chapter 5 ‘On Paradigms’.

7. Lomasky, L. (1995), Autonomy and Automobility, published at: http://www.cei.org
8. Urry, J. (2001) ‘Automotility, Car Culture and Weightless Travel’ (draft) published by the
Department of Sociology, Lancaster University at: http://www.comp.lancaster.ac.uk
9. Bachmair, B. (1991), ‘From the motor-car to television: cultural-historical arguments on the
meaning of mobility for communication’, Media, Culture and Society, 13: 521-33.
10 Calabrese, L. M. (July 2002), The World Avenue Research Program, unpublished.
11. Source: Dutch Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management, 2003.
12. The Randstad Region has set down its beginnings of a spatial view in the report “The Randstad
Region on the Way to the Fourth Report. From Principles to Views” (December 1999) plus the
“Conditions for a Green Delta Metropolis” (September 2000).
13. ‘Deltametropolis, connectivity, competition, co-operation’, lecture by D.H. Frieling, June 19th
2003, Glasgow; published in: http://www.deltametropool.nl
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CHAPTER 3

MOBILITY MADE IN NL
Exploring the current planning
and design practice in the
Netherlands

Shopping mall loop. Source: MVRDV, 1997

The journey across the ‘world of mobility’ continues by moving to the Netherlands.
At present the Dutch main road network covers 78.9 square kilometres. For comparison,
the Netherlands as a whole covers 33,000 square kilometres. In 1992, 1.4 % of land was
surfaced with asphalt; almost 60% was in agricultural use and almost 5% was residential.
In the year 2000 the asphalted surface of the Netherlands became one tenth larger. These
figures ask for a thorough reflection across the planning and design disciplines: can
national spatial planning policies keep on acting as if the territorial resources were
never-ending? This chapter elaborates on this question by means of a review of the
current Dutch spatial planning and urban design practice on mobility. The purpose is to
discover what factors mostly influence the field of action of urban designers, architects
and transportation engineers at present. Therefore planning strategies and theories,
innovative design approaches and the mechanisms guiding decision-making processes
are discussed in relation to each others. Such a reflection brings us closer to understand
the actual debates taking place within the Dutch community of design practice and the
changes occurring at governmental level in the Dutch spatial planning context.
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Introduction

“In the Netherlands, planning is a popular pastime. The roots of this national
hobby go down in history to the original decision to settle in a peat bog. As our
ancestors started to reclaim and cultivate the land, the peat bog lost its water
and started to shrink. As the soil went down and sea levels rose our forebears
did not move, as more flexible people might have done, but started to build
dykes and to invent mills that they could turn to the wind to pump the water out.
Adapting to their specific environment in a Darwinesque way they developed
a peculiar preference to live below sea level. With the unreliable character of
the climate and the wilful behaviour of water and wind frequently flooding
the land, coordination of water management became conditional for survival.
Coordination I mean literally, localising the boundaries between land and
water with geographical precision. This may do as a short history of planning
in the Netherlands”
Dirk Frieling, 2003

Frieling. D. 2003. Deltametropolis: connectivity, competition, cooperation, published at: http://
www.deltametropool.nl/English/20Glasgow.htm
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This chapter addresses two issues that are particularly important to understand the
present debates on the themes of mobility in the Netherlands. The first one concerns
the increasing social demand for a more sustainable use of all the territorial resources,
which means a better integration of all the components of the built environment. The
second issue regards the “experts’ answers”, namely the large variety of planning
schemes picturing future development scenarios, spatial theories and design proposals
that are currently under development and that cover all the spatial scales. These two poles
characterise the positive climate in which a significant national debate is arising on the
future tasks of urbanism and architecture in designing for mobility. Interestingly within
this debate, the main issue at stake is the need to develop innovative and interdisciplinary
approaches not only to tackle the current problems of traffic jamming, environmental
pollution and spatial congestion, but also to redefine the position of the integrated urban
design project on mobility in the current planning processes.
In what follows, I shall map out the main driving forces that define the field of action
for the Dutch design practice involved in such projects. The analyses of the current trends
determining the spatial planning agendas in relation to the most exemplary strategies and
projects developed jointly by urban designers, landscape architects, architects and traffic
engineers bring us closer to understand how this field works and how deeply the tensions
in this filed affect the urban design practice at present.
The foregoing suggests the agenda of the chapter, which is structured in six sections.
The first three parts frame the notion of mobility as a multi-layered and multi-scalar spatial
planning and design task within the current Dutch spatial planning policies. The fourth
part analyses the ways in which the current spatial planning agendas define the designers’
tasks in relation to mobility. In particular, I shall focus on the increasing importance of the
themes of ‘infrastructure integration’ and of the large-scale infrastructure projects in the
current national spatial planning policies. The rising popularity of these themes creates a
positive condition for designers to expand their field of action. Namely, the current trends
in infrastructure spatial planning policies seem to offer interesting opportunities to urban
designers and architects to test their theories in practice. Therefore I shall discuss the issue
of the integration of large-scale infrastructures within the built environment in relation to
three parameters: (1) the changing national spatial planning perspectives; (2) the structure
of the decision-making processes guiding spatial and infrastructure planning; (3) and a
sample of the most interesting projects recently developed by Dutch practitioners.
As spatial planning policies define the condition within which urban and infrastructure
development can take place, the fifth part of the chapter focuses on the structure of the
Dutch spatial planning context, including the most recent shifts in policies and trends,
together with the contradictions that such policies bring about. The sixth section explores
the most significant shifts within the Dutch spatial planning culture, which most directly
influence the designers’ field of action. Next, I set forth the hypothesis that the actual
designers’ field of action in infrastructure integration projects - which are demonstrative
of the general situation of the urban design practice at present - is as a matter of fact a
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field of tension. Such a reading of the current Dutch spatial planning and urban design
practice offers the possibility to re-think the urban designers’ and architects’ professional
role in designing and deciding the future of the spaces of mobility. Besides, it suggests
the need to develop specialised design knowledge across the disciplines of urban design,
traffic engineering and architecture. The conclusions are, as a matter of fact, an overture
towards new questions, which will be inquired in chapter 4.

‘Nederland als kunstwerk’
In a book that appeared in 19951 The Dutch urbanized landscape is defined as a
‘kunstwerk’, a masterpiece of technique and design. Intriguingly in Dutch the word
‘kunstwerk’ has a double meaning: it can be translated as ‘work of art’ and at the same
time it is a term used to describe all civil technical works such as roads, rail and water
infrastructure. To define the territorial structure of the Netherlands as a ‘kunstwerk’ is
more than a play on word. The Dutch see their country as a manmade product; in essence
a wonderful piece of technique and engineering where each bit of the territory is handled
accordingly. As a matter of fact, the relationship between the Dutch spatial planning
culture, the urban design practice and the engineering of all infrastructures is a very long
and complex one, first of all the one with water. The morphology of the country that is
below sea level has determined the necessity to develop a skilful and far-sighted approach
to the planning and design of the urbanized territory. Marvellous examples of this tradition
are the polders and the large water works conducted since the 18th century. Although they
were developed primarily for agricultural purposes, these works of civil engineering have
shaped the Dutch water-city as a peculiar urban typology that is recognised and studied
all over the world. These masterpieces of what one may call ‘integrated engineering’ are
associated with the particular meaning of infrastructure planning and urban design that
developed within the Dutch spatial planning culture and tradition2. Commenting on the
concept for the last National Report on Spatial Planning (2001) Ad de Regt and Arjen
van der Burg affirm: “spatial interweaving is achieved by strengthening the relationship
networks: the green-blue network and the infrastructure network. The green-blue network
is about strengthening and making visible the unique delta character of the Randstad
region. Through the infrastructure network, the residents and companies in the region
can communicate with each other quickly, safely and comfortably. In this way, the
metropolitan ambition can be made concrete” (2000: 696).
Yet, the contemporary territorial condition and the recent debates on the future
spatial development of the country reveal that something in the current spatial planning
system does not work. As Dirk Frieling acutely observes “our technical engineers, be
they agricultural engineers, civil engineers or building engineers, all of them are trained
in technical schools and universities and employed on a professional basis. Our social
engineers however are selected by popular vote. We leave their training to political
parties and employ them as politicians. Whereas the technical engineers invent and
maintain the four main biophysical systems of the country –that is water system, rural
system, transport system and urban system– the social engineers invent and legalize the
four main social systems of society – that is government system, market system, health
system and educational system – […] In a way the Dutch, I think, being very down to
earth and practical, feel a bit embarrassed by this present situation. They feel that they
have let things get out of hand quite seriously and unnecessarily.” (2000).
Frieling’s last remark hits the nail exactly on the head. The ‘fine Dutch tradition’,
which has been so skilful in mastering the environment in the past, has come nowadays
to a point in which the confrontation between policy makers’ ambitions and the real
problems of the territorial system clash against each other more often than not. In short,
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Ypenburg, The Hague. New residential area (Vinex) under construction, 2001.
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the most urgent problems of the Dutch territorial system relate to: the water system
being used to and over the limits of its capacity; agriculture that is economically in
decline; public transport that is not functioning efficiently; stagnating traffic flows on
the motorway network; the degradation of the rail-infrastructure and train services; and
the mono-centred municipalities that are slowly transforming into multi-centred urban
constellations without a clear-cut normative framework to govern them3.
According to law, once per ten years the Dutch planning agencies have to decide on
the next period of transformation of the material shape of the country. These periodical
policy documents on the territorial arrangement of all the spatial and economical
activities act as an umbrella for a whole series of policy documents on special issues like
water management, transport, housing, economic developments, agriculture and nature
reserves. Often, almost all the times, these planning documents are developed without an
overall coherent framework, or even they contradict each other.
The last concept for the Fifth Report on Spatial Planning was released in 2001 not
without criticism. Although the major critiques relate to the nebulosity of policy-making
trends, the most interesting question that such critical assessments brought into light is
neither political nor bureaucratic. Namely, those critiques point at the fact that the latest
trends in spatial planning policies - including the concept for the Fifth Report on Spatial
Planning and the concept for the National Transportation and Traffic Plan - are still based
on a sectored approach to the planning an design of the built environment. Given that the
issues of sustainability impose to consider the problems of the built environment from
various perspectives simultaneously, how can one explain such a conventional approach
to spatial policy making at the turn of the 21st century?
Too often the planning and design of transportation networks fail to articulate the
activities and spaces dedicated to the improvement of flows, with spaces that would offer
more ‘continuitity’ to the territories of movement4. Too often too, the functional takes
first place to the beautiful; and urban design, landscape architecture and architecture are
considered as simple ‘decoration’. The problematic in my argument lies in the assumption
that the resistance to reconcile those near-opposites that constitute the richness of cities
relates to the loss of a deep understanding of the meaning of a genuine urban approach to
mobility. It means as well a disconnection with the ‘fine Dutch tradition’ of urban design.
The current sectored approaches fostered by the Dutch planning agencies are the byproduct of a progressive disentanglement of engineering technique from town planning,
urban design, landscape architecture and architectural knowledge. As it happened in
many other countries, also in the Netherlands the attitude towards the design of roads and
related infrastructures has changed over time. It transformed from an interdisciplinary and
far-sighted practice to an increasingly specialized one. If one looks at the development
of the major Dutch cities during the past hundred years or so, one will find examples of
an early approach to infrastructure planning and design that considers the ‘roadway’ as
well as the ‘waterway’ as vital parts of the complex social and spatial construction of the
modern city.
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In Rotterdam, for instance, the early projects by W.N. Rose (1801-1877) demonstrate
that between the end of the 19th century and the middle of the 20th century repeated efforts
have been made to call attention to large-scale road and water infrastructure networks in
order to integrate them into the design of the city. When in 1839 Rose was appointed
city architect and director of Public Works in Rotterdam, the city was facing two major
problems: the first one was a problem of growth beyond the city boundaries, the second
question was that of water management. In order to solve the latter, Rose drafted a plan5
for the construction of a 5-kilometer-long ring of canals around the city, “which would
free Rotterdam from the authority of the Schieland Polder Board and allow the city to
regulate its own water management” (Meyer, 1997:299). One of the most interesting
aspects of Rose’s plan is the pattern of the water infrastructure system correlated with a
network of roads and avenues flanking the canals. These elegantly landscaped boulevards
were designed as the backbone for the structuring of future urban developments. In
particular, the Westersingel - linking the city zoological garden (Diergaarde) to the river
- is a prototypical example of the hybrid system invented by Rose to combine water
and road infrastructures into an integrated urban design layout. The system is carefully
studied at the scale of the whole city as well as in relation to the architectural details of the
buildings along the canals and the landscaping of public areas. The profile of the streets
along the canal (singelweg) for instance, is sized and designed in relation to the building
typology (stadshuizen) and to the features of the green ribbon along the water, so as to
create a place in the city where it is pleasant to walk, live and drive.
The water-road system designed by Rose has close ties to the concept of civic culture,
which developed in Europe since mid 19th century. Indeed, the system of singels in
Rotterdam can be compared to the Haussmanian boulevards in Paris (1853-1877) and
to the urban grid designed by Cerdà in the Extension Plan for Barcelona (1860-1876).
The common feature of these early approaches to the design of the spaces of mobility
in the modern city is the physical integration of all infrastructures into the fine-grained
historical urban fabric. Such remarkable results were achieved by applying to the urban
design project a set of guidelines that were not only based upon technical knowledge, but
also they derived from spatial and social considerations. Rose’s projects in Rotterdam
belong to a certain modus operandi - developed by the 19th century urbanism - that aimed
at solving the technical and social problems of the modern city by merging functional and
formal solutions in the quest for a new image of the rising metropolis. In other words,
the boulevard and the singel are more than just roads: they are the results of a search for
coherence between the form of the city, its physical infrastructures, the architecture of
buildings and the needs of the modern urban society.
Within this culture of design a set of archetypal solutions for the integrated design
of urban infrastructures was developed in the Netherlands. The Maastunnel project in
Rotterdam is a later example of such archetypes. The project, which was the result of
a town planning policy influenced by the North American examples of the parkway
systems, was carried out by the urban planning department of the city of Rotterdam
under the leadership of W.G. Witteveen between 1924 and 1944. The Maastunnel project
confirms that the Dutch engineering and urban design tradition has developed coherent
strategic projects for urban infrastructure, at least until the 1950s. With the publication
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Source: Michelle Provoost, Asfalt. Rotterdam: NAI Publishers; 12.
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Maastunneltracé. Underpass at the crossing with the Nieuwe Binnenweg
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Maastunneltracé. Design for the entrance of the tunnel on the right riverbank.
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of the magazine De Maastunnel, the project for a new large-scale main road connecting
the two banks of the river Maas and featuring tunnels and various overpass junctions was
promoted as ‘the symbol of a new Rotterdam’. In this ‘grand plan’ Witteveen and his
team gave particular attention to the architectural aspects of the urban route. Besides the
green wedges, which were to allow the beauty of the landscape to enter the heart of the
city, great notice was given to the detailing of the tunnel under the river and the design
of its entrances. Witteveen’s plans are along the lines of the 19th century urban design
tradition according to which the ideals of urban order relied on the empowering strength
of the urban plan. As a matter of fact, Witteveen emphasised the necessity not only to
draft a good technical and functional infrastructure network, but also he insisted on the
importance to ‘control’ the architectonic image of the buildings along the urban route
conducting to the tunnel.
In the 1950s, with the post-war reconstruction plans there has been a change of
attitude towards the planning and design of urban infrastructures. The previous search
for coherence among urban design, architecture and civil engineering is substituted by
a more pragmatic approach, certainly urged by the vast problems of the reconstruction
task. Nonetheless this change meant an important shift towards a more pragmatic and
functional approach to the design of urban infrastructures. In general terms, it caused an
alteration of the accents within the urban design practice as well: after the Second World
War, the master plan was no longer the instrument to orchestrate ‘the beautiful city’, but
it became the framework for creating a renewed social cohesion in the post-war city. This
goal was beyond aesthetics.
It is under those circumstances that a mutual autonomy between urban design,
architecture, landscape architecture and the Dutch engineering tradition started to
develop. During the Post-War reconstruction (Wederopbouw) the urban planning and
urban design tasks became increasingly a bureaucratic matter. Consequently, since then
the planning and design of large-scale infrastructures have been carried out by a selected
and highly specialized group of practitioners (mainly by transportation planners and
traffic engineers). Not by chance, it is during the 1960s that the national network of
inter-local roads had a major development under the supervision of the national planning
authorities6. During the 1960s and 1970s - as in many other European and non-European
countries - also in the Netherlands the spatial planning activities became increasingly
political and somehow abstracted from the physical reality of the territory. Significantly,
one of the by-products of these shifts in the planning culture and activities is the biased
way of looking at dilemmas such as: should more roads be built or should mass transit
be expanded? Should the national government or the private sector take the lead? Should
infrastructure be funded from tax revenues or user fees? Should the national government
maintain a leading role or should responsibilities be decentralised? Where and how
should Dutch people live and work – in the sprawling suburbs or in dense urban areas?
These apparently irreconcilable choices, which accompanied the Dutch national
spatial planning debates since the early 1960s, removed the question of ‘urban design’
from its original core - that is the configuration of public space - and repositioned it
at a more strategic, political and abstract level. In practice, such a biased approach to
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planning resulted in a radical change of the meaning ascribed to the urban design project
for mobility. As a matter of fact, the subsequent applications of planning policies over
the past decades limited the notion of mobiliteit (mobility) to that of verkeer (traffic).
Therefore the spaces of mobility, as they were theorised and designed by the end of the
20th century, have been progressively abstracted from their complex layering, so that
they could be planned and designed as pure physical infrastructures. Since this new logic
was established, Dutch spatial planning policies responded to the pressure of auto transit
growth and to the intensive demand for urban development with the logic of the ‘large
scale’ (Bakker, 1998). Such logic has progressively won upon that of an integrated design
approach to the spaces of mobility.
Here are some facts and figures on Dutch mobility. In the first place there are the large
numbers of automobility. The statistics are impressive: between 1950 and 2000 the total
amount of kilometres covered by vehicles in the Netherlands grew from 7 to 127 million.
This growth corresponds to an increased demand for ‘better’ roads and faster inter-local
connections to which the Ministry of Traffic and Transportation answered by building
new roads or by planning to do so. As pointed out by many7, this policy did not solve the
problems; eventually it made them bigger. Besides, transportation and spatial planning
policies that engender urban sprawl, excessive reliance on cars and the rapid disappearing
of recognizable green spaces have brought to an impoverishment of the Dutch urbanized
landscape.

TYPE OF VEHICLE

% OF YEARLY COVERED KILOMETERS

CAR

80

TRUCK

13

LORRY

5

Yearly growth kilometers per type of vehicle.

Source: CBS (2000).

MODE OF TRANSPORT

MILLIARD TRAVELED

% TRAVELERS’ KILOMETERS

AUTO

149,0

66

LORRY

16,5

7

TRAIN

14,9

7

BICYCLE

12,7

6

TRAM/BUS/METRO

12,6

6

FREIGHT TRANSP.

9,0

4

WALKING

5,3

2

TAXI

2,4

1

Percentage kilometers per type of vehicle.

7-3-2004, 19:48

Source: CBS (2000).
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At the moment, the generic character of the national road system is one of the major
items of discussion among designers, politicians and citizens. The frequency with which
this issue appears on the newspapers, on television debates and on specialised magazines
seems to suggest that the loss of identity of the Dutch motorway network is perceived
by many as a loss of national identity. Indeed, ‘the view from the road’ along most of
the national road network does not match the idea of an urbanised landscape originally
designed as a kunstwerk. On the contrary, the ‘driving experience’ reveals the failure of
the sectored spatial planning policies adopted during the past decades. The visual record
of the ‘Rondje Randstad’ (A2, A4, A10, A13, A20 motorways) presented in chapter 2
shows this fact rather clearly: the present ‘view from the road’ offered to the car-diver
is made out of backyards, dreary office parks (zichtlocaties in Dutch), unexciting Vinex
locations (new residential developments), bits of cultivated landscape and kilometres of
sound screens. If the visual perception from the road is one point of the debate, the other
side of the question is the problem of traffic congestion.
Indeed, motorways traffic jams are increasingly becoming one of the major issues
in the political debate, the one that raises a rather practical critique against the past and
present infrastructure planning policies. As statistical data confirm, although the use of
the private car is increasing, during the past decade there has been a growth of freight
transport that certainly contributed to worsening the situation. Simultaneously, public
transport by rail has dwindled to a mere 15% of all passenger kilometres. This is due not
only to a clear political preference for automobility, but also to the very pattern of the
Dutch urbanisation that developed over the past decades. Whereas the railways system
offers efficient transportation for massive and concentrated movement of people, cars
offer efficiency for massive and dispersed movement. The Dutch territorial system has
a dispersed pattern of urbanization (especially in the most densely populated Randstad
region) and all spatial planning efforts these last forty years have been to keep it that
way and further develop it. The planning policies of the past decades did not even try to
compensate the withdrawal of trains with a rise in public transport by car, either bus or
a good cab-system. Indeed, they did just the opposite. As Frieling observes “we have a
policy to forbid cars to come near the station, let alone park there. And up to this year we
consciously regulated the taxi system into a marginal position as a luxury good” (2000).
The large numbers of mobility and the failure of the policies applied so far to control
them represent nowadays a real challenge for Dutch transportation planners and traffic
experts. However, mobility is increasingly becoming a challenge for urban designers
and architects too (Koolhaas 1995; van berkel & Bos, 1999; Meyer, 1999; van der
Hoeven, 2001; Calabrese & Houben, 2003; Coenen, 2003; Smets, 2003). In particular,
urban designers and architects are expected to develop strategies, ideas and instruments
to solve the conflict between spatial distribution, the layout of cities and the growing
traffic systems. These conflicts have marked in a rather negative way the Dutch cities
during the past decades. Although the compactness of the theoretical model (the compact
city) promised to block sprawl, the major Dutch cities continued to expand regardless of
their ‘natural’ borders that were often signed by large-scale infrastructures. This process
has brought planners not only to consider new problems, but also it changed the urban
structure of Dutch cities permanently.
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By the late 1980s and in the 1990s, large-scale infrastructures have all been
incorporated in the urban context of major Dutch cities, or better they have been overrun
by the urban context. This phenomenon has brought the issue of infrastructure integration
into the national and local spatial planning agendas. As a consequence, developing
research programs on this topic is not invented to support a purely theoretical debate,
but it is a real necessity. There is a growing awareness that most of the Dutch cities have
reached a point of stagnation: either they implode or they don’t grow. Urban Planners
and designers are dealing with the fact that cities can hardly expand, or rather they have
very few possibilities to renovate themselves without intervening on the spaces normally
dedicated to allocate infrastructure. Before this phenomenon of spatial saturation, urban
planners and designers were used to work within the rotational phenomena of cities.
Indeed, since short ago cities could ‘reinvent themselves’ in those large vacant sites that
had lost their original function (i.e. abandoned industrial districts, ex-infrastructure yards,
dismissed parts of harbours, large-scale facilities, etc.). Nowadays instead, planners and
designers are dealing with the difficult task to redevelop important parts of the city in
the spaces occupied by large-scale infrastructures and inter-modal transportation nodes8.
Therefore considering the integration of a motorway in a city expansion plan, or choosing
traffic nodes as the location for high-density urban developments, are points of discussion
only since there is not much more choice left than using those spaces more intensively.
The response to mobility issues in relation to urban systems is therefore a very complex
one, especially in the absence of clear normative frameworks defining responsibilities
and competences for decision-making. The already mentioned debate around the Delta
Metropolis might be a good example to illustrate the lack of integration in the current
organization of spatial planning policies in the Netherlands. Evert Meijers9 observers that
“while the Randstad as a planning concept has occupied a central position in national
planning strategies for the last forty years or so, the attempts to actually establish a
regional policy network have not been successful. Most of the attempts entailed the
introduction of a formal (fourth) tier in between the municipal and provincial tiers, but
none of these attempts have proven to be politically acceptable” (2002:10).
The traditional Dutch three-tier system (national government, provinces,
municipalities) has proved to be resistant to changes, making clear that a successful
regional policy network should be based on voluntary cooperation. Recent bottom-up
attempts have provided a new impulse to the formation of a regional policy network in
the Randstad, some of them occupied with improving the (inter)national competitiveness
of the region. Most notable are the Bureau Regio Randstad (Randstad Region Agency),
in which the four provinces in the Randstad co-ordinate their policies, and the Delta
Metropolis Association, a rather informal body in which city authorities, provinces,
district water boards, chambers of commerce and a variety of other private institutions
meet and discuss the way the Randstad can develop into an European metropolis. Now
that the national government published its concept for the new spatial planning policy
there is some discussion on the formation of a regional policy network in the Randstad.
However, the change of government in 2001 stopped the process of implementation.
The four Randstad provinces and the mayors of the four largest cities have expressed
their interest in designing a cooperation structure in which the provinces, the four
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largest cities and the four matching formal city regions are represented. Tasks could
be to put Randstad-scale projects on the agenda and to define a way of elaborating and
implementing them (BRR, 2001). However, the value of these more recent initiatives
still has to be proved. This example of the debates on the possible transformation of
the current planning structures in the Randstad/Deltametropolis brings into light one
major problem, that is the lack of a normative and integrated definition of mobility as a
complex and mostly cross disciplinary design task. To define such vision is problematic
because of the multiple external factors affecting it. These can be grouped in four major
categories: (1) the social demand for the freedom to chose where to work and live; (2) the
environmental concern; (3); the technical complexity (development of new transportation
technologies) together with the ‘psychological difficulty’ to apply new technologies
even when they are technically feasible; and (4) the current hierarchic decision making
system on infrastructure projects. In all four categories the central questions are: how
can large-scale infrastructure become part of the 21st century city? Who is in charge to
decide and manage such complex integrated projects? Who is ultimately responsible for
the coordination of the design task? And finally, who is going to pay for the realization
costs?

five to ten years for major motorway construction projects to wend their way through
the maze of planning, design, and environmental review processes before construction
is even begun. Second, the implementation of spatial planning policies developed in the
past decades brought unexpected – though foreseeable – spatial problems. Third, legal
rules and regulations guiding infrastructure planning policies as well as administrative
procedures are outdated.
If these facts explain the origin of the demand for infrastructure integration in the
Netherlands, the point that still remains unanswered is how to realize projects able to
cope with the increasing demand for more sustainable environments. As I will discuss in
the following paragraphs, both the Dutch planning context and the community of design
practice are still in a phase of ‘adaptation’. Whilst the planning system is slowly turning
towards a networked spatial policy, the planning agencies lack instruments to steer an
integrated decision making process. Similarity, urban designers, architects and engineers
have only partially developed the know-how to foster innovative integrated approaches
for the urbanization of infrastructures.

Another important question is the rising social resistance against the development of
heavy infrastructures in urban or environmental protected areas. As a matter of fact, the
increasing importance of the cultural dimension of public works clashes against the excess
of autocratic transportation policies, which plan roads as ‘pure’ infrastructures. Very often
the projects related to the development or renewal of large-scale infrastructures such as
motorways, railways and airports cause conflicts on a regular base. This is also due to
the fact that decisions are frequently taken regardless of the impact that infrastructures
might have on the environment and on people’s life. In recent years, the top-down
procedures and planning policies set off social opposition to infrastructure planning.
Often this resulted in the delaying of decision-making process and sometimes of the
projects execution. The social resistance to infrastructure projects became a major item
since the debate on the construction of the Betuwe Line – cutting through the Green Heart
- and the extension of the Schiphol Airport started some years ago. Before these episodes,
large-scale infrastructure projects could be put through with hardly any ado. Now matters
are more complicated. Besides wanting good roads and efficient public transportation,
people increasingly demand the preservation of the environment. So far, the government
appears to be concerned about these issues, yet considering the reactions it would seem
as well that the government is not really able to deal with a changing mentality among
the Dutch public10. In spite of the need for spatial cohesion, the integration of large-scale
infrastructure is far from being realized in practice.
The lack of organization of the spatial planning tasks and policies can be discussed
by taking into account a number of different factors. To begin with, there is a clear
normative problem: infrastructure projects and their construction are still carried out
on the basis of ‘layout projects’ contemplated in the sectored legislation of traffic and
transport planning. Consequently, they are on the fringe of city planning and urban
design. The Dutch Ministry of Transportation and the Dutch government enacted a host
of regulations governing infrastructure development. As a result, it now routinely takes
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Mobility as a problem
In spite of – or one might say thanks to – the planning efforts and strategic policies
applied over the past decade, automobility in the Netherlands is still growing. Cities
and natural areas are threatened by traffic congestion, sound and noise pollution and
industrial ribbon developments. Therefore mobility occupies large part of the current
Dutch planning debate as a problem.
Planning agencies split the issues of mobility in three fields for which separate
measures are normally taken: (a) the problem of traffic quantity; (b) the undesired side
effects of mobility and (c) the spatial configuration of large-scale infrastructures. The
pragmatism of such an approach hinders the formulation of a coherent planning agenda
where mobility is approached in all its overall complexity. As a matter of fact, although
mobility is a vital element of contemporary Dutch society11, there is not yet an integrated
planning policy regulating it. In other words, mobility is still a rather fragmentary
planning task. In order to explain this fragmentariness let us take as an example the
policy adopted by the Dutch government to restrain the growth of car use during the past
twenty years or so. Since the late 1980s, the following approaches have been applied: 1)
transportation planners tried to effect the modal split12, which means the achievement of
a substantial shift from the motor-car to public transport and bicycle, and from lorries to
shipping or train, supported by spatial planning policy; 2) another method was to reduce
the need to use cars through changes in the spatial structure, in particular by shortening
the lengths of daily journeys; 3) and the most recent proposal has been to change the
current pricing policy (i.e. toll-roads systems).

Overschie. Living behind the noise barrier of the A13 motorway (2003).

Experience demonstrated the ineffectiveness of these sectored approaches. A policy
geared towards affecting a modal shift in transport pattern, for instance, has only a little
impact on the current national air pollution situation. Public transport accounts for a
small portion of total mobility, and an improved public transport system will primarily
attract new travellers more than car-drivers. Since the emissions per traveller-kilometre
for public transport are about half of those for the car, a successful modal shift would
result in a substantial increase in emissions from public transport. Besides, the potential
net reduction to be achieved by a shift from car to public transport is reduced further each
year that the environmental performance of the passenger car improves13. Modifying the
spatial structure is a rather ineffective way of curbing mobility as well, as the spatial
planning measures taken by governmental guidelines demonstrated14. After all, the
existing environment generating mobility is as it is and it will stay that way. Spatial
planning policy, in particular the choices made with regard to infrastructure, have much
more influence on where traffic flows occur and on the mode of transport than on the
total volume of traffic in terms of journeys and kilometres driven. Furthermore spatial
planning aims primarily at defending the quality of the local environment (the protection
of scenic, ecological and cultural-historical features), and not at curbing automobility.
Recently, the Dutch Council for Spatial Planning (VROM-Raad, 2000) indicated
that it is appropriate to formulate specific policies for: emissions control, problems
related to amenity and quality of life and problems of congestion/accessibility of urban
nodes. However, parallel to these specific policies geared at solving specific problems,
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a general framework of reference should be created in order to coordinate and assess the
different aspects of mobility as an important planning and design task. This argues for a
closer coordination of the planning content for which the national planning agencies are
showing a growing awareness, as the concept for the Fifth Report on Spatial Planning15
(2001) and the concept for the National Transport Plan16 (NVVP, 2000) indicate. Yet,
being aware does not imply directly taking effective actions to change the status quo.
As a matter of fact, these reports present a sincere ‘declaration of intents’ more than a
common program of requirements for mobility. In particular, indications on the ways to
approach the interaction among mobility, quality of life and spatial quality (infrastructure
integration) are rather general. Besides, they are descriptive but they do not prescribe a
norm or standard.

contradictions of the planning and design processes guiding infrastructure development in
the Netherlands. Even more significantly, they provide a key of reading of the way urban
designers, architects, landscape architects and traffic engineers are currently working at
‘re-inventing’ their tools and design methods. The critical reading of the spatial planning
context in which the new design tasks concerning infrastructure are currently formulated
is essential to understand the field of action in which Dutch designers and engineers
operate; and therefore to evaluate their products in a more complete perspective.

For instance, in the concept for the last National Transport Plan we read: “new
infrastructure must be carefully woven into the landscape. Good architectural design
is important here, as well as good urban design. Action is also underway to combat
the fragmentation of significant natural areas by the infrastructure. This is the goal of
the government’s de-fragmentation program that will run from 2001 for several years.
The main ecological structures will be enhanced with measures including eco-ducts and
passages for smaller fauna. Meanwhile, in towns and cities, building below ground will
enable more intensive use of space”17.
The integration of large-scale infrastructures in the built environment is one of the
major themes associated with the spatial effects of mobility. Its importance is due to an
overlapping with other central themes of the Dutch spatial planning agenda such as the
claim that the country suffers from the scarcity of space (objected by many researchers
such as Frank van der Hoeven, 2003), with the consequent need for multiple and intensive
land use - and the rather recent turn towards the network city model (Drewe, 1998, 2000).
However, there is a rather confusing use of the word ‘integration’ in the recent planning
documents, as it is employed to define the strategic aspects of the decision-making
processes (for instance the private/public shared financing of urban developments) more
than the physical aspects of such projects.
In what follows, we consider the notion of ‘infrastructure integration’ that mostly
relates to the field of design practice, that is: the integration of the road with its
surroundings, the integration of the design tasks within interdisciplinary project teams
and the integration of urban-decision making processes. In particular, we shall focus
on the structure of the Dutch planning context and of the current planning processes
directing urban designers’ strategic actions and the way designers respond to them. The
planning context is here defined as the general political framework in which decisionmaking on the implementation and realisation of infrastructure integration projects
takes place. The following part of the chapter is structured as follows. In the following
paragraphs, three aspects of the planning contexts are described: the Dutch planning
structure, the changing trends in infrastructure policy making (especially significant for
urban designers and architects working in this field of practice) and the decision-making
processes. After that, two projects are presented as examples of the ways Dutch designers
are currently taking up the challenge of mobility. These analyses shed some light on the
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Number of commuting trips to and from work by car (per year). Situation in 1996.

Source: Mobiliteit Atlas, Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat, AVV,The Hague 1996.

Density of addresses. Situation in 1996.

Number of adresses (grid 500 m. x 500 m.)

Number of business trips by car (per year). Situation in

2.000 - 3.000
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Main national road network. Situation in 1997.

Planned investement on road infrastructure projects. MIT 1999.

Main national road network: number of lanes (per
direction). Situation in 1997.
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Source: Mobiliteit Atlas, Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat, AVV,The Hague 1996.

Planned investement on rail infrastructure projects. MIT 1999

Source: Mobiliteit Atlas, Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat, AVV,The Hague 1996.

Railways national network.
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Car fraffic flows (measuresd in relation to the motivation for the use of cars) Situation in 1996.

Distances covered by car. Situation in 1996.
less than 50 km
50 to 100 km
100 to 200 km

commuting to and from work

over 200 km

business
other motivations
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The Dutch planning context
In the Netherlands the spatial planning task is shared by 4 ministries: the Ministry of
Housing, Spatial Planning and The Environment (VROM), the Ministry of Transport,
Public Works and Water Management (V&W), The Ministry of Economy (EZ) and the
Ministry of Agriculture (LNV). The first one is responsible for spatial planning; the second
one is in charge of infrastructure planning and transportation policies. Within VROM
the National Land-Use Planning Agency (RPD) has been since short ago responsible
for establishing a good overall national spatial structure and creating the climate in
which scarce spatial resources can be developed. The core tasks of the planning agency
were: (a) the development of a coherent land-use policy and its implementation, (b) the
coordination of government policy for the living environment in its broadest sense (since
other government departments also make policy that affects the living environment, the
RPD’s task is ensuring the consistency of these different elements of policy), and (c) the
leading of the national spatial planning debate.

Recently however, the Dutch government took a few concrete actions. The most
significant one is the foundation of an international network for multiple space use20.
This network aims at: (a) exchanging information on international innovative approaches
to the issue of multiple and intensive use of space; and (b) discussing ideas and projects
that can contribute to improve the quality of social, economical and physical urban
structures. Furthermore this foundation is a precious resource for financing research
in this field. Nevertheless, the integration of infrastructures remains problematic. The
main responsibilities of the Dutch planning context for this situation can be summarised
in two points; first, there is not enough assessment at the origin, that is to say at the
level in which the planning norms are established; and second, the planning reports are
descriptive more than prescriptive.

Within the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management (V&W),
the Bouwdienst Rijkswaterstaat (BWD) is the civil engineering division within the
Directorate-General of Public Works and Water management. Besides the realization,
inspection and implementation of the infrastructure works, the BWD provides advice
and feedback to other ministries’ agencies on planning studies, spatial analysis, building
economy, environmental engineering, conservation techniques and project management.
From these national agencies depend the most important strategic decisions on the future
spatial configuration of the country. Yet, being separate compounds within different
political and bureaucratic structures, they act rather independently from each other,
with the above-discussed consequences for the formulation of a rather fragmentary and
sometimes even contradictory planning agenda18. According to Dutch urbanist Riek
Bakker the four ministries that are responsible for the planning task in the Netherlands
have literally buried themselves in their own sectors. Similarly, Rob Kloosterman
finds it worrisome that environmental planning runs behind the development of the
heavy infrastructure (the ‘Grand Projets’ such as the HSL en Betuwelijn came before
any decision was taken on spatial planning). He wonders why the Dutch Labour Party
government’s people on the departments of Traffic and Environmental Planning did not
cooperate more fully19.
Notwithstanding the fragmentariness of the operational framework, the Dutch
spatial planning context seems to be aware that in a near future each element of the built
environment will necessarily serve more than one function. The most recent planning
reports indicate the need for a coherent framework to assess a sustainable growth of all
elements embedded in the built environment. This means, for instance, to set up strategies
to prevent conflicts among functions sharing the same space (i.e. the motorway and the
residential neighbourhood). These strategies should include planning models, as well as
ad-hoc integrated design solutions. Unfortunately, such an optimistic framework that
would allow fostering sustainable projects is not yet operational; therefore one can only
refer to it as a future promise.
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The two-facedness of dynamism

Policies and processes

The Dutch spatial planning policy is undergoing a deep change. Seen in a positive
perspective, policy transformations are always the expression of dynamism. Yet, to change
perspective and methods means to face uncertainty as well. To some extent dynamism is
part of the Dutch planning tradition and partially it represents a new situation. By ‘Dutch
tradition’ I understand the approach to policymaking and economy well known as the
‘polder model’. Creating consensus is the heart of this way of negotiating, which is not
limited to the labour market only; it is a more general approach to national policies. It has
therefore its resonance in spatial planning as well.

In 1998 the Second Chamber of the Dutch parliament has given priority to the issue of
mobility as a spatial and social question in the national political agenda. The concern for
the current situation expressed by the Parliament invited the former minister of Transport,
Public Works and Water Management to commission a research to the National Council
for Transport. As a result of this study, the report Ambitie Bundelen (Joining Ambitions)
was presented to the former minister in September 1998. Although the report dates back
to 1998, it still represents a snapshot of the current trends in debating the future policies
for infrastructure planning and mobility management.

The polder model can be described as the combination of a quiet and flexible labour
market with a solid monetary and fiscal policy, which favours more dynamic markets. In
the context of the globalisation hype in 1994/1995, the ministry of economic affairs has
launched a program on stimulating markets, deregulation and improved and simplified
legislation. The main target of the program was to improve competition on product
markets and to get rid of or to adjust out-dated and ineffective legislation. A considerable
part of Dutch economic legislation was checked and where necessary adjusted in close
collaboration with other ministries. Two main tracks were followed: (a) introduction of
markets in public sectors such as railway, public transport, social security, the energy
sector; (b) introduction of a new competition law21 with controlling agencies. As a
consequence of this policy, the government/market interface is searching for new ways
of cooperation. This current change is a significant shift from the 1980s and 1990s
where planning policy and actions were based on the assumption that it is feasible and
imperative for governmental agencies to regulate and satisfy the demand for housing,
working, recreation and mobility. The new approach accepts these as self-evident needs
in today’s society for which the costs must be internalised. Put another way, the user will
pay to get higher qualitative services. For what concerns mobility, for instance, individual
and collective interests will meet the overall costs of the country’s mobility are offset
against the price of that mobility.

Interestingly, one of the Council ‘s most important findings is that the major problems
of the Dutch road and railway networks are the by-product of the sectored approaches to
infrastructure planning and design, which dominated the scene during the past fifty years.
Besides, the Council’s report denounces the absence (at governmental level) of a shared
understanding of the issues at stake. It argues that the current national spatial planning
policies as well as the ones guiding infrastructure development and transportation
management are short-sighted; and that such sectored approaches truly jeopardize the
carrying out of sustainable projects at all scales of intervention. On the basis of these
observations, the Council developed a set of proposals geared at improving the current
situation. The first Council’s proposal is that the political, financial and operational
responsibilities for the development of integrated approaches to infrastructure planning
should not only be confined to the sector of traffic and transport planning, but also it
should be shared with other design disciplines, national planning agencies and private
investors. Consequently, the second proposal is to set up interdisciplinary teams across
the various disciplines and planning departments.

The new public/private interface presents a new perspective on steering: government’s
responsibility for urban/spatial planning regulation and for assessing preconditions in the
widest community context is limited to a coordinating role. In practice, this means creating
frameworks for other actors to select their own approach and offer their services. Freeingup the field for market enterprises, creating public/private joint ventures and facilitating
the privatisation of public services are all part of this business-oriented planning policy.
In all its may be inevitable contradictions the current dynamism of the Dutch planning
context is influencing the definition of the spatial planning policies and agendas.
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The issues raised by the Council’s report hit the nail exactly on the head. The lack of
clarity in policy making and the lack of cooperation among planning departments and
disciplines are the major factors that make matters worse in the current infrastructureplanning processes. Indeed, on a regular base such processes cause undesired contrasts
among different stakeholders on the meaning – and therefore on the final goals – of
the planning and design task ahead. Each professional order or collective association
looks at the issue of ‘infrastructure integration’ from different angles, depending on the
professional background and foremost on the position in the decision-making process.
For instance, the ecologists’ approach is rather defensive: infrastructure is a threat for
nature and the landscape therefore they argue for more severe restrictions to road and rail
infrastructure developments. Investors look at infrastructure integration from a businesslike perspective: in a globalized world the physical infrastructures are increasingly the
key factor for urban and economic development, henceforth major investments should be
reserved for the strengthening of such networks. Urban designers and architects – who
are still holding a rather marginal position in infrastructure projects if compared to the
one maintained by traffic engineers - approach the issue of infrastructure integration from
a rather wide angle. What does infrastructure integration look like? How can we reduce
the hinder and maximize the benefits of infrastructure? Besides existing infrastructure
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typologies, are there other hybrid models possible? These questions define the way in
which a large part of the community of design practice is actually approaching the new
task of designing for mobility. That is by investigating to which extent the spatial, social
and technical integration of heavy infrastructures within the urban fabric can be achieved.
Traffic engineers traditionally hold a leading position in projects related to mobility. In
general, their approach to problem solving is mainly technical. To contribute to solve
traffic and transportation problems engineers develop theories on how transport and
traffic systems work; they make mathematical models to compute the effects of mobility
(for instance how much does congestion decrease due to road pricing?); and they devise
innovative traffic control systems.

The redistribution of the planning task is a direct consequence of this policy: at
national level the synchronization among planning agencies would result in reducing
the number of partial planning instruments in favour of a common planning agenda. At
provincial level, a similar approach is suggested: the partial plans currently produced24
need to be incorporated in one unitary planning instrument. Particular attention must be
given to the spatial qualities of the areas and the economic structure of the region. At local
level, the instruments currently in use25 should include prescriptive aspects of economy,
ecology, mobility and sociology too. In conclusion, the Council’s proposal implies a
twofold change: (a) the decentralization of the planning task; and (b) the implementation
of the current planning instruments.

All these different looks upon the meaning of ‘infrastructure integration’ might not
only enrich the planning debate in the Netherlands, but also they might result in a better
design practice. However, regularly they cause its drawback.

Since 1998 major steps have been taken in this direction. Nevertheless, if one
evaluates the results, one might conclude that only the first point (decentralization of the
planning task) is currently being carried out, whilst little, or very superficial attention has
been given to the innovation of the planning instruments. Indeed, the concepts for the
Vijdfe Nota and the NVVP are still traditional planning instruments, far from the ones
suggested by the Transportation Council (Visie op Ruimtelijk Ontwikkeling) in 1998. This
means that a very important indication made by the Council - the one that most directly
has consequences for the participation of urban designers and architects to projects
related to mobility and infrastructure - is so far not pursued.

Working on projects related to infrastructure means therefore to plan and design in
the face of conflicts. These conflicts can be of different source and nature. For instance,
a proposal for a new infrastructure project can provoke the opposition of environmental
activists22, neighbourhood associations23 or in some cases the conflicts exists already
within the planning departments, among local government and provincial public
agencies. Often the ‘opponents’ organize themselves in lobbies to present alternative
plans. In the case that the lobby fails, there is juridical action applicable to force the
planning process towards a negotiation. In any case the negotiation process is often a
struggle among competitors.
The present situation confirms the Council’s conclusions (1998) that it is urgent to
take measures at governmental level. As mentioned, the proposal is to develop strategies
as well as instruments to apply them. This implies to find a point of balance among
infrastructure and urban planning, ecology and economy, processes and products. In
other words, it means to consider infrastructure planning and urban development within a
larger interdisciplinary framework, so to realize more sustainable environments. Besides,
the direct cooperation among different fields of knowledge would allow reaching highquality design solutions that are integrally assessed by different experts. The Council’s
conclusions point at the fact that, in order to utter these goals, some substantial changes
in the current Dutch spatial planning policy are needed. On a bureaucratic level, there
must be a different financing system and a new planning policy. Operationally, the
different agendas determining the content of the planning task ought to be coordinated
by interdisciplinary agencies. Therefore the Council pleads for the cooperation among
Ministries in the development of a common planning agenda for the future of mobility
in the country. Concretely, the Council suggests developing a new planning instrument,
the so-called Visie op Ruimtelijk Ontwikkeling (Future Perspective on Spatial Planning).
This new planning instrument should: bring a strategic vision for an integrated national
development which reinforces the currently missing connectedness among welfare,
economy, spatial planning and mobility; and set the strategic framework for the national
planning context.
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Besides, in both reports the plea for a further decentralization of decisional power
and for a deregulation and liberalization of the market is rather dominant. Based on the
fact that a redistribution of governmental tasking and resources around transport and
traffic planning is already taking place, the reports argue that a further implementation
of this policy will have important consequences for decision-making processes on largescale infrastructure integration projects26. Although one might agree with the fact that
a business-oriented policy - already experienced in housing development operations might facilitate the realisation of qualitatively higher integrated urban and infrastructure
projects27, the risk of opening to the private investors without first having reviewed the
current planning instruments is to create an impracticable decision-making system.
Infrastructures should be recognized not only as the backbone of Dutch economy, but
also as an important aspect of the Dutch territory and culture. The important variables
that determine urban quality therefore should have a real - not a promised - priority in
the planning agendas. Unfortunately, at present the planning context does not provide
a coherent framework to set up transparent and foremost ‘integrated’ spatial planning
processes. In practice, infrastructures are the backbones of urban growth and the places
of contention among different interests. Due to the increasing liberalization, deregulation
and decentralization, competition arises on, around, between and with them. Sites
located along infrastructure networks now become attractive locations for developers,
local planning agencies and private investors. What are the driving forces behind these
developments? Which are the planning instruments to co-ordinate the different interests
and powers? How can processes be transparent without a clear planning content?
In general, the business-oriented policy currently promoted by the Dutch national
government does not provide sufficient answers to these important questions.
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The subject matter of infrastructure integration

Shifts in Dutch planning culture

What does the Dutch planning context mean by ‘infrastructure integration’? If one
would look at the planning reports produced during the past five years or so28 in search
for a shared definition of ‘integration’, it will be rather difficult to find one. It is not
clear whether infrastructure integration is expected to be a planning process, a political
agenda, a design product or all of these together . All in all, the term ‘integration’ related
to infrastructure projects expresses the desire to fulfil a major contemporary need:
the creation of a sustainable built environment. Ideally politicians, decision-makers,
planners, designers and citizens share this view. Nevertheless, while building consensus
on the objectives of infrastructure integration planning is fundamental, infrastructure
integration needs to be supported by a broad cultural change. It needs to become a share
strategic spatial planning policy in order to become a design task.

Traditionally, the Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and Environment (VROM)
retains responsibility for governmental policy on spatial planning at national level30.
Nevertheless during the past years the Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water
Management (V&W) and the Ministry of Economy (EZ) set up studies related to urban
development policies as well. As a result of these investigations a large number of
planning documents were released. Despite the variety of themes and viewpoints, most of
them share the same reflections on space, growth and sustainability. Taking these studies
as background, four main shifts occurring in the spatial planning culture of the country
can be characterized:

The lack of a real, shared understanding of ‘infrastructure integration’ at governmental
level causes a chain reaction affecting all the phases of the planning process and all actors
involved in it. Therefore it affects urban designers’ and architects’ practice too. However,
Dutch practitioners are getting used to work with the fuzziness of the spatial planning
agendas on mobility and with the fact that the transport infrastructures are designed to
fit narrow technical constrains without allowing for the intensity of time that users sped
in it29. The challenge is to start developing strategies and projects in the absence of clear
normative frameworks.

1. Quantitative problems are formulated from a qualitative perspective. In recent years
the rising importance of sustainability opened the way to new trends in the national
spatial planning policy. Topics such as traffic congestion, public transport, sound and air
pollution, urban growth and the management of environmental resources are increasingly
analysed in relation to their impact on the urban environment, which is defined as
a social and spatial construction. The shift from a pure quantitative analysis of the
variables determining the current problems of the built environment towards a qualitative
consideration of these variables has been very important for Dutch urban designers and
architects, as their role in spatial planning is becoming increasingly important. Their skill
to shape ideas by means of design knowledge and to provide a visual synthesis of all
contrasting aspects has been valued to the point that it has been privileged upon other
disciplines.
2. Another important issue in the current planning perspective is the scarcity of space.
This is not a new issue in Dutch spatial planning, though it is getting increasingly the key
factor to assess the quality of design proposals and the robustness of decision-making
processes. This issue brings about a few important reflections, which are relevant to
understand the current designers’ approaches to mobility. One consideration concerns
the Dutch cultural approach to space. The anxiety for the scarcity of usable ground is
rooted in the very essence of the Dutch spatial planning tradition where the territorial
morphology of the polder is the pattern of many urban expansions. However, statistical
numbers contradict the belief on the scarcity of space.
As van der Hoeven observes: “Examples of multiple and intensive land use in Hong
Kong and Singapore provide interesting lessons for use in the Netherlands. One lesson
is that the fear of an all-pervading sense of overcrowding is unfounded. Besides, the
Randstad is far less densely populated than Hong Kong or Singapore. A key consideration
is how to avoid traffic congestion and plan for high-density developments centred on
major transport nodes”31. Together with this rather practical aspect, there is a second
one to consider: the fact that over the past decade the Dutch spatial planning developed
an obsession for massive building programmes32. Although apparently there is a certain
congruence among community objectives and market’s ambition33, the booming
development of housing programs, office parks and related infrastructures over the past
years did not provide convincing answers to the demand for a multiple and intensive use
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of space. Most probably this is due to the fact that the notion of ‘space’ is still interpreted
in a rather mono-disciplinary perspective by large part of the spatial planning context.
One illustrative example of the consequences of this short-sighted approach to
space is the debate around transportation corridors, which occupied the Dutch planning
agenda during the 1990s. In the brainstorming on the possibility to concentrate urban and
economic developments along heavy infrastructures the central questions were: (a) what
is a corridor?; (b) how to organize future growth of traffic within international networks;
and (c) how to integrate it with sustainable urban developments. Interestingly, each
governmental agency provided a different answer. The most recurrent concept is also the
most abstract one: a corridor is a sequence of strongly interconnected regions. Generally
speaking, the topography of the territory determines the composition of the corridor, but
there are also economic and transport-oriented aspects to be considered. According to
the Ministry of Economy (1997) an economic corridor generates transport flows that are
partly captive to this corridor34. The Ministry of Transportation and Public Works instead,
defines transport corridors as the best route from origin to destination, in terms of costs,
quality and strategy. Partly because of these differences the word/subject of corridors
became a taboo. Even though obviously corridors exist as a fact of life.
The long-lasting debate on the future of transportation corridors in the Netherlands
brought recently to the conclusion that approaching the issues at stake in a limited context
might result in a biased interpretation when only transport and economic flows on that
corridor are considered. The important question should then be: what is the spatial
configuration of those flows? Transportation planning expert Frank Sanders35 affirms:
“when examining the general topic, it is crucial to find out which economic corridors
constitute the source of the traffic on these transport corridors. Depicting flows of trade
through the various chains of transport makes it possible to view the interconnection
between the three dimensions (spatial, economic and transport) and to develop an
integrated corridor approach” (2001:23). Only recently it has been generally accepted
that the concept of spatial corridor must be introduced and therefore it should be studied
by means of design knowledge as well36.

URBAN AREAS

SPATIAL AND ECONOMICAL STRUCTURE

MAIN ROADS

MAIN INFRATRUCTURE AS BACKBONE

The spatial and economical structure of the Netherlands according the the Ministry of
Economy (situation in 1997).
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3.The example of the debate on corridors introduces the third shift in current Dutch spatial
planning, which is the notion of integral planning. This notion relates directly to the
previous considerations on the cultural approach to space. In the Netherlands, one of the
most densely populated countries in the world, there is a growing awareness of the need
for multifunctional (mixed) and intensive use of space. Both politically and operationally
this would mean to invest in integrated urban planning products: innovative ways of
using space call for ideas, concepts and methods derived from various disciplines.
4. As last point, directly related to the understanding - and therefore to the design approach
- of urban infrastructures, there is the recurrent question about what is public space today.
The ‘search of new public domain’37 is keeping planners, urban designers and architects
rather busy. The difference in thinking in terms of space and thinking in terms of place has
deep philosophical roots (Harvey, 1989, Casey, 1997). In the traditional taxonomy, space
is associated with the Cartesian definition of measurable units that denotes emptiness.
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Space can thus be arranged in rational units. Spatial planning is then a question of
development for example by the elaboration of a functional hierarchy between small
cores, medium-size cores and urban interchanges. Place is a concept that has in fact been
used as a criticism of the thinking of the Enlightenment. Space is not empty nor does
it allow rational infill. Place is what people perceive it to be, the environment in which
they are associated with real events (that have taken place there), with myths, history and
memories. It is the confrontation between thinking in terms of space and place that lies at
the root of many conflicts about spatial development. In the traditional city the sequence
of squares, parks, boulevards and streets are the crystallised model for public openness.
The periphery instead - even the city of the Modern Movement - proposes other models
of public space and public life. Leisure centres, shopping malls and theme parks are the
most recurrent examples that illustrate the paradoxical relationship between public and
private, formal and functional, centre and periphery in the contemporary city.

Designers and the integrated urban project

Thanks to its amorphousness, the periphery arouses heated reactions. It is regarded
as the antithesis of the civilized, the cultured, which is in our culture automatically
associated with the traditional notion of city. This discussion, which engages sociologists,
philosophers, anthropologists and urban geographers, has important implications for
urban design and architecture. In urbanism, as well as in architecture, the unrestrained
growth of the periphery constitutes a problem of interpretation. As the periphery has
often been declared ‘non-urban’ (Rossi, 1981), designers looked for solutions to apply
the inner city model to these marginalized areas in order to urbanize its formless. Yet
according to a large number of urban analysts, the periphery is not simply a ‘non-city’. It
has much more forceful and independent power than reflected in the traditional approach
based upon the city-periphery dichotomy. According to this reading of the contemporary
city, the notion of ‘urban field’ is an increasingly valuable instrument to analyse
contemporary urban phenomena and to determine therefore more specifically the urban
design objectives (Lash 2000, Hajer and Reijndorp 2001). It is argued that if one regards
the city and the periphery as a single urban field, one might discover countless places that
perhaps constitute the new form of public domain we are seeking. In this perspective, the
urban field is no longer the domain of a civic openness bounded to the centralization of
functions (as within the traditional city), but it is the territory of a middle-class culture,
characterized by increasing mass mobility, mass consumption and mass recreation. The
‘middle-class culture’ (Martinotti, 1993:76) forces urbanism and architecture to look at
the use of space in a different way. Urban designers and architects not only need to pay
more attention to the new spaces that are created for this mass consumption, but also
they are challenged to consider the way individuals assemble ‘their city’ from a whole
variety of elements and locations in the urban field. This approach offers an interesting
perspective to redefine the meaning of designing the public domain. Namely, it allows
including large-scale infrastructures and related facilities within the sphere of the public
realm.

As a matter of fact, the ‘professionalisation’ of the urban design practice is not only
a demand coming from outside the discipline, but first and foremost it is a rediscovered
aspiration of being skilled sparring partners in decision-making processes that relate
to urban infrastructures. The most important points of the debate are: the discussion
about the position of the urban designer/architect in the current planning processes, the
future perspectives of design practice in this field and the innovative strategies that can
be applied to foster a better integration of large-scale infrastructures in the city. A brief
analysis of each point follows.

Although some tentative steps in the direction of an integrated approach to urban
design projects on infrastructure are currently being taken at governmental level, the
deeply rooted mono-disciplinary approach to space is still prevailing, particularly in
infrastructure projects. Taking this as a fact, it is important to discern the governmental
responsibilities from designers’ answerability on this point. Inevitably designers are
challenged by the dynamism and fragmentariness of the planning context rather directly.
On the one side decision-makers ask openly the community of design practice for a
collective effort to set up innovative design approaches to urban developments. On the
other, a debate within the community of practice is currently taking place. Dutch urban
designers and architects are reflecting on their role in these complex processes while
acting in their daily practice.

Designers’vision
An observation of the recent Dutch urban design practice on mobility suggests that
there is a consensus among designers about what are the important aspects to take into
account in projects for the integration of large-scales infrastructures in the city. The
following two points can summarize this shared view.
First, infrastructure integration has always something to do with intensive and
multiple use of space. Namely, where there is a scarcity of space it is a challenge to make
good use of it, henceforth to plan is to search for ways of setting adaptable claims on the
use of space for future development. Second, the physical infrastructures ought to be
designed and not only planned. The ‘logic of the large-scale’ has produced the progressive
fragmentation of the Dutch (urbanised) landscape. This is something undeniable that is
there on the ground for us to see. Such logic - which dominated the Dutch spatial planning
policies over the past decades - gave more attention to the logistic and strategic aspects
of infrastructure planning than to the cluttering presence of such large elements in the
territory. Nowadays policy makers are mindful of the effects that such policies have had
on the territory and therefore there is a renewed interest in developing integrated projects
for infrastructures.
In general, Dutch urban designers and architects argue that in order to formulate a
scheme or program for the accomplishment of such projects, there is a need to develop
strategies that are multi-scalar and flexible (the ability to manage or direct projects on
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different scales at the same time). This line of reasoning indicates essentially two things:
that designers favour a creative approach to problem solving, and that they lay claim to
the spaces of mobility. Although the claim is certainly not new38, the actual settings of the
Dutch planning context make it worthwhile trying to explore the possibilities to translate
such a claim into a strategy.
At present, the integrated design approach is not frequently put into practice. This
is certainly due to the unclearness of the normative framework that currently regulates
infrastructure planning. And also to the top-down approaches currently applied and to the
complexity of decision-making processes. However, as Frank van der Hoeven39 suggests
in his book RingRing. Ondergronds bouwen voor meervoudig ruimtegebruik boven en
langs de RING in Rotterdam en in Amsterdam. (2001), urban designers are accountable
as well for not achieving the desired end. Van der Hoeven argues that infrastructure
integration projects require a twofold effort: on the one side decision-makers are directly
accountable for an improvement of the current planning policy, on the other urban
designers need to implement their technical knowledge in order to develop innovative
solutions that add value to the infrastructure planning decisions and policies. Van der
Hoeven recognizes five ground rules characterizing integration: safety, costs, spatial
quality, physical lay out, and multiple land use. Whereas the first two rules (safety and
costs) are issues to be discussed at the higher level of the planning process, the issues
of spatial quality, technique and multiple land-use challenge urban designers rather
directly. Van der Hoeven‘s research demonstrates that creating a fruitful synergy among
urban design knowledge and traffic-engineering techniques might result in new forms of
qualitative use of space around infrastructure, and ultimately to a different approach to
urban design.
The need for the re-appropriation of technical knowledge suggested by van der
Hoeven is one important aspect of the challenge. The other one is the designers’ approach
to the spaces of mobility from an aesthetic perspective. The planning processes and
results would be significantly different if the physical infrastructures would be designed
to be in harmony with the characteristics of the location, blending harmoniously with the
landscape (urban or rural). For instance, public acceptance and support would improve
and decision-making processes might gain flexibility. Furthermore the appreciable extra
costs that such an aesthetic approach involves might be regarded as an integral part of the
infrastructure costs, if spatial quality and the quality of life are to be protected40. Recently
the Dutch spatial planning context is becoming aware of the positive effects that such an
approach to policy making would bring about, therefore it welcomes an ‘aesthetics of
mobility’, as well as some designers do41. Nevertheless there is still, in general, a rather
simplistic interpretation of it. The question of noise screens might be a good example to
discuss this point. In the most recent formulations of the design brief for noise screens,
planners tackle the question as a problem of form in relation to local identity, therefore
asking designers to find formal solutions. Such thoughts have already been encountered42,
the point is to give them some precision. In the first place what is the aim of asking
designers to shape infrastructure elements such as noise screens? Intuitively the most
probable answers are: to guarantee an aesthetic experience of/from the infrastructure,
and to avoid the general ‘ugliness’ of concrete walls designed by engineers. Both
hypothetical answers point at the underlying reason for which the aesthetics of mobility is
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gaining ground in the Dutch planning agenda: to make infrastructures suitable for social
acceptance. If one acknowledges the latter as the main aim, one might better understand
the urgency for the planning context to finance an improved qualitative approach to
infrastructure design. Yet discovering the why does not say anything relevant about the
meaning of aesthetics of mobility today. Defining this meaning is actually the designers’
task.
How designers perceive their task in the process
In general, there is a consensus on the fact that an intelligent project management,
aiming at the maximisation of the output, doesn’t preclude architectural quality, social
engagement and planning responsibility. The reframing of the professional aspects of the
design professions in relation to the changes occurring in the planning context concerns
the methods of approach. Two standpoints coexist within the community of Dutch
designers: generalists affirm that the best method to approach the increasing complexity
of the urban design task is to bring into play refreshing – and sometimes visionary images to the discussion table; specialists (in architecture or urban design) argue that
creativity stands above the analysis of the design brief.
Architect Rients Dijkstra43 says, “It is vital not to specialise. This has also to do
with the desire to see your project realised one day. As designer you must be able to
participate in the discussion at all moments and in all aspects of the project you are
making. As architect, you are in trouble if you don’t know enough about construction….
then you become the victim of people that really know how to built’ (1998: 52). Yet,
the specialisation of which Dijkstra talks must not be misunderstood. Namely, in this
case specialisation refers to a design approach in which the attention on form prevails
upon a critical judgment of the brief, and not as it might appear to a specialised design
knowledge.
Urban designer Germaine Sanders argues that in the Netherlands lives the myth of
the urbanist/designer as generalist: “I find it a myth, but the most part of my colleagues
believe that being a generalist means having reached the highest professional ideal.
The common proposition among urban designers is ‘the best urbanist is a generalist’.
In opposition to this statement, I propose instead: the best urbanist is a strategist,
somebody steering the urban planning processes by means of a strategic use of his/her
own professional instruments. By using visualization and materialization techniques
we can create constructive synergies within complex decision making processes. The
product of a good urbanist is not only a plan, or a project, but first and foremost it is
the understanding of the process. I believe it is nonsense to think that being a generalist
guarantees the deeper understanding of all aspects involved in complex urban projects,
and therefore that it guarantees the success of the project. In the past, when new towns
were built at once and the scale of the city was still ‘understandable’ at first glance, the
role of a master plan was still fundamental. Nowadays the planning context is so complex
and foremost dynamic, that the one-product formula does no longer work. Nowadays
we ought to implement our instruments to provide design products able to fit with the
complexity and the dynamism of current planning processes. This is especially true for
projects where infrastructure is involved”44.
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Although both reflections present a similar argument, the meaning ascribed to the
words used to build the argument has very different connotations. This proves that,
although sharing similar views upon the profession, there is a lack of a shared vocabulary
to describe the shifts, which are currently changing the design practice. A third example
might make this last point clearer. In the same line of thinking, although with a substantial
methodological difference, the Dutch architects firm MVRDV’s design philosophy
makes use of, and lays claim to, diversity. The firm approaches the complexity of
the design task in each project by setting up interdisciplinary project teams, inviting
different and at times unexpected disciplines to join forces with them. Yet, the mixing of
disciplinary categories (specialisation) aims at either making their methods systematic,
or in employing design experimentation. Turning the process of conception into spatial or
organizational research, this method involves the greatest possible number of contributors
and data, aiming at visualising the spatial consequences of decision-making in relation
to their limits. The limits encountered are tested by a systematic intensification, so as to
reveal the extremes. This constitutes a radicalisation that helps the designer –according
to MVRDV’s philosophy - to identify the limits of the brief, and makes the formulation
of a discourse about them possible. The extreme diversity of these data thus finds a
pragmatic transcription in a spatial matrix consisting of the superposition of quantitative
and qualitative diagrams that (datascapes).
Besides giving an insight of the current debates within the community of design
practice, these few examples indicate that there is the need to develop a shared and
coherent framework of reference. All three approaches accept that design knowledge
must find ways to open towards cross disciplinary cooperation. They all imply that the
designer’s role is strategic in bringing synergy among different fields of knowledge. And
they all plead for a pragmatic approach to design. Nonetheless, they show rather different
understandings of ‘professional specialization’: one that acknowledges technical
specialization as implementation of design knowledge, the other that uses it as data. This
bipolarisation is the background against which projects on and around the territories of
mobility are currently designed.
The need for a ‘professionalisation’ of the current urban design practice can be
found in other debates as well. For instance, in the discussion about the designer’s
role and therefore competency in decision making processes45. When designers are
commissioned to develop a plan wherein infrastructure plays an important role, they
face a common problem: very often commissioners have clear ambitions, but they do not
have clear processes and above all clear products in their mind. The same applies to other
participants in the design process as well. As a matter of fact, one major problem that the
‘non-designers’ encounter, especially in the first phases of a project, is the visualization
of the form in which infrastructure integration can be realised. This means, for instance,
to imagine how a motorway can be combined with a new housing program directly
accessible from it46. Or, in some other cases, how to build within a railways tracks hub47.

Yet, as pointed out by Dutch traffic planner Bas Govers48, this need for images discloses
a risk. Namely, the danger for urban designers and architects is to become illustrators in
the urban decision-making processes instead of actors.
Govers observes, “Clients want to see what it looks like before deciding. Thus I think
that urban design and architecture can play an increasingly important role in the projects
on infrastructure integration. Yet, my opinion is that designers should empower their
skill. I mean, they should not fall into the trap of producing illusionary images. Certainly,
there is the need of a certain degree of abstraction in the kind of projects we are dealing
with. Especially in the starting phases of a complex planning process, the freedom of
forms and typological solutions often proposed by designers is important. But their
sketches should not be totally independent from the reality of the project, from the hard
side of mobility. Starting from the earliest stage of the planning process such research
by design should incorporate all other investigations (traffic planning, spatial economy,
etc.). Currently, in projects where infrastructure and urban (re)development are involved,
despite the fact that inter disciplinary teams should work better together, we often miss
the instruments to create a positive synthesis between traffic plans and urban plans. I
think that this is the real problem.” (2001). The traffic engineer’s observations are quite
sharp, as they mention a clear task for urban designers and architects. That is to work at
the development of new instruments and techniques able to cope with the complexity of
the brief. Such instruments could have the power to positively influence the decisionmaking processes. This argues for a rigorous research on design synthesis. How can this
research be structured?
The two projects49 that follow (Master Plan Vinex location Leidsche Rijn by BVR/
MAX1 and the Arnhem Station Complex by UN Studio) are remarkable examples of
the ways in which the most innovative sectors of the community of design practice
are working at producing new instruments. The complexity of the issues addressed by
these projects illustrates how urbanism and architecture are taking up the challenges
of mobility rather seriously. They show as well an important trend in urban planning,
urban design and architecture: to move beyond traditional analytical instruments and
design approaches in order to develop sufficiently ‘intelligent instruments’ up-to-date
with the dynamism of the Dutch spatial planning context. Not only in the Netherlands,
but also in other countries urban designers and architects are moving towards a cultural
change in designing for mobility. They do so by means of independent researches that
are nevertheless very often part of the actual commissions. These approaches should
crystallise in the body of knowledge of urbanism, architecture and traffic engineering,
not only as a methodology, but also as a new culture of design. Because one thing is clear:
nowadays the designers’ task is not only to provide answers to the most disparate spatial
planning questions, but also to find ways to formulate them.

Images are needed to start up the discussion about the briefing and therefore designers
are invited to actively participate in the process sometimes as inspirers, other times as
visual consultants. Designers are expected to make the planning content visible for others.
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Master Plan Vinex location Leidsche Rijn (1997-2001)
The project for Leidse Rijn, the largest Vinex location in the country, opened the way to
the debate whether the highway and the city could empirically co-exist. The improbable
conditions set by the design briefing (30,000 dwellings for an area of 2,550 hectares
located between the Amsterdam-Rijnkanaal, the A2 motorway and the Haarzuiles Castel)
did not prevent the interdisciplinary project team50 from developing a convincing master
plan. Besides the bright choice to tackle the bureaucratic component by setting up an
interdisciplinary team active at all levels of the decision-making process, the main
achievement of this project is the innovative design approach adopted by the project
team. Rather than passively accepting the unlikely conditions as limitations to their
creativity, designers showed that those limitations disclose opportunities to experiment
new urban forms.
In Leidse Rijn, more than in other Vinex expansions sites, the compactness of the desired
housing programme clashes against a bundle of large-scale infrastructures. The limitations
imposed by the A2 motorway intersecting the area would have normally obliged to
locate the new residential areas at considerable distance from the road, creating a rather
monotonous compact suburb with green buffer zones separating the new from the old.
Yet, important part of the brief was to extend the city of Utrecht over the infrastructure
bundle (A2 motorway and the Amsterdam-Rijnkanaal), by insuring the compactness of
the urban developments. The project team accepted the challenge: instead of respecting
the red line of the sound contour along the A2motorway and the property divisions51, the
motorway has been included in the project area. In order to draft a master plan based on
far-sighted visions rather than on obligations, the proposal is to relocate part of the A2
motorway by roofing it partially with a green and housing program. Roofing over the
motorway has a threefold positive effect: to curb noise and air pollution; allowing to
build right up against the existing city; and switching off the traditional ‘zoning machine’
(Provoost, 1995) that urban planning often serves.
This proposal, based upon a previous study of the technical and organizational
problems52, wraps the motorway with a sloping dyke hosting sport facilities, housing
and parks on the deck of the ground-level tunnel. In this project the integration of
infrastructure is therefore approached not without taking infrastructure technique into
serious account: the five principle cross-sections of the ground level-tunnel clearly show
such considerations. Realizing the importance of the factor ‘time’53, the project team
developed a ‘fluid design’ method in which the relevant regulations were productively
interpreted to achieve solutions without an imposed visual identity. Therefore the product
is not a traditional master plan, but it is an assertive method of designing by responding
to circumstances. Commenting on the approach to the Leidsche Rijn project, C. van
Winkel54 says, “the plan proffered an abstract structure of coefficients (indices) whose
outcome would be determined by the input and feedback from the field” (2000:33).
Despite this positive attitude towards constrains and the creativity of the approach,
the designers’ hope to break trough the traditional planning machine by introducing
new instruments is until now left unanswered. So far, the Minister of Transport did not
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approve the relocation of the motorway (and the ground-level tunnelling) because of
the high construction costs. Furthermore the only site of the plan completed (Langerak)
dissatisfies the expectations55. Although the stagnation of the plan is certainly due to
the clashing between the two local authorities and the private parties, each of which is
claiming the steering role, the question on the method remains open. Namely, was the
‘fluid design’ also an effective strategy to plan in the face of conflicting powers?
One architect of the team commented the project in this way: “In this project there
would have been the necessity to make a cross-financing possible because basically the
extra value of the land you developed around the motorway, along the waterfront, could
rise contribution for the integration of the motorway. And the other thing is that the land
value is too low in the Netherlands for these things in general, so it is a great achievement
that it has stayed in the race for so long. The last news I read in the newspaper is very
bad: Anyway, this project opened up the discussion about security of tunnels, or about
covering the motorway. This is a discussion which has been broken up whose effect is
already being sensed in the Project for the A2 motorway in Den Bosch, as decisionmakers say: well, if it is possible there, than we can do it here as well.’ But everyone waits
for this being realized. As soon as this can be realized this will have a domino effect in
the whole country about the possibility to cover the highway and build upon the tunnel
a new piece of city. In know that the minister said ‘no’. Yet, I say in case it would be
realized. This would mean that the security regulation has been changed so as to allow
tunnelling, and that the financing system has been readjusted as well. I think that the
essential thing about the project for Leidsche Rijn is really that one of the key qualities of
the whole plan - which is basically the continuation of the city across the infrastructure
bundle (motorway, and waterway) using the strongest natural qualities of the site - have
only been realizable because of the re-thinking of the motorway’s horizontal and vertical
position. Moving the A2 laterally, created the possibility to insert pockets of housing
program along the waterfront.”56
All things considered, the master plan for the Vinex location at Leidsche Rijn is
interesting for two reasons. First, this project started a new debate in the Netherlands
on the possibilities to integrate large-scale infrastructures by means of urban design.
Namely, the message of the project is that if the city must preserve its compactness
while expanding, then it must be made clear whether large-scale infrastructures are under
discussion or not. The plan shows as well that spatial quality does not exclusively depend
on a ‘beautiful urban design’, but first and foremost in creating the ground for long-term
sustainability; this cannot be achieved without bringing significant changes in the current
infrastructure planning policies. The daring approach of Leidsche Rijn went far beyond
provocation. In this project the designers’ major effort was to articulate their arguments
for the need to relocate the motorway in such a way as to win decision-makers and
engineers’ trust. The second point of interest is the way various visualisation techniques
have been used strategically in the thorny processes of negotiation. Being well aware of
the heterogeneity of the decision-makers’ group and of the boldness of their proposal, the
designers alternate in their presentations a highly technical visual language (diagrams
of traffic flows, charts of land use, demographic and economic graphs) with a rather
populist one (nice sketches, cartoonish cross-sections of the motorway and appealing
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3D computer renderings). Somehow the combination of the two techniques, distributed
sparingly though all the process, brought to some positive effects. Indeed, despite the
minister’s denial for financing, the master plan for the A2 at Leidsche Rijn became an
icon of ‘infrastructure integration’. It got the status of a paradigm in the current Dutch
planning debate. The rate of recurrence of images from this project in congresses and
debates suggests that decision makers are aware that if this project will ever be built,
the whole understanding of large-scale infrastructure integration in the country will be
revolutionized.

Source: (BVR, Max 1. 1997)

Leidsche Rijn, Utrecht. The A2 motorway and the development areas.

The project site.

Master plan Leidsche Rijn. Five cross-sections indicating the new insertion of the A2 motorway
within the project area.
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2271.

The master plan plan is founded on seven indices:
Building Regulation, Boundaries, Person Space Index,
Mixture, Distribution, Pragramme and UX.
1. Building regulation: the degree of control over
architectural (dark red) and urban projects (yellow).

2. Person Space Index: density measured in surface area
per individual (from 50 m2/p to > 600 m2/p).

3. Mixture: the degree of homogeneity in the programme.
black
homogeneous
red
heterogeneous
grey
unspecified

4. Distribution: from low (concentrated) to high distribution
(uniform).

5. UX: Special programs.

Left. Images of the sketch models.
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Arnhem Station Complex (1996-2003)
The second project is that of a multi-modal transport terminal, which is currently under
construction. The design by UN Studio (formerly Van Berkel en Bos, Architecten) for the
Arnhem Station Complex represents a new paradigm for station design. Its core, a large
transfer hall designed as a folded surface linking different modes of transport, is rooted
in the study of movement. This is not new for stations. Yet the central movement here
is that of pedestrian flows. Rather than operating along the left-over spaces among the
horizontal lines of transportation to accommodate the extensive and ambitious program
assigned in the brief, the designers opted for a three dimensional approach to movement:
pedestrian circulation modulates spaces and gives the coordinates to function. Functions
are ‘vertically stacked and articulated along a scale that extends from ‘fast’ (transport
of travellers, connections, run shopping) to ‘slow’ (waiting, fun shopping, offices,
housing).57 The large program was distributed according to a network of priorities and not
according to the shape of the site.
In this project, the study of traffic flows is certainly not traditional. In earlier studies
and projects, Van Berkel already recognized the value of mobility in architecture and
urban design as challenging the traditional Cartesian space of design: mobility in an
urban setting calls for a topological geometry. Therefore statistics studies of pedestrian
movement among transport modes, and from the station to the city centre were directed at
unravelling the false premises of the brief. The diagrams representing the data of the first
quantitative analysis of pedestrian flows showed that only a minimum part of pedestrians
made their way from the station to the city centre, whilst the great part of them only
moved within the station structure. This reshuffled the cards: the inside of the building
became the focus of attention; while in a previous stage it was the public square.58

hall spanning across the area as a columnless space floating on infrastructures. Or as
the designers describe it, “becoming infrastructure itself” (van Berkel & Bos, 1999). A
similar approach was adopted to allocate the programme: designers started shaping it by
a diagram charting the activities in the area in and around the station during twenty-four
hours.
Although the qualitative use of quantitative diagrams is not new either in architecture
or in Van Berkel’s practice, the approach adopted in the Arnhem Station Complex project
is nonetheless innovative for two reasons. The first is that it provides an unexpected
and original approach to the design of infrastructure space. This approach uses analogy
with other fields of knowledge and therefore it can be compared with scientific research
methods. Second, the flexibility of the design matches the need for a phased realisation
process and therefore promises positive results. The approach to the design of the
complex architectures above the infrastructure bundle overcomes the complex problem
of organizing the construction: disentangling the transfer hall from the ground allows the
continuation of the traffic flows during the construction period.
Although the analogy with physics is coherent to the study flows, the aim of the
analogy is to rise above the analysis of those flows by creating the space for architectural
interpretation. This kind of approach is often adopted in scientific research, where
analogies with other disciplines are used to draw parallels among elements of different
nature in order to discover similarities. In architecture analogies are often used as
sources of inspiration62, but very often too architects fall in the trap of mimesis. As Van
Dijk observes, “working with enigmatic diagrams borrowed from topology may seem
arbitrary, but so is the stacking of isolated levels in a rectangular box” (Van Dijk, 2000).

The second mistake is the ‘one-terminal concept’. By using the multi-polar diagram
of flows as input, the designers’ team translated the data into a three-dimensional
architecture model. In it, the identified flows were set along a tapestry of what looked like
cones59. Yet the designers were searching for a more solid basis to ground the design for
the transfer hall. The analogy with the Klein Bottle60, which defines a topological space,
served this purpose. “The diagram that encapsulates and advances the technical/spatial
organization is the Klein Bottle, which connects the different levels of the station area in
a hermetic way. The Klein Bottle stays continuous though the spatial transformation that
it undergoes from a surface to a hole and back again. As the ultimate outcome of shared,
motion-based relations, the Klein bottle is an infrastructure element both programmatically
and diagrammatically”.61 The use of a topological structure (instead of a Cartesian one)
brought to the development of a diagram that became the single-surface of the transfer
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Source: UN Studio, 1999.

The traffic flow analysis pointed out two other important mistakes in the formulation
of the brief. The first is that passengers moving within the station building are not a
homogeneous mass. According to their relation to transport modes they move more or
less rapidly, therefore their use of the space – and infrastructure – is non homogeneous
as well. This led to conclude that, being possible to introduce a hierarchy within the
pedestrian internal flows, some connections (e.g. taxi and the car and bicycle parking)
become secondary.

Diagram of relationships between different transport flows.
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231

Site plan.

Basement level. (20,40 m. + NAP).

Ground floor. (24,50 m. + NAP).

Upper level. (32,50 m. + NAP).

1. rails 2. transfer hall 3. bus station 4. Nieuwe
Stationsstraat 5. car tunnel 6. Willemsplein 7. new
station square and pedestrian access to city centre

1. basement cycle shelter 2. Eastern
square 3. fast food 4. ramp to parking
garage

1. check-in Schiphol Airport 2. shops 3.
pedestrian link 4. information point 5.
ramp
6. Western square

1. Nieuwe Stationsstraat 2. cartering facilities 3. void of
transfer hall 4.conference hall 5. lounge

Section East-West (through transfer hall and parking
garage).

Section North-South (through transfer hall and
parking garage).

1. parking 2.bus deck 3. ‘horizontal offices’
4. basement cycle shelter

1. parking 2.bus deck 3. ‘horizontal offices’
4. basement cycle shelter
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Source: Bureau Mijksenaar, 1999

232

Multi-link model. All stations (train, bus, car, etc.) directly intelinked cause a fragmentation of the
network of public spaces and of the urban field.

Source: Bureau Mijksenaar, 1999

Star model. All movement along a single information point implies having to make detours.
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Source: UN Studio, 1999.

234

their prominence in relation to other forms of transportation on the site, duration, links to different
programmes, and interconnections. The station area emerges from these motion studies as a
landscape of interrelated movements’.

‘Arnhem Central focuses on the finding of overlapping areas of shared parameters and common
values. Pedestrian movement, which is the one element that concerns every part involved in the
redevelopment of the location, forms that shared element. Movement studies therefore are the
cornerstone of the proposal: the analysis of the types of movement on location includes the directions
of the various trajectories,

Source: UN Studio, 1999.

Source: Ben Van Berkel, Caroline Bos (1999) Move, volume 3, Amsterdam: UN Studio & Goose Press, p. 144.
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Field of action, field of tension
The foregoing observations lead to some important reflections. To begin with,
infrastructure integration is also but not only a matter of design. It is foremost a matter of
policies and planning cultures. Nevertheless, urban designers and architects are becoming
increasingly important in the Dutch debates on the future of the spaces of mobility. They
are regularly asked to participate to symposia and specialised congresses; they receive
research and design assignments; they win competitions63. This favourable climate for
the development of an integrated urban approach to mobility discloses a field of tension.
Four forces define it: the structure of the planning context, the too often diverging
planning agendas, the decision-making processes, and the expected design products. The
context is determined by the new conditions of national planning policies. The planning
agendas include issues such as sustainable urban growth, accessibility and environmental
protection. The planning and design tasks for the territories of mobility are formulated
within these themes. The decision-making process represents the link between the first
two levels and the final products. The products are what is expected from the designer,
or what the designer proposes as a possible answer. All four aspects - thoroughly
discussed in this chapter - are characterised by a bi-polarisation between ‘dynamism’
and ‘operationalisation’. The dynamism of the planning context has a double meaning:
on one side it means openness to change; on the other it justifies the vagueness of spatial
planning policies. This duality deeply conditions the urban design and architectural
practice: if on one side it widens the working opportunities, on the other it compresses
professional certainty. As soon as the planning context stabilizes (i.e. by reaching an
agreement on the planning content), new circumstances might arise causing a spin off in
the way the planning content is conceptualised, in the way processes are conducted and in
the expected products. Furthermore the rising complexity of the planning and design task
related to mobility determines a higher level of demand Design products are expected
to be innovative in many ways: technologically, in their visual form, in their approach,
in their substance and in their timing. The challenge seems to be how technology and
urbanism are going to overlap in order to defeat by bureaucracy.

Conclusions
This chapter explored the interactions between the Dutch spatial planning systems,
the major trends in policymaking, the decision-making mechanisms and the most recent
design approaches developed by urban designers and architects in this field of practice.
At the outset, the spatial planning context has been analysed in order to understand how
the planning content is defined at governmental level. These analyses revealed that the
thorny mechanisms underlying the current planning agendas play a key role in the fuzzy
definition of mobility as an interdisciplinary design task. Similarly, it emerged that the
mono-disciplinary approach to infrastructure planning and design currently dominating
the scene is not deeply rooted in the Dutch spatial planning culture. On the contrary, it
developed since the 1960s at the heart of Dutch Modernism.
The fragmentation of planning tasks at governmental level and the changes occurring
within the planning system influence the designers’ field of action rather directly. This
is defined as a ‘field of tension’ wherein 4 forces establish the gravitational power: the
structure of the planning context, the too often diverging planning agendas, the decisionmaking processes, and the expected design products. By elaborating on this concept, I
set forth the hypothesis that the ‘field of tensions’ discloses important opportunities for
urbanism and architecture. This is not a fad, but a background swell, which overturns the
conventional wisdom about urban design: in the new constellation, the transport networks
have replaced the city block.

Therefore urban designers and architects need to be alert. Any shift from a consolidated
point within the system means a changed condition of their working field. This requires
beholding a flexible perspective. It also asks for a continuous reassessment of their design
products according to the shifts in the process. In a traditional urban design process, the
expected final product is a master plan, or the design of some architectural components
of it. In the era of ‘flow planning’64 instead, urban design products are expected to be
strategic documents steering the processes of negotiation. In most cases they are ‘inbetween outputs’, corresponding to a particular moment within the decision-making
process. Consequently, urban design products are increasingly becoming influential in
projects on mobility: their function is alternatively to inspire, promote, or give a decisive
turn the planning processes. The non-linearity of decision-making processes together
with the complexity of the design brief call for a new form of participation. The ‘field
of tension’ in which urban designers and architects are currently operating is a field of
immense opportunities for developing a genuine urban approach to mobility.
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pp. 88-90
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47. See: EUROPAN 5, design assignment for the Amsterdam site.
48. Bas Govers is a traffic planner, working at Goudappel Coffeng BV, Deventer: excerpt from an
interview, held in The Hague on 8/10/2001 and partially published in Chapter 4.
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49. The projects have been selected on the base of 4 criteria: the brief (complex urban project
related to the integration of a large-scale infrastructure); the innovative character of the design
method; the strategic use of design in steering the decision-making process; and the synergy among
traffic engineering, urban design and architecture.
50. Masterplan Vinex location at Utrecth/Vleuten-de Meern: 30.000 dwellings, 180 ha commercial
space (700.000 m2 office), facilities, public space and infrastructure. Execution: Projectbureau
Leidse Rijn: BVR (project management): Prof. Ir. Riek Bakker, Wijnand Looise); planning
departments of Utrecht and Vleuten –de Meern; Max. 1 Architects and urbanists; De Hoog ontwerp
& onderzoek; BGC; PRC; H+N+S Lanschapsarchitecten; Rijkswaterstaat; ds+V Rotterdam;
Laupman Rotterdam. Urban design team: Max.1 (Rints Dijkstra, Laura Weeber, Vincent Lo-anjoe,
Harman van der Wal, Herman Verkerk, Ivan Ivanovski) in association with Crimson (Michelle
Provoost, Wouter Vanstiphout), Juurlink & Geluk (Cor Geluk), Municipality of Utrecht (Jan de
Weerd, Enno Ebels).
51. The motorway is domain of the State Department of Roads and Waterways.
52. In the Netherlands there is a restriction on building upon motorways, for safety reasons. This
master plan started a national debate on the need to bring significant changes in this normative.
On this topic see: Frank van der Hoeven, RingRing ondergronds bouwen voor meervoudig
ruimtegebruik boven en langs de RING in Rotterdam en in Amsterdam, Dissertation, Delft
University of Technology 2001.
53. In 1995 the designers wrote: ‘In view of the scale of the plan, time emerges as a factor in the
design. The plan is being implemented in accordance with a remarkable scenario. The roofing of
the A2 is to be completed at last, as a result of which a greater coherence of Leidsche Rijn will only
become manifest in twenty years’ time. Each of the plan’s components will repeatedly change its
role and meaning as the new Utrecht unfolds.’

60. Topological space, named for the German mathematician Felix Klein, obtained by identifying
two ends of a cylindrical surface in the direction opposite that is necessary to obtain a torus. The
surface is not constructible in three-dimensional Euclidean space but has interesting properties,
such as being one-sided, like the Möebius stip; being closed, yet having no “inside” like a torus or
a sphere; and resulting in two Möebius strips if properly cut in two.
61. UN Studio (1999) MOVE. Amsterdam: UN Studio. Vol. 3; p. 145.
62. One example of the use of analogies in architecture is Le Corbusier’s famous analogy with
the bottle, the wine bin and the bottle rack. Commenting on this analogy Karina Moraes Zarzar
says, “The analogy between the bottle and the house, like many analogies that Le Corbusier used,
provoked certain shocked reactions, which made him justify some of it’s aspects: in Le Corbusier’s
words ‘A bottle may contain champagne, Beaume or just ordinary wine, but the one we are talking
about contains invariably a family, They may be rich or poor, but in any case they are just human
beings (Le Corbusier, 1953, p.44)”. Moraes Zarzar, K. (2003) Use and adaptation of precedents in
architectural design, Delft: Delft University Press; p190.
63. Designers’ skills to shape the planning content into meaningful forms is currently awarded
with numerous commissions. As a matter of fact, during the 1990s Dutch architectural and urban
design firms stated their presence internationally also thanks to their commitment in designing for
mobility.
64. Rambert, F. (2003) ‘Learning from Las Palmas’, in Architecture on the Move. Cities and
Mobilities, Paris: Institut pour la Ville en Mouvement; p. 21.

54. C. van Winkel, Leidsche Rijn and the bittersweet fruits of Vinex, in Archis 2000/7.
55. ‘The impression that Langerak is no more than a modern, attractively designed suburb for
young families with a dog, a car and a child cannot be taken to judge Leidsche Rijn as a whole. (….)
All the same, there are already signs that the flexible design strategy of the master plan is based too
much on wishful thinking.’, C. van Winkel, ibidem; p. 35.
56. Extract from an interview with architect Mathias Guller (former working at MAXWAN,
Rotterdam). 10/08/2001.
57. H. van Dijk, (2000) Architecture dissolved in infrastructure, in Archis/11 p. 12.
58. I refer to the the urban development scheme presented in 1996 by the Arnhem Station Area
Worksop (Marlies Rohmer, Peter Defesche, Niek van Vugt and Michael van Gessel); published in
in Archis/11 H. van Dijk, (2000) Architecture dissolved in infrastructure, p. 14.
59. H. van Dijk, ibidem; p. 14
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CHAPTER 4

HEAD IN THE CLOUDS,
BOOTS IN THE MUD
4 conversations with practice

This chapter presents a series of inspiring conversations with Dutch designers
and traffic experts. A traffic planner, an urban designer, a traffic engineer and an
architect describe the diverse ways to act, reflect and deliberate in the face of conflicts;
and the many forms of their persistent, imaginative questioning of planning policies,
communication strategies and design options (Schön 1983, Forester 1989:1999, Healey
1999). By discussing one of their projects , they tell about their experiences in designing
for mobility. The four stories that follow give a clue about what happens ‘ behind the
scenes’ of designers’ and engineers’ daily practice, when working in the midst of many
interested parties and within inter-disciplinary teams. Their first-hand experiences are
an eye-opener: the overall complexity of the design task concerning the contemporary
spaces of mobility - as it emerged from the analyses in the previous chapters - acquires
here more depth. By turning to the practitioner, this chapter brings to a close the first part
of the book dedicated to the study of the present.
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Introduction

“If we think of stories simply as descriptive tales, we will miss most of their
richness and significance, the challenges and opportunities, the care-full work
and the serious blindness of actual planning practice. If we are to interpret the
world of planning in order to change it, we should pay attention not just to the
partiality of planners’ stories, but also to the real moral and political work those
stories do”
John Forester, 1999

“Interviewees do not usually provide stories, but if they do you should pay
attention, because stories often communicate significant themes that explain a
topical or cultural arena. Once you notice a story, try to figure out what lesson
it is meant to communicate”
Herbert J. Rubin and Irene S. Rubin, 1995

Forester, J. 1999. The Deliberative Practitioner. Encouraging Participatory Planning Processes. Cambridge,
Massachusetts: The MIT Press; 58. Rubin, H. J. 1995. Qualitative interviewing: The art of hearing data.
London: Sage Publications; 155.
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The choice for practitioners’ accounts - instead of adopting projects as case studies
– is based on the assumption that design practice can teach theory significantly. Insightful
precedents in research endorse with this hypothesis (Mascarucci, 2001; Forester, 1999;
Healey, 1997)1. In particular, John Forester’s approach to storytelling in The deliberative
practitioner (1999) explains how we can study design practice from the ‘inside’,
which means by taking into account all aspects that create the complexity of nowadays
professional practice, and not simply focusing on some partial aspects, such as the ex
post evaluation of the designers’ products. Forester argues that if the aim of theoretical
inquiry is to influence the design practice, than it is necessary to find ways to bridge the
existing gap among theoretical assumptions and very practical choices that day in, day
out practitioners make in their work. By this, Forester invites for a reflection on who is
actually the ‘client’ of our researches. As a matter of fact, this approach seeks to establish
a fruitful dialogue between urban design practice and urban theory, between practitioners’
insightful accounts and theorists’ careful interpretations. The methodology adopted in
this chapter borrows directly from Forrester’s research. It founds on the assumption that
we are likely to find in planning and design practice far more stories that will help us to
reflect-in-action2, than we find opportunities in academic theory on urban planning and
design. However, the setting of the inquiry presented in this chapter has some differences
too. First, in The deliberative practitioner Forester’s central question is ‘how’, in our case
the question is ‘what’. Namely, what do practitioners learn from their work? What do
they learn from each other? What strategies do they adopt to communicate? And what do
they think is missing in the current design practice engaged in projects on infrastructure?
Second, whereas Forester aims at exploring how planners and designers build their
knowledge in action by proving that stories from practice can teach theory, here the fact
that design practice can teach theory is taken for granted. The aim of the dialogues with
the practitioners here is to explore how they work and reflect-in- action in the complex
field of infrastructure integration projects. And to understand how theoretical research
can contribute to support their practice. This means first to assess if the hypotheses that
I formulated at the outset of this research on the relations among urbanism mobility and
architecture (chapter 1) meet the requirements of the community of practice. Second, to
evaluate the assumptions on designers’ field of action made in chapter three. In particular,
on the ways urban designers, architects and traffic engineers react towards the restrains
brought by the shifts within the Dutch planning context. And third, to understand the
nature of the conflicts characterising infrastructure integration projects at present from
the inside of the project teams and the main difficulties that designers encounter when
working with other experts in this field of practice.
The foregoing suggests the agenda of this chapter, which has four main sections.
The first section examines near at hand the four practitioners’ reports. The first one is
offered by a senior traffic planner who tells about a project for the redevelopment of the
largest multi-modal transportation node in the Netherlands (Utrecht Central station). In
his account, the traffic engineer sets the accent on the difficulties he encountered in the
inter-disciplinary team, working with urban designers and architects. The main issue in
this first story is the (perceived) lack of a shared understanding of the design tasks and of
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the design strategies needed to guarantee the success of the project. Next, a senior urban
designer tells about a successfully accomplished yet complex project for a high-quality
public transport line (the Zuidtangent-HOV). Here the focus is on the development
of innovative design instruments and related strategies. A senior traffic engineer tells
the third story about an urban redevelopment project in which the redefinition of road
infrastructure is the key element of the briefing (Ahoy, Rotterdam). His account teaches
us not only about the communicational problems among designers and technical experts.
But also this story explains the strategic importance of framing the final goals of the
project interdisciplinary. The last conversation is with a young architect who tells about a
challenging project for the development of a secondary city centre alongside a motorway
(A2-Zone, s’-Hertogenbosch). Also in this story the accents are on the development of
innovative design instruments by means of a fruitful cooperation with traffic experts.
All four stories piece together a rather precise image of the challenges that designers
and traffic experts face at present when working on projects related to the spaces of
mobility. From the four conversations it clearly emerges that what makes such projects
so challenging is not purely a matter of technical complexity. But also the underlying
mechanisms steering the decision-making processes and the inter-disciplinary cooperation
play a key role in determining the success or failure of the integrated urban design project
on mobility. Therefore these stories suggest that a research aiming at implementing the
current design practice in this specific field ought to take into account all these aspects
jointly. The second and third sections of the chapter examine the methodological aspects
of the inquiry. Namely, I shall discuss what and how we can learn from such personal
experiences. A comparative analysis of excerpts from the four practitioners’ accounts
offers the occasion to draw parallels, as well as to reveal interesting differences among
urban designers, architects and traffic engineers’ working experience. The fourth section
explains in more detail the research methodology adopted to conduct the interviews. The
conclusions summarise the findings of this enquiry and introduce the second part of the
book, dedicated to the analysis of the thorny relationship that urbanism and architecture
developed with mobility all through the twentieth century.

4 conversations
The transportation planner: the priority number one is making the
process work.
To reflect on the mechanisms of cross-disciplinary work, we listen first to Bas
Govers, a senior advisor in transportation planning trained as a civil engineer at the Delft
University of Technology, Faculty of Civil Engineering (1988), and working since 1990
for a traffic and transport planning consultancy firm as strategic advisor for infrastructure
integration projects3. Govers’s story is about an urban renewal project in Rotterdam,
namely the transformation of a large parking lot into a multi-functional building. The
location of the project is the Zuid Plein, a business and commercial node at the Southern
fringe of Rotterdam. In this project Govers worked together with a team of architects
and urbanists. The traffic engineer tells about professional competency and professional
ethics, about the interesting correlation between the decision-making processes and the
shifting professional role of designers and traffic experts in such projects. By setting out
the context of the project, Govers describes the assignment and the reasons why he joined
the project team in a further stage of the process:
“The client, a private developer, owns two large parking lots in the Zuid Plein area in
the city of Rotterdam. The lots are close to Ahoy’, a major convention and business centre
that reaches across the national boundaries with its unique combination of congress and
meeting centre, exhibition halls and sport facilities. As the latest changes in the master
plan for the Zuid Plein district (developed by the municipal town planning department)
allow for operations of urban renewal in the areas around Ahoy’, the client wants to
develop an extensive office and leisure program, including a hotel on the site of the
parking lots. Therefore he appointed an architecture firm to design the master plan for the
area as well as some of the buildings.
Our office (traffic engineering consultancy) was asked to participate to the project
only later on, because something happened in the process. Despite of the fact that the
changes in the municipal master plan favoured the developer’s objectives, the process
of negotiation with the local town planning authorities did not go exactly the way the
developer expected. When the developer presented the master plan to the municipality, he
had a big surprise: the local town planning department was interested in the proposal, but
at the same time it put two conditions for the development of the project. The first condition
was that the large parking garage proposed by the architects’ scheme (5000 p.p.) ought
to serve not only the new development, but also the functions already present in the
area (shopping mall, convention centre, train station, offices and housing). The second
condition was that, given the entity of the project, the master plan should also take into
consideration the traffic structure of the entire district. Which means in other words, the
re-thinking of the whole system of infrastructures coming together in the Zuid Plein node.
Both conditions have a financial implication of course. Namely, the municipality explicitly
asked the private developer to share the costs of the upgrade for the infrastructures in the
area. It is under those circumstances that I joined the project team: when the local town
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planning agency asked for an integrated design project wherein infrastructure plays a
central role the developer asked for our help. Actually, my office was asked to think about
the two conditions posed by the municipality, and to help out our client –and the architects
- to realise the project”.

Next, Govers explains his approach to the project:
“When I started the project, I soon realised that there were three main issues to be
tackled: first, the structure, dimension, position and financing of the parking garage; second,
the upgrading of the quality of the public spaces and traffic nodes in the surrounding
areas; and third, the technical aspects of the design of the parking garage. By keeping
these three issues in mind, I looked at the architects’ proposal. Indeed, the parking garage
and the traffic structure were the key elements of the whole project. I thought: if we want
to realise it, the questions to address are about financing, about the phases of realisation
and about accessibility. Namely, who is going to finance the parking garage and when;
where it should be located; and which are the most appropriate technical solutions for
realising it. The choice for the strategic location of the parking garage was clearly the key
of the project. Therefore I did not try to solve first the technical questions, but my approach
was to proceed by tackling the infrastructure networks and the financial issue. Upgrading
the accessibility and quality in the Zuid Plein was important to respond strategically to the
condition posed by the local town-planning department.
The question about financing was equally important to choose the best location for
the parking garage. If we could provide good arguments for these two issues, the success
of the project would be guaranteed. I thought that the best choice would be to place the
parking facilities as an independent element in the area. In case it might not be realized in
short term, other parts of the project could still be built. For what concerns the upgrade of
the accessibility, a way to generate ‘added value’ for the public space was to eliminate the
barriers in the area, which are actually the main road networks. Looking at the assignment
as ‘integral designer’ one should consider the space of infrastructures as part of the design
task. There are mainly two ways to do so: by building on top of the road, or by integrating
the road in the urban program. For the second model there are two options: either we
could change the actual insertion of the road (by tunnelling, or by elevating it on a viaduct),
or we could re-think the function of the road. I find the second option the most challenging
one because it requires considering the possibility to intervene on the whole road system
of the Zuid Plein district. As a matter of fact, it is technically possible to reduce the negative
spatial effects of a particular segment of the road network by downgrading its function.
This means bringing it, for instance, from a maximum allowed speed of 70km/h to 50km/
h. This downgrading is achieved by operating on the structure of the large-scale road
networks, for instance with bypasses. In my opinion this approach offers the possibility to
meet both requirements of the local government. Besides, it gives more freedom to the
designers, as the downgrading of the road would reduce its size and therefore enlarge the
project area.
Another important advantage is that this solution is the most convenient in terms of
costs and realization. On the base of these considerations, our office made a proposal
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for the traffic structure of the area. During a briefing with the client we both presented our
proposals. However, the architects did not welcome our report. What happened during
this meeting is rather interesting. After the presentations of the traffic plan and the revised
master plan, the client was very confused: he had two proposals but no solution. And,
worse than that, no instrument to make decisions! We (traffic planners) came up with
a proposal based upon certain technical and financial arguments. The designers’ team
presented three variants based upon totally different arguments. By that time, it was clear
that we did not succeed in working together efficiently. Because of the way the assignment
was formulated by the client, we carried out this part of the work rather independently
from the architects. Looking back, from my side I often tried to bring my arguments to the
designers’ team in such a way that they could accept my viewpoint. Yet, it seems to me
that in this project they chose for an ‘iconic approach’. Which means essentially starting
from the image of what they want to create and then looking for ways to realise it.
Well, this choice did not help the process. For instance, the drawings presented
at the final briefing are very beautiful, but it is impossible to recognize which parts of the
plan falls under the financial responsibility of the municipality and which parts are for the
private developer’s account. Besides, there is no indication of costs and timing (phases
of realisation). When confronted with those drawings, decision makers get confused. And
they tend to conclude that the whole plan is too expensive to be realized. Therefore no
one gets what he wants! One may wonder why our report did not work as well. The point
is that decision-makers want to have a complete picture of the whole project before setting
the first step. Although it is important to know how much a parking garage costs and where
it is located, what they want to know is what it looks like when it is built. Traffic planners
cannot give them that image. Therefore although our advice is taken into consideration, it
does not have the deliberative power of an urban design project. A traffic plan alone does
not make the whole process move towards a positive end. I think that if we had produced
those drawings together with the designers’ team things would have gone differently. At
the end after long discussions, the designers reached the conclusions that our proposal
to downgrade the main road intersecting the site was the best solution. Every time I think
back to this project I think: what a waste of energy!”.

The traffic planner draws round the lesson he learned from this project:
“Arrogance frustrates the process, whatever side it might come from, whether it is
from urban design, architecture or traffic planning it does not matter. Arrogance is when
an urban designer or an architect says: this is my design and you have to make it work. Or
when a traffic planner says: this is my traffic model and you just have to accept it. In my
opinion we should stop with this nonsense. The point is not so much to find overlapping
competences among our disciplines, but to search together for the best solution that can
make the process work, because today processes are the most important thing. And
design products play – or can play - a key role in making a process a success or a failure.
The success of such projects depends on the type of products and on the timing of their
presentation in the decision-making process. Because ‘wrong’ products, or products
presented at the wrong moment, can have a very negative impact on the process. I’m
experiencing this problem in one project I’m currently working at, together with architects
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and urban designers. The processes steering integrated urban projects are nowadays too
complex and dynamic to allow such a waste of time, energy and money. We should be
able to produce integral-planning concepts more efficiently than we actually do. I mean,
integrated design products that visualize cross-disciplinary knowledge by making visible
all the facets that determine a successful plan in a language that can be understood by
non-designers.
Such drawings might help demonstrating the internal and external logic of each part
and consequently the order of priority that must be followed in discussing their realization.
It is not a question of simplifying, but of clarifying the relationships between infrastructural
elements and urban development. I think that the main task for traffic planners and
engineers at present is to become strategists: we need to guide the internal processes,
by creating a better communication with designers. As traffic planners, our task in future
should be to create a synergy among the technical knowledge of our discipline, the design
knowledge of urbanism and architecture and the underlying decisional mechanisms of the
planning processes. On the other hand, the designers’ task is to administrate creatively
the complexity of data and information generated within the process. I see designers and
traffic planners equally as strategists complementary to each other. What I learned from
this project is that we need to work differently than we actually do in order to achieve
better results. I believe in the possibility to introduce integral planning concepts in the
segregated world of infrastructures. Concepts that explain clearly to all participants to
the decision-making process what are the qualitative relationships between mobility and
urban program, and between private and public space”.

protagonists. Architects and urban designers interpret the assignment in spatial and social
terms (the project represents a good occasion to give a new identity to a rather important
urban centre). The transportation planner looks at the assignment in a functionalistic and
pragmatic perspective. These two worldviews could be complementary, yet the story
clearly shows a climate of competition. Actually, the communicational gap between the
engineer and the designers is an a-priori refusal of each other’s strategies. This is what
prevents the cross-disciplinary cooperation in the project. In other words, the different
attitudes towards the design assignment create fragmentation instead of added value to
the project. What does the transportation planner think is missing in current practice
for infrastructure integration? In the final part of the story, he reflects not only on his
field of action, but on the designers’ one too. Namely, he indicates the need to develop
new design instruments in order to steer the decision-making processes in the kinds of
projects involving the integration of infrastructures. These instruments would allow the
designers not only to develop new types of projects. But also to introduce the ‘right
design products’ at the right moment as the process unfolds. According to his personal
view, these instruments should merge the cross-disciplinary knowledge within the project
team. However, the transportation planner claims that designers should take care of this
development. As they have the skill to visualise the process while it unfolds and to draft
a synthesis of all specialists’ interventions.

Let us now briefly analyse the story according to the set of questions previously
introduced. What do practitioners learn from their work? In this account, the transportation
planner seems to learn that understanding the mechanisms of the process is the essence
of professional participation to the process itself. Rather than applying directly his own
expertise to solve the problem for which he is actually hired, the traffic planner tries
to act as a strategist by approaching the brief from a strategic perspective. Instead of
simply telling the client how to make a parking garage of the required dimensions, the
traffic planner tells the client how he can save money and time in realising that part of
the project. The strategy is twofold. Firstly the advisor highlights the part of the projects
that are causing a conflict among decision-makers. Subsequently, he provides answers
to these issues by referring to his field of specialisation that is the strategic planning of
infrastructure networks. In other words, the traffic planner uses his expertise in a strategic
way. What do practitioners learn from each other?
This is a story about conflicts more than about successful cooperation. However, the
transportation planner admits the need to work with designers in order to develop a strong
product, which can steer the decision-making process. What strategies do practitioners
adopt to communicate with each other? In this project the transportation planner not
only builds up his arguments by referring mainly to his specialist knowledge. But also
he communicates with the designers by using a rather technical jargon. However, the
sequence of the events within the story reveals that the lack of mutual understanding has
little to do with jargons. Instead, it tells us a great deal about the different worldviews of the
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Zuid Plein, Rotterdam. Project site.
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Zuid Plein, Rotterdam. Study of the accessibility of the district made by the architects’ team.
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Source: Alelier Goudappel Coffeng, The Hague

Zuid Plein Project, Rotterdam. Examples of the
traffic planner ‘s analyses and design proposals. On
this page: diagram of traffic distrubution (origin and
destination of automotive traffic; maximum traffic
intensity). Next page: the design proposal, which
includes a new traffic structure; a changed layout of
the roads flanking the project site and the indication
for the strategic locations of the parking facilities.
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MODEL 1

35,000 m2/level

Leisure

70,000 m2

+0m to + 6m

Roof parking

65,000 m2 = 2400 pp

+ 18m

Parking

35,000 m2 = 1600 pp

+12m to +15m

Source: MAXWAN (Max 68), Rotterdam.

258

Zuid Plein Project, Rotterdam. Above: example of the architects’ studies for the positioning of
the parking facilities. The architects considered 4 scenario’s : 1. parking spread over the area;
2. spread but well organised; 3. agglomerated; 4. concentrated. Each scenario has been then
translated in a design models.
Below: schematic crosssection of one of the 4 models developed by the architects’ team (height
stretched).
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Zuid Plein, Rotterdam. Sketch model of the traffic planners’ proposal.
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Source: Alelier Goudappel Coffeng, The Hague
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Zuid Plein, Rotterdam. Sketch model of the architects’ proposal.
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The urban designer: design strategies before thinking products
Consider now Germaine Sanders’ report of the project for the Zuidtangent, a highquality public transport line (HOV) 4 connecting Amsterdam with the international
Schiphol airport (1997-2001). Sanders is a senior architect and urban designer, formerly
employed at a renowned urban design and architecture firm5. She studied architecture and
urbanism at the Delft University of Technology, Faculty of Architecture (1986). At the
outset, the urban designer explains the reason why she chose to talk about this particular
project:
“The Zuidtangent is a paradigmatic project for me as it brings together all kinds of
challenges that you can imagine in projects where infrastructure and traffic engineering
are involved. Besides, this is one of the few projects of this kind actually being built in the
Netherlands”.

Next, the urban designer describes the conditions that brought her interdisciplinary
team to get this commission. Consequently, she illustrates the design tasks defined by the
original briefing:
“In 1998 we won an international design competition. Our project team included
urban designers, architects, landscape architects, traffic engineers and industrial
designers. The assignment was to present a proposal for the stations along the planned
route. In particular, we were asked to work on the section of the line called Kerntraject,
which is 25 kilometres long and it goes from Haarlem-Schalkwijk via Hoofddorp en
Schiphol-Centrum to Schiphol-Noord. The total cost of the project is ca. € 275 mln. The
construction of the backbone infrastructure started in 1994 and it was finished by the end
of the year 2001. In the competition briefing, the organizers had used the slogan “HOV2”,
by which they indented to stress the high qualitative level of the public transport line. HOV2
could be translated as a super high quality public transport line.”

As the story unfolds, it becomes clear that the slogan ‘HOV2’ created misunderstandings
especially among the decision-makers, who thought at first to share the same vision of
what that slogan meant, but they did not. The urban designer explains:
‘Our problems started when we asked our commissioners to define the content of
the design brief more precisely. Since our first meeting, it was clear that this was not an
easy task. The clients thought to know what ‘high quality’ is just because they visited
some European cities where high quality public transport lines have been already realised
(Strasburg, Grenoble, Lyon). But when they started to work on formulating the brief for
the Zuidtangent project, nobody new what ‘high quality’ really stood for. Therefore our
approach was rather provocative. We said: ok, you want a super-high-quality public
transport line (which our clients labelled HOV2); we think that here we can reach even a
HOV3! And then they asked: what do you mean? This provocation helped us to create the
space for our research”.
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By recounting the process, Sanders clarifies why her team needed to design strategies
before thinking products in order to effectively reframe the conditions of/for the project
at hand:
“As soon as we received the informational material to start the project we understood
that the ‘HOV2 concept’ was rather empty. In the best case, it stood for the exact application
of the traffic planning and engineering doctrine for high-quality public transport systems.
Which means to apply strictly the rules of traffic engineering without any mediation with the
spatial morphology and the particular conditions of the places directly related to the public
transport line. In order to explain this to our clients and to the traffic experts, we needed to
make clear what an interdisciplinary notion of quality could be. Therefore we adopted the
strategy to let them first present their ideas about quality and to react upon them. These
were very interesting meetings! For instance, the traffic safety expert looks at the plan
made by the traffic planner and says: no way! Multilevel crossings are socially unsafe
for pedestrians, especially at night. The town planner of one local municipality adds:
multilevel crossings create a barrier in the urban fabric therefore we cannot accept this
solution. By bringing forward their considerations, elaborated from the standpoint of their
field of knowledge, all actors participating to the project started to realise the complexity
of the notion of quality by discussing the various aspects of the issue of ‘crossing’. These
open confrontations brought us closer to discuss urban quality in its complexity.
During those meetings, I noticed that if we (the designers’ team) were able to
formulate our arguments clearly, then the traffic engineers were keener on reviewing their
technical solution by taking into account the spatial consequences of their proposals.
This made the debate very interesting for me. Because we could discuss the difference
between the fixed design guidelines for the route and the parts that could be modified in
order to optimise the spatial quality of the infrastructure and its surroundings. In general,
the argument that I used to discuss with the traffic engineers is that ‘high quality’ in
urban design means avoiding creating physical and social barriers within the urban
fabric. Parallel, they explained to me that this goes against the HOV principles according
to which a high quality transport line is an autonomous system that guarantees rapid
connections. In simple words, this means that creating separate viaducts or bypasses is
not a problem; on the contrary it is welcomed. Clearly in their ‘specialism’ quality means
something else than in mine. The technical quality of such transportation system means
optimal functioning of the system itself. Spatial quality, instead, means creating a balance
between the built environment and social interactions. Only when accepting each other’s
differences we could work together. The problem was how. Normally, as urban designer
you would use general arguments to talk about spatial quality, but if you proceed in that
way you’ll never get anywhere in projects like this one. In order to make a program of
requirements that all actors can understand, you have to proceed interdisciplinary. You
need to listen carefully to find out what other experts think about a certain problem. This
helps you to understand what is relevant for other disciplines, as well as it forces you to
make clear what is relevant for yours. If the traffic planners’ starting requirement is to have
a continuous roadway, evenly width along the whole line and you do not agree you have
first to understand their arguments. Consequently, you should make visible for them how
and why you think it could be solved otherwise’.
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Working on this strategy, Sanders’ team developed ideas, which led to the invention
of new design and decision-making instruments. These instruments summarise crossdisciplinary knowledge, as Sanders points out:
“When we started the project, we received a large the amount of data from our
clients: background information about the high-quality public transport line, the program of
requirements, the local planning regulations, etc. However, there was no connectedness
among these pieces of information. For instance, the construction of some parts of the
route was already started by the time our project was taking place. Besides, the whole line
crosses various municipalities, each one with ongoing plans related to this project. The
quantity and the diversity of information urged us to find a way to order it efficiently, so
that we – or other participants to the project – could retrieve a specific piece of information
and place it against a more objective context. This was a necessary step to take. As
we were aware that the project asked for the development of alternative scenarios and
that we needed instruments to allow cross-disciplinary comparisons and evaluation.
Consequently, our first step in the project was to arrange the information primarily for
us, and secondarily for the participants to the process. By this we actually developed
an instrument that we are still using for other projects as well. We called it ‘the visual
matrix’ because it uses exclusively a graphic representation of data. The advantage of
using drawings instead of texts is that graphic communication is more immediate and
somehow clearer than written language. The example that I mentioned afore, the one in
which the clients could not find a common definition of ‘quality’ to describe the content of
the briefing explains this point rather well. With the visual matrix we worked at creating
a framework that is understandable for all participants. To this purpose, we adopted a
cross-disciplinary graphic language. That means that we combined technical data, local
planning regulations, financial aspects and urban design guidelines.
The visual matrix has two functions: it provides the basis for a the definition of the
technical and functional program of requirements for the high-quality transport line, as
well as for the stations areas and surroundings; and it summarizes different kinds of data
in a visual way. The visual matrix is therefore the instrument that we used to summarize
all relevant data and make them visually clear to all participants in the process. Within
the matrix data is classified in three categories, namely kind, dimension and adaptation.
The category ‘kind’ defines the typology of all physical elements of the projects (urban
program, buildings, infrastructure and landscape). ‘Dimension’ defines the measure
of each element along the route. And ‘adaptation’ gives information about the state
of art of each element (i.e. public works under constructions, or master plans for new
developments). We produced three matrixes: (a) The matrix for the stations, (b) The matrix
for the civil engineering works, and (c) the matrix for the urban integration concept (a
series of longitudinal sections). In these diagrams, we divided the public transport line into
sections. These sections are not hierarchically ordered, but they define clear project areas
whose design will influence the whole plan.
The visual matrix is a work in progress, a general framework of reference wherein
each actor can position its partial contribution within a larger context. The matrixes have
two major characteristics: flexibility and synthesis. The idea is that the visual ‘databases’
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can grow during the design process and that at the end of the process the matrix will
represent schematically the whole integral project step by step. Therefore I define the
matrix as a flexible instrument: whenever information changes, the matrix changes as
well. The synthesis is achieved by means of a clear visual representation of data, together
with a good argumentation. In one glance it is possible to see connectedness and at the
same time understand the larger programmatic frame of each section. In such complex
design process, whereby everything else has to do with everything else and where the
understanding of these links determines the qualitative level of the final project, it is
fundamental to have such an instrument. I believe that sharing information is the key
to success for any integrated design process. In order to get the design process started
it is necessary to assess integrally all requirements and conditions. The effort in this
project was not to produce a traditional master plan as an end product, but to produce
an instrument that can be used by different actors at the same time. With the matrix we
wanted to provide in the shortest time possible not only the essential information, but first
and foremost an instrument of assessment for that information.
Therefore in this project, the series of matrixes have been used to map out the
most important aspects for the decision-making process. As I already said, the visual
matrix was needed because of the particularly complex process. As a matter of fact the
Zuidtangent is 25 km long and it crosses a variegated territory - from inner-city to polder
landscape - where at the time of the project the local governments where already busy
discussing urban planning developments alongside the route. In summary, I recall three
major problems in this project for which the use of the visual matrix turned out to be a good
strategic choice: (a) the construction of infrastructure was already going on since 1994;
(b) along the trajectory of the new high-quality public transport line there where various
interfering plans; and (c) there was not a common program of requirements for the whole
route.
In this project the visual matrix became a planning strategy for us. Let me make
some practical examples to explain this point. For instance, the insertion and lay out of
the track was a major issue of debate with the engineers. Parts of the infrastructure works
were already there when we started the project. It was therefore important to build our
qualitative arguments in such a way to allow, eventually, a discussion about the possible
demolition of some parts of the infrastructure that were not fitting within the general plan.
This meant to conduct an interdisciplinary study to determine the impact of the insertion of
the track at each section of the route and to study the materialization of the stations. The
other question was how to define the spatial quality of the stations. In the most general and
technical definition, a high-quality transport stop is a multi-modal node. Well, this definition
was not enough for us to define the spatial quality, also because not all station would meet
this requirement (some of them are located in peripheral sites). But if we wanted to argue
that there are other requirements to take into account as well, then we needed to show
these requirements as clearly as possible to the transportation experts. I mean we needed
to argue by using our instruments as urban designers.
For instance, if I think that the spatial ‘high quality’ should be constant along the
whole line, then I should show to the traffic planners that it is not important to create
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a differentiation (hierarchy) among the stations according to the amount of users they
have. The consequence of such statement is to design all stops along the line according
to the same qualitative standards. As I believe that the number of passengers should
define the type and amount of program that can be absorbed by each station, but it
should not determine a hierarchy of the spatial qualities among the stations. At the end,
by constructing my arguments with the support of the visual matrix, I finally succeeded
in convincing our clients that it was necessary to make a specific master plan for each
station. Another important example of the application of the matrix is the design of the
length profile of the route. The cross-sections within the visual matrix revealed that the
morphology of the route was not so uninterrupted as the clients thought it to be. The track
had many more multilevel crossings and freestanding lanes than a high-quality transport
line would allow. This morphological diversity risked jeopardizing the development of an
efficient transportation system with the established quality criteria. Therefore we looked
very carefully at the longitudinal cross-section: the shape of the main route recalled the
image of a stretched roller coaster, where the loops and corkscrews were the viaducts and
tunnels”.

Next, the urban designer introduces the second strategic tool that was developed in
the context of this project:
“This analogy brought us to the idea of the ‘Dynamic Surface’ on which we based
our design proposal for the spatial qualities of the route. From the first intuitive comparison
between the morphology of the length-profile of the infrastructures and a roller coaster,
we moved to the analysis of the route. We discovered abrupt and smooth points, light
and dark sections, slow and fast segments. In our proposal for the insertion and lay out
of the whole route we used those images as a reference. The route, therefore, became
a dynamic surface that unfolds not only in the horizontal plane, but also it varies in the
vertical alignments. The concept of the ‘dynamic surface’ allowed us to make a clear
distinction between the spaces below and above the infrastructural elements, so that we
could develop specific design guidelines for both. In our proposal, the spaces under the
track belong to the category of functional infrastructure, whereas the spaces above the
track belong to the public domain. In order to stress the difference between the spatial
qualities of the two types of space we worked with colours: the spaces underneath the
track are materialised in black and white, and the public spaces (stations) are treated
with bright colours. This is a sort of visual code: black and white means that you are on or
under the dynamic surface (tracks), and the bright colours announce that you are crossing
the public domain. The choice of colours for the materialization of the infrastructural deck
belongs to a design strategy aiming at creating continuity along the line and at giving
the Zuidtangent its own identity in the landscape. Therefore we can say that the design
approach we chose is both technical and aesthetic.
The system we developed counts a certain number of recognizable components.
These are: the track (horizontal and vertical alignments); the structure supporting the
track; the zebra pattern of the station platforms (the Zuidtangent symbol); the ad-hoc
insertion of the track (on plane surface, tunnel or dock) combined with a standardized
water drainage system; the platforms; the materialization of the platform; the stations
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(including the undulated roof); the program of requirements for each station; wind and
water protections; and the construction and materialization of the protection fences, sound
barriers, lighting systems and furniture. The key concepts for the composition of these
elements are: minimum use of pace for the track, maximal use of the public space and
the design of attractive and sensational stations with a clear identity. In the negotiated
acceptable quality level of the high-quality public transport line, continuity and identity
play an important role. Our argument is that the Zuidtangent claims space, but it gives
also an added quality back. In first place this quality concerns an improved accessibility
of the locations along the line. To explain the importance of this aspect we used a twofold
strategy: continuity for the longitudinal profile, flexibility for the cross-sections. The
continuity of the longitudinal profile of the route is decisive for the recognition of the system
from the landscape. And the flexibility of the cross-section (thus each station has a specific
one) is determinant for the spatial qualities of the infrastructure and its direct surroundings,
therefore for the accessibility and attractiveness of the station. Therefore we developed for
each station a specific master plan”.

In rounding off the story, Sanders reflects upon the lessons she learned in this
project:
“I certainly learned a lot in this project. First and foremost I learned how our
instruments of morphological and technical analysis turned out to be strategic tools. At
the end, by using the series of visual matrixes and the concept of the ‘dynamic surface’
we succeeded in positively influence the decision-making process. What seemed almost
impossible to achieve at the outset of the project, became reality. Now that the project is
built I’m satisfied of the results, in particular the fact that the commissioners agreed upon
a common program of requirements for the whole line and for the specific master plans
for the stations”.

This story is rather rich of lessons as it tells about an intensive learning process where
the protagonist is aware of her role in the planning process, both in relation to the decision
makers and to the other experts within the project team. We perceive this awareness from
the priorities she sets in recounting the design process. The first priority is to help the
clients realising the imprecision of the original briefing. Second, to show decision makers
the fuzziness of the process. And third, to discuss experts from other disciplinary fields
the spatial consequences of their technical statements. These strategic actions are taken
on the base of a strategy that takes into account the complexity of the project. One of
the most interesting aspects of this approach to the project is that innovative instruments
are invented in order to set up different strategies. The ‘visual matrix’ and the ‘dynamic
surface’ are analytical and design tools at the same time. The first one orders all data and
allows sharing information within the cross-disciplinary team. It is developed as a tool
to visualise the different value systems of all participants to the project. The Dynamic
Surface provides a spatial framework to assess the overall quality of each section of the
project in relation to the general program of requirements. It is designed to provide a
set of guidelines for the composition of the architectural elements in the project. These
instruments assist the urban designer during the design process to set up an interdisciplinary
framework of reference. Such framework is indispensable for re-defining the design task
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so to allow a common understanding of the priorities in the process. The story suggests
that if designers are able to formulate their arguments comprehensively, then the traffic
engineers are keener on reviewing their technical design as well as to take into account
the spatial consequences of their choices. In other words, the cross-disciplinary learning
process in such projects passes through a revision of each professional jargon in a wider
perspective. As I understand it, the lesson this experience teaches us is that we can shape
our own design instruments by developing them as strategies.

Source: VHP, Rotterdam 1999

Zuidtangent. Artist impressions of the project.
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Source: VHP, Rotterdam 1999
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1. BUSINESS PARK

2. ‘BIRCH LINE’

3. ‘BLUE TUBE’

4. ROLLER COASTER

5. PARKWAY

6. ‘NEIGHBORHOOD
WINDOW’

7. ‘EVENTS STRIP’
On this page: Diagram of the Zuidtangent. Right: Thematic cross sections indicating the
relationship of the route with its surroundings.

8. BOULEVARD

9. TOWN CENTRE
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VISUAL MATRIX 1

Source: VHP, Rotterdam 1999.

STATE OF THE ART CONSTRUCTIONS ALONG THE LINE.
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Source: VHP, Rotterdam 1999
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VISUAL MATRIX 2
INVENTARIZATION OF THE VERTICAL ALLIGNMENTS OF THE HIGH-QUALITY PUBLIC
TRANSPORT LINE

LEGENDA CONTEXT

LEGENDA INTENSITY
EXISTING

QUALITATIVELY URGENT

RURAL CONTEXT

WELL DESIGNED

STRATEGICALLY URGENT

(SEMI)INDUSTRIAL CONTEXT

NOT WELL DESIGNED

QUALITATIVELY AND
STRATEGIGALLY URGENT

NOT DESIGNED
DESIGN TO BE REVISED
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DYNAMIC SURFACE

PRINCIPLE CROSS SECTIONS

Source: VHP, Rotterdam 1999

DESIGN THEMES
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Source: VHP, Rotterdam 1999
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The traffic engineer: recognizing the space of the other
Consider now the story told by a senior traffic engineer, formerly employed at a Dutch
traffic planning and consultancy firm. Pieter Onderwater is specialised in the design of
public transport networks. He graduated at the Delft University of Technology, Faculty
of Civil Engineering in 1988 and since than he worked in the Dutch practice. Onderwater
talks about one of the most important and conflicting projects of his carrier, the Utrecht
Central Project. The project took place in 1996-1997:
“The Utrecht Central Project (UCP) is a long-term urban redevelopment plan for
the modernization and expansion of the city centre of Utrecht. A the outset, the project
coordinator (a well-known Dutch urbanist) assembled an interdisciplinary project team
consisting of two urban design firms6, one traffic engineering consultant, and some
experts in real estate and management. Within the group, I was the only traffic expert.
At the beginning of the process we were having weekly half-day working sessions with
the whole project team. Twenty people formed the project team, where each one of us
had a specific task. For instance, one of the urban design firms was in charge of making
drawings and schemes of synthesis after each meeting. These ‘working sketches’ served
both as summaries as well as indicators of the design process. The other urban design
firm had the task to inspire the design process by developing spatial concepts and threedimensional visualisations. My task was to take care of the complex transport bundle above
and underground the station. I also had to produce sketches and check the proposed
changes in the existing traffic and transportation networks by means of computer models.
We used these different reports to start up the discussion each time we met”.

UCP Project, Utrecht. (top) Insertion of the project in
the existing situation. (below) Diagram indicating the
volume of the new program located above and below the
infrastructure bulk.

Source: MAXWAN, Rotterdam

Next, Onderwater depicts the conflicting atmosphere he experienced during these
sessions:
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“The biggest conflict during the meetings with the project team was about the design
of the entrance of the tunnel for the bus terminal located underground (below the railway
station). According to the chief urbanist in charge, the way I had designed it was not
correct. Her criticism was twofold. On the one side, she could not cope with the ‘ugliness’
of my technical solution. On the other, I was consuming precious space for developing the
buildings on top of the tunnel. I tried to explain that busses could not make right angles
and therefore the entrance of the bus terminal should be designed in the way I did, with a
bending radius of 50 meters at least. It did not work; we could not understand each other.
Therefore I changed my strategy. The next meeting I started talking purely about traffic
norms and design guidelines for traffic safety. Though I knew that this was not fair (as the
designers did not know those norms), I did it anyway because I thought it was important
to ensure that the future users of the underground bus terminal could feel comfortable and
safe. However, I have to admit that when I used technical arguments to discuss my ideas
with architects and urbanists, it did not work as well. Maybe I was not clear, maybe they
did not want to listen…Anyway, as I still believed in the importance of making the tunnel
safe, during one of these work-sessions I stated that the traffic norms for the design of
the tunnel entrance must be strictly applied. Although I knew that there is a substantial
difference between the maximum bending radius (100 meters) and the minimum norm (50
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meters), I started by proposing the maximum norm as the absolute limit to be respected.
I did that to defend what I believed was important for achieving the best quality of the
project. And I knew I was exaggerating. But I also knew that if I had set those limits lower
(by taking the minimum norm as the point of reference), than the designers would have not
taken them seriously. Or in the best case, they would have fought to set that norm lower.
In a way, I perfectly understand their point: given the limited amount of space, they were
trying to gain ground for developing the large program of buildings defined in the design
brief. By minimizing the space for infrastructure, the design of buildings would have been
much freer. Yet, with my little knowledge of construction, I thought it was possible to lay
a tunnel in such a way that the structural grid for the buildings is absolutely free from
constrains and the tunnel is safe. A good example that this is possible is the Donau City
Project in Vienna. The point was to design it together…”

While listening to the traffic engineer’s strategy, the key issues of this conflict start
to become clear. However, to make sure that we follow the development of his strategy,
Onderwater adds:
“I try to explain a bit better the two norms story. A bus can use different turning angles
depending on the driving speed. If the bus driver is very good and drives very slowly, than
it could even be possible to design such a turning with a bending radius of 25 meters.
But such a narrow entrance would not give to the passengers a safe feeling. Such tunnel
would be too narrow, especially if located underground. So, by keeping the user’s comfort
into account the turning angle for the bus should be at least 30 meters. If you want to make
it really comfortable for both the bus driver and the users, than it’s 50 meter the minimum
standard. And if you have a considerable amount of busses in the terminal and you want
to allow a certain speed, than the turning angle for the bus can go up to 70 or even 100
meters. When I tried to explain these things, designers seemed not to be so interested in
listening. This was clear when they came up with the design of the tunnel entrance with a
turning angle of 20 meters. After all I had explained….
My first reaction was: ok, let’s start again. I thought I could convince them that it
was an absurd proposal. We discussed endlessly for hours. At the end, exhausted I said:
fine, your plan will never work! And I left the meeting. The next session, the designers’
reaction was unexpected. Finally they took me seriously. And we started to work together.
At the end we designed a very nice underground bust station. I wonder why it had to
cost so much energy from both sides. It is strange, because we all wanted to make the
best project within the given conditions. We all wanted a high qualitative level of the bus
terminal. I worked to design a bus terminal that could have a good quality and where the
users could feel comfortable. Besides, I wanted to make sure that the bus driver could
have a good visual corner entering the tunnel. After all, safety is also a matter of spatial
quality, isn’t it?”.

Let us analyse this story. Interestingly, it does not tell much about the project itself,
therefore if compared to the previous ones it does not teach anything new about design
approaches and strategies. Utrecht Central Station is Holland’s main public transport
‘hub’ and it has been declared ‘mainport’ by the Dutch government. In this project,
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the inter-disciplinary team’s overall task was to design the complex intersection of a
shopping mall, the station itself, the bus and tram terminal and an additional program
of offices and housing. This resulted in a multi layer urban structure with public space
on four different levels and hosting a program of 60.000 m2 of offices, apartments and
semi-public facilities. However, the traffic engineer’s story talks about a detail: the
entrance of the underground bus terminal. Such choice might be interpreted in two ways:
as a limited view of the design task, or as I believe as the most sincere declaration of
a certain frustration that built up in the whole design process. As a matter of fact, this
personal experience proves something very important: the limitations of seeing things in
black and white. When we look at conflicts like this one, instinctively we search for the
causes that create them. Put positively, this story evidences how conflicts in the midst
of different professional fields are in fact learning processes. Namely, we learn that the
practitioners’ incapability - or unwillingness – to communicate in a comprehensive way
the motivations for specific choices beyond technical jargons is not a very useful strategy.
Indeed, this attitude jeopardizes professional trust. During the first phase of the project,
the conflicts seem to derive mainly from the incapability to listen and to communicate.
The designers’ team as well as the engineer play an active role in creating such absence
of communication.
The object of the dispute - the entrance of the underground bus terminal - is actually
secondarily in the story and most probably in the project as well. What really matters
is the cultural gap between the traffic engineer and the designers. From both sides,
the proposals for each specific design solution are formulated on the basis of monodisciplinary arguments, as well as the criticism upon them is. The engineer’s and the
designers’ different cultural and professional backgrounds prevail upon the common goal
of the project team: to develop the best project possible for the underground bus terminal.
Therefore arguments are set up without taking into account all necessary parameters
to open a fruitful discussion. The designers’ team searches for the optimal solution to
design the bus terminal and the buildings above its deck and the traffic engineer looks
for the safest technical solution to design the entrance of the bus terminal. Evidently,
although they share the same design brief, they do not share the same goal. The conflict
therefore, goes far beyond a communicational mismatch. It points out a lack of trust,
which hinders the exchange of knowledge that is needed to develop an integrated design
solution to utter both goals. The way I understand this conflict is that there is a problem
of intellectual power, which prevents the team to work efficiently. Namely, there is a lack
of ‘transparency’ in the design process. Transparency means to remove the monopoly of
knowledge from one field of expertise and make it accessible for all disciplines working
in the project. In order to do so, there must be a basic level of professional trust, being
this reliance as important for the effectiveness of the process as the coordination of its
political and financial resources. As Forester points out, recognising the legitimacy of
the other’s standpoint is the first step towards an integrated planning and design process
(Forester, 1999: 109).
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UCP Project, Utrecht. Cross- sections of the new station area and related functions. Notice the position of the bus terminal below street level. Next pages: study models. The
cut-outs give the office program the necessary light, a public façade visible from the terminal void and daylight in the transport terminal below.
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Source: MAXWAN, Rotterdam
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Source: MAXWAN, Rotterdam.
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The architect: creating intersections
The last conversation is with Mathis Güller, a young Swiss-trained architect who
practiced in the Netherlands since 1995 as project leader in a Rotterdam-based urban
design and architecture firm. After recounting his more general point of view on the value
of infrastructure integration projects, Güller talks about the challenges of designing for
mobility at present. At the outset, the architect introduces the location of the project:
“The projects around infrastructure are a real challenge for architects. Namely, the
challenge is to create fruitful interactions among political power(s), financial resources and
interdisciplinary knowledge. The project I will talk about took place in 1998. It is a largescale urban development across the national motorway A2 in the city of ‘s-Hertogenbosch
(the capital of Brabant). ‘s-Hertogenbosch is an administrative and commercial centre
and, after the four major cities in the Randstad, one of the premier office locations in
the Netherlands. New employment prospects are opening in the high-tech and services
sector. At the heart of this progress lies an attractive development policy. This policy is
designed to provide existing and new businesses with the needed infrastructures, so
that economic objectives can be combined with an active community role as a partner
in attractive urban projects. Yet, ‘s-Hertogenbosch is a city that can hardly expand or
hardly has future possibilities to renovate itself by implosion or expansion. The city has a
fine-grained historical centre with few large areas for operations of urban renewal. At the
outskirts, the city has very little possibilities to expand given the morphology of the territory
(there is a green belt around the city, which is a natural protected reservation area). So
there is not much choice for such a city, as for many other cities in the Netherlands, than
to operate within a space that is already occupied by heavy infrastructures. In the case
of this project, the A2 motorway and the ZW canal represent the heavy infrastructure
bundle. The A2 motorway is the backbone linking the major service centres around
Amsterdam and Utrecht and the modern technological and commercial complexes of
North-East Brabant and South Limburg. As a hub of commerce, services and knowledge,
‘s-Hertogenbosch is keen to continue taking advantage of its strategic location along
the A2 international transportation corridor. According to a nationwide study (TNO Delft,
1999), ‘s-Hertogenbosch has the most promising economic prospects of all cities in
the Netherlands. And the city is working hard to live up to this challenge. In the coming
decades the population of ‘s-Hertogenbosch is set to grow to 160,000 inhabitants, with the
number of jobs easily pass the 100,000 mark. Therefore the local planning agency strives
to develop new residential areas, office locations, business parks and infrastructure”.

Next, the architect introduces the briefing of the project:
“The design task was very clearly defined by our client, the local town planning
department. However, we were asked to develop a project nearly seeing the impossible:
a secondary city centre in an area where there will be an expansion of the A2 motorway,
to be twice as wide as it is now and the development of a large waterway. We were asked
to design a new urban centre with residential units, services, offices and recreational
facilities and to respect the limits of the provincial ecologic zone crossing the project area.
This entire program should be developed exactly in the same space where the heavy
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infrastructure bulk lies, which is filled with noise and air pollution. Facing such a challenge,
one can only consider a completely integral approach, because one cannot design a
motorway independently from the urban development and environmental requirements.
And parallel, there is no way to design a new urban core along the motorway without
considering the whole impact of the infrastructures on it. Basically, our approach was
to define the a project where most possibilities can be created or most space can be
gained between the space reserved for urban development and the space reserved for
infrastructures. Schematically, we said that the urban design occupies this much space
and the infrastructure bulk occupies this much space: the art then is to find the best
interface between these two worlds, the one that better redefines the spatial and functional
possibilities for both.
The whole project was based upon this search for the best interface between the
infrastructure development, the urban development and the preservation of the natural
areas. The design of the secondary city centre on the A2 motorway itself was not an
issue for us. The design of a bridge, or deciding the exact position of some particular
buildings was not the real important issue in this project. It was only an issue to work very
hard together with the traffic engineers in order to understand that possibilities to create
the interface between apparently conflicting programs, its constraints and potentials.
Our assumption was: as soon as the motorway runs through the city, you have to make
it become a part of it. Yet, to turn this beautiful idea into practice we had to solve a
series of problems. In first place how to protect the residential areas from the noise of
the motorway, while at the same time solving the problem of the continuity of the city
across the infrastructure bulk. Second, we were facing the problem of constructing so
close to the motorway and at the same time trying to make it look like a piece of the city
rather that the city behind a noise wall. Therefore we had first to establish where noise
screens are essential, and then to figure out which potential solution would solve the
noise question and the crossing question at the same time. We found a solution to these
complex problems by transforming the noise screens into a green hill, which in a way is
just a tilted ground level flanking the heavy infrastructures and sloping gently towards the
waterfront. The solution of the tilted ground level allows an interesting setting for the urban
development as well. You don’t build behind a seven meters high screen, but you can use
the hill to contain part of your program. This is a good example of what I mean when I talk
about creating ‘the interface’.
All through the design process our efforts went very much in creating the possibility
to evaluate different scenarios for the best model of urban development from a technical,
spatial economic and social perspective. These scenarios, as I said, are expressed by the
notion of ‘interface’. We knew that if the interface would work, than everything else would
be easier. For instance, here are some positive consequences of the tilted ground level.
First, we gained more space for developing the required housing and office program.
As the undesired and harming effects of the A2 motorway were drastically reduced, we
could propose the municipality to add more housing (in total 2000 units). Second, thanks
to the buffering of the green slopes we could build higher along the waterway, which was
impossible before because of noise restrictions. And third, as the tilted ground level could
be easily crossed, we gave back to the city a valuable space and at the same time we
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erased the barrier that the heavy infrastructure bulk created in the city”.

As the story unfolds, the architect turns his attention towards the more strategic
aspects of the project:
“The strategy we used in the process of communication with the decision-makers
(the Municipality, the Province and the Ministry of transportation) was to indicate step-bystep our line of reasoning and how the project was created. In this way we allowed them to
participate to the shaping of the interface. Our aim was to show the effects and potentials
of an integrated approach to the project. And the results are positive. For instance,
we succeeded in reaching an agreement between the Municipality and the Ministry of
Transportation about the positioning of the noise screens along the A2 motorway. This
written covenant is a key document in the whole process. It is an agreement among
all decision-makers on the positioning and financing of the noise screens. Thanks to
this accord, everything else has been possible. We all worked one year to reach this
result. Actually this document represents another type of interface, namely the one that
operates at the level of conflicting parties. I believe that we, as architects, contributed to its
development rather significantly. Although there is no fancy urban design in this document,
this is the highest point we achieved with our professional contribution in this project.

The architect rounds off his story by reflecting on the whole design process and its
results:

But the Ministry of Transportation’s engineers seemed not to be interested in choosing
for such a motorway intersection, which is more complicated in terms of construction and
more expensive. However, another important aspect to consider is the different moments
of realisation of the two projects: the enlargement of the A2 motorway is going to be built
ten years before the new city centre. Therefore it is somehow understandable that the
relatively short-term interests actually weight heavier on the decision-making process.
Besides, the qualitative aspects of such infrastructure works are very difficult to explain
to decision-makers. I think that the value of ‘spatial and social identity’ is very hard to
explain when it means the investment of a large amount of money. Convincing the clients
to invest in this sort of symbolism – the identity of a place – is still rather difficult, except if
you have somebody –a charismatic project manager or a far-sighted commissioner- who
lobbies for you. If the major or the minister would say: I don’t care how much it costs, but
it’s beautiful and I want it this way, then it would be possible to talk about extra investments
in spatial qualities of infrastructures. But it almost never happens that way. Normally, in
this kind of projects one talks about feasibility in a rather realistic way. Now that the
preliminary plan for the A2 Kanaalzone is ready, all actors involved in decision-making
reached some principle agreements on where the noise screens should be positioned,
on the number and position of the cycling and pedestrian connections bridges across the
heavy infrastructures and on the building program. The master plan of the A2/kanaalzone
came into being through a rather complex communication process. This included the
communication with four Ministries (VROM, VenW, LNV and EZ), the Water management
authorities, the Province of Brabant and our client, the municipality. Together with these
planning authorities, there has been an open discussion about the project with various
social groups and local institutions too.

“In general I consider this project successful. Our strategy brought the results we
wanted yet we lost on one important point. To connect the new city centre with the A2
motorway we proposed we had proposed to build a new exit. This proposal was refused
because of co-financing problems, as it happened in the project for Leidse Rijn one

The general conclusion of these debates is that the project can count on the
support of most of the parties, with the exception of the environmental organizations that
are completely against it. All things considered, there has been such a struggle, but the
strategies that we adopted have ultimately helped the process of negotiation. The most

Let me explain why I say so by recounting the course of action. The Ministry of
Transportation is responsible for motorway design and management in the Netherlands.
At the time of the project, the former ministry had already started a planning procedure
for the enlargements of the stretch of the A2 motorway intersecting the site of our
project. According to this plan, 7 meters high concrete noise screens would cover up
the whole length of the section where the municipality wanted to develop the secondary
city centre. The Ministry of Transportation’s engineers were rounding of the so-called
Ontwerp Tracébesluit7, a document in which the location and the profile for noise
screens is decided. Therefore we did not have much time to make a counter proposal.
We did two things: first, together with civil engineers we studied the spaces in-between
the lanes to establish if they are wide enough to make a reasonable foundation bearing
the weight of the tilted ground level above the motorway. Second, we studied Ministry
of Transportation’s engineers’ proposal for the noise screens, with particular attention to
the longitudinal profile of the motorway and to the transversal cross-section, to check if
it would be possible to build upon it. These two investigations run parallel to the official
procedures of the Ministry of Transportation. Luckily they gave us the possibility to share
our findings with them at some point in the process. Or better, we have to thank our project
manager ‘s steering ability to convince them to listen to what we had to say”.
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year earlier. At the end, the cheapest solution was chosen. Interestingly, the argument
supporting that choice is the lack of financing resources coming from the public sector.
If there would be some investor willing to finance the exit we proposed, than the Ministry
of Transportation would say: go ahead, built it! So, actually they did not say no to the
plan, they just said someone else has to pay for its realisation. This is a pity because the
main idea behind our proposal for the new urban centre on the A2 motorway is that the
attractiveness of this area depends on its level of accessibility. Therefore we located a new
exit – an eccentric rotary intersection – connecting the A2 motorway with the new urban
centre. The message we wanted to convey with our drawings was rather straightforward:
better one good exit than two mediocre ones. These drawings were in response to the
Ministry’s proposal to add a half loop to the existing northern motorway exit, whose
structure would hinder the driver’s sense of orientation when approaching the new city
centre. By positioning the main entrance of the new urban centre directly on the viaduct
- without extra u-turns - we aimed at giving a direct overview of the area from the motorway
and the feeling of entering an urban place. Indeed, the urban identity of this new urban
centre depends very much on the correct positioning of its entrance.
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important one was to open a dialogue with the national traffic planning authorities in order
to evaluate the possibility to alter their plans. As a matter of fact, we participated actively in
constructing reasonable arguments to communicate with the Ministry of Transportation’s
engineers. We did so by drawing our ideas as clearly as possible and by cooperating
intensively with our colleagues from traffic engineering.
In this process, I learned to evaluate what are the key issues that can make or break
the project and the strategic importance to present them clearly. After a long process
of communication and negotiation, the Ministry of Transportation agreed to reduce the
number of sound screens and to locate them according to our project requirements.
Besides, they agreed as well to participate in financing the tilted ground level. If I look
back, it has been essential to work in this direction. Accepting the 7 meters high concrete
noise screens originally planned by the Ministry of Transportation’s engineers would have
meant to close all possibilities for the city to merge with the motorway. This approach
invites all actors to reflect on the essential spatial qualities of such a secondary centre,
in terms of the way it looks, the quality of the public space and the reasons that would
bring people to chose this place above others. A last remark: the design took a week, to
convince the people took more than a year!”.

This last story confirms the conclusions of chapter three. Namely, that nowadays the
major challenges that the integration of mobility routes brings to urban design projects
are the short-sighed formulation of the design task and the fragmentariness of the
planning context. However, this story indicates how to take up this challenge positively.
First, in this project the conflicts are not simply avoided, but they are consciously not
arisen. All along the story, the cross-disciplinary cooperation is valued, as the architect
says that ‘it has been absolutely essential to design together with the traffic engineer since
the beginning’. The nature of the site, in which the A2 motorway and the large waterway
define a physical barrier for the future urban developments, makes it impossible to work
with a sectored approach. Besides, the inhabitants are alarmed about the development of
the new urban centre and the construction of the waterway. The uncertainty of the process
with which inhabitants are confronted plays an important role in the project. Working in
the face of these conflicts the architect sets up his strategy. Namely, he works together
with the traffic engineers to create what he calls ‘the interface’.

engineers. As well as it shows what results such cooperation can offer. Recurrently,
the architect refers to the need to go beyond the boundaries among professional fields.
While pointing out that the products resulting from an integrated design approach to the
project influences the decision-making process positively, the architect actually claims
that working on the interface is the most significant task for the designer nowadays.
The architect‘s suggestion is a very practical one: be pragmatic and you will create the
balanced conditions for the success of your projects. The pragmatism works as follows.
After having analysed the content of the briefing, look at the conditions of the context.
Next, if the conditions to realise the desired plan are not present you need to understand
why they are not there, and up to which point it is in your hands to realise them. All in
all, this project proves that one can develop a project, which nearly seemed impossible
by acknowledging the importance of these deliberative actions. As we already learned
from the previous experiences, the professionals working in this field consider the current
planning regulations and lengthy procedures as an insuperable difficulty. However, this
project shows that they offer the opportunity to learn and to develop innovative strategies.
In this project, designing the interface is not only part of the strategy, but it is the main
goal of the interdisciplinary effort. All things considered, the ‘interface’ - that involves the
drafting board and the negotiation table at the same time - is the true interesting element
emerging from this story.

As I understand it, the interface is not merely a metaphor. But it is a way of working
at finding mediation between apparently irreconcilable fields. For instance, the physical
space occupied by the heavy infrastructures bulk and the new urban programs are
conflicting components. The interface in this case is rather physical as it relates to the
careful insertion of all elements, merging where necessary one element into the other
(the tunnel above ground wrapping the motorway, the new motorway exit, the buildings
along the waterway, the cycling paths and public transport, etc.). The interface relates as
well to the cross-disciplinary cooperation. In the previous accounts, we got acquainted
with the effects of professional distrust. Whenever designers and engineers do not
cooperate, the results of the projects are mediocre. Besides, there is a lack of innovation
in the design practice and instruments. This story instead, gives a glimpse of the alltoo-rare case of successful cross-disciplinary cooperation among architects and traffic
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A2-kanaalzone, s-Hertogenbosh.
Left: Present situation.

Source: MAXWAN, Rotterdam

Source: MAXWAN, Rotterdam.

Right: The project area.
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A2-kanaalzone, s-Hertogenbosh.
Left: scketch indicating the proposed traffic
structure, including a new public transport line
(a railway connection between the central station
and the new city centre on the A2 motorway).
This page: sketches of the possibilities to solve
the problem of connecting (programmatically and
physically) the new urban node on the A2 with the
city centre of s’-Hertogenbosch (leftf side of the
motorway) and with the municipality of Rosmalen
located at the right side of the A2 motorway and
the canal.

Source: MAXWAN, Rotterdam

These drawings have been used by the project
team during meetings and discussions with the
clients.
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Source: MAXWAN, Rotterdam
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A2-kanaalzone, s-Hertogenbosh. Cross- sections of the Master Plan.
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How do we learn from stories?

What do we learn from stories?

These four stories are in first place personal experiences that tell about the rich variety
of judgments that urban designers, architects and engineers must necessarily make in the
daily practice. However, they suggest as well the extremely personal interpretation of those
judgments and therefore their uniqueness. Behind each story there is a different personal
vision of the profession, a unique project and interdisciplinary team, dissimilar learning
experiences, new challenges and well-known conflicts. Therefore it is legitimate to ask
if personal reports can offer an objective perspective. And if it is possible to generalise
from the subjective practitioners’ accounts a scientific lesson for theory. As Forester
argues ‘the very richness of stories that threatens their generalisability enables them to
be so revealing. Stories from practice are much more than a recollection of events. They
are examples of deliberative practice in which critical listening, reflection in action and
constructive arguments all interact’ (1999: 47). In our case, these conversations shed new
light on the state of the art design practice for the integrated urban projects on mobility.
They give an insight of the field of action in which such projects are developed. If the
analysis of the Dutch spatial planning context in chapter three brought to the conclusions
that the fuzziness of the current decision-making process jeopardises the development of
integrated projects for the spaces of mobility, by listening to the practitioners’ first hand
experience it becomes clear that there are some problems to be solved between designers
and traffic experts too. Therefore these stories are important. As they can teach us not
only to frame our interpretation of the current design practice engaged in mobility within
a more realistic perspective. But also they indicate what we should research in order to
support that practice.

Part of this inquiry has been the attempt to create a repertoire of concepts and
hypotheses on how to interpret the field of action of design practice from the inside.
In essence, all stories search for ways of understanding how to define mobility as
part of our professional domains. The methodological and analytical tools underlying
urban infrastructure planning are similarly under question. The results are without
doubt preliminary, yet the stories afore presented give more than just a glimpse into
the Dutch design practice in our field of inquiry. They offer important information on
the mechanisms underlying urban projects involving infrastructures and suggestions
on how they might become more operational in a near future. Our conversations with
practitioners teach us about what is happening in, on and around the spaces of mobility,
even though we may not be able to extract a theory from it. The following notes – taken
during the process of reviewing the research material – offer some food for afterthought.
By following them one could draw one’s own conclusions about the topics discussed in
this chapter.

By listening critically to their stories, we learn that designers and traffic experts are
researchers in their own way. By trial and error they use their projects as case studies to
set up and test strategies developed in order to face the challenges of their work in a more
efficient and effective way. We learn as well that each practitioner – designer or traffic
engineer - elaborates in each project a personal theory based upon practical experience
and cultural background. Without a recollection and elaboration of this material, most of
these theories remain in the personal sphere. They may enrich the individual practice, but
they do not crystallize in the whole body of knowledge.
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Communication
The architect, the urban designer, the transportation planner and the traffic engineer
tell about their projects in rather different ways. The urban designer and the architect set
the accent on the strategies used to develop a fruitful cooperation with the commissioners.
The transportation planner and the traffic engineer instead, emphasise their efforts in
setting up strategies to communicate within the project team. Interestingly, the traffic
experts make a clear distinction among designers who are open to listen to the technical
arguments and designers who are not. In the first case, the engineers’ attitude is certainly
more open to dialogue, to learning and searching together with the designers for the
most comprehensive solution. In the second case instead, they adopt a defensive strategy,
which means to use exclusively a technical jargon, by taking traffic and safety norms as a
dogma, in one word by being inflexible. All things considered, from the stories emerges
that when the interdisciplinary cooperation works the project benefits immensely from
it. Whereas negative attitudes such as the one described in the traffic engineer’s story
seriously damage the project. It does not surprise that the communication is somehow
thorny in all four stories. The transportation planner and the traffic engineer open - and
often close - their accounts by describing the strategies they need in order to work within
the interdisciplinary project team. Their relation with the client appears less problematic
and somehow less exhausting than the one experienced by the designers. The traffic
experts argue that thanks to their specialised knowledge, they are essentially better
sparring partners for decision-makers than designers. Designers actually claim the same
thing, only by using other words. Interestingly, the engineers’ claim is based on the fact
that their tasks in the project team are rather clearly stated at the outset. Namely, they are
expected to: solve all technical problems related to infrastructures and to the management
of traffic flows; assess the designers’ proposals by means of traffic models; and calculate
quantitatively the impact of urban developments on the future mobility trends. Indeed,
the transportation planner and the traffic engineer are invited to participate to the design
process as specialists. And therefore they provide specialist answers to any specific
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problem related to traffic and infrastructure. For designers instead, to work on mobility
is relatively new. In such projects, they are asked to visualise the process while it unfolds
and to draft a synthesis of all specialists’ interventions. Design is based on the capability
of visualisation. As designers attempt to visualise the yet inexistent, they encounter the
difficult task of converting the ‘unknown’ into a desirable, possible future. Moreover,
the reach and implications of the designers’ work involves an added responsibility: any
attempt to design a desirable future needs to include the criteria of the future users.
Traditionally, clients expect different things from designers and technical engineers.
From the traffic experts they expect solutions or instruments to make decisions on
mobility issues. From the urban designer and the architect they expect innovative ideas
and solutions, or instruments to make decisions on urban development. However, the four
stories show that nowadays these fixed roles are not only outdated, but also they harm
the process. The overlapping zones among disciplines are becoming wider, while the
clear-cut professional figure is disappearing. In each of the four projects, designers and
traffic engineers search ways to carry out their tasks by transgressing the traditional fields
of competence. The traffic planner wishes to be a designer, the urban designer works at
steering the decision-making process by means of technical argumentations, the traffic
engineer sets the rules to design the bus terminal and the architect ‘invents’ a new type of
motorway exit. The paradox is that they cannot implement their practice without helping
each other, because to achieve a strategic result knowledge must be shared. These stories
explain that the design process should be transparent. In the sense that the monopoly
of data should be removed from one field of expertise and it is made accessible for all
disciplines working in the project. Hence, the discussion about who is the best decision
makers’ sparring partner is rather useless, as both designers and engineers are specialists
in their own ways. What matters instead, is that the design practice on mobility needs to
be an inclusive discipline based on participation and interaction if it intends to ‘design’ a
sustainable future.
Status (professional role)
From the stories they tell, designers seem to be aware of their responsibility in decisionmaking processes. That is to reframe the design task in the midst of conflicting interests
so to create positive conditions for an integrated design approach to mobility. This critical
attitude towards the briefing implies a statement: that the current formulation of mobility
as an integrated design task is rather unclear and incomplete. As well as the decision
making processes are lengthy and bureaucratic. Therefore they ask for revising. This
statement matches the conclusions of chapter three. In general, the designers frame their
role in the project-team in relation to their critical interpretation of the design assignment.
The transportation planner and the traffic engineer frame their strategies in relation to
traffic and transportation problems. Designers open the story by shortly describing the
brief in a critical way. Then, they explain the project by describing the strategies their
applied all through the design process. These strategies are of various kinds and serving
different purposes. For instance, they aim at deconstructing the assignment in order to
reformulate it together with the client and eventually with other experts too. Or they are
simply strategies to solve specific design problems. In all their straightforwardness, these
strategies reveal the speaker’ s own perception of the real and desired position within
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the process. We discover, for instance, the designers’ ambition to be leading the process
and the traffic planner and the engineer’ desire to bridge the gap between specialist and
generalist knowledge by gaining credit as strategists within the project team. The stories
point out as well which is the key factor to realise these ambitions: by learning to construct
the problem before communicating it to others. Therefore communicational strategies are
important: the communications within the project team and with the clients are the main
lines along which most of the strategies are set up. While designers bind those aspects
together, the traffic experts tend to stress the importance of the internal interaction within
the inter-disciplinary project-team. The transportation planner and the traffic engineer’
accounts suggest that the designers’ prior interest is to communicate with the client. From
the designers’ stories, instead, a different priority emerges: the importance to construct
arguments in a way that decision makers can understand the essence of the message
pairs designers’ interest in constructing arguments that the engineers can debate. As the
architect argues, the implementation of the current design practice means also ‘showing
the traffic expert and the client a mirror’.
The definition of the specific role in the design process seems to be a very important
issue as it recurs in all the stories. However, by framing his/her role in the project each
speaker makes some important reflections on the professional field in general as well.
For instance, the urban designer affirms that: ‘the most common proposition within the
community of practice is ‘the best urbanist is a generalist’. I propose instead: the best
urbanist is a strategist, somebody steering the urban planning and design processes by
means of a strategic use of his/her own professional instruments. By using visualization
and materialization tools in order to create constructive synergies within complex
decision making processes.’ This reflection on the urbanist’s role hits the nail exactly
on the head. The four projects presented by the practitioners actually question what
are the ingredients to make a good integrated urban project on mobility at present.
They suggest that an urban design practice able to take up the challenge of mobility is
not only based on the high quality of the design products. As the understanding of the
underlying mechanisms of decision-making processes is equally important. And helping
all the actors to understand all the aspects of that process is the way to operationalise
the design efforts. In a way, it is nonsense to think that being a generalist guarantees the
deeper understanding of all aspects involved in complex urban projects such as the one
afore presented. In the past, when the scale of the city was still ‘understandable’ at first
glance, the role of a master plan was still fundamental. Nowadays the planning context
is so complex and foremost dynamic, that the one-product formula does no longer work.
Nowadays we ought to shape our instruments in order to provide design products able
to fit within the complexity and the dynamism of current planning processes. This is
especially true for projects where infrastructure is involved.
Reflections are made on the profession of the other as well. In particular, the
transportation planner and the traffic engineer express their opinion on the future
development of urban design and architecture and on the potentialities offered to
designers by the current planning context for infrastructure in the Netherlands. Their
requirements towards the designers are straightforward, as the traffic engineer affirms:
‘as designer you can add a sort of aesthetic trademark to the project. Or better, the images
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conveys the integral message of the entire planning operation. These images can have a
tremendous power in steering the decision making process. I think that there is enough
space for icons in the current planning practice, but they are not the goal itself of the
planning operation. If integrally conceived, they are one of the most important pieces of
the planning strategy to integrate infrastructures in the city.’
Conflicts
Seemingly, the four practitioners aim to achieve a deliberative position in the decision
making process so to influence it positively. They all want to see, finally, their projects
realized at best. However, there is an undertone of mutual blaming in the stories. The
traffic engineer says that the ‘culture of the names’ is dominant in the designers’ world.
The architect finds it hard sometimes to work together with dogmatic traffic planners. The
transportation planner affirms that the long-lasting discussion among ‘them’ and ‘us’ is
still too dominant. Because planners and designers work in the midst of many interested
parties, they inevitably work in the face of conflicts8 (Forester, 1999). And it is clear that
the four stories are rich of lessons, theory and emotions but, above all they talk about the
difficulties of making sense together with others. As discussed in chapter three, the topline of the spatial planning process, where the planning contents are formulated presents
already a substantial incongruousness. The fragmentariness of the whole planning
system is mirrored in most of the projects presented in this chapter. The architect’s and
the transportation planner’s accounts, in particular, highlight what limitations the current
financing system for infrastructure planning put to their work. They say that without
a good financing system it’s impossible even to talk about infrastructure integration at
present. Although the current national planning agencies are working towards a publicprivate co-financing of such projects, in practice this is not yet operational. Therefore it
is difficult to provide decision makers with instruments to evaluate, compare and discuss
their ambitions in a positive climate.
I already pointed out that the traffic planner and the engineer experience the conflict
the interdisciplinary team more than designers do. And the traffic planner and the
engineer admit that they adapt their strategy to the designers’ attitude towards them. An
extract of the architect’s story, in which he talks about his experience of working together
with a traffic engineer on the proposal for a new motorway exit, gives more insight to
this issue.
“After a presentation, the client told me: forget a round exit for the highway! It’s a
crazy idea, it’s too expensive and technically too difficult to realise: nobody is going to
pay for it. Then I asked the traffic engineer for some help. I asked him if he knew whether
there is a built example of a highway exit like the one I mean. He looked up and some
days later he phoned me to tell me that he had found one example. He came here to my
office and we started to work together. For days we were drawing together, exactly on the
same measures of the example he brought, discussing on the reasons why such a typology
would fit better in the plan. After having finished to make the technical calculations on the
section of highway we were working at, we finally took the decision to position the round
exit eccentrically (which was even more crazy than the first proposal). In the meanwhile
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I learned from him to check if the capacity of the exit would meet the requirements of
the ministry. Then we had to work together on positioning the access ramps so that both
the security norms and the space for buildings foundation would be respected. It was an
amazing experience: by working together the traffic engineer started to believe as well
that it would work. So in a way working together is ultimately just a matter of doing it!
Learning the mechanism of getting what is the space of the other’s knowledge in which
you can operate with your design, respect that knowledge but shape it together with
experts in that field so that the best solution can come out.’
This example does not necessarily demonstrate that conflicts can be easily overcome.
But, it gives the opportunity to reflect on some important mechanisms behind those
conflicts. The story opens with diverging views, this time with the client (“It’s a crazy
idea, nobody is going to pay for it”). The issue under discussion is about the form and
position of a motorway interchange. Thus, the content of the conflict is highly technical
and political at the same time. The architect’s first action is to ask for specialized help.
He addresses the traffic engineer as the one with the technical know-how to work out the
proposal in details. Intuitively, the architect knows that his idea can work, yet he needs to
check it, and eventually redesign it conformal to what the engineer will say. The second
action of the designer is to formulate a specific question for the engineer: ‘do you know
if there is in Holland a built example of a highway exit like the one I want with the same
shape and capacity?” From that point on, the cooperation among the two starts to take the
form of a common research program, from which both learn a great deal, but foremost
they learn to trust each other (“It was an amazing experience: by working together the
traffic engineer started to believe as well that it would work”). From this experience we
understand something important about cross-disciplinary cooperation. It is not a simple
matter of differences in language to hinder a common understanding of the projects on
mobility and urban development. As well as it is not only a matter of defensive strategies.
Barriers set by technical jargon can be crossed and strategies can be changed. Instead, we
learn that the cross-disciplinary cooperation is very much about timing. It is about feeding
in the discussion with a specialist when you need certain information, and understanding
when is important that you give certain information. In this way, the cooperation becomes
the learning process that brings to the real implementation of current design practice in
this field.
Interdisciplinary work
Can we point out which are the driving forces behind interdisciplinary work? By
comparing the four accounts, two extreme answers emerge. The first one is that designers
and traffic experts work together because they have no other choice. The second one
is that they we work together as a methodological and strategic choice. If we take into
consideration the emotional aspects of these stories, the frustrations that sometimes we all
experience when working with other disciplines, then the edge between the two answers
becomes less sharp than it might appear at first sight. The “working together because
there is no other choice” corresponds to the “desire to learn” from other disciplines in the
essence of the four stories. Basically, the traffic experts seem to have more difficulties
than designers might have in setting out their learning strategies. As the traffic engineer
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confirms: “I can describe my experience with designers sometimes as a learning process,
sometimes as a fight. It depends on the respect that the designer shows for my work”.
Parallel, the architect’s analysis brings us closer to understand what a designer’s learning
strategy can be: “First you learn to recognize which ambition you have to make true, and
then you learn about what conditions you have to create through your design in order to
convince your client. Then you have to realize that to make some ambitions true you have
to focus on issues that might not belong to your professional field directly. So you have
to focus on designing something you basically do not know. Infrastructure is the best and
most complex example. And you have not a better choice than to start moving towards
cross-disciplinary cooperation”.

can recognize the own points of interest. The urban designer and the architect operate
towards this synthesis by developing new instruments (the visual matrix, the dynamic
field and the interface). The traffic experts take up the challenge of the rather new (for
them) spatial notion of mobility by re-thinking their mono-disciplinary standpoints.
By doing so, they actually open up their disciplinary field to others. All in all, we can
conclude that the development of innovative strategies and design instruments is one of
the major priorities emerging from the four stories.

Instruments
From the four stories emerges a common understanding of the Dutch spatial
planning context as a dynamic field. In general, designers and traffic experts are aware
of the urgency to implement professional strategies in order to be sparring partners,
negotiators and skilled practitioners at the same time. In chapter three, while considering
the indications for infrastructure integration deriverd from the most recent planning
documents, I pointed out the inefficiency of the current spatial planning instruments,
whose fragmentariness hinders a correct formulation of the planning and design task for
the spaces of mobility. The same conclusion emerges from the following three excerpts9:
“Basically the key to work nowadays, if you ask about instruments, is to define the
intersection were most possibilities can be created or most space can be gained between
the place reserved for urban design and the space reserved for infrastructure planning.
You could say the urban design occupies this much space and the infrastructure occupies
this much space, I think the art is to find solutions in the interface that redefines the spatial
possibilities for both. You can not operate within the traditional approach which separates
the design of the highway from the master plan” (M. Güller, architect).
“In the current Dutch processes of infrastructure integration and urban (re)development,
despite the presence of inter disciplinary project teams, too often researches run parallel
to each other. We often miss a synthesis. Why? Because we miss instruments to create this
synthesis” (B. Govers, traffic planner).
“I think to work developing new design approaches where interdisciplinary work
is central is very daring because you take a risk, I mean you care for your own design
product, you want it to be done the way you conceive it together with the other disciplines.
This is my conviction about the profession, the way I understand my work” (Germaine
Sanders, urban designer).
Future perspectives
The four narrators share a common agenda for the future: to set up strategies for the
integrated approach to the spaces of mobility. The priority in such projects is to make
visible the important key issues in which each participant to the decision-making process
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Conclusions
What are the meaning and the value of designing for mobility at present? Is the
architecture of mobility about designing conditions, rather than conditioning design10? In
searching for answers to those and other questions borne out of this research, we assumed
that it was useful to understand how Dutch designers and engineers make sense of their
work by listening to their stories. Indeed, the practitioners’ personal experiences show
how designers and engineers intertwine reflection, action and deliberation (Forester,
1999).
As discussed in the previous chapters, mobility challenges the urban design and
architectural practice rather directly by bringing in its stead considerable difficulties
for designers. What we discovered in this chapter is that the traffic experts encounter
problems as well. We got familiar with how these challenges are voiced, and thus faced,
differently by different actors. The four conversations show that stories do far more than
describe events (Forester: 1999, 41). As they do not only present a problem, but also they
construct a solution to that problem too. Furthermore they tell us that traditional planning
instruments are obsolete, and that new ones must be developed. The transportation
planner affirms: “we miss instruments to create synthesis”. There is much more to these
stories too: attention to what is daring and challenging, commitment to implement the
current practice, openness to the exploration of new ways of doing the same. And more:
a critical reading of the current institutional context together with a sharp analysis of
what professional engagement means today. From these accounts we learn that both
designers and the traffic planner and the engineer believe in cross-disciplinary work
as the only way to optimise their projects. We learn that it is not only fundamental to
master a detailed technical knowledge of infrastructure to be innovative designers in
this field. What matters, instead, is to learn to listen critically, to reflect-in action, to
recognise the legitimacy of the other’s standpoint in order to formulate questions instead
of constructing conflicts.

element of the project in relation to the structure of the decision-making process is often
the key to success. Also the integration of conceptual lines among the actors constitutes
the basis to make a flexible plan. Therefore the design approaches that try to make a
true integration of infrastructures in the urban fabric are the ones that ask for more
flexibility. This flexibility implies not only the far-sighted application of design strategies
and instruments, but also it asks for a reflection on the way we understand the political
context of our professions. In this framework, the whole aspect of interdisciplinary work
is crucial, and especially the coordination in time of the disciplines participating to such
projects. As urbanism becomes more and more political, and the acceptance of a project
depends on the public opinion and public authorities’ support, it’s impossible to avoid
taking this task seriously. Which means, responding to the political context actually
steering the planning policies on infrastructure with reasonable and at the same time
innovative answers by means of design knowledge. In this respect, the four practitioners’
experiences pose, and begin to answer, some crucial practical and theoretical questions
about the delayed promise of infrastructure integration. Namely they frame the spaces of
mobility as an integral part of the urban design project.
This inquiry not only confirms the hypothesis that the integrated and sustainable
design for the spaces of mobility requires a cross-disciplinary and cross-cultural
approach.11 But it indicates as well how to develop such approach further. First, by
fostering a better communication within each discipline (urbanism, architecture and
traffic planning). And second, by developing a common framework of reference across
the disciplines that are engaged in projects similar to the ones presented in this chapter.
This means to pose a challenge to a traditional convention of architecture as solely
concerned with the production of artefacts, of urbanism as utterly involved with urban
development plans or zoning and of traffic engineering as exclusively occupied with the
planning and management of transportation corridors. These stories show why we need
to construct a paradigm that extends across disciplines to support the design of everyday
urban spaces.

The conflicts emerging from the stories confirm the existence of a substantial gap among
designers and traffic experts. As the differences are more evident than the convergences,
what matters is not to propose a rather improbable solution to ‘mend the gap’ at once,
but to comprehend which is the possibility to use differences and convergences among
overlapping fields of knowledge more efficiently than we currently do. Besides confirming
the existence of a cultural gap among designers and traffic experts, these stories suggest
how to bridge the gap. Namely, by working on the innovation of the existing design
instruments and towards a better cross-disciplinary cooperation. The priority nowadays
is to understand who are the actors of the decision-making process before proposing a
design project. The degree of influence of an integrated project on mobility is determined
by the clearness and precision with which all the aspects – essential for the urbanisation
of infrastructure - are analysed and presented. Therefore the designers’ production should
go far beyond an iconography of mobility. The designers’ products ought to represent
inter-disciplinary contents, if the goal is to positively influence the current planning
and political context, and to make decision makers keen on investing in urban quality.
Experience shows that, within a design strategy or a plan, the recognition of each key
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Some notes on methodology: designing the interviews

Data Analysis: coding interview data

The use of stories and interviews as case studies is frequent in Social Science
research. Therefore to design, conduct and evaluate the case studies afore presented I
referred to qualitative interviewing techniques. In particular, I made use of techniques
developed by topical studies (topical interviewing). The goal of topical interviewing
is to piece together from different people a coherent narrative that explains puzzling
outcomes. Factual contents matter in topical interviews, therefore the researcher’s task is
to check out details, try to resolve contradictions, and ascertain how interviewees know
what they claim to know (Rubin, 1995). Prior to the interviews, I prepared a set of linked,
focused questions by which during the conversations we guided the discussion to keep
on target. These specific questions were based on background research. Subsequently,
I designed the interviews. By following Forester’s assumption that questions develop
from stories and not vice versa (Forester, 1999), I decided to provide the respondents
only with background information about the topic and aims of my research before our
meeting. Each respondent therefore was provided with: background information about
my research (the research structure, the research questions, the hypothesis and the
research aims); a set of general questions, which helped directing the storytelling towards
my points of interest12; and an indication on the requirements to guide the choice of the
most appropriate projects.13

As Rubin affirms “data analysis is the final stage of listening”(1995:47). It is the phase
in which the researcher interprets the meaning of what is said (Cf. Antaki, 1988; Antaki &
Leudar, 1992; Charmaz, 1983; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Mumby, 1993; Riessman, 1993;
Spradley, 1979; Strauss, 1987; West, 1990). The purpose of data analysis is to organize
the interviews to present a narrative that explains what happened or provide description
of the norms and values that underlie cultural behaviours (Mumby, 1993). An important
moment in data analysis is coding the interview data. Coding is the process of grouping
interviewees’ responses into categories that bring together the similar ideas, concepts or
themes one has discovered, or steps or stages in a process (Rubin, 1995). In social sciences,
researchers developed different methods of coding. Each approach aims at developing the
most efficient technique to mark out the underlying ideas in the data, grouping similar
information together, and relating different ideas to one another. Catherine Kohler
Riessman (1993) acknowledges five levels of representation in qualitative research
process: attending to experience, telling about experience, transcribing experience,
analysing experience, and reading experience. These levels of representation are the
methodological frame of reference for conducting the foregoing inquiry. To analyse the
data I adopted Rubin’s approach (1995), which consists in a threefold action: first reading
and re-reading the interviews to note core ideas and recognize the essence of each story;
second, choosing the coding categories in which to group the material and figure out how
themes relate to each other; third, deciding how to present the material together with our
interpretation of it. The interviews have been taped, transcribed, edited14 and reorganized
thematically. Through this process, I discovered themes and concepts embedded in the
four stories. The coding process started with a first selection of three coding categories15,
which brought to a second round of coding based upon a set of thematic categories
emerged from the analysis of the stories. These are: communication, status (professional
role), conflicts, interdisciplinary work, instruments and future perspectives. In chapter 3
we assumed that four key forces determine at present the designers’ field of action (the
planning context, the planning content, decision-making processes and expected design
products). Therefore in the process of coding I took these aspects into account as well.
In this way the validity of my former conclusions could be assessed directly on the base
of the practitioners’ first-hand experiences. The choice to present the stories integrally is
justified both by the aim of the inquiry, and by the traditional methodological approach to
data analysis in qualitative research that has been followed16.
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Selection of respondents

Notes

The four practitioners have been selected according to four criteria: 1) long experience
in infrastructure integration projects; 2) active participation in the current Dutch debates
on the issues of infrastructure integration; 3) relevance of their projects in the current
Dutch practice in this field; and 4) as representatives of their field of knowledge.
The transport planner, Bas Govers has a long experience as advisor in complex urban
planning projects. He worked formerly as a traffic planning advisor in local planning
agencies. Currently he works at Goudappel Coffeng BV, Deventer. During the last two
years Govers worked as head of the department of Strategic Planning, being engaged in
integrated infrastructure and urban development projects.
The urban designer, Germaine Sanders is a senior architect and urbanist formerly
working at VHP, Architecten en Stedebouwkundigen, Rotterdam and currently employed
as project developer at Kristal, Amsterdam. Sanders is specialised in integral and strategic
urban design projects.
The traffic engineer, Pieter Onderwater has a long experience as advisor in public
transport projects. His area of expertise is the planning and design of traffic networks,
in particular public transport networks and nodes. Currently he is employed at the
Department of transport and traffic planning of the Rotterdam municipality.
The architect, Mathis Güller, is a Swiss-trained architect formerly working at Maxwan
Architecten en Stedebouwkundigen, Rotterdam. With this office, he has participated to
many projects where the integrated design of large-scale infrastructures plays a key role.
Currently his field of interest is ‘airport city development’. He is founding partner of
Güller & Güller architects (Zurich, Rotterdam).

1. Healey, P. (1992) “A Day’s Work: Knowledge and Action in Communicative Practice”, Journal
of American Planning Association 58:9-20; 1993a; “The Communicative Turn in Planning Theory
and Its Implications for Spatial Strategy Formation”, Environment and Planning B: Planning and
Design 23:217-234; Howe, E. (1994), Action on Ethics in City Planning. New Brunswick, N.J.:
Centre for Urban Policy Research; Susskind L. and Ozawa C. (1984) “Mediated negotiation in the
public sector: the planner as mediator”, Journal of Planning Education and Research 4(1): 5-15.
2. Schön, D. (1983) The Reflective practitioner. Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press.
3. Goudappel Coffeng BV, adviseurs verkeer en vervoer en ruimtelijke economie (Deventer/Den
Haag).
4. In Dutch the term is translated as ‘Hoogvaardige Openbaar Vervoer’ (HOV).
5. VHP architecten en stedebouwkundigen, Rotterdam.
6. Only in the last phase of the project a third urban design firm was added to the team.
7. The Ontwerp Tracébesluit (OTB) is part of the bureaucratic procedure that guides infrastructure
development in the Netherlands. It is the phase in which decision made in The Trajectnota/MER are
worked out at a more detailed scale. See: http://www.verkeerenwaterstaat.nl/MIT
8. Forester, J. (1999) The Deliberative Practitioner, Encouraging Participatory Planning
Processes. Cambridge: MIT Press; p. 61.
9. The following excerpts are part of the interviews held with the four Dutch practitioners.
10. Tschumi B. (1997) Architecture in/of motion. Rotterdam: NAI Publishers; p.21.
11. What emerges from the practitioners’ first hand experiences proves as well the hypothesis
- presented in the conclusions of chapter 3 - that infrastructure integration calls for a technical and
aesthetic approach, being the second integrated with the first.
12. The background questions that were provided to the interviewed are:
1. What do you think of infrastructure integration projects?
2. What do you learn from other practitioners when working in inter-disciplinary teams?
3. What do you learn from your own work, project after project?
4. What peculiar strategies do you adopt to put forward your arguments within interdisciplinary
project teams? Is this strategy different when you work only within your field of knowledge?
13. The set of criteria for the selection of the projects are: (a) projects in which the themes of
mobility and related infrastructures play a key role; (b) projects where the commission is clearly
to develop a design proposal to be built; (c) projects with interdisciplinary teamwork (architectural
firm + traffic consultancy firm + real estate development firm); (d) completed projects (even if the
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project is not built, at least the design process should be finished).
14. The interviews with Bas Govers, Pieter Onderwater and Germaine Sanders were originally in
Dutch.
15. The coding categories are:
1) Theoretical questions and approaches;
2) Interdisciplinary relationships;
3) Strategies and innovation.
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16. “To begin the final data analysis, put into one category all the material from all your interviews
that speaks to one theme or concept. Compare material within the categories to look for variations
and nuances in meanings. Compare across the categories to discover connections between themes.
The goal is to integrate the themes and concepts into a theory that offers an accurate, yet subtle
interpretation of your research arena. The analysis is complete when you feel you can share with
others what your interpretation means for policymaking, for theory, and for understanding the
social and political world”. (Rubin & Rubin,1995; pp. 226-227).
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While the previous section of the book
focused on the present, this part proposes
a critical reading of the past. The current
planning and design processes guiding
urban infrastructure (re)developments lack
an interdisciplinary culture - rather than
design knowledge - within and across the
disciplines. To understand why, it pays to
take a historical perspective. As the way
things change is usually more enlightening
than the way things are, the study of the past,
here proposed through a series of historical
paradigms, provides a key to interpret the
present situation. Such an understanding,
which casts off conventional historical
frameworks, nonetheless lends itself to a
reflection on the crucial role that mobility has
played in the shaping of modern urbanism
and architecture. Ultimately, it opens the
way for the process of reweaving design
theory with its empirical and sometimes
controversial practice.
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Mirror generating ghosts, 1675. Biblioteca Marciana, Venice.

modern urbanism and architecture
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Why do we need paradigms?
Thomas Kuhn defines in his book The structure of scientific revolution (1962) the
word paradigm as a set of canonical, axiomatic ground principles about which total
unanimity exists in a community of scientists or a specific discipline. The fundamental
base-principles are considered the same and everyone agrees with them. The evolution
between two different paradigms is when the scientific community becomes divided in
numerous enclaves with their own specific convictions, interpretations and speculations.
This process unfolds itself only until someone introduces a revolutionary axiom that
reorganises and unites the various ‘storylines’.
A paradigm has thus the power to unite and organise a total datascape of scientific
information. When this is translated towards architecture and urbanism, the statement
can be made that these specific scientific domains are enduring such a confusing
inter-paradigmatic phase. Traditionally, architects and urbanists position themselves
with divergent views regarding the build environment. Because of this, they explore
excessively, somehow considering their fields of knowledge like some sort of holistic
analytic sciences.

“To pose a problem is precisely the beginning and end of all history. No
problems, no history. Only narrations and compilations”
Lucien Febvre, 1929

Quoted by P. Schöttler, ‘Althusser and Annales Historiography: an Impossible Dialogue?’ in E. A. Kaplan and
M. Sprinker (eds.) 1993. The Althusserian Legacy, London/New York; 85.
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Multiple and subsidiary domains of academic life are often introduced into the
process of creation. The urbanist and the architect become at the same time sociologists,
philosophers, anthropologists, photographers, managers, etc. In this process of what one
might call ‘the interdisciplinary in the own profession’ (a conclusion that can be preformulated to avoid the energy loss of the analysis) designers seem to loose the focus
of their own domain. The reality of the contemporary urban space is so complex that
the architect and urbanist can only position themselves at the edge and are forced to be
dominated by the principles of the free market (as the experiences discussed in Part One
demonstrated). Throughout architectural history this is considered as perverse (Tafuri,
1979), but nonetheless a fantastic advantage arises: architecture and urbanism are striped
from the responsibility to purely ‘aesthetisize’ the build domain (Koolhaas, 1999). The
challenge instead, is to find ways to mediate complexity through integrated projects that
make the built environment more sustainable.
In this chapter, we make use of paradigms to reflect on the role that the themes of
mobility have played in the shaping of modern urbanism and architecture. Such an
approach might be judged as rather traditional, since the city and its sciences have been
frequently analysed, narrated and set into paradigms. The first critics were the same
engineers pioneering the ‘new’ fields of city planning and urban design practice1. Later
on, the rise of social sciences opened another important chapter in the analysis of urbanity:
the city and its processes were analysed by means of socio-political and economic
paradigms, which aimed at providing answers mainly to the questions of urban growth,
density and social polarisation. In the meanwhile, architects were studying the city from
the perspective of the basic unit of the urban grid (the building), often by applying the
humanist’s analogy of the body. And therefore giving a metaphorical interpretation to the
same questions of growth, density and society analysed elsewhere by social scientists.
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These lines of research have produced important theories, which not only shaped
modern urbanism as a multifaceted body of knowledge, but also they influenced the way
cities are designed and the way we learned to perceive them. Most of these precedents
in research focused on the city and its social and spatial dynamics. What I propose here
is rather different. The focus of my reflection on paradigms is not the city itself, but the
theories and foremost the design approaches that the professional fields in charge of
designing it (in particular, urban design, architecture and traffic engineering) have been
developing all through the 20th century. The question I address is what was the specific
position of the design for the spaces of mobility within modern urbanism at the dawn of
its foundation and how this position has changed in time. In order to define the path of
this change - which is important to define the possibility to reweave theory and practice
across the design disciplines at present - we shall look at the most relevant developments
of theories and projects in urbanism, traffic engineering and architecture. The field of
architecture is here included since architects have played a fundamental role in the
development of theories, ideologies and methods to interpret the complex relationships
between the modern city and its mobilities. Similarly, although with other purposes, the
field of traffic engineering has developed theories, ideologies and methods that had great
influence not only on theory, but also and especially on the built environment.

the spaces of mobility within the contemporary urban design and architectural practice by
learning from our tradition; 3) framing the key role of mobility within the development
of modern urbanism and architecture; 4) determining the causes of rupture between
technicality and creativity in the urban design project on mobility; 5) reconnecting the
different facets of the urbanist’s professional competence by individuating what skills
evolved and what disappeared; 6) providing an insight of the causes determining the
perpetual crisis in which urbanism seems to be trapped in (Koolhaas, 1997; Sorkin, 1999;
Soja, 1999).
The most illustrative case studies have been selected according to a set of criteria.
First, as the fields of exploration are the domains of urbanism, architecture and – partially
- transportation engineering, the most paradigmatic projects have been selected in an
international perspective. Second, the projects have not only the value of one-man’s
products, but also they are representative of a specific approach to the themes of mobility
related to the design task that developed within clear and recognizable theoretical debates
in the fields we are considering. Finally, each project - or group of projects - shows a
clear change of direction in the design - or theorization - of the spaces of mobility, whose
influence on urbanism and architecture goes beyond the project itself.

In fact, the numerous approaches presented in this chapter recompose the scattered
pieces of a puzzle. The large amount of methods, theories and projects on mobility that
was produced across the design disciplines during the past hundred and fifty years or so
is here organised in a set of paradigms. Each paradigm denotes a specific approach to the
theorisation of mobility and a peculiar interpretation of the design task related to it. In this
framework, the use of paradigms is not only a way of categorizing design typologies by
following an historical timeline; but it is first and foremost an instrument of research to
individuate when, where and why the professional content of modern urbanism underwent
significant changes, by shifting from a well-defined domain to the unspecified status of
today. At the same time it is a method to learn from the past experiences what strategies
can be useful to regain expertise in designing for mobility at present. Ultimately, the study
of the way a tradition of designing and theorizing the spaces of mobility has developed
within and across the design disciplines sheds new light on today’s practice. In this study,
the various approaches to the themes of mobility developed by urban designers, architects
and engineers are used as the ‘seismographs’ to measure the changes of the urbanist’s
profile and field competence. Therefore the focus of attention in each paradigm is on the
way mobility is approached as a design task.
The projects that follow are grouped within a set of paradigms. These are:
regularization, institutionalisation, rationalization, utopia, independence, metaphors,
reflection and restoration. Each of them shows that parallel to a progressive loss of
technical knowledge, urbanism and architecture produced significant proposals for the
design of the spaces of mobility in the modern city. By recollecting them this chapter aims
at: 1) mapping out the diagram of interactions among the establishment of a generalist
knowledge in urbanism, the progress of a specific knowledge in civil engineering and the
enlargement of a discourse on infrastructure and the city in architecture; 2) demonstrating
the possibility to develop a strategy to re-introduce a cross-disciplinary understanding of
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Paradigm 1. REGULARISATION

Source: Gideon, S. 1954. Space, Time and Architecture.
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We can define regularisation2 that form of critical planning (Choay, 1992) whose
explicit goal is to establish a physical as well functional order in the city. An order
to disclose new urban sequences by means of a pure, schematic layout which will
disentangle from its dross the sediment of past and present failure. This first paradigm
introduces three urban models (the network city, the clustered city and the linear city) and
three typologies of the modern spaces of mobility: the boulevard, the central artery and
the corridor.
The city as a system of systems. Haussmann in Paris

Paris. Boulevard Richard-Lenoir (1863).

Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press.

The Plan for Paris (1853-1877) by Baron Eugène Haussmann is the first and most
relevant large-scale plan for a European capital city in the industrial age.3 However, recent
historical research revealed that Haussmann worked without an assumed plan or a clear
described theory. Naturally Napoleon III and Haussmann had well general ideas over how
the city should develop: Paris should get a better accessibility and also it should become
a representative capital for France and the rest of the world. By looking at the specific
possibilities given by the existing urban fabric Haussmann translated these themes into
built forms. Notoriously the realization of the plan required large demolitions; therefore
it has been criticised in its attitude towards historical values. However, the interventions
carried out under Haussmann do not deny the historical layering of Paris. Looking at each
phase of the ‘grand project’ one rather would be able to say that the 19th century Paris
of Haussmann as it were has been hung at the existing urban layers. The new system of
mutual and coherent public spaces acts as a façade on the historical structure, behind
which (and sometimes across it) the old city furtherer exists.
In the context of our discourse, Haussmann’s interventions in Paris are paradigmatic
for two reasons. Firstly, because they show a far-sighted policy as far as it concerns the
planning and design of the modern city. Namely, they introduce for the first time the
notion of the city of networks, based upon a system of boulevards and public spaces.
Essentially Haussmann made a huge jump in scale, but nevertheless his interventions
adhered to the existing types of public space of the traditional city. These have been
enlarged so to accommodate the new mobility patterns and they have been given a
new hierarchical order. Secondly, the process of realization of the plan is modern, in
the sense that it required a high degree of technical, architectural and administrative
expertises all together. Such a modern approach to the urban project, which takes into
serious account the nature of decision-making processes, has influenced and inspired the
further development of modern city planning, urban design and architecture. In particular,
Haussmann’s theories on the use of infrastructure networks were carried to their ultimate
consequences during Modernism, although they were spoiled of their original meaning.
The assignment initially given to Haussmann and his team of experts by Napoleon
III was to ‘envelop’ Paris in a new network of routes reconnecting the most important
nodes in the city: the railways stations and the cardinal points of the historical city (the
Louvre, The Hotel de Ville, L’Île de la Cite, and La Sorbonne), with the new functional
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nodes of the capital (The Opera and Les Halles). In Haussman’s plan all the nodes and
links are synthesized in a large urban scheme that obeys to the strategy of the modern
- then and now - dynamic movement of all traffic flows. As it was clear that those
characters of unity and cohesion that the Paris of Napoleon III tried to affirm needed to
be represented through the design of a new three-dimensional image of the city, the staff
of experts guided by Haussmann drafted the urban plan starting by the definition of a
new taxonomy of roads, squares and parks. The system of avenues and boulevards is the
backbone of the plan. Similarly to the skeleton of a living body, the road network has an
intrinsic coherence: the blocks are not only the interstitial parts of the network, but also
they create a new urban pattern within it. This scheme is the fundamental referential for
all the grand traveaux in Paris conducted by Baron Haussmann and his experts’ team:
the works of demolition and construction of new blocks with frontages aligned along
the new directories, the realization of the new water system, the laying of special pipes
for the aqueduct and for the city sewer system. The design of infrastructure is the main
instrument of regularization in Haussmann’s urban design practice. Nevertheless this is
not a two-dimensional approach to urban design. On the contrary, the axes indicated in the
general plan for the urban scheme correspond to a well-defined three-dimensional crosssection (gabarit in the technical jargon), which comprises besides the streets section and
its underground spaces, the outline of the buildings (immeubles), the architecture of the
facades and the building typologies as well.
In Haussmann’s practice the design of the spaces of mobility is therefore a threedimensional practice, the instrument to create an urban morphology for the new era.
The three-dimensional approach to the design of the spaces of motion is applied to all
scales of intervention: from the scale of the city (arrondissements), to the scale of the
neighbourhood (Île de la Cité); from the scale of the urban ensemble (for instance the
Place de l’Opèra) to the detailed design of the residential street (gabarit); from the scale
of architecture (façades immeubles) to the detailed scale of the underground infrastructure
(water and sewer systems). The spaces of infrastructure include the circulatory system
above ground as well as the service system below the street level. Although this was not
new at the time in which the Plan for Paris appeared, the way this system was designed4
certainly was. The following points summarise the innovative instruments introduced by
the Plan for Paris in relation to mobility.
Urban model. The city is analysed and planned for the first time as a system of
systems. At a time in which the notion of the modern metropolis5 was still unknown,
Haussmann introduces this groundbreaking concept by ordering the urban structure
according to a new taxonomy of roads and public spaces that define new distances
and geographies. Not accidentally they are the product of cross-disciplinary design
knowledge that works at providing a modern interpretation of the traditional typologies
of the urban space. This approach to city planning will influence the development of
all major European cities during the 19th century. The boulevard urbain, the avenue,
the boulevard periferique, the promenade, and the square are the most representative
examples of this new order introduced by Haussmann in Paris. These elements of the
plan are more than purely revised typologies of existing roads: they are the backbone
of the modern city and of the modern urban design practice. As a matter of fact, the
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countless applications of these archetypes in the development of the 19th century
European metropolis confirm their extraordinariness. Haussmann’s planning strategies
and design approach consider the social dimension of the urban project for the modern
metropolis. In the Plan for Paris the interlacing streets, avenues and boulevards re-design
a new urban geography on the old city map, whose three- dimensional image is the one
in which the rising bourgeois society could find its roots. Old streets are widened in order
to accelerate traffic flow; existing arteries are doubled (Rue Saint Denis); and diagonals
are cut (for Boulevard Magenta). This network of arterial connections constituted what
Haussmann described as a kind of ‘general regulatory system’, which was subdivided
into hierarchical systems, each of them organised around a major node (square). A traffic
node substitutes the enclosed square of the old urban order -a place sheltered from traffic
- here, or to use the proper term, it becomes a node de relations urbaine. So, in the Plan,
the traffic interchange (roundabout) is not simply solved as a traffic interchange, but also
it is designed as a node of urban relations. Haussmann’s new taxonomy of squares shows
that the architecture of the boulevards, as well as of the nodal points in the city, should
not be a belated attempt to adorn the street, but it should be an essential aspect of the
modern urban design practice. By this the ‘street’ turns into an inclusive place. Therefore
in the Plan for Paris the issue of urban order is profoundly related to the search for new
expressions of a modern urban aesthetics.
Design strategy. The design strategy adopted in the plan for Paris is based on the
twofold logic of subtraction and addition. During the second half of the 19th century
the need for good sanitary conditions in the city emerged as a problem to be solved by
modern urbanism. Haussmann answers this question by introducing the dual concept
of circulatory and respiratory system. If the circulatory system is an invention, the
respiratory system is the translation into design guidelines of a fundamental statement of
capitalist order applied to the urban space. The respiratory system is designed by creating
voids in the existing urban fabric where fragments from the stratified morphology are
subtracted and a new urban grid is added to the previous one. The size of the resulting
urban block is determined not only by the length and profile of the new enlarged road
infrastructure, but also by the size of the voids in between. These voids become the open
spaces in the city, always related to large-scale buildings with public functions. In this
logic, the open/public spaces are not laid out for ceremonial purposes like in the baroque
city, but for the practical reason that they needed to be kept free. As a matter of fact the
notion of ‘public space’ as we know it today came into being with the Plan for Paris.
Related to the new notion of open space in the modern city, there is that of ‘green
spaces’. These are rather different from the old public gardens not only in terms of scale,
but also in their semiotic richness. Within the network of streets and boulevards designed
for traffic flow, the Plan for Paris presents a hierarchy of green areas divided into four
categories: promenades (Champs Elysées); squares (London influence); public gardens
(Montsouris and Buttes-Chaumonts parks); and suburban parks located at the eastern and
western city edges. The direct correlation between road infrastructure and the landscape
will be applied later on to the development of the parkways in North America.
Design method. In designing for the modernization of Paris, Haussmann
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acknowledged the fact that mobility was the driving factor for urban and social change
both in economic and temporal perspective. Therefore the Plan is centred not only on
the issues of the increasing traffic flows and urban densification, but also it addresses
the social use of the spaces of mobility. Haussmann’s network of thoroughfares is
designed carefully in all its components. Roads are places and not only new lines of
communication: they are radials connecting urban nodes of activities. At the scale of the
whole city the infrastructure networks are independent from the pattern they compose:
the radials are layered upon the existing city ‘dismantling’ the original fine parcelling to
shape new wide building blocks. At the scale of the neighbourhood the new networks
create new social and spatial relations, withdrawing the previous order. Therefore we
can say that in this approach the urban grid is not an instrument to foster a top-down city
planning, but what results from it.
Design process. The realization of the Plan encountered a series of technical as
well as bureaucratic problems. Here we take especially into consideration the technical
ones. These are: the arrangement of the water and sewer network in the underground,
the rearrangement of the traffic and the state of roads, the connection with the railway
system, and the planning and design of collective facilities such as markets, schools and
hospitals. Because of these technical questions, the three Haussmannian réseaux are not
only a traffic scheme enriched by an architectural frame. On the contrary, they are part of
a general program of reorganization of the city, which reshapes the functional as well as
the spatial structure of Paris.
Similarly to Cerdà‘s Extension Plan for Barcelona, in this Plan the role of technique
is indeed very important. To fully grasp its importance we ought to reflect upon the
general situation in Europe at the time the Plan for Paris was designed and developed.
The 19th century signs the moment in which the technical problems of urbanization
move from the generality of the territory to the city. In the first phase of modernisation,
civil engineers worked at analysing and quantifying all dynamic elements characterising
the management of the modern city. With their expertise they brought those dynamic
elements in the perspective in which they could be re-conducted to a substantial condition
of equilibrium. Hydraulic engineering for instance, played an important role in the
application of technique to urban design by offering itself as the ground for abstraction
and simulation of the issues related to the water management. If as Italian historian
Guido Zucconi discusses, the military academies provided a decisive contribution to the
formation of technical experts, the schools of engineering offered the instruments to solve
the technical problems of the city (2001: 61).
In this framework we can position a generalized phenomenon occurring in Europe
during the first half of the 19th century: the birth of municipal offices to plan and
co-ordinate the public works according to a tri-partition in the sectors of water, road
infrastructure and buildings. Within this new bureaucratic system the different technical
problems of the new urban morphology could be analysed, designed and managed by
inter-disciplinary teams of experts, as it was the case of Paris. This explains how the
realization of the complex Plan Haussmann has been possible.
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Realization. The three phases in which this large network is realised take the name of
réseaux almost to underline the character and finality of the plan. The first réseau, traced
in 1855, is made by the large croisée of boulevards (Boulevard Sébastopol/ Boulevard St.
Michel and Rue de Rivoli) centred on the node of the Châtelet-Hôtel de Ville. During this
phase the readjustment of the Île de la Cité takes place, with large demolitions around the
Cathedral Notre-Dame, and the construction of a series of public buildings.
The second réseau (1858) foresees the opening of new axes of connection located
mainly in the western part of the city. The schemes for the completion of the grand
boulevards belong to this phase of the plan, as well as the creation of new important nodes
such as the Opéra, the military headquarters and the esplanade of the Chateau-d’Eau. The
last réseau is the largest one, defined around 1860, in a moment in which Paris absorbed
the areas comprised between the two old urban boundaries: the most internal one, known
as Fermiers Généreux, erected between 1784 and 1791, and the most external town wall
realized in 1845 (known as Thiers). From 1860 on, the third boundary introduced by
Haussmann will define the border between the enlarged city center and the banlieu,
falling outside the perimeter of the department of the Seine6.
Thanks to the effective collaboration of urban commercial interests and the support of an
increasingly centralised state these large-scale interventions have been possible. Indeed,
Haussmann’s plans made Paris evolve as one of the most modern cities in the world.
There can be no disagreement as to the importance of the large-scale sewer, water and
street systems built during the Second Empire. From any point of view these systems were
basic for all else. Beyond this the consensus ends. Some critics like the new boulevards,
some the parks and the new buildings, others reject individual aspects or the whole of
the Haussmann project as either aesthetically unsatisfying or socially inadequate. Some
significant points seem to be overlooked. Regardless of whether one considers the mid19th century lower class housing condition in Paris adequate or inadequate, the city of
1850 served the needs of the lower classes. But the urban middle class and the rising
upper class in particular were not so well served by the existing city. Haussmann’s plans
provided a solution to this problem. Two fundamental and essentially interrelated aspects
of the attacks on Second Empire housing must be considered: the condemnation of the
mixing of functions under one roof and the ‘wardrobe’ critique of the boulevards behind
which “the most appalling disorder lies concealed” (Saalman, 1971:144). I would suggest
that in theses two aspects lies the secret of Haussmann’s success. It apparently never
occured either to Haussmann or to Napoleon to tear down the whole old Paris and to
build a new one (as later on Le Corbusier proposed). They wanted to improve the city,
not to destroy it. The ‘appalling disorder’ that lies behind the elegant facades of the new
boulevards is, as a matter of fact, the lively fabric of the old town, which was just as
essential to the everyday life of all Parisians as were the new boulevards.
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Schematic plan of Paris. Source: Saalman, H. (1971) Paris Transformed. New York: Gerorge Brazillier; 58-59.
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Paris from the west, 1889. International Exposition with Eiffel Tower at the lower right. Arc de Triomphe and Avenue des Champes Elysées are in the center.
Gare du Nord and Gare de l’Est are at the top left. Panthéon (Ste.-Geneviéve) and Val-de-Grâce are at the top right.
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Haussmann’s interventions in Paris.
Figure 1. Grand Croisée. Haussmann worked first at the so-called ‘Grand Croisée’, the place in
the heart of the city (Place du Chatelet) where two major roads come together: the large east-west
connection of Rue de Rivoli en the north-south route, which was created by connecting Boulevard de
Strassbourg with Boulevard de Sebastopol.
Figure 2. Quartier Latin. At the same time Haussmann worked at the restructuring of the Quartier
Latin. With the development of Boulevard St. Germain the overal spatial quality of the area as well as
the traffic circulation have been considerably enhanced.
Figure 3. Boulevards. Haussmann’s plans were not only concearned with the improvement of the
accessibility of the city centre, but also they aimed at improving the situation of existing connecting
roads. Therefore Haussmann worked at reconnecting the so-called ‘boulevards interieurs’ with the
‘boulevards exterieurs’. The first ones had been built during the 17th century, in the place of former
fortifications and they were located between Place de la Concorde and the Bastille. The second ring
(Fermiers Généraux) was developed during the 18th century between Place d’Etoile, Place de Nation
and Montparnasse. Haussmann’s street system connects these two existing networks by means of a
set of diagonal boulevards. The new streets are significantly wider than any existing street, and they
are designed to pass directly through many existing buildings. The Rue Saint-Denis for instance,
unlike other existing streets, is very straight. Napoleon III hoped this would discourage rioters, who
were in the habit of setting up barricades in the warren-like streets of Paris.
Figure 4. Premier Réseau. The first network was realized between 1853 and 1858. As Haussmann’s
ambition was to complete the work made by his precedessors, the main project realised in this first
phase is the Grand Croisée at the heart of the city. It is important to recall that the projects realised in
this phase have been partially financed by the state.

1
2

Figure 5. Deuxième Réseau. The second network, realized between 1858 and 1869, is made
essentially by main connections between the centre and the outskirst of the city. To realize such an
ambitious programme, the Paris municipality had to make major investments (the final costs were
double than it was estimated).
Figure 6. Troisième Réseau.The plan for the third network was presented by Haussmann in 1869.
This phase is mostly concearned with the areas at the fringe of the city and the rich ‘banlieues’
located in the western part of the city. The 3rd Réseau was considered to be less important than
the previous ones by the national and local administrators, therefore it has been problematic for
Haussmann to find the essential resources to realize the projects.
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Hausmann’s plan(s) for Paris. (Top) A well-defined three-dimensional cross-section (Gabarit) of a
boulevard, which comprises: the road and underground infrastructures, the outline of the buildings
(immeubles), the architecture of the facades and the residential typologies. (Bottom) Structure of
Paris before Haussmann: the 20 arrondissements and the 3 city walls.
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(Top) Charles Marville. Boulevard Haussmann in Paris, view from the corner of Avenue de Messine,
towards Avenue Friedland, ca 1900. (Bottom) Drawing indicating the major interventions in the city
centre carried out under Haussmann. Source: Bibliiotheque historique de la Ville de Paris.
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(Top) Rue des Rambuteau seen from Boulevard Sébastopol, 1888. Source: Departement de la Seine, Les
Traveaux des Paris, 1788-1889; Atlas [Paris 1889], plate XI. (Right) “Five Levels of Parisian life” (from Textier).
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The city as a system of sectors: Tony Garnier and Soria y Mata
After Haussman’s Plan for Paris the effects of large-scale infrastructure networks on
the consolidated pattern of the pre-industrial city were already noticeable. At the turn of
the 20th century the second generation of urbanists realized the importance of developing
specific design strategies for infrastructure planning that could match the issues of
urban growth with the local characteristics of the urban fabric. Such approaches are
embedded in a Positivist tradition and present as common characteristic the confidence
in the possibility to define scientifically the city by means of design methods. This belief
reinforces the position of the themes of mobility within the professional debate by paving
the way for the experimentation of new urban forms and new design methods. However,
the field of experimentation is no longer la cite’ malade approached by Haussmann.
Between 1890 and World War I, the general reflection upon ‘the city of chaos’ is
substituted by an increasing interest in the issues of spatial distribution and social
cohesion. At that moment, the question of urban order is addressed and solved by means
of an intensive production of plans and theories. Interestingly, the spaces of mobility are
the field of experimentation for such professional debate. The intensive production of
prototypical schemes for the development of the future city based on the design of new
typology of roads witnesses the establishment of a new trend within the paradigm of
Regularisation.
Tony Garnier and Soria y Mata are the most interesting exponents of this generation
of urbanists, whose aim was to establish a catalogue of universal types and principles
for town planning. Tony Garnier (1869-1948) represents the generation of urbanists
which had retained the hopeful attitude of Positivism towards progress. He dedicated his
carrier to research the interrelations between urban growth and infrastructure planning
with important consequences for the future development of our discipline. Educated as
architect at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, Garnier brook up rather soon with that traditional
form of education to embrace the path of experimentation. Soria y Mata (1844–1920)
instead, represents that category of intellectuals - not educated as architects or engineers
- who played a significant role in the development of a discourse on mobility at the heart
of modern urbanism.

Tony Garnier. La Cité Industrielle (1901-1917).
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THE CENTRAL ARTERY
With the project for La Cité Industrielle (1901-1917) Tony Garnier elaborated a
remarkable method for the rational organization of the modern city. By adopting his home
town (Lyon) as case study, Garnier’s ambition was to set up a theory of modern urbanism
applicable to any major advanced industrial urban settlement. As a matter of fact, Garnier
makes use of La Cité Industrielle to generalise and test the themes and conflicts of
contemporary urbanism in a sort of catalogue raisonné of planning elements. Which is
probably the synthesis of the most advanced possibilities for urban organization before
the Athens Charter (Sica, 1978). The choice of an industrial city as the location of the
project is in line with Garnier’s hypothesis that future urban growth will be determined
exclusively by the exigencies of industrial production. Garnier considers the social
and political aspects of the urban planning and design practice rather seriously. Indeed
Garnier anticipated the necessity to set links between institutional power and operative
possibilities in order to set conditions for the realization of urban change, which is the
ultimate goal of any urban plan. In this sense La Cité industrielle represents one of the
first and most complete examples of the use of the master plan as the modern planning
instrument.
Three elements characterize the urban model proposed for the Cité Industrielle:
the existing city, the new city and infrastructure networks. The first element is entirely
preserved and protected by a green buffer zone separating the historical heritage from
the new developments. The historic city is protected but not disconnected from the new
developments as Garnier locates the train station in the centre of the old city. The second
element of the Plan is the new city represented by a residential area and an industrial
sector. The residential area has a regular grid with standard sized block subdivided in
equal parcels. The industrial sector follows the local morphology alongside the river. A
traffic artery for all movements crosses the new residential area. This artery is part of the
third and most interesting element of the master plan for the Cite’, which comprises a
system of primary and secondary road connections, and a tramline linking the new sectors
of the industrial city with the old settlement and the railway line.

the scale of the building. For this reason in the master Plan for La Cité all residential
typologies are studied in relation to the street profile. The central artery differs from the
Haussmannian boulevard because the continuous alignment along the street is abolished
- as in Hénard’s plan for the boulevards à redans - and the residential units are composed
according to an alternate pattern of private and public spaces. These are integral parts of
the pedestrian network. The iteration of the same residential standard in a rich variety of
architectural typologies results in an uniformly dense urban area that polemically fights
against those planning methods where pyramidal interests of land property guide the
process of urbanization.
From a methodological point of view, La Cité industrielle shows therefore an
innovative approach to the urban design practice, which gives equal attention to the large
scale as well as to the design of the detail. This approach promotes a three-dimensional
conception of the urban space in terms of accessibility, liveability and flexibility. The
urbanist’s competence is therefore to master these parameters by means of a strategic
approach to the design task so to endorse with added value to urban quality.
Garnier’s work influenced the Modern Movement, in particular the work by its master,
Le Corbusier. In his essay Urbanisme (1925) Le Corbusier draws a diagram for the future
city in which some key elements of La Cité are clearly recognisable. First of all there is
the central position of infrastructure networks in the urban composition. Interestingly,
they not only represent Le Corbusier’s favourite metaphor of progress and modernity, but
also they are used as an urban planning instrument. Second, there is the triadic division of
urban functions (spaces for production, for living and for distribution). Some years later,
in the Plan Directeur d’Alger (1930-1942) – which will be discussed later on – we find
another sign of Garnier’s influence: the integral separation among the old city (Casbah)
and the new developments along and within the infrastructure network recalls the structure
of La Cité as well. Less directly, we recognize the influence of Garnier’s work also in the
definitions of the four keys of modern urbanism (living, working, recreating, circulation)
published in The Athens Charter in 1941. These references show that Modernism has
reinterpreted Garnier ‘s archetype of road infrastructures by simplifying it and ever since
the central artery has been connected to the functionalist grid.

The composition of the infrastructure network is centred on the idea to create efficient
mass transit connections among the three poles of the city: the historical centre, the new
residential areas and the industrial zone. The central artery cutting through the new
residential grid calls for our attention. Although we recognize quite a few similarities
with the Haussmannian scheme for the boulevard urbaine, Garnier’s central artery
presents some innovative aspects too. In particular, the attention given to the design
of open ground floors in order to allow free pedestrian circulation shows Garnier’s
preference for the urban grid as an open field, as he writes: “Le sol de la ville est comme
un grand parc”.
The design for the central artery underlines as well the importance of considering
infrastructure as the ordering element of the urban grid, from the scale of the city to
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Tony Garnier. General plan for La Cité Industrielle presented at the Rome Expositions in 1901 and
1904. Source:Tony Garnier. Une Cité Industrielle. Études pour la construction des villes. (1988) Paris: Philippe Sers Éditeurs; pl. 6.
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Tony Garnier. Drawing of a residential street. La Cité Industrielle (1901-1917).
Cité Industrielle. Études pour la construction des villes. (1988) Paris: Philippe Sers Éditeurs; pl. 15 .
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Tony Garnier. Bird view of La Cité Industrielle, ‘La Terrasse sur la vallée’ (1901-1917). Source:
Tony Garnier Une Cité Industrielle. 1988. Paris: Philippe Sers Editeurs/Vilo; p. 21.
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THE CORRIDOR
La Ciudal Lineal proposed by the Spanish progressive intellectual Arturo Soria y
Mata in the Madrid newspaper ‘El Progreso’ in 1882 is the third and last example of
regularization by means of an infrastructural network. Similarly to the plans previously
discussed, also the plan for La Ciudad lineal starts from the assumption that mobility
networks represent the progress of the modern city. Yet, this project is a manifesto more
than a master plan. With its diagram of unlimited growth the city of communication
is an extreme theorisation with no insight for the consequences of its realization7. The
vertebrate longitudinal structure of La Ciudad Linear is potentially never-ending (from
Candice to St. Petersburg), while the width should be limited in order to guarantee an equal
degree of accessibility from the edges to the centre. In this way, each sector would benefit
from the countryside. Vice versa, the country side can profit from the nearby facilities
concentrated in the backbone of the grid: a wide infrastructure corridor including railway,
roadway, electricity, central heating and a ‘pneumatic tube’ for post distribution.
The abstractness of these ideas should not distract us. If we look at the diagram
explaining the structure for the Linear City, we notice that something important happens
to infrastructure. Namely, the complex networks of radials and nodes developed by
Haussmann and the threefold system of the Cité industrielle here are substituted by
one single line: the corridor. With the introduction of this typology of road the city as
a system of systems turns into a generalized linear urbanization. The importance of
the corridor in Soria y Mata’s theorization is underlined by the attention given to its
detailing. Whilst the master plan is a generic diagram, the corridor has been worked out
at the scale of architecture quite precisely. The cross section shows a total width of 40
meters with separate traffic functions: starting from the centre there is a double lane for
public transport (14 meters), four lanes for motorised traffic symmetrically disposed and,
on both sides of the central artery, there is a pedestrian zone (5 meters) in proximity of
the residential units. A characteristic of the corridor that will remain unchanged is that
the size of infrastructure is independent from the program it serves. Besides, the edge
between road and buildings is sharply defined and it creates a strong separation of the
spaces of flow from the rest of the built environment.
The infrastructure, that is naively over-dimensioned in relation to the two-floors
buildings at the street side, denounces Soria y Mata’s unfamiliarity with design. However,
this typology of road section has had a great influence in the development of the corridor
as a model for extensive urbanization. La Ciudad Lineal sets a trend in the development
of urban theory and practice that is still nowadays present and that produced the kind of
urbanization that we find along the major road networks all over the world (Secchi, 1988;
Boeri, 2001). Such theorisation of unlimited urban growth is obviously not considering
the socio-morphological conditions of the territory. Even though in Soria Y Mata’s
intentions this model should have broken up with an urbanism ruled by land prices and
private interests by providing institutional agencies and urbanists with a democratic
planning instrument, the consequences of its application were extreme.
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As many other experimental models developed by modern urbanism, only when it
comes to the phase of realization the limits of the theoretical model become evident.
Soria y Mata succeeded to test the Ciudad Lineal only in a suburb of Madrid, rather
a modest scale to appreciate its feasibility and eventually bring an optimisation to the
model. However, it is during the 1960s that the concept of the Linear City was largely
built in the United States, as well as in Europe. In more recent years this model has
been thoroughly discussed and researched especially in The Netherlands (the debate on
corridor developments might be a good example).

(Left) Arturo Soria y Mata. La Ciudad Lineal (Madrid, 1894). Previous page (top) Arturo Soria
y Mata. Cross section of La Ciudad Lineal (1913). Previous page (bottom) Arturo Soria y Mata.
Original drawing of La Ciudad Lineal on the map of Madrid by Ibanez de Ibero (1875).
Source: Coll. Paul du Mesnil du Buisson.
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François Kollar. Saint-Étienne (ca 1930). Photomontage. Source: AFDPP/ Mission du patrimoine photographique, Paris.
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Paradigm 2. INSTITUTIONALISATION
The institutionalisation of urbanism starts to develop in Europe and especially in
Germany around 1870. The protagonists are mainly technically educated engineers
working in town planning departments, which starting from 1890 are in charge of
the entire town planning process. The institutionalisation of the discipline is made in
two major steps: 1) the production of specialised manuals and handbooks; and 2) the
establishment of town planning departments at municipal level. Both steps are set in order
to respond to the urgent need of that time to find a normative structure to define, control
and verify the urban planning and design practice.
If the establishment of town planning departments at municipal level institutionalises
the discipline at bureaucratic level, the large production of handbooks is an attempt to
institutionalise urbanism from within the discipline itself. In this effort, major attention is
given to the codification of a set of universally valid design guidelines and theories on the
‘good urban form’. This tendency towards a normative character of the urban planning
profession emerged during the first general assembly of German architects and engineers
(Verband Deutscher Arkitekten- und Ingenieur – Vereine) held in Leibzich in 1874. In
this occasion the participants agreed upon two important issues: the need for master plans
and the requirement to set clear tasks within the planning process, namely to prevent
private and public conflicts of interest. Therefore it was decided to entrust the public
administration with the responsibility for traffic plans and hygienic-sanitary norms.
Whereas the development of negotiated programs within the master plan guidelines
would go to the private sector.
The German case
‘Germany’, wrote Patrick Abercrombie in 1913, ‘has concretely achieved more
modern Town Planning than any other country...’ (TPR, 1913:99). Few would have
questioned this judgment by the leading British expert on world town planning, except
perhaps for some young iconoclasts in Germany itself (Hegemann, 1913:151-61, 272312, 394). How had Germany achieved this unquestioned position of world leadership in
urban planning? Industrialization and its attendant urbanization can provide only part of
the answer. Certainly, German industrialization was in many respects a more rapid and
revolutionary process than in Britain, France and even the United States. It generated
massive urban growth, particularly in the larger towns. It did not begin, however, until
the middle of the 19th century.
The basis of this new policy was to plan new infrastructures around the existing builtup areas. Applied in a partial and rudimentary manner until the mid-19th century, it began
to be developed thereafter into a more ambitious instrument, in step with accelerated
urban growth. A number of administrative obstacles remained until the 1870s, when most
states began to grant their urban authorities strengthened powers to lay out extensive
street networks in developing areas at reduced cost to the public purse. There followed
a period of consolidation during which most German towns expanded into thoroughly
planned street-systems while their authorities did little to extend their control of the use
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of private land. From the 1890s, however, a new acceleration of urban growth combined
with certain social and political developments threw into relief various tensions in the
city-building process. The town authorities responded by adopting a more active role in
the shaping of the urban environment as a whole. Developing almost without interruption
until 1914, this more ambitious intervention came to be known as ‘Städtebau’ the process
of controlled town building, or town planning (see Hartog, 1962; Albers, 1975a).
According to historian Anthony Sutcliffe, the consolidation of extension planning
took place in Germany around 1875-1890. The Fluchtliniengesetz (law on building lines
or alignment) confirmed the planning of individual new streets and of town extensions as
an everyday municipal activity in Prussia. Other states followed a similar course. Indeed,
Baden (1868) and Wurttemberg (1872) had passed comparable legislation before Prussia.
Most of the other states had adopted equivalent enactments by the early 1880s (BergerThimme, 1976). Many towns took advantage of the power, which was offered to them
in Prussia and certain other states, to refuse permission for any new building that was
not sited on a municipally planned street deemed ready for development. When suburbs
spread outside the municipal boundaries, the neighbouring authorities usually prepared
street plans to cater for the influx. Consequently, after the 1870s very little new urban
building took place in Germany outside the municipally planned street networks. For the
municipalities, early provision of services saved expense (and higher taxation) later on.
For those involved in the building process, street planning was on the whole welcome.
As earlier in the century, it helped the developers to form fragmented plots into building
sites. In addition, now that piped water, sewerage and gas supplies were coming to be
expected by tenants, it helped the builders to know that these services would be available
on completion of the houses.
This regularization of extension planning coincided with another important stimulus
to the outward growth of German towns. This was the removal of the ring fortifications.
Confidence in the efficacy of ring defences began to wane from the 1850s, and after the
unification of Germany in 1871 the military authorities were generally willing to agree
to the de-fortification of all but key frontier towns. Numerous ring earthworks were thus
removed in the 1870s, often in association with town-extension schemes (Hartog, 1962:
27). In those towns where the army insisted on retaining the fortifications, it was often
prepared to build a new line to encompass suburban growth, as at Mainz after 1872, in
Strasbourg in 1875, at Cologne in the early 1880s and again after 1906 (Dickinson, 1961:
84-5; Hartog, 1962:65-71).
With rural land reform now complete everywhere in Germany, there were from the
1870s no longer any artificial restrictions on the outward spread of most towns. Despite
these encouragements, the practice of extension planning did not greatly advance in the
1870s and 1880s. After the early 1870s German urban expansion slowed in response to
the relatively depressed condition of the world economy. Nevertheless, between 1871
and 1890 about eight and a half million people were added to the urban population
of Germany (Hohorst, 1975:22; 423:52). In supervising their accommodation, the
municipalities concerned themselves primarily with sanitation. In somewhat belated
emulation of British experience and that of Hamburg, Frankfurt and other pioneers in
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Germany, they began in the 1870s to install modern water supply and sewage systems.
Above ground, they concentrated on superficial cleansing and on laying out broad streets
that would permit the free circulation of air and adequate natural lighting for dwellings.
Their extension plans reflected these limited, though important, objectives.
In their detailed planning most towns continued to emulate Berlin. In 1858 the Prussian
government had ordered the Berlin authorities to produce a large-scale extension plan.
The work was entrusted to James Hobrecht (1825-1903), a young official in the policebuilding department with training in architecture and civil engineering. Hobrecht’s huge
Bebauungsplan, published in 1862, was sufficiently far-sighted to remain in force, with
only minor revisions, until 1919 (Matzerath and Thienel, 1977:176; Heinrich, 1962). The
scale of Hobrecht’s planning far exceeded anything previously attempted in Berlin. All
the streets in the plan were between twenty-five and thirty metres wide and the blocks, in
order to reduce street-building costs, were immense. Many of them measured 200 metres
by 300 or even 400 metres (Eberstadt, 1909:5862). Apart from the streets, the only public
spaces were a number of huge squares. It would appear that Hobrecht, and initially the
police authorities as well, saw the planned street network as only a skeleton, to which
narrower side streets and generous planted spaces would be added when building took
place (Hegemann, 1913:153; Radicke, 1974).
In practice, however, such refinements were neglected. The police authorities, which
until 1875 remained responsible for building the streets, cut costs to the minimum and the
municipality followed their example thereafter. In consequence, the plan greatly aided the
spread of the Mietskasernen, which could be built on the broad streets up to the maximum
height allowed by the building regulations, while spreading deep into the interiors of
the blocks via a succession of small courtyards. The Hobrecht’s plan soon aroused
criticism among Berlin housing reformers, notably in an article by Ernst Bruch, a social
statistician, published in the Deutsche Bauzeitung in 1870 (Albers, 1975a: 15, 38-9, 54,
61, 65). However, its combination of cheapness and efficiency greatly recommended it
to other towns. Berim’s example was widely followed in the urban building boom of the
late 1860s and early 1870s.
When extension planning was firmly established in 1875 it remained the model for
many new projects and in some towns it continued to dominate during the 1880s. In
Dusseldorf, for instance, a plan for the extension of the whole city was introduced in
1884, supplementing earlier schemes that had dealt with only segments of the periphery.
The planned area totalled 2,400 hectares. Assuming an average density of 250 people
to the hectare, it provided space for a population of 600,000 people nearly six times the
current population of the town. In its uniformly wide streets and lack of open space it
repeated all the defects of the BerlinPplan (Städtebau, 1905:29-30). The weaknesses of
this crude form of extension planning began to stimulate debate in specialist circles in
the early 1870s.
One of the effects of national unification was to prompt the foundation of a number
of professional and social-reform associations to coordinate or supersede bodies that
had previously operated within the individual states. Particularly interested in the
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urban environment were the Verband deutscher Architekten-und Ingenieurvereine
(Confederation of German Associations of Architects and Engineers), which was founded
in 1871, and the Deutsche Verein für öffentliche Gesundheitspflege (German Association
for the Promotion of Public Health), set up in 1873. Less directly involved was the Verein
für Sozialpolitik (Association for Social Policy), founded in 1872. These three bodies
generated distinctive but overlapping approaches to the urban question.
The Verband deutscher Architekten- und Ingenieurvereine was a professional
organization, which grouped the various local and regional associations of architects, and
engineers that had grown up in Germany since the foundation of the Berlin association
in 1824 (Centralblatt, 1889, 3357). Separate organizations existed, both locally and
nationally, for architects on the one hand and engineers on the other, but the Verband and
its constituent associations reflected a willingness among German architects, unparalleled
among their British and French equivalents, to combine with engineers to discuss matters
of mutual interest. These covered a wide range, including industrial design and transport,
but the shaping of towns figured prominently in their proceedings, and local branches of
the Verband were particularly strong and active in the large cities.
The Verein fur offentliche Gesundheitspflege reflected the growing concern for
environmental hygiene that had greatly advanced in the 1860s and early 1870s. More
overtly a reforming body than the Verband, it counted among its adherent members
of a variety of professions, municipal officials, politicians and social reformers
(Hartog, 1962:24). The Verein für Sozialpolitik, finally, was the creation of a group of
educated reformers drawn from the upper and middle classes. They were commonly
known as Kathedersozialisten (‘chair socialists’) as so many of them were university
professors. The Verein advocated the resolution of the social problems associated with
industrialization by an extension of public intervention in the workings of society and
the economy. From its origins it showed a lively interest in the improvement of the urban
environment. Although anti-socialist and even conservative in its political tendency, it
looked favourably on the growth of municipal activity and on land reform (Hartog, 1962:
63; Marschalk, 1978:63; Berger-Thimme, 1976:122-3).
While comparable organizations existed in other countries, those of Germany were
unique in the direct influence, which they exercised on the formulation of urban policy.
This influence was a product of the distinctive nature of German urban government, and
the marked professionalization of public life. When rapid urban growth began to place
greater burdens on the municipalities in mid-century, the larger towns were forced to
appoint more salaried officials to replace the leisured citizens who had previously filled
all but the most burdensome executive positions on the Magistrat. This process was
connected with the extension of the executive’s control over policy-making, and by the
1870s the senior salaried officials were beginning to find themselves in a position of some
power. Although their numbers did not normally outweigh those of the unpaid members
of the Magistrat, they generally served there longer (in Prussia they were appointed for
twelve years, compared to six for the unpaid members).
Most powerful of all the salaried men was the Bürgermeister (in the larger towns,
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Oberbürgermeister). In Prussia and most other states the government from a shortlist
drawn up by the town council appointed the Bürgermeister. Both government and council
normally expected him to have administrative experience and appropriate professional
qualifications, usually in jurisprudence. As the century wore on however, the growing
scale of municipal responsibilities tended to strengthen the power of the Bürgermeister
throughout Germany. His long term of office helped him to build up close control over
his municipality’s policies, either directly or through the growing corps of officials that
he supervised. The big-city Oberbürgermeister, in particular, were men of some standing
in national as well as local affairs. In Prussia, many of them represented their towns in
the upper house of parliament (Herrenhaus) after 1848. Birth, education, military record
and personal contacts made most of them worthy members of the upper-middle class.
Security of tenure allowed most of them to steer clear of party politics in their towns, and
some maintained a non-political stance at national level.
The development of environmental policies was thus determined to a large extent by
the salaried officials. Certainly, they could not ignore the powerful economic interests
represented in the town council and among the unpaid members of the Magistrat, but they
held an initiative that their counterparts in England, the ‘servants’ of sometimes narrowminded and ignorant councils, were denied (see Hennock, 1973). In using that initiative,
they were very open to influence from the professional and reform associations, in which
they were allowed to participate fully. Even some of the Oberbürgermeister, most notably
Franz Adickes (1846-1915), operating in Frankfurt between 1891 and 1911, played an
active part in their debates.
Far more numerous, however, were officials directly concerned with the environment.
The associations kept them in touch with developments in other towns and states, and
helped them to see their own activities in the context of social policy as a whole. They
could use the associations to drum up support for extensions of powers or other reforms
that they needed in their towns. Activity in the associations could allow the abler official to
build up a national reputation and so move easily to a better post in a larger town, or even
into state or imperial politics and administration. For the less gifted man, the associations
offered the chance to maintain his awareness of professional opportunities elsewhere in
Germany, and to build up a vicarious experience of administrative procedures that varied
greatly from state to state (and, within Prussia, from province to province).
Also attracted were the numerous independent professionals who were involved
with urban administration as consultants, competition entrants or representatives of
private interests. The rapidly growing towns made heavy calls on such people, who
were spawned by Germany’s highly organized system of technical education. They were
joined in the associations by many of their educators – professors in technical subjects
in the expanding high schools and universities. Particularly prominent in the later 19th
century was Reinhard Baumeister (1833-1917), professor in the school of engineering at
Karlsruhe Polytechnic. Many of these professors themselves engaged directly in urban
affairs as elected representatives or consultants. Such was the level of expertise in the
associations that the state and imperial legislators among their members often invited
them to take part in drawing up bills and regulations.
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The associations first began to make their influence felt during the Prussian debates
on urban powers in 1874 and 1875. At this early stage, however, they did not seek a
major modification of the Hobrechtian model of town-extension planning. The Verein
für Sozialpolitik was as yet scarcely aware of the possibility of creating an educative or
integrative urban environment. The Verein für öffentliche Gesundheitspflege, for its part,
was concentrating on persuading the municipalities to provide good sewers and water
supplies, and wide streets, so it regarded the Fluchtliniengesetz as a step forward.
Only the Verband deutscher Architekten- und Ingemeurvereine struck a contentious
note, in a resolution, which it passed in 1874. Entitled ‘Fundamentals for town extensions
in their technical, economic and police aspects’, it reflected a general fear among the
members of the Verband that any encouragement of extension planning would lead to the
drawing up of a rash of ill-considered schemes by inexperienced personnel. At worst, the
plans might discourage building and put architects out of work; and there was a distinct
danger that excessive rigidity on Hobrechtian lines might limit the freedom of designers
working for private clients (Stübben, 1907: 6434).
Consequently, the resolution urged that municipalities should restrict themselves to
planning the main lines of communication and establishing basic health standards for new
building, leaving market forces to shape everything else. Local and side streets should be
planned only when building was about to take place, or left entirely to the discretion of
the developers. If the plan sought to allot a special character or function to any district,
it should do so in accordance with existing circumstances in the area, and compulsory
direction of its development should be limited to the exclusion or regulation of industry
under general public health powers.
These recommendations were largely reflected in the technical advice on the
implementation of the Fluchtliniengesetz that was issued to Prussian municipalities by the
Minister of Commerce in 1876 (Stübben, 1907:6203). They were also incorporated into
Germany’s first extension-planning manual, Reinhard Baumeister’s Stadterweiterungen
in technischer, baupolizeilicher und wirthschaftlicher Beiehung (Town extensions: their
links with technical and economic concerns, and with building regulations), which also
appeared in 1876. Baumeister had presented the report on which the Verband’s 1874
resolution had been based and, with James Hobrecht now heavily involved in creating
a modern sewerage system for Berlin, Baumeister emerged as the leading expert on
extension planning in Germany.
However, Baumeister’s main experience up to this point had been in railway building
and his book was more notable for its caution than its precision. This subdued note was
generally maintained in the municipal practice of extension planning in the 1870s and
1880s. Thanks to growing experience and the advice of the associations, Hobrecht’s
errors were avoided in a growing number of towns (Baumeister, 1876). A greater variety
of streetwidths was used and very large blocks were avoided. However, the authorities
hesitated to extend their control over private land. Some of the larger towns, encouraged
by the Verein für öffentliche Gesundheitspflege, tightened up their building regulations to
counter some of the worst abuses of the proliferating Mietskasernen, but little was done
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to encourage the building of smaller houses and the provision of more open space, private
or public. Indeed, some of the people who lived through these years later looked back on
them as something of an interlude.
Sitte’s book8, Stübben’s handbook9, and Henrici’s fine plans had not yet appeared. The
scanty literature of town planning (Städtebau), with the sole exception of Baumeister’s
manual, was scattered in a number of different journals, and active professionals in
responsible positions felt that they had little more to draw on in their planning work than
their own experience and the prevailing attitudes of the time (Städtebau, 1904, 378). This
relatively placid phase began to come to an end around 1890. Underlying the change
was the resumption of rapid economic growth that began to be significant from the later
1880s. Germany now emerged as Britain’s major industrial and military rival in Europe.
Urban growth accelerated in consequence; between 1890 and 1910 over fifteen and a
half million people were added to the urban population of Germany, nearly twice the
increase registered in the previous two decades. In 1910 60 per cent of the population of
the German Empire resided in towns. Most of the growth continued to occur in the larger
centres. Towns of between 20,000 and 100,000 inhabitants had accommodated 7.7 per
cent of Germany’s population in 1871; in 1910, 13.4 per cent lived in them. (Hohorst,
1975:22, 423, 52). This growth prompted a considerable expansion of the built-up areas,
particularly in the larger towns. Its impact was amplified by two other factors that, though
not entirely novel, exercised a markedly enhanced effect after about 1890. These were
public transport and the growth of the middle class.
The introduction of the electric tramcar from the early 1890s occurred more rapidly
and more generally in Germany than in any other European country (see McKay, 1976).
Meanwhile, the middle class of non-manual workers was greatly expanded by an influx
of white-collar employees generated by Germany’s rapid economic development
(Crossick, 1977:20-23). Able to command more residential space than manual workers,
and increasingly willing to live in peripheral areas, the middle class helped to promote
an expansion of the German town after 1890, which contrasted with the slower, denser
outward growth of the 1870s and 1880s (see Baumeister, 1887, 4).
These changes in the spatial implications of urban development were accompanied
by a transformation of the social context within which environmental policy evolved.
Social tensions, which had been kept under control in the 1880s by Bismarck’s ban on the
socialist parties, anti-trade union legislation, and welfare measures, welled up again after
1890. With Bismarck dismissed and the Social Democratic Party once more allowed to
operate openly, industrial conflicts multiplied and socialist representatives were returned
in growing numbers to the Reichstag. Among the upper and middle class apprehension
mounted of the shifting, pullulating worker masses in the cities.
The housing question now emerged as an important (though by no means the only)
focus of these concerns. Up to the 1880s it had been regarded largely as a matter of
sanitation and public health; in the 1890s the new spurt of urban population brought
problems of supply, rents and quality of accommodation more strongly to the fore (see
e.g. Eberstadt, 1893:523). Housing also came to be seen as more than just a physical
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matter. It was increasingly incorporated into the general debate on the social question, in
which considerations of family life, property ownership and community spirit generated
growing attention. As time passed, this new, broader definition of the housing question
itself tended to merge into a developing awareness of the total environment as an
influence on people’s attitudes and behaviour as well as on their physical condition.
The municipalities, encouraged by the state and imperial governments, responded
energetically to these new circumstances. As their suburbs spread, they obtained
boundary extensions; of the total area annexed by German towns between 1850 and
1918, nine-tenths was taken in after 1885 (Matzerath, 1978:79; see Rebentisch, 1978).
They redoubled their efforts to ensure that adequate public transport was provided (see
e.g. Bangert, 1936:701). Most of them refrained from the direct provision of housing, but
they were increasingly persuaded that they could stimulate the building of cheap, healthy
and socially educative housing by refining and extending their policies of environmental
control. This growth of activity, combined with changes in the internal structure of the
towns themselves as they divided more clearly into areas of distinct function, gradually
generated an awareness of the need for more ambitious municipal strategies of urban
development.
The distinctively German institution of the public competition played a major role in
the creation of the necessary expertise. It was common practice in 19th-century Germany
(as it still is) to select the designs of important public buildings by open competitions,
judged by panels of independent experts. The first important extension of this method to
urban planning in German-speaking Europe had been the competition held at Vienna in
1857 for the development of the fortification zone around the old city (Wurzer, 1974a:
1415). Although most towns in the future German Empire were happy at first to entrust
their extensions to their own officials or commissioned consultants, their growing
recognition of the complicated issues involved therein inclined some of them to draw
more widely on the expertise generated within the professional and reform associations,
and in the universities and high schools.
The first major city in Germany to organize an extension competition was Cologne.
Severely constricted by the Prussian army’s fortification line, Cologne had been unable
to join in the wave of extension planning in the 1860s and early 1870s. When, in 1880,
the army at last agreed to build a new line some 600 metres further out, the municipality
found itself short of experience. It therefore decided to hold a competition for an extension
plan to cover the whole of the area between the old and new fortifications.
The competition was a great success, with twenty-seven entries. First prize went to a
scheme submitted jointly by Joseph Stübben (1845 - 1936), director of works at Aachen,
and Karl Henrici, an architect in the same town. The basis of the plan was a ring street
(Ringstrasse) six kilometers in length running through the newly acquired zone, with an
associated system of side streets and open spaces. Of course, such ring streets had already
become the standard replacement for fortifications in Germany and they figured in most
of the other entries. Where ‘Stübben and Henrici stood out was in their appreciation
that the new zone of building would alter the structure of the whole city. They clearly
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distinguished a business area in the south and a villa district in the north. They also
proposed a rationalization of the railway system and changes in the building regulations
(Wurzer, 1974a:26).
So novel was Stübben’s approach that he was invited to Cologne to direct the
implementation of his plan. He took up this offer in 1881 and within a few years his
work at Cologne had established him as Germany’s leading planner. He also began to
play an active part in the associations, where he urged that effective planning of the outer
areas of a town could be carried out only in the context of a development strategy for
the whole. This view was encapsulated in a set of ‘Guiding principles of town extension
with particular respect for hygiene’, which he put through the Verein für öffentliche
Gesundheitspflege in 1885 (Stübben, 1907:644-5): “Every developing town requires for
its outward extension and the improvement of its inner areas a unified, comprehensive
physical development plan (Stadtbauplan). Attention should be given in the plan to
suitable street widths, the appropriate routing of the streets, open spaces, means of
transport, planting (rows of trees, front gardens, and planted squares) and public gardens,
a drainable and flood-free situation (or one protected against flood), water-supply and
drainage systems, the suitable size of building sites, and sites for public buildings and
other municipal establishments”.
Stübben went on to develop this principle in a massive textbook, Der Städtebau, which
appeared in 1890, completely supplanting Baumeister’s extension-planning manual of
1876. The movement towards the planning of entire towns was thus firmly established in
advanced circles before the great spurt in urban growth in the 1890s. It was then further
reinforced by two influential competitions, at Vienna and Munich, both held in 1893.
At Vienna a big boundary extension in 1890 had incorporated some established suburbs
and competition entrants were asked to produce, not an extension plan, but a general
regulating plan (General-Regulierungsplan) for the whole city. The Munich brief required
a Generalbebauungsplan (general development plan), with no limit of area. The results
were a triumph for Stübben and his approach. At Vienna his entry shared first prize with
that of Otto Wagner, the leading Viennese architect. Of the four equal first prizes awarded
at Munich, one went to Stubben’s former associate, Henrici, whose entry was singled out
by the jury as the most aesthetically satisfactory (Wurzer, 1974a:26-8).
Although the winning entries at these competitions confirmed beyond all doubt that
an entire city could be developed in accordance with a single scheme, they stopped some
way short of comprehensive urban planning. As the work of engineers, or of architects
with supplementary training or experience in urban engineering, they concentrated
on communications and public space, rather than on the use of private land. Proper
consideration of the latter awaited developments in a separate field of environmental
control, that of building regulations.
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Stübben’s Der Städtebau. Handbuch der Architectuur
As one of Europe’s best-known town planners, Stübben10 received invitations to
present papers at dozens of professional meetings. He incorporated these materials in
his major publication: Handbuch des Städtebaue whose first edition was published in
1890 and revised and expanded versions followed in 1907 and 1924. In its final state it
included 900 illustrations, scattered through thirty chapters and twenty- three appendices.
The following summarizes the most important points that Stübben’s handbook covered,
divided into two sections: practical and aesthetic principles.
Practical Principles 11
Traffic networks. For Stübben the streets and squares of a city have first of all to fulfil
the demand that they accommodate the city traffic in the most perfect manner possible, for
to serve the traffic is their most important duty. ‘The designer of a city plan has therefore
to ascertain and establish, first of all, the real lines of traffic of the present time and of
the future, so far as they can be foreseen. The first of these traffic lines are everywhere
those which lead from the middle point of the city to the outskirts and the reverse. Their
direction will be planned along neighbouring districts, railway stations, harbours, places
of amusement and other iterative points of the vicinity. It forms, therefore, a net of radial
lines or rays, as a glance at the map of an old city instantly teaches. The radial streets are
on this account the first and most important in the design of a city plan to establish the
members of the network of city streets. They divide the city and suburbs into a series of
sectors. As the size of these sectors increases toward the edges, there arises the necessity
of subdivision by means of radial lines of a second order, to the end that all the improved
tracts may be conveniently reached from the midst of the city’ (1885: ibid.).
The second sorts of traffic lines are such as serve the purpose of connecting the several
sectors. They have in general a course like concentric circles around the central point of
the city. These are the “ring streets,” which are readily distinguished as of the first, second
or third order, etc., according to their signification on the city plan. In extended ground
plans of a city the radial and ring streets often take on the form of longitudinal and cross
streets. Radial streets and ring streets always approach each other perpendicularly. They
divide the improved districts into lots of trapezoidal or approximately rectangular form.
For obtaining proper building blocks a further division of these lots is necessary. Using
by-streets that run approximately radial in one direction and circular in the other, so that
the city plan will finally consist of a multitude of building blocks that altogether are more
or less rectangular forms these blocks. Thus the traffic lines between two points, which do
not lie on the same street, always consist of two legs at right angles to each other. From
one extremity of the hypotenuse of a right- angled triangle to the other, one cannot go
directly, but must always travel along the other two sides. This does not correspond to the
demands of traffic.
Street profiles from Der Städtebau by J. Stübben (1890).
Source: Meyer, H. Westrik, J. (2001) De stadsplattegrond. Amsterdam: SUN.
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According to Stübben the insertion of the hypotenuse is necessary, or, what is the same
thing, diagonal streets must traverse the larger trapezoid or rectangular divisions before
the subdivision by an approximately rectangular scheme of by-streets is undertaken. The
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diagonal streets are to lie so that they will practically connect the chief focal points of
the traffic directly with each other. These focal points are either given localities, such as
railway stations, bridge terminals, landings, markets and the like, or they will be formed
artfully by the junction of several streets. In the last instance occur the so-called “traffic
places” as to which it is the problem to interpose an avenue from the one centre of travel
to the other. The system of streets must be qualified to serve, not merely the ordinary
foot, saddle and wagon travel, but in the design of the network care should be taken that
crowds may form in large numbers which street railways with animal or mechanical
power may be able to take up.
The four kinds of streets, the radial, ring, diagonal and by-streets, unless special
reasons oppose, should be designed in a way that existing roads and real-estate boundaries
are followed if possible. This is only necessary for the existing roads comprehended in
the built-up neighbourhood; for other roads and property lines, the requirement is not
essential. Stübben defines in great detail the technical features of the road mobility
networks: “[…] the grades of the streets are to be made as convenient as possible for
the traffic: the maximum to be according to local circumstances from 1 to 10%; the
minimum, for the sake of drainage, 0.5 to 0.2 per cent. It is desirable that the streets
should lie slightly above the general surface. The width of streets should correspond to
the expected traffic. It should be at least 10 m.; more than 40 m. is required only in the
rarest instances.
For Stübben the claims of health and beauty give the proportions to wider streets.
Transversely, the street is to be divided into at least one roadway and two raised
sidewalks. A certain amount and kind of travel requires a special walk or promenade in
the centre of the street, a special bridle path or the division of the roadway for teams and
equipages, giving rise to various cross-sections, and so much the more, when, for reasons
of health and beauty, the streets are set out with rows of trees and flower beds” (1885:
ibid.). Stübben gives attention not only to the traffic moving along city streets, but also
to those kinds of traffic that follow independent ways by, under, or over the city streets.
He suggests that railroads (local and through), canals, wharves, docks, etc. should be
taken into account when drafting a city plan to provide suitable space on the plan for the
management of this sort of traffic adjoining the proper depots, harbours, landings and
freight yards.
Buildings. The meshes of the network of streets are as a rule termed the blocks. Their
shape is rectangular, trapezoidal or triangular. The last form occurs especially along the
diagonal streets. Various other shapes of blocks are occasionally found. According to
Stübben the notion that acute-angled blocks are to be generally avoided on account of
the difficulty of building on them, is incorrect; for, in the first place, conformity to the
plan of traffic lines brings out sharp-angled blocks unconditionally. And, furthermore, the
inconvenience in building is easily overcome, and indeed is to bring about commercial
and artistic advantages. Similarly to Cerdà, Stübben suggests that the sharp corners of the
blocks are to be taken off. “The amount to be cut off increases as the angle grows less,
and should be large enough to provide for a facade on the corner. Within the blocks the
boundary lines of the building lots should be drawn at right angles to the range lines of the
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streets bounding the same, so that in triangular, trapezoidal or irregular blocks buildings
with oblique angles may occur only at street corners. Thus, oblique angled property offers
no difficulty in opposition to judicious and artistic building. In case the lot lines are not
perpendicular to the street, then, before building is allowed, the lines are to be so shifted
by mutual exchange of equivalent areas that right-angled plots will everywhere obtain.
If the change of lines cannot be obtained by the voluntary agreement of all owners, it
becomes necessary to enforce the change by legal means notwithstanding the opposition
of individuals. In right-angled blocks the depth is equal to the entire depth of two building
lots abutting one another in the rear. Therefore the depth of lots, usual to the place or
necessary for the future, fixes the depth of the blocks. Whatever the normal depth of a
lot, the depth of the block is twice as large. In triangular or other blocks with diverging
sides, the proportional depth is fixed by analogy with the foregoing. The length of the
blocks may amount to about one or two times their depth. Factories and other industrial
improvements require large blocks, and should be so situated that the street and track
connections with freight depots and harbours are easily obtained” (Stübben, 1885).
For private residences with gardens, medium-sized blocks are well adapted. In
dimensioning building blocks, however, Stübben recommends that such requirements
are not merely concerning the private domain, but also the greater degree of the public
domain that is, of the state, the parish and the corporation. According to this logic, the
urban design should take care that blocks and parts of blocks are provided with a suitable
position, shape and size for the erection of public buildings. If it is not possible for the
city of the future to determine the size and place of all the public improvements, still
the plan of the city should anticipate a sufficient number of building lots and blocks in
convenient situations, which are proper to be used for public buildings as soon as the
necessity arises.
Stübben affirms that it is a mistake to refer the undertaking of such monumental and
specific buildings haphazard to the later search anywhere for a halfway suitable place on
a once-adopted building plan. Many edifices, such as churches, theatres, museums, etc.,
require an open space, if not all around, at least on three sides. Public buildings need a
plaza even for traffic, while it is desirable to give others an axial position relative to the
direction of a street, so that they may be readily found. All such claims are easily satisfied
when laying out a plan of streets, but later only with difficulty and imperfectly.
Health. Stübben defines five conditions in the interest of health for the building
or enlargement of the modern city. The first condition is freedom from overflow and,
therefore, a site above high watermark, or a protection against flood. If the site is not
free from overflow, protection must be brought about by artificial means, particularly
by lowering the water surface, by raising the land surface, or by dikes with or without
pumps. A second condition is the dryness and cleanliness of the subsoil. It is important
that the ground-water surface is not found in, nor occasionally rise into, those layers of
sand which will be essentially changed or rendered impure in their condition under human
settlement, and that, finally, the surface of the ground possess a form which renders an
easy discharge of water possible. However, as the city expands, the street gutters that
have to carry off the rainwater, require ever a larger cross-section. As the crossings of the
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streets with such gutters are very disturbing to the traffic, Stübben pleads for a network
of subterranean channels. The third requisite for health is light; not merely the diffused
light of the atmosphere, but also the direct light of the sunbeam. For the distribution of
light, the height and kind of buildings should determine the direction and width of the
streets. The east and west direction of streets is itself advantageous, because it brings the
unimpeded sunbeams to front or rear of both rows of houses. But it has the disadvantage
that upon the streets at right angles - that is, north and south - the front of one row of
buildings and the rear of the other are entirely deprived of the direct rays of the sun.
The practical view shows, however, in accordance with the scientific theory, that
in a system of right-angled or approximately right-angled streets, not the directions of
north, south, east and west, but those intermediate directions of southwest, northeast and
northwest, southeast are most favourable to direct sunlight. Diagonal streets east west in
such a street system have a very favourable position for illumination, but diagonal streets
from south to north have a correspondingly unfavourable position. However, as Stübben
affirms, “the considerations of traffic and buildings allow the designer of a city plan so
little liberty that the orientation of the streets with regard to the sun is but seldom of
decided significance in the regulation of a network of streets. Furthermore, it is feasible
in the arrangement of the buildings to have regard to the sunshine. It is possible to shape
dwellings satisfactorily in relation to sunshine, although the streets may not possess the
most advantageous orientation. It is the urbanist’s duty, in the design of city building plans
and building designs ever to bring into higher value the demands of public health with
respect to supply of daylight. For supplying the streets and buildings with artificial light
by night, the illuminating gas, by reason of its consumption of oxygen and production of
heat and of gases detrimental to health, does not wholly fulfil the hygienic requirement.
The electric light, on this account, is to be preferred” (1885: ibid.). The fourth hygienic
requisite is an adequate amount of fresh air. Which means a plentiful supply of air on the
streets, in the blocks and within the buildings themselves.
The aforesaid condition, that for the sake of light the height of buildings ought not
practically to exceed the space between buildings, brings about on the streets and in the
courts a sufficient airing. The streets and open courts, according to this, ought not to be
less, or not materially less, than the houses are high; indeed, according to “the customary
height of houses, a breadth of free space of at least 10, 15 or 20 m. is necessary. For streets
in the newer portions of a city this demand is easily realized; as for the courts, they are
easily restricted, for the most part by the value of the ground. But besides these most
restricted dimensions of the air channels of a city, there are greater stores of air necessary,
by the help of which the change of air in the narrow channels can be consummated.
Open squares serve this end, which interrupt the system of streets even at such places as
the traffic alone does not call for; furthermore blocks with interiors free from buildings,
to contain gardens; and finally, districts of the city in which buildings will be allowed
only with open spaces around them (country house districts) serve the same end. Such
reservoirs of air can be formed by voluntary consent of property-owners; in default of
which, they are to be provided compulsorily by the official establishment of city- building
plans, so that free plazas be kept open in the street system; that by retrograde building
lines the interior of certain large blocks be kept free of buildings; and finally, that in
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designated parts of the city continuous rows of houses be interdicted” (1885: ibid.).
A fifth essential requisite of a city building-plan is, lastly, the judicious local disposition
of such public or private arrangements as injure their neighbourhood with regard to the
health or pleasure of the inhabitants. For slaughterhouses and cattle-yards, for hospitals
for the treatment of contagious diseases, and for churchyards, proper situations are to be
provided. The carrying on of trades, which through evaporations or noise bring danger or
become burdensome, is to be confined to appointed parts of the city.
Aesthetic Principles
For Stübben the building plan of a city in the wider sense, or the street plan in the
narrower sense, ought not only to satisfy the practical requirements of the traffic, of the
building and of health. It ought also to be laid out on aesthetic principles in such wise that
it may give an impression of beauty in all its parts. “As the fostering of beauty in all arts is
the most eminent problem, so the beauty of the outward appearance in the art of building
cities is of superlative importance. The art of city-building, which the city population
every where comes in contact with, is more than any other branch of art practice an art
for the people” (1885: ibid.).
Stübben’s considerations of the beautiful relate to the perfecting of the streets and
squares in themselves, and in their relation to the buildings. The streets should not be too
long as “too great length of street wearies the eye, wearies the spirit and awakens a feeling
of discomfort. The danger of this unpleasant sensation begins as soon as the length of
the straight streets amounts to 20 or 30 times their width. Should, however, a change
of direction be undesirable for practical reasons, there remains the remedy against the
tiresome effect of subjecting the street to variations in its width and cross-section.
For the regulation of streets, straight lines ought not to be exclusively employed.
Gentle curves, which conform to superficial outlines or to natural boundaries, may
produce fine effects in the form of the streets. It is not necessary that the two sides of
a thoroughfare should be always exactly parallel; a pleasant effect may follow, at the
opening of squares, from the irregular widths of streets due to a junction with older parts
of the city and by interference of property. The bow-shaped avenue is preferable to the
polygonal form, or strictly, a bow-like polygon of which single parts answer to the widths
of the houses.
This suggestion is very similar to the one given by Camillo Sitte in his Der Städtebau
nach seinen künstlerischen Grundsätzen (City Planning according to its artistic principles)
published at Vienna in May 1889. He advocated curving or irregular street alignments to
provide ever-changing vistas. Sitte called for T-intersections to reduce the number of
possible conflicts among streams of moving traffic. He pointed out the advantages of
what came to be known as ‘turbine square’, that is a civic space served by streets entering
in such a way as to resemble a pin-wheel in plan. Streets ought not to be conducted in
straight lines over a summit; that is, convex changes of grade are to be avoided. The
reason of the unbeautiful appearance of this sort of convex streets lies in the apparent
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sinking of the buildings, wagons and people beyond the ridge of the street. Passing over
a high point has to be accomplished by bending the street level in plan and profile, the
course of which the eye cannot follow beyond the ridge, or by means of breaking off the
street at the summit” (Stübben, 1885). The interruption may be a vertical or a horizontal
one; a vertical in the form of a monument, a plantation, a fountain, or the like which the
eye cannot see beyond; a horizontal in the form of a crossing or dispersing place beyond
which the direction of the street changes. According to this principle if the convex street
is unhandsome, the concave profile creates on the contrary a special advantage. It affords
to the street surface by day and by night a pleasing spectacle and may produce with
artificial lights magnificent results. The street surface ought not to be too wide, because
the void does not satisfy the eye or the mind. If the street surface cannot or should not
be beautified with rows of trees and garden plots, a width is to be preferred restricted to
traffic and health.
All portions of the street surface unnecessary to traffic are to be set out with ornamental
plants or artificial ornaments. Rows of trees and garden spaces have been already
mentioned. Artificial ornaments consist not merely in monuments, graceful statues,
water-jets, flowing fountains, gate structures, arcades, and other works of architecture
and sculptural art, but also in the tasteful and well-modelled improvements of requisite
utility upon the streets, such as trading stalls, waiting rooms for street railways, necessary
establishments, columns for posters, fire-announcers, drinking stands, lamp-posts,
candelabra, lanterns, street-signs, warning-boards, boxes for sweepings, enclosures, and
tree-boxes.

(Top) The project for the Ringstrasse in Cologne by J. Stübben (circa 1880).
(Bottom) The project for the Ringstrasse in Vienna by L. Föster, 1857 (following J. Stübben).

Finally, it is important in the improvement of the streets to provide for frequent
change. This change should relate to street widths, the widths and regulation of driveways
and walks, the number and position of rows of trees, the artistic ornament, the garden
surfaces in the streets and front yards, the kind of house-buildings (closed or open, high
or low buildings). Every street, or at least every prominent street, should be handled
and improved individually, so that it may afford a characteristic appearance. As a matter
of fact, Stübben argues, “the wearisome and unhandsome uniformity under which so
many modern streets suffer may be in this manner effectively avoided. All the foregoing
remarks upon perfecting the streets apply in largest measure to the public squares as
well. They should not be too large, nor bounded by exactly right lines, nor have any
summits; they should utilize the advantage of concave surfaces; they should be adorned
with trees set out, with garden plots and artistic ornaments, so far as the traffic permit it to
be done; and they should present an individual variety in their setting out. Interestingly,
by carefully defining the aesthetic principles that should guide the modern urban design
practice Stübben, draws a clear distinction between business and other types of squares:
“the business squares decidedly require openings on all sides; their free surfaces serve
the walking and driving travel. All other squares need the closest surroundings possible,
because, primarily, by means of the enclosure the place rises in an architectural sense; the
wagon travel may be permitted around the border of the parks, but not across the open
parks”. (1885:ibid)

Source: Meyer, H. Westrik, J. (2001) De stadsplattegrond. Amsterdam: SUN.
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For what concerns the relation of streets and squares to the buildings Stübben’s
handbook sets out a clear message: urban streets are not merely for the purpose of serving
the traffic, of giving an opportunity for the improvement of real estate, or of making
plantations and establishments useful and beautiful. They are also destined to bring urban
structures and elements into agreeable position and effective grouping. The latter applies
in an especial manner to monumental works of architecture and sculpture.
Stübben’s design guidelines are embedded in the architectural tradition of aesthetic
laws, which takes into account the dynamic fruition of the spaces of motion. According
to Stübben, there are four different distances to be distinguished for viewing buildings
and statues: a distance equal to the cross-sectional height of the work, which is specially
suitable for observing the individual structure; a distance equal to double the height,
around the work or form for its own benefit; a distance equal to three times the height,
in which the work, united with its surroundings, makes a part of the joint architectural
idea, and a fourfold and greatest distance, which only permits a dispersion of masses and
development of outlines, and produces the picturesque aspect of the city.
From which it follows, if a monumental edifice is to be erected within the ordinary
street lines, the width of the street should not be less in any case than the height of
the contemplated structure; but it is better to bring the street to one and a half or twice
the measure. “Should the latter be impracticable for the whole length of the street, the
widening should occur directly in front of the structure, since the structure will be set
back behind the street lines, in order to obtain front space and thus a distance of sight.
Instead of setting back the building, the corresponding place on the opposite side of the
street can be set back, so that the open space is obtained on the other side of the street.
In curved streets the concave side, to which the sight is always directed, is chosen for
erecting monumental buildings, because more suitable than the more hidden convex
side of the street. But the appearance of a structure is more effective if in the original
establishment, or the later completion of the plan of the city, the street system is so laid out
that a monumental work forms the objective point (closing point) of a street, or of several
streets; and furthermore, an elevated locality is assigned to such buildings. The axial and
elevated erection of monumental buildings enriches and beautifies the appearance of the
city, and serves at the same time the purpose intended, as it makes it easy to direct one’s
way in the network of streets” (1885:ibid.).

more important works of architecture and monumental art. The erection follows so that
the buildings and monuments take up a position either upon the area of the square, or they
surround the square, or both kinds of erection are combined. If the square is built up with
a structure standing free all around, a space must be left open in front of the building at
least of such width that it may serve as a plaza so as to offer the sufficient distance for
observation. Here especially a distance equal to double the height is of importance. The
other parts of the square have then merely a nearly neutral significance. Instead of one
front space, two or more are often arranged, in order--besides the front view, which is still
important--to bring into value other aspects of the monument. With monuments of great
extent this arrangement, which results in the division of the entire square into a group
of squares, is especially judicious. In this connection care should be taken to secure the
most feasible complete enclosure of each one of the partial squares. In a similar manner,
too, should sculptured monuments, if they occupy a public square as a masterpiece, be so
placed that the larger portion of the area should extend in front of the statue for its better
observation, while the other parts of the square have a more restricted significance. The
exceptions are such purely architectural monuments as columns, obelisks, fountains, etc.,
which are equally important on all sides. These may occupy the middle point of a square”
(1885: ibid.). Another kind of arrangement is adapted to an elongated place. It consists of
a row of figures or monuments occupying the longitudinal axis, so that a masterpiece may
adorn the middle point. If the place is surrounded with several buildings and has an open
area, there arises the most distinguished creation of city construction.
For Stübben the most careful weighing of proportions is very important, in order to
obtain the appropriate distances of observation. High structures come to stand at the ends,
and low ones along the sides, of a place. A space of view of double the height is essential
to comprehend the form of an edifice; a threefold distance is necessary, in order to enjoy a
general view of a group of buildings. It does not require symmetry in a geometrical sense;
but the buildings should so surround the place that an artistic balance may everywhere
prevail, that the enclosure may appear complete, and that the outgoing streets may not
break up the design unfavourably. To every work can the just distance of view be thus
afforded, while it contributes in general form to the artistic effect of the whole urban
composition. Ultimately, Stübben argues that modern and intelligently managed city plan
depends upon bringing into harmony historical structures with new creations.

This position is rather similar to the one defended by Camillo Sitte in his handbook
where he strongly criticises the emphasis given by his contemporaries on broad, straight
boulevards, public squares arranged primarily for the convenience of traffic. Sitte
criticises as well the efforts to strip major public or religious landmarks of adjoining
smaller structures regarded as encumbering such monuments of the past. Instead, he
proposes to follow what he believed to be the design objectives of those streets and
buildings that shaped the medieval city. “Still more than the shaping of streets does the
improvement of public squares stand mutually related in artistic effect to buildings and
monuments erected on or near the squares” (1885: ibid.). The determination of squares as
traffic areas, as air reservoirs, and as shaded places of recreation should be subordinate,
according to the author, to “the question how they may serve as a place of setting up the
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Paradigm 3. RATIONALISATION

Collage of 4 gridded cities: Barcelona, Buenos Aires, Chicago and Kyoto. Scale 1:100,000.

This paradigm reintroduces one important existing urban model, the gridded
city whose most significant variants are: the engineered grid, the utilitarian grid and
functionalist grid. Traditionally used as a strategy for social control and rational parcelling,
the grid was re-interpreted as a modern planning model in the late eighteenth century
(Zagreb, Llubljana, Edinburgh, Trieste, etc.). Modern urbanism developed essentially
two typologies of gridded schemes: the one used for the extension of historical cities – or
their annihilation as in Le Corbusier’s Plan Voisin (1925) - and the one applied for new
towns development. Both types are the expression of a general attempt to rationalize the
urban space by using a systematic approach.
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Spiro Kostof defines the virtue of the grid as “being a conceptual formal order, a nonhierarchical, neutral unit infused with specific content. The grid is free both of incident
and of ideological posturing. It is repetitive, homogeneous and even redundant. And
because it is so, it calls us both to respect it and to complete it. Our task as designers
becomes one of celebrating its commonality while teasing it into calibrations it does not
promise as a two-dimensional plan on the ground. The grid carries no inherent burden of
its own. The grid is what you make it” (1991:157).
It might be because of this relative ‘freedom’ of the grid that urbanists and architects
used orthogonal geometry as a way of searching to establish a new urban order for the
modern city through all 20th century. Yet, there are some important differences in the way
this model has been applied. These differences can be found in the correlations among
street pattern and block organization applied to the grid. Indeed, within this paradigm
we come across variations ranging from a perfectly integrated and detailed design of
the spaces of mobility within the three-dimensional grid to a complete disinterest in the
proportional relationship among street and built volume.
Three plans belonging to different periods and cultural contexts will serve as the
ground to explore these variations. Each project exemplifies one particular variant of the
grid: the Expansion Plan for Barcelona by Cerdà represents what I call the ‘engineered’
use of the grid. The Commissioners’ Plan for New York is the expression of a utilitarian
application of the grid. And the Le Corbusier’s Plan Voisin represents the functionalist
interpretation of the grid. These examples show to which extent this paradigm contributed
in causing a radical change within the design practice of architecture and urbanism
towards mobility. While with Cerdà the urbanist’s primary skill is to set a hierarchical
order in the urban form by means of far-sighted strategies and skilful design approaches
to urban infrastructures, the utilitarian and functionalist interpretations of the grid show
a compromise between speculative interests and ‘good’ city form. The latter helped the
creation of an autonomous discourse on mobility - which characterized the Modernist
era - and the consequent loss of interest in designing and foremost detailing the urban
infrastructures as an integral part of the modern city.
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Cerdà’s Engineered Grid
The Expansion Plan for Barcelona (Ensanche in Spanish) designed by the engineer
Ildefonso Cerdà (1815-1876) is the most representative example of gridded extension
of an old city. By leaving the former core intact, Cerda’ proposed an urban expansion
covering 26 sq. km. of land outside the medieval city walls. In 1860 the Madrid state
government gave its official approval to the development of the project ignoring the
competition called by the Barcelona City Council won by the architect Antonio Rovira
i Trias. Consequently, the Cerdà Plan started out with the opposition of the Barcelona
architectural association and the disagreement of the people (the Rovira Plan was much
more conventional and thus easier for people to understand).
Although the Plan did not encounter the support of the city at the time it was
presented, Cerdà’s proposal was truly innovative for several reasons and finally realised
nevertheless. In first place the method of analysis and design were absolutely new.
Second, Cerdà established a new relationship among the spaces for motorised traffic
and the spaces for living. Third, the street-block unit model developed for the Expansion
Plan introduces new typologies of public and collective space. If we consider the streetblock proportions of any small town whose origin dates back to the Roman period or a
medieval bastide, we discover that one of its sides has the same length as a street-block
in New York City or in Barcelona’s Ensanche. The basic difference is that while Cerdà
designs his grid by taking into account the relationship between the residential blocks
and the spaces of mobility and service infrastructures, the other types of grid barely
acknowledge the existence of such relationship. Therefore we can define this approach
to rationalisation as the engineered grid. Since the realization of the Plan does not fully
represent Cerdà’s original project, the following is an analysis of the process by which
Cerdà originally designed the grid and its essential parameters.
Method of analysis. Cerdà represents the generation of engineers who tried to
provide scientific answers to the problems of the city by means of design knowledge.
Similarly to Haussmann, his ideas derive from a sharp analysis of the present phase of
the city where not only the issues of quantity and quality are substantially different from
the past, but also the social and political issues. Cerdà was aware of the complexity of the
task, therefore his approach to the project to get those issues back to analytical control. In
particular: the sanitary question, the issue of traffic and transportation, the problem of real
estate taxation and the balanced relation among urban expansion and the historical city.
The development of statistics and topographical survey assisted Cerdà in defining the
origin of many ills of the historical city of Barcelona, in particular the ones characterizing
the age of urban growth in which he was operating. Besides a quantified investigation of
statistical data, he notified in protocols similar to the ones used in medicine a meditated
diagnosis of the urban problems. This method of analysis, clearly borrowed from
scientific research techniques, explains the name that Cerdà gave to urbanism, namely ‘la
Ciença de la Urbanization’, which indicates that the urbanist is a scientist of design. His
theory, the Teoría general de l’Urbanización, published in 1867 summarizes the findings
of the research carried out for the project in Barcelona as well as the detailed studies of
the living conditions within the old city of other European cities. Similarly to what some
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of his contemporaries did, Cerdà developed a general theory on urban form starting from
a specific case study. Yet, this text has a particular relevance in the history of urbanism
because it represents the official foundation of the discipline as a scientific and academic
field.
Method of design. Facing the perspective of an unlimited urban growth, Cerdà
draws a Plan of Expansion for Barcelona on the base of statistical data: the density
of population per squared meter, the rates of demographic growth and economic
development and the forecast of traffic growth. To translate this concept into practice, the
engineer designs an orthogonal grid based on the manzana, a block whose measures and
characteristics are constant in the whole master plan (each side measures 113 meters).
To define this module are the optimal relationships that Cerdà establishes between the
number of inhabitants and the total surface, between the covered surface and the open
spaces, between the population and the number of collective services (green, schools
and hospitals). Each of these relationships is expressed in a mathematical formula that
once codified will take the name of standard. The formula for deriving the dimensions
of the street-block is particularly interesting from a methodological point of view. Cerdà
developed this formula that gave the length of the side of the street-blocks as a function
of street width, plot depth, frontage, number of inhabitants per building and number of
square meters per inhabitant. This formula varies according to whether it applies to open
or closed street-blocks, to those with chamfered corners or those without such corners.
The final values corresponded to a model-terraced house measuring 20 x 20 meters, a
close match with the 4th order middle-class house studied in the preliminary Extension
Project of 1855.
By following this design method, Cerdà invented the second important component of
the engineered grid, the infrastructure system above and below the street level, similarly
to the gabarit developed by Haussmann in Paris. In order to grasp the essence of this
approach to the design of infrastructure and given the complexity of the Plan, I will
analyse separately Cerdà’s approach to service infrastructure (below street level) and to
the road network.
Underground infrastructure. By the time Cerdà wrote his Theory of City
Construction towards the end of the 1850s, a range of urban services had been already
installed in other European cities. As indicated by Gómez Ordóñez, water and sewage
systems were developed extensively in the latter part of the 19th century: “Specifically,
the construction of qualitatively new water supply and sewage services in London, a
pioneering city, did not occur until 1856 (the Bazalgette and Binnie projects). In 1860
Lindley drew up projects for Hamburg and Frankfurt; work in Paris began in 1865 under
the direction of Belgrand; in Brussels, with Van Mierle and Putzeis (1866), Hobrecht
undertook the projects of Stettin and Berlin (1873); Bateman, Person and Higgin in
Buenos Aires (1875); in Vienna, Berger (1877); in Rome, Canevari (1879); in Lisbon, the
project of Castel Branco (1880)”. 12
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Municipal competition for the Extension Plan inof the city of Barcelona, 1859. Top: Extension Project by Antoni Rovira i Trias, architect winner of the
Municipal competition of 1859. Bottom: 1863 Extension Plan showing transcendental and linking railways, by I. Cerdà.Source: Arxiu Històric de la Ciutat: Fons Cerdà 11241
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Source: (based on drawings by Cerdà, Arxiu Històric de la Ciutat: Fons Cerdà; 11241).
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Formule of the ‘Illa’: The 113 x 113 metre street-block derived from Cerdà’s own formula.
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Cerdà’s proposals for an underground service system, which began with the publication
of his Preliminary Project for the Extension of Barcelona in 1855, are pioneering a global
vision of the services made possible by new technologies. It appears certain that Cerdà
was well informed about the latest technical developments of his time. This can be seen
from references in the 1859 bibliography of the Theory of City Construction, and from
his travels in that period.13 These experiences were certainly influential, as shown by the
reproduction in the Theory of City Construction of the Sebastopol service duct in Paris,
published in the magazine Mundo Ilustrado. As Cerdà himself recounts, he chanced
to see it under construction in September 1858. In his first treatise on urban planning,
Cerdà already had a clear idea of the fact that a city necessitates a number of services
which generate another, subterranean city: “The sewers, the drains and the pipes for the
distribution of drinking water and gas constitute the main subterranean works of a city;
and its primary conditions of health, comfort and economy depend, to a certain extent, on
the combination and construction of the system adopted”.14
Even before approaching the idea of extending a city, Cerdà wondered how to ensure
urban services. He pondered, for instance, on the type of water supply and how this could
affect the expansion of the city: “For this purpose we must reject all ideas, so much in
vogue, of wells and of mines bored through the San Pedro Mártir mountain. (...) Only in
the rivers Ter, Besós or Llobregat shall we find the volume of water needed. (...) In any
case, this matter ought to be resolved before drawing up the expansion plan, because the
latter must be subordinate to the former15.”Cerdà searched a form for the underground
distribution grid that could be linked to the other services above ground. This search for
coherence among underground and street level led him to draw up a combined proposal
for the different systems in which the service duct is under the service road.“(...) But
while this matter is being solved, and whatever solution may be found, it is imperative,
since our object is the extension plan, that provision be made for the necessary work
relating to the distribution of drinking water; and since this is a part of what we may call
underground works, hence it is appropriate to deal with all of them together’’. 16
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the river and the sewage to the soil.” In this spirit, and to reduce pollution of the Thames
downstream, “sewage farms” were established to take the discharges from the interceptor.
The agricultural benefits from the farms were incidental to their service in the disposal
of the wastewater.
Chadwick’s continuous water cycle influenced the studies for the design of Barcelona
sewer system. Chadwick’s innovative concept of network connections was based on using
water from the mains supply located as far as possible from the city. The wastewater, once
transported outside the city, could be used for irrigation and fertilization of agricultural
areas. In addition, this would gradually offset the cost of his new arterial system. By
using the metaphor of the city as a human body, Chadwick explained the functioning of
the network, as the human circulatory system in which blood enters full of oxygen and
nutrients and exits carrying carbon dioxide and salts. Chadwick’s proposal was hotly
debated, and highly influential, both in the English-speaking world, initially, and in other
countries subsequently. Once the Board of Health had been founded, the Public Health
Act was enacted in England in 1848, ending 18 years of internal strife. This Act ordered
the elimination of cesspits and the connection of soil or black water drains from each
house to the general sewage system.
Cerdà was familiar with this approach, as shown by a passage in his General Theory of
Urbanization: “At first glance, it might be said that those different systems constitute the
circulatory system of some mysterious, colossal being. And certainly this idea, seemingly
audacious, is not devoid of analogical truths, since this combination of ducts is no more
than a veritable system of apparatus sustaining the functioning of urban life”.18
After considering the different existing schemes for the evacuation of solid waste,
Cerdà defended the hydro-pneumatic system that was being applied in the cities of Turin
and Milan.19 This system enabled the transport and agricultural use of wastewater in a
mechanized, hygienic manner.

Cerdà considered four separate urban services in his plans: “(...) Of the public-service
underground works, we can see that if each is to be completely independent of the others
then we will need four longitudinal conduits for each street: 1) For the distribution of
drinking water. 2) For the disposal of sewage. 3) For the distribution of gas. 4) For laying
telegraphic wires. An equal number of transverse ducts will be necessary for each house
in order to fully meet its service needs”.17 One of the innovations was to concentrate
all the services into a single duct. The design for the underground infrastructure took
into account the following aspects: 1) the duct size, large enough for easy access and
maintenance and repair work; 2) the construction and upkeep expenses; 3) the street
width to accommodate them.

The central element in Cerdà’s proposal for the sewage network for the Barcelona
Extension is the pre-treatment of surface water. Before considering the sewer network
for the Extension itself, Cerdà advocated the need to build a perimeter drainage sewer to
protect the new Extension from floodwaters: “In the light of the omissions in previous
extensions regarding extraction or diversion of the floodwaters coming from the
mountains, and bearing in mind the terrible effects that have been caused and still may
be caused by flooding, nobody will doubt the need to make this diversion by means of a
perimeter drainage channel, as indicated in the General Plan”.20 The perimeter drainage
channel was one of the essential elements of both the Preliminary Project of 1855 and of
the Extension Project of 1859.

Among the four services studied by Cerdà, the sewage system stands out thanks to the
degree of detail with which it was designed. Cerdà took advantage of the development of
new technologies in the field of wastewater treatment. In particular, the ideas developed
in England by Sir Edwin Chadwick, a lawyer and crusader for public health at the time,
who was a strong advocate of separate sanitary sewers. He coined the slogan, “the rain to

When Cerdà submitted the Topographical Survey for the Preliminary Project he had
already defined the course of this drainage channel as we read in his diary notes: “The
land for the west drainage channel was inspected, and measuring and survey work began
on the 11th and ended at the Borni house on the 16th and the operations of surveying
and drafting of plans for the East channel are being conducted”.21 Cerdà justified the
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Underground infrastructure. Top: Conjectural sewage system , based on the levels of the site-ownership plans. Bottom: The same system superimposed
on the Extension Plan. The central element in Cerdà’s proposal for the sewage network for the Barcelona Extension is the pre-treatment of surface water.
Before considering the sewer network for the Extension itself, Cerdà advocated the need to build a perimeter drainage sewer to protect the new Extension from
floodwaters. Source:Catalogue of the exhibition ‘ Cerdà Urbs i Territori. Planning beyond the urban’. Madrid: ELECTA, 1996; 195.
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Undergroung infrastructure. (top) Models indicating the relationship between underground
infrastructure and building typologies. Having defined the floodwater drainage arrangements, Cerdà’s
approach to the sewage system in the 1859 Project for the Reform and Extension of Barcelona goes
far beyond technique. As a matter of fact, the precise layout of the system is defined by the type of
buildings to be erected on the proposed grid.
Source: Catalogue of the exhibition ‘Cerdà Urbs i Territori. Planning beyond the urban’. Madrid: ELECTA, 1996; 192.

(Left) Studies for the water drainage system. Two sewage systems: cesspool and servive duct.
Source: Atlas of the Theory of Construction of Cities, I. Cerdà (around 1876).
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perimeter drainage channel in terms of the historical approach to sanitation, characterized
by concentric circles built successively over time. In defending his proposal before the
City Council, Cerdà expressed his thoughts as a Councillor and technical expert: “History
makes clear how this should be done. By drawing upon precedents it should be possible
to come up with the right answer. The ancient city was sited between two streams, on the
right the Torrente de Ia Olla and the Riera de San Juan and on the left, the Riera de Ia
Malla and Riera del Pino. The city was thereby protected, since each stream had its own
natural drainage outlet. Subsequently the city grew —but not on the Riera del Pino side
[the left]— and another outfall for floodwater was found on the right; the city’s ongoing
protection was thus ensured. But later a further expansion became necessary on the left,
and [the city] had the lack of foresight to drain all the water into a single channel on the
right, one so inadequate that flooding became inevitable. Nor should we lose sight of
the fact that this was a surface drainage channel, and that the risks that we have pointed
out became evident when an attempt was made to roof it over. Thus, we can find in
yesterday’s history the urgently needed solution to this present-day problem. Even now
it is still possible to split the storm drainage into two parts; even now it should still be
routed both right and left. Moreover we must warn that if only the right side is chosen, it
will require two changes of course”.22
The engineer and the urbanist coexist in Cerda’s way of argumentation to the
Externsion Plan for Barcelona. Cerdà felt that an essential task of the Expansion Plan was
to distribute the storm drainage by the use of concentric designs: the existing ones can be
described schematically as a first precinct with two drainage channels, one on each side of
the original Roman city and a second following the lines of the medieval city walls. The
third ring is the one introduced by Cerdà along which he proposed to continue the city’s
growth by following the course of a perimeter drainage sewer. From this perspective, the
proposed sewage system for Barcelona is bounded by the major storm drainage forming
two concentric circles, between which the Extension lies: the Rondes storm sewer and
the perimeter drainage sewer. Having defined the floodwater drainage arrangements,
Cerdà’s approach to the sewage system in the 1859 Project for the Reform and Extension
of Barcelona goes far beyond technique. As a matter of fact the type of buildings to be
erected on the proposed grid defines the precise layout of the system.
According to Cerdà, in order to establish the city’s sewage system the following
features must be known: “…1) the topography of the terrain by means of an exact plan
drawn up with level contours; 2) the structure of the filtering layers and the impermeable
layers in the soil; 3) the absolute and relative location and slope towards the sea or the
river to which the sewage system that is being planned must be tilted; 4) the direction of
the streets with respect to conditions of hygiene and circulation needs; 5) the distribution
of housing along [the streets], the population that inhabits or may inhabit such housing, or
the nature of existing industries or of those which may be developed in the future; 6) the
maximum amount of rainfall per unit of time that can fall over the city on days of heaviest
downpour; the water required for the service of public cleaning and the water which must
be considered waste, having been used for domestic and industrial purposes”.23
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Interestingly, the level of analysis is consistent with that of a modern-day special
sewage plan. Cerdà was extremely knowledgeable about the topographical, physical
and geological features of the site for the future Ensanche. Also noteworthy here is the
distinction made between the need for street cleaning and for domestic and industrial use.
However; Cerdà states only the principles, as when he sets the criteria for determining the
sewage system: “1st, the number, location, slopes, and dimensions of the large drainage
sewers, or sewers of the first order, which must be established; 2nd, those of all other
orders; 3rd, those of the drains for laundries, if such are necessary, for public urinals, for
the service of private homes and industrial establishments, for public buildings, for water
which falls directly onto the street; 4th, the floor level of the lower-storey dwellings and
of the street surface, by reference to the beds of the sewers of all orders.”
Clearly, what really mattered to Cerdà was the location of the primary sewers.24 For
the others, he only specifies: “if possible, there should be one for each special street and
they ought to run lengthwise and following the centre lines of these streets”.25 The sewage
system is one decisive factor in the North East-South West orientation of the grid. This
orientation provides vertical axes with a maximum slope running perpendicular to the
coastline: “This layout is not only the most natural and proper for circulation in general;
it has the advantage of being the most hygienic, both from the lay of the streets and from
the ease with which the disposal of waste water can be performed with a well-designed
sewage system”.26
For Cerdà, once the grid of streets was designed and the predominant direction of the
secondary sewers was defined, the entire system for the Extension plan was ready. The
final outcome would only vary according to the uses and activities to which the Extension
would be put. This required ensuring a good connection between the buildings, the
sewage system and the design of the street. The connection details are significant, and the
same approach was clearly used for the sewer grid in the Extension Plan for Barcelona.
The prevalence of vertical axes within the grid pattern, leaving out diagonal axes such
as the Diagonal and the Meridiana, or even the layout of the Bogatell sewer are rather
interesting. Although Cerdà never fully completed a project for the sewage system of the
Ensanche, he did define the typical sewer cross-sections that allowed physical inspection
whenever the gradient was less than 1%. These were later on used in Barcelona, as
mentioned by Garcia Faria: “Cerdà, who studied the problems of urban planning
philosophically, could not ignore the problems related to drainage. He recognized their
far-reaching significance. He was responsible for the first round-bottomed sewers.
For the ordinary streets of the Ensanche, he proposed the construction of a sewer with
a semi-circular vault and bed, 1.00 meter wide and 1.80 meters high. For the ring roads
he designed a sewage gallery elliptical in shape, which was later built by the architect
Serrallach and is one of the best sewers existing in Barcelona. Thus, Cerdà’s design
criteria for the sewer cross-section are the same as those spelt out in the preliminary
report that we drafted in 1885. Namely, that ‘all galleries should be large enough to allow
the entry of a person and all angles and horizontal surfaces be eliminated, since organic
matter was easily trapped in these areas. Tragically, the ideas proposed by Cerdà were
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unwarrantably disregarded. They ought to have been developed in the truly magisterial
form in which he had planned them”.27 In spite of Garcia Faria’s pessimism, Cerdà’s
proposals did eventually influence building and urban planning projects in Barcelona.
The designer of the Extension was too far ahead of his time, and the objective conditions
did not yet exist for implementation of a sewage-handling scheme for the city. This
would not occur until thirty years later; with the 1891 Underground Drainage Project for
Barcelona by Garcia Faria, of which only those parts pertaining to the old quarter of the
city were ever completed.
The most interesting feature of Cerdà service infrastructures is that the service network
layout is closely linked to the construction of buildings. One of the essential contributions
of Cerdà’s proposals is that what might seem to be a mere exercise alternating full and
empty spaces and different geometrical shapes are actually an overall analysis of the
functional consequences that these shapes generate for urban services. When Cerdà
studied the different types of street-block combinations he was simultaneously taking
into account the associated service system: “The issue is now to determine where this
duct must be laid out and how to connect it with the transverse connecting conduits
coming from the houses and private establishments” 28. Therefore the decisions over the
positioning of the underground network are taken in relation to the street.
The proposed service road is quite interesting in this context, as Cerdà affirms “In
my opinion, it is terribly wrong for underground services to be built under streets that
are devoted day and night to public transport; (...). That is why I believe that a service
road should be devoted to this special subject, leaving public thoroughfares completely
unencumbered. This would involve a complete change of the system, since all the
services, which now run below the streets, would run through the street-blocks. As for the
remaining combinations, we must settle for the system followed until the present, that is,
placing the general service duct beneath the centre of the public street.”
The street is devised as a unit, considered both in plan and cross-section that includes
all the elements involved: buildings, gardens, streets and services. On the whole we
can say that in his production of urban planning theory, Cerdà clearly incorporates the
urban services infrastructures in the urbanist’s design practice by drafting a proposal
that brought together the various services needed by the new urban society, which was
emerging as a result of the technological revolution of the time. The service duct which
included sewage, water, gas and telegraph lines is perfectly integrated with the housing
and streets of the city and it shows that the grid is not only a formula of urban design, but
it is a way of understanding the modern city and its complex architectures by means of
design knowledge.
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Road infrastructure: a new concept of design for the spaces of mobility.
Let us now look at the grid pattern used for the Extension Plan for Barcelona of 1859
from ‘above ground’, paying attention in particular to the deduction of the grid system
as the best system for the organization of roadways, and to the way Cerdà organizes the
street-block-street relationship. To solve the question of the type of grid, the engineer
adopts a twofold research strategy: on one side by studying the historical development of
the type, on the other by comparing different types of grid applied to different cities.
He begins by the examination of the philosophical meaning of the mesh, which
forms the fabric of cities and the different resulting patterns. He classifies them into four
groups: radial, ring-based, reticular, and labyrinth. The following step is to make a deeper
analysis of the first two patterns, radial and ring-based, and of the combinations that can
be derived from the two. From this study, Cerdà concludes that the radial system is not
convenient for a good urban plan neither for the achievement of urban order. Differently
from Haussmann Cerdà declares his complete opposition to the radial system:“(...) it
presents great defects, grave disadvantages and even manifest injustices, which can
rarely, if ever, be offset by the advantages it might provide.”29 Cerdà’s main criticism
against radials is that besides generating irregular street-blocks that are smaller in the
central part, they also negate the principle of equality at social as well as spatial levels.
This radial grid favours the centre in an artificial manner: it imposes a greater activity in
the centre and therefore requiring a greater ratio of street area to building area.
Besides, Cerdà sharply observes that the radial pattern artificially raises the relative
value of the land closest to the centre, as he writes: “In summary, all of this leads one to
state that the pure radial system, administratively speaking, is centralization taken to the
most ridiculous extreme; politically, it is a genuine expression of the most absurd and
arbitrary classes, categories and inequalities; economically, it is the most capricious and
damaging artificial monopoly that can be imagined; and legally, it is the most violent
despoilment, the most obvious of iniquities.”30 The analysis of the radial and ring-based
models resulted in the design of a series of composite layouts in which the radial or
ring-based systems were either concentric or eccentric. By working on the principle that
when the centre is transported to infinity the arcs become straight lines, Cerdà reached
the conclusion that the two systems can be transformed into radial and ring combinations
which are a transition towards the rectangle.
Finally, Cerdà studies the alternative between the rectangle and the square. For Cerdà,
the justification of the grid proposal, and his preference for the square grid as against
the rectangular grid, is based on the principle of maintaining the conditions of equality
in circulation: “(...) the question of whether the sides of the rectangle formed by the
blocks should be equal or unequal quickly comes to mind. Supposing they are unequal,
the result is that to cover an equal distance, circulation in the A-B direction will always
be more comfortable than in the C-D direction, because fewer level crossings - always
uncomfortable and dangerous for the pedestrian - have to be negotiated. Since no reason
exists for circulation to be more comfortable in one direction than on the other - on the
contrary, there should be equal comfort in all directions, so that, no matter what the
street, this should not be cause for a difference in the value of the properties - the sides
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of the blocks should therefore be equal, forming a perfect square.”31 Before defining
the dimensions of the street-blocks, Cerdà familiarized himself with the grid patterns of
many cities. The maps of Boston and Philadelphia and those of Spanish cities published
by Madoz and Coello in 1855 are noteworthy because of the fact that Cerdà recorded
and compared the lengths of the typical street-block side for each city he studied. This
information would prove essential in his final choice of street-block size. In particular,
his considerations concerning the case of New York are rather interesting32. Cerdà finds
the rectangular system appropriate for New York since it respects the natural morphology
of the site. Besides, the centers of activities are located at either tip of the narrow strip
of land in the peninsula, and the predominant motion is the one joining the shorelines. It
is therefore logic that the ways running lengthwise are given priority in this type of grid,
which results in elongated blocks and street intersections spaced further apart in this
direction. These observations confirm that for Cerdà the principle of logic and equality
related to the morphology of the site, as well as to the social use of the urban spaces are
crucial for justifying any particular use of the grid pattern. Having explained the design
process, which brought Cerdà to choose for the square grid pattern, let us examine the
parameters determining its three-dimensional proportions.

Necesidades de La Circulación, the 20 metre-wide sections had footways measuring 5
metres in width, the street itself being 10 metres wide. In this second scheme the strict
separation of the different means of locomotion is carried to extremes, even though the
overall dimensions are maintained. The fact that Cerdà provided no detail of the proposed
housing layout in the definitive draft of the Plan confirms that while housing was the
object of analysis in the Preliminary Project, what mattered most in the 1859 project was
the relationship between the street-blocks and the width of streets.

The street cross-section. Given that the principle of independence of the means
of locomotion is one major key criterion in the Extension Plan for Barcelona, Cerdà
proposed in the first draft of the Plan a street width of 35 meters (when the streets in
the old city were no more than 3 meters wide). The 35-metre cross-section allows
for independent circulation of three groups of traffic movement: pedestrians, horses,
(carriages and carts), and trains on a double track. This road cross-section recalls the
types of streets already introduced by Haussmann in Paris, (the boulevard periferique
and the boulevard urbain), and by the Via principale of Soria Y Mata’s Ciudad Lineal (40
meters wide). As a matter of fact, all these types are the product of a far-seeing approach
to the design of the spaces of mobility, as both the infrastructure networks in Paris and
in Barcelona have managed to absorb the advent and widespread use of the automobile
during the 20th century.

After having defined the conditions of density and hygiene for the deduction of the
size of the street-block, Cerdà describes what can be built inside of the block. Consistent
with a completely liberal approach to modern urbanism, the 1859 Plan presents the
alignments along the road network according to the concept of ‘isolated areas’ and
‘isolating ones’. The isolating areas are the streets, whilst the isolated areas are the
blocks. The unique defining feature of the isolated areas is in fact the building alignments,
with the chamfered corners.

Cerdà was certainly influenced by a contemporary line of thought that placed
unlimited faith in the possibilities of the new means of mobility and transport. Yet,
Cerdà’s conclusion that the principle of separation of means of locomotion ultimately is
the best for the needs of dense traffic in towns derives from accurate studies of traffic.
As it was improbable that all the streets would have to carry the same capacity Cerdà
proposes three types of ways: transcendental (or inter-city), urban, and private.
The first type was intended to provide a connection at the urban scale. The second
type (urban streets) formed the structuring network of the city, and the third type (private
streets) was to provide direct access to the housing program. In the 1859 Ordinances,
Cerdà proposed cross-sections for each of these three types of ways, while maintaining his
principle of the independence of the means of locomotion. For the 20-metre wide streets
he proposed a 7 meter footway on either side, each divided into two sections: 4 meters
for strolling pedestrians and 3 for pedestrians carrying loads. He also proposed a central
carriageway 6 meters wide for wheeled traffic. Later on, in his 1863 booklet entitled
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In the 1855 Preliminary Project Cerdà had studied and defined housing as the basic
starting point to design the grid and he had established mathematical relationships between
house, garden and street. In the 1859 project the roadways and chamfered corners are
what define the urban structure, which confirms the fact that in the definitive design for
the Extension Project the design of infrastructures play a key role. Nevertheless, the road
system is structured without directly defining the internal shape of the inter-ways: “After
these studies, and all those that the philosophical expert deems appropriate (...), we shall
be in a position to decide the geometrical layout of urban viability which will form the
skeleton, and whose empty areas will be filled by building.”33

Here the architecture of buildings is not accurately designed as in Haussmann’s plan
for Paris. Instead, Cerdà gives attention to the design of the boundary among places of
mobility and stasis. The main frontage of buildings, the railings and the gardens have this
function: “The streets and blocks can be bounded either by the main frontage lines or by
the iron fencing enclosing the buildings front, side or rear gardens.”34 Subsequently, in the
Theory of Urban Viability, and in the Necesidades de la circulación, Cerdà would justify
this form of street-block-street combination proposed in his 1859 plan. This approach
would later be conclusively established in his most complete and final treatise, the
General Theory of Urbanization. In this text, whose governing principle is the balance
between stasis and mobility; Cerdà used the principle of hierarchy among ways and
blocks on different scales, ranging from continental ways to the local inter-ways reaching
the analogy with the corridors and rooms of a home.
For Cerdà, the street-block-street unit is more than an instrument to rationalize the
urban form. It is the field of civic life. In other words, it is that stretch of urban space
which can be considered suitable for household and daily consumption needs. In this
basic unit the street and the block are integrated: the block represents the place of
immobility, the “static” space as opposed to the mobility-related ways. One of Cerdà’s
major contributions to the definition of specialised design knowledge for the spaces of
mobility in urbanism is the definition of the minimum entity for the blue print of the
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road system. “Our study is based mainly on the block considered as the elementary unit
of construction, because even though the most original and natural element is the house,
since it almost never forms a single, isolated and independent unit, but rather functions
in combination with other attached houses which as a whole form the street-block, it
is much easier, clearer and more expeditious to deal with this assemblage as a single
unit and establish for it the rules which are considered most convenient. In addition, the
juxtaposition of various buildings establishes between them a sort of forced association,
or if one prefers, a commonwealth which strengthens more and more that unit which we
have taken as a model.” 35

The dimension of the intersection derives from mathematical relationships: the
length of the chamfered corner derives from the study of the turning radius required
for articulated vehicles; and the surface area devoted to the roadways at the points of
intersection is equal to the sum of the area of the two roads (ways) meeting at the crossing:
“The logical reason for this limit is that if one of the streets demands a width “a” and the
other a width “b”, and we take these widths as units of length for the measurement of
streets, then the surface of the intersections, where the two ways meet, would have to be
2a+2b.” 38 This would turn out to be one of his most successful, original and revolutionary
proposals in the 1859 Extension Project.

In the transition from way to inter-ways (between the street and the block) we find
the footway, which as Cerdà says “has its own layout, independent of that of the street
of which, nevertheless, it is a part”. In the street-block-street unit the footway acts as a
buffer between the street and the ground floor of buildings: “Whatever the parameters
which enclose private property, we always find one or more entrance doors. These doors,
whatever their shape or material, manifest the communication existing between what we
shall call the inner world and the outer world - in other words, this same footway we tread
- besides being a means of isolation, is also a medium for [facilitating] communication,
depending on the will of the owner of that door.” 36

By reviewing the evolution of crossroads over time and observing the variation
in the shapes of intersections, it became apparent to Cerdà that the surface area of the
crossroads increased as the needs of mobility prevailed over those of stasis. Therefore
it was needed to ensure proper crossing conditions for the different types of movement
and means of locomotion. In order to guarantee the continuity of pedestrian movement,
the engineer proposed a protected area consisting of small islands within the intersection.
Cerdà studied different types of pedestrian islands, and drew different examples which
can be divided into two groups: cases in which there are four and others in which there is
a single, central island for pedestrian use.

Cerdà states as well that the roadway system and its functions depend on the blocks
to which they are linked. In order to determine the ways and means by which the street
- without ceasing to be a roadway or a public urban thoroughfare - should be designed
Cerdà addresses the needs of locomotion and those of the social and urban organization at
the same time. In his booklet Necesidades de la circulación, Cerdà studied these different
needs of movement and observed that the street is the place in which there is a broad
range of activities taking place: activities related to the needs of the infrastructure and
of its upkeep, activities related to the needs of pedestrians, and activities related to the
circulation of vehicles. As it was clear that all of these activities claimed a certain amount
of space on the street, the question was to design their distribution. After making an
inventory of all these activities, Cerdà found the plazas formed by his chamfer-cornered
intersections to be the ideal location for pedestrians’ social activities, for which he even
designed a type of kiosk.37

A last remark goes to the philosophy of the Plan. What Haussmann demolished in
Paris to give the rising modern metropolis a rational urban structure, Cerdà achieved
in Barcelona without demolitions. The respect for the historical heritage reflects
the ideological content and the technical thoroughness of the Plan (for instance, the
incorporation of the Paseo de Gracia). Particularly interesting in Cerdà’s engineered
grid is the fact that is combines a strong ideology and strong design methodology. The
Plan defends a utopian view of the city seen as a complex social and spatial entity in
which heterogeneous groups of inhabitants should share a common space of interaction.
Consistent with Cerdà’s ideology, the squared block (manzana) “is the clear and genuine
expression of mathematical equality, which is the equality of rights and interests, of
justice itself.”39 The idealism expressed by this statement did not prevent the urbanist/
engineer from adopting a scientific approach towards the design of the city. Besides, the
plan demonstrated to be able to accommodate a much greater density than it was designed
for, though this necessitated the instalment of one-way traffic.

The street intersections. The street intersections are the second element defining
the engineered grid. In his Theory of Urban Viability of 1861, Cerdà analysed the
different types of intersections, as shown by the various typological studies where we
can notice that the intersections are grouped according to the number of streets meeting
at the crossing: intersections formed by the confluence of one, two, or three ways, to the
extreme case of a four-way intersection. For each of these cases Cerdà defined the areas
of the intersections that form plazas or “empty spaces”. This study brought Cerdà to
define two models of intersection based on the same figure. These are: intersection with
central island and with lateral island. Besides, with the introduction of new means of
locomotion, Cerdà understood the need to include the chaflans, or chamfered corners at
each road intersection, measuring 20 meters.
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d.
a.

a. Street-blocks in the Barcelona
Extension Plan. 113 x 113 m, with
intersections forming octogonal
plazas with 20 metre sides.
b. Irregular streets and streetblocks in the historical centre
of Barcelona. Street blocks of 33
mx 33 m, intersections without a
chamfer.
c. Street-block courtyard in
the Barcelona Extension Plan.
Minimum 60 metres x 60 metres.
d. Street-block in the historical
centre of Barcelona. Only
lightwells, no inner courtyard.

Next pages: Studies for the
manzana in relation to the street
profile. Cerdà gave particular
attention to the design of the street
intersections for which he not only
proposed the chamfered corners
of the blocks, but aslo he studied
how to use the central area of
the crossings. These drawings
illustrate Cerdà’s interpretation of
the spaces of mobility as public
domain.

e.

Source: Catalogue of the exhibition ‘Cerdà
Urbs i Territori. Planning beyond the urban’.
Madrid: ELECTA, 1996.

e. Typical street in the Barcelona
Exstension Plan, 20 metres wide.
f. Typical street in the historical
centre of Barcelona, 4 metres
wide.
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ELECTA, 1996; 214.
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Source: (based on drawings in) Catalogue of the exhibition ‘ Cerdà Urbs i Territori. Planning beyond the urban’. Madrid:

The street cross-section. Top: Dimensions of the streets and blocks, including the street width of 20 m. and the chamfered corners. Bottom: The street
intersections, Perspectives of the kiosks proposed by Cerdà in his 1863 Necessitades de la Circulatión.
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THE UTILITARIAN GRID
If the engineered grid is the example of the maximum attention given to the integrated
design of each element in relation to an idealized view of urban society, the utilitarian
grid is exactly the opposite. Maximal exploitation of the building ground, maximum
density of the block and private concern above public interest are some key aspects
characterizing this urban type. The utilitarian grid undoubtedly portrays on the one side
a functional view of the urban planning and design practice and on the other it paves the
way for the architectural solo performance.
The Commissioner’s Plan for Manhattan is the most paradigmatic example of
utilitarian grid as discussed by Rem Koolhaas in his retrospective manifesto for
Manhattan, Delirious New York (1979). This model has been so influential to become in
less than a century the only town-planning scheme used in the urbanization of North and
South American cities.
Under the terms of the Dongan Charter of 1686 the little English colonial city of New
York that then occupied only the southernmost tip of Manhattan became the governing
authority for the entire island. Equally important, the charter conferred on the new
municipality ownership of all land in Manhattan that had not previously been granted
or sold to individuals. Most of this enormous public domain - probably several thousand
acres lay north of what is now 23rd Street and included the central spine of Manhattan
Island. From time to time during the next century the city sold parts of its public domain
to raise funds for municipal purposes while keeping taxes low. New York faced new needs
following the Revolution. At that time at least 1300 acres of municipal land remained of
the so-called Northern Commons whose irregular boundaries lay between the modern
Third and Seventh Avenues. In 1785 the City Council ordered its surveyors to divide this
tract into plots of 5 acres to be sold at auction. Middle Road, now Fifth Avenue, provided
access to these parcels.
It was the time to buy real estate in Manhattan. In 1789 nine purchasers bought just
less than 200 acres for about $70 an acre. One of these areas was bounded by what are
now Broadway, Lexington Avenue, and 32nd and 42nd Streets. Another occupied the
rectangle formed by the future Third and Fifth Avenues and 42nd and 48th Streets. The
city changed its policy in 1796, directing its surveyor, Casimir Goerck, to locate two
additional roads - now Park and Sixth Avenues - parallel to Middle Road. Additional fiveacre parcels were laid out like the first in long rectangles with their narrow ends fronting
the north-south roads. Half of these were put up for sale, and the other half - arranged to
alternate with the parcels for sale - were made available for 21-year leases.
While the city’s jurisdiction over the Common Lands was absolute, its powers to
determine street alignment and widths where private ownership prevailed were less clear.
Several maps recorded the existing street pattern early in the 19th century and included
unofficial proposals for how new streets and squares might be developed. Evidently these
suggestions created a good deal of controversy. Finally, in February 1807 the Common
Council asked the state legislature for help in planning future streets. In a memorial sent
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to Albany the Council set forth its ultimate goal as “laying out streets in such a manner as
to unite regularity and order with the public convenience and benefit and in particular to
promote the health of the City”, they described their difficulties.

The city also surrendered additional powers, for the Act provided that if the owners of
3/4 of the frontage along any of the planned streets or open spaces petitioned for a street
or square to be opened, the city had to proceed as if it had taken the initiative.42

One was the lack of authority of the Council to bind its predecessors to follow any plan.
Other problems they stated were “equally palpable and of very considerable magnitude.
The diversity of Sentiments and opinions which has heretofore existed and probably will
always exist among the members of the Common Council, the incessant remonstrance of
[land owners] against plans however well devised or beneficial wherein their individual
Interests do not concur and the Impossibility of completing those plans thus opposed but
by a tedious and expensive course of Law are obstacles of a serious and very perplexing
nature.”40 The Memorial concluded with an unspecified plea for assistance, but probably
in private the Council advised the legislators of the general nature of a solution they
had in mind. This was the creation of a state-appointed commission with full powers to
establish a binding plan for future streets and open spaces. The Council, or a majority
of its members, was able to reach agreement on its composition, and on March 4, they
recommended Simeon De Witt, Governor Morris, and John Rutherford “as fit and proper
persons to be appointed Commissioners of Streets and Roads.”41

With Governor Morris as its president and John Randel, Jr., as its chief engineer and
surveyor, the Commission set to work in 1807, but it was not until March 22, 1811, just
under the four years allowed by the Act, that they were able to file their official plan
and their report justifying their design for the future metropolis. It had not been an easy
task. In an account written some years later, Randel recalled that he “was arrested by the
Sheriff, on numerous suits instituted...for trespass and damage by...workmen, in passing
over grounds, cutting off branches of trees. &c., to make surveys under instructions
from the Commissioners.”43 A supplementary Act had to be passed in 1809 authorizing
removal of trees and other obstructions, with compensation to the landowners. Even so,
the Commissioners and their survey crews apparently faced almost unanimous opposition
from those owning or claiming title to property within their jurisdiction.

A month later the Legislature sitting in Albany passed the necessary Statute. It gave
the Commissioners “exclusive power to lay out streets, roads, and public squares, of such
width, extent, and direction, as to them shall seem most conducive to public good, and to
shut up, or direct to be shut up, any streets or parts thereof which have been heretofore laid
out but not accepted by the Common Council.” Their geographic jurisdiction extended
from what is now Houston Street to the north end of the Island. Along the Hudson and
East Rivers the boundaries were extended 400 feet beyond the low water mark.
According to the Commissioners’ Plan main streets were to be no less than 60 feet in
width, and no street was to be less than 50 feet wide. When these planned streets were
opened, the city was to purchase the land required at “reasonable compensation.” Where
landowners objected to the proposed payment or where minors or mental incompetents
owned land, three disinterested persons were to be appointed by a court to determine
the proper compensation. Payments could be offset in whole or in part by benefit
assessments, and when the court and the city approved assessments, payments from the
assessment fund were to be made to those whose land had been taken. No compensation
was to be paid for buildings erected in any of the planned streets or open spaces after the
plan was filed.
Existing buildings could remain in place “for such time as...[the City]...shall think
proper,” and when their removal was necessary, the owners would receive proper
compensation. The Commissioners could enter on any land during daylight hours to
perform their surveys. It was generally understood - and subsequent practice so observed
- that the city could not deviate from the plan without securing specific legislative
authorization.
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The argumentation of the Commissioners’ report introduces what will become one of
the major strategies to maximise the use of the urban space and urban performance: the
drastic disconnection between actual and stated intentions, the formula that creates the
critical no-man’s land where ‘Manhattanism can exercise its ambitions’ (Koolhaas, 1979:
19).
According to Peter Marcuse44 this plan introduces for the first time in urbanism the
notion of open grid, that is a three-dimensional carpet unrolled upon a virgin territory
regardless from the morphology of the site and the topography of previous settlements.
The utilitarian use of the grid can be regarded as the privileged instrument to exploit and
control all resources of the urban space, bringing therefore a certain simplification within
the urban design practice. Indeed, the elements that compose the Manhattan grid are
rather simple: a regular pattern of streets defines the built area within equal blocks that
obey very similar laws not only in functions but also in form. Differently from the grid
invented by Cerdà, the utilitarian grid does not accept exceptions. In it, the legibility of
the geometrical relations among the parts corresponds to the search for the optimal – in
terms of real estate - exploitation of the urban space.
The two-dimensional pattern of the Commissioner’s Plan grid does not introduce
important variations to the ancient model. Rather, it defines homogenous spaces
where the skeleton of road networks clearly emerges as the carrying structure of the
urban system. Although the differentiation in streets and avenues creates an interesting
hierarchal relationship between private and public realm (Meyer, 1997) the spaces of
mobility are not designed. They are carved out of the total volume of the urban fabric. The
dimensioning of roads and avenues lacks a far-sighted vision concerning the long-term
developments in automobility trends. This short-term policy towards mobility had has
very important consequences in the further development of many cities all over the world,
and of New York in particular. It is around the 1930s that the increasing demand for
mass auto transit and the problems of traffic congestion in the central area of Manhattan
determined the point of collapse for the utilitarian grid.
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To ‘solve’ these problems, a large network of expressways and parkways was
developed by dismantling the previous grid pattern under the leadership of Robert
Moses, who held administrative positions from 1918 to 1963. As Han Meyer points
out, ‘the simile of the city as a jungle was not coined by Moses, but he did interpret it
quite literally. Particularly after World War II, when America’s titanic war industry had
switched to, among other things, the manufacture of private cars. Moses poured nearly all
his efforts into building expressways, which left a trail of destruction through the city that
was not compensated for by green, scenic parkways’ (1999:221-224).

Source: Meyer, H. (2001) De Stad en de Haven. Utrecht: Uitgeverij Jan van Arkel; 187.

If in the utilitarian grid the road is poorly approached, the design of the block is given
instead a great attention. The architecture of the skyscraper, which is the prototype of
the maximization of land use within the basic unit of the grid is made in such away to
incorporate within the building all activities that would otherwise take place in the street.
Hence, the street is deprived of its traditional richness and variety of activities, which are
interiorised within the buildings. It turns into the place of traffic flows, though it isn’t
wide enough to avoid traffic congestion.
If one compares the Ensanche of Barcelona with the Commissioner’s Plan for New
York one may notice some important differences. The first and most obvious one is the
different character of the design brief: Cerdà’s Plan is an extension of an historical city,
whilst the Commissioner’s Plan for New York is a new development. The second and
most relevant difference is the background philosophy of both projects. Cerdà wanted to
realise a perfect urban form for an egalitarian society. The Commissioner’s Plan for New
York instead is driven by commercial interests more than by profound aspirations.

New York. City map by G. W. Colton (1865).

The third aspect to consider is the approach to the design of the spaces of mobility.
As extensively discussed in the previous paragraph, this is a central theme in Cerda’s
work and it is the result of accurate calculations. On the contrary, the road system of the
Commissioners’ Plan is a side effect of the zoning ordinances.
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THE FUNCTIONALIST GRID
The functionalist grid can be described as a composition of free standing mega
buildings set in a rather diffuse garden-like cityscape and organized by a loose highspeed maxi grid system of roads with large clover-leaf interchanges at the nodes. This
third and last interpretation of the grid is born out of the modernists’ dream to codify
universal standards for the colonization of the urban space in order to provide modern
society with a rational and dynamic urban environment. With the functionalist grid
urbanism and architecture take a decisive step towards mobility: the spaces for motorised
traffic are definitively disconnected from the other urban functions because of the ‘better
functioning’ of the city as a whole.

Source: Fondation Le Corbusier, Paris.

The historical underpinnings of the functionalist grid are to be found in the concept
of ‘urban typology’ developed at the turn of the 20th century. With the expansion of
cities and the rapid social-economical changes urbanists are intensively confronted with
the dramatic questions of quantity: traffic quantities, and demographic quantities. As the
problem is to match maximum residential density with the lay out of the infrastructure
grid, the urban block becomes the privileged subject for typological experimentation
during the pre-Modernist period. The German mietkasernen or the Parisian maisons de
rapport (Tafuri, Dal Co:1981) are examples of these experimentation that tried to find
a ‘compromise’- not always successful - among mobility patterns, urban density and
architectural typology.

Le Corbusier. A City for 3 million inhabitants (1922).

In Hobrecht ‘s plan for Berlin (1860) the minimal space given to circulation produced
a grid with large blocks (200 metres by 300 or even 400 metres) to be packed with fivestorey housing development with substandard living conditions (rows of inner courtyards
5,34 x 5,34 m.). Especially after the experiment of the mietkasernen in Berlin’s periphery
urbanists understood the importance to adopt urban plans that could serve as the frame for
social equitable development (Kostof, 1991). Starting from 1880 until the early 1920s,
several urbanists - advocating a housing reform in favour of better living conditions adopted the typology of enclosed blocks with large open inner courtyards.
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The plans by Alfred Messel in Berlin and by William Field and Sons in New York
are representative of this approach, which found a master in the Dutch architect Hendrik
Petrus Berlage. In his first plan for Amsterdam South (1915) Berlage proposed a stretched
regular grid in which the blocks were organized with central long courtyards enclosed on
both sides by buildings with uniform façades at the sides, according to a ‘grand design’
(see also note 48). Berlage translates the ideal condition of realizing an urban model that
could reflect in its form and organization an equal urban society into specific design
guidelines. Namely, the careful partition among private, collective and public spaces,
with a particular attention to the proportional relationship among buildings height and
street profile are very similar to the ones used in Cerda’s grid for Barcelona.45
The advent of Modernism decreed the end of this relatively long phase of
experimentation on the street-block relation within the traditional urban grids. The main
arguments against it were the inadequate living conditions, and the insufficient roads
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capacity given the increasing automotive traffic in the modern city. For urban designers
of modernist stripe, the engineered grid could not serve as the frame for socially equitable
development, nor did the utilitarian grid.
The high-density block development - enclosed by-streets – was condemned on the
grounds that it denied tenants their inalienable rights to Licht, Luft und Sonnenschein
(Kostof, 1991:153). However, the rising issues of urban mobility - automotive traffic
in particular - played the heaviest role in the definitive abolition of the ‘compromised’
grid. With some rare exceptions, as the case of Barcelona, already during the 1930s the
traditional types of grid (originally calibrated on the exigencies of carriage traffic) were
inadequate to host the volume and speed of intensive automotive traffic. Inner city streets
were dangerous and congested in most western cities. Urban blocks were overcrowded,
unhealthy and socially unsafe.
The Modernist movement took these facts as the proof of the failure of any attempt of
‘integration’ between the road and the city, and between infrastructure planning and town
planning by means of an all-inclusive design approach. The effort to compress the logic
of architectural design with the rationale of traffic engineering in one urban typology
was definitively refused. As architectural thinking is based upon quantity, quality and
aesthetics and traffic engineering is prominently engaged in a battle against capacity
and intensity. Not by chance it is during this period that engineers started developing a
specific independent knowledge for the design and management of road infrastructure.
As a matter of fact it is in this moment that the official separation among the fields
of urban planning and traffic engineering takes place, being helped by both sides.
The Modernist super block and the invention of specific types of large-scale road
infrastructure have established on one side the independence of architecture, and on
the other the independence of infrastructure from urbanism. Nevertheless, urbanists
and architects abandoned the field of mobility only partially, despite appearances. In
particular, the Modern Movement developed a rather contradictory relationship with
road infrastructure. Although all major modernist theories on the urban form were based
upon statements on the future of mobility networks, the modernist project of the city
did not address with the needed attention the technical implications of those statements
by means of specialised design knowledge at the scale it was needed. In other words,
the professions in charge of designing the modern city relegated all aspects of technical
know-how for infrastructure planning and design to the civil engineers.
The functionalist grid abolishes therefore the urban design practice, ascribing to
architecture the task of ‘city planning’. The Sarraz declaration (1928) of the Congres
Internationaux d’Architecture Moderne (CIAM) expresses exactly this attitude. The
CIAM’s document took a radical stance towards the need of a ‘collective and methodical
land policy’ as the ‘indispensable preliminary basis for any town planning’. Parallel,
the notion of building substituted that of architecture, given that building ‘is the
elementary activity of man intimately linked with evolution and the development of
human life’. According to Frampton, the theoretical production of CIAM can be divided
in three phases. The first phase, between 1928 and 1933, was essentially dedicated to
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architectural research. In this period the German Neue Zachlichkeit architects dominated
the movement. The second phase between 1933 and 1947 was focused on the issues of
the large scale and it was inspired and directed by Le Corbusier. The third stage of CIAM,
lasting from 1947 to the tenth Congress held at Dubrovnik in 1956, is characterised by
the decline of the Athens Charter’s most radical dogmas that brought into being the
‘functional city’. As a matter of fact, it during the Dubrovnik congress that a group of
young and talented urban designers and architects - known as the Team X - raised a strong
protest against such ideas, and promoted instead a more socially concerned vision of the
built environment.
The CIAM IV (1933) and the CIAM IX (1953) are two important turning points in
the shaping of an autonomous discourse around mobility. It is worthy of note that most
architects attended both congresses and that ‘the city’ was the general theme debated.
This phenomenon is very similar to the one that occurred during the establishment of
modern urbanism, at the turn of the 20th century when the professional community
interested in discussing the future of the built environment comes no longer from the
engineering tradition of the Ecole des Ponts et Chaussées and from the Beaux Arts, but
from the rising modernist architecture. The consequence is a noticeable shift in tone and
in content of the debate.
Nevertheless, both CIAM congresses addressed mainly technological issues linked to
the urban design practice. Namely, they brought into focus the questions of transportation
and traffic in towns as the most urgent issues to which architecture ought to provide
answers. Though the ideas expressed in the two Congresses are very different, both
acknowledge a lack of tools to interpret the changes occurring in the modern city and
consequently the design for its future development. Especially for what concerns the
issues of transportation and mobility neither the Haussmannian model nor the Sittesque
romanticism was considered directly applicable to solve the problems of the modern
metropolis: the first one because of the changed conditions in the urban structure, the
second one because of the changed scale of intervention.
When in 1933 the CIAM set up a document with hundred and eleven propositions that later will be published under the title The Athens Charter46 - the notion of ‘functional
city’ was institutionalised. The functional city was described in five sectors: Dwellings,
Recreation, Work, Transportation and Historic Buildings. The Athens Charter declared
as well that traffic flows and their underlying principles are the primary determinant of
the urban form. Despite the highly rhetorical tone of the text due to the leadership of the
congress, the most significant aspect of the propositions is their being general, that is to
say universally applicable.
As observed by historian Reyner Banham, this generalization discloses a ‘very narrow
conception of both architecture and urbanism and committed CIAM to rigid functional
zoning in city plans, and a single type of urban housing’ (quoted in Frampton, 1991:
270). Certainly the ideas developed during the congress signed a decisive turn in the way
future generations of architects and urbanists will look at the relationship between road
infrastructure and the built environment. The Athens Charter and Le Corbusier’s work
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crystallize a new relationship among urbanism mobility and architecture as he writes: ‘A
city made for speed is made for success’.47 For that archetype of the ‘modern architect’,
this meant principally a city made according to a rational use of space. Certainly Le
Corbusier was also aware of the changes brought by the motor vehicle, as he writes: ‘In
the early evening twilight on the Champ-Elysees it was as though the world had suddenly
gone mad ... Day after day the fury of traffic grew. To leave your house meant that once
you had crossed the threshold you were a possible sacrifice to death in the shape of
innumerable motors. I think back 20 years, when I was a student, the road belonged to us
then...’(1947:79).
In the papers presented at CIAM IV (1933) the issues of mobility and related
infrastructures are analysed separately. Roads, in particular are organized in a seven-level
hierarchic system of which three aspects are relevant for the definition of the functionalist
grid. The first one is the separation of traffic flows on different levels according to their
speed. The second one regards the role of roads in the modern city, which is purely
to connect the mono-functional sectors. The third one is the aspect of scale: road
infrastructure is regarded only to be within the architect’s competence at the scale of
the networks. All three aspects have had extreme consequences. They justified the
development of a separate approach to urban infrastructures, as well as new relationships
between the form of the city, its possible uses and the aesthetic expression of the spaces
of mobility.
To fully comprehend the meaning of such Modernists’ ideas in terms of urban
design it is enough to think to the separation of fast and slow traffic on split-levels with
pedestrian transit located above ground level. The use of this street typology – which
recurs in various subsequent paradigms - caused the annihilation of the public space as
a shared social space as well as it abolished any possibility of a mixed-use of the street.
Indeed, this way the street dies. In many of the early Modernist plans the pedestrian is
trapped in linear planes tilted above the ground level and detached from the existing
city, where accessibility is designed mainly for cars. Besides, the speed-based hierarchic
system turns streets into inflexible vectors projected into diagrams of linear forces. And
the disproportionate scale of the design determines the natural isolation of oversized
infrastructures in the cityscape. Most of the urban plans and models fostering the
functionalist grid lack an integral vision of the questions they aim to unravel.
Although Modernist dogmas focused on the incompatibility among fast and slow
traffic flows and advocated the necessity to abrogate the mixed use of the inner city street,
no Modernist project ever proposed an innovative and foremost feasible solution for the
detailed and technical design of such oversized infrastructure. Whilst civil engineers
(together with landscape architects) were working at the development of several typologies
specifically dedicated to automotive traffic48, the early Modernists were mostly fascinated
by the themes of mobility as the expression of the modern urban society, but they were
not interested in solving the technical problems of the infrastructures they proposed.

Le Corbusier’s functionalist grid
With Le Corbusier automobility obtains the leading role in the formulation of
a manifesto for the modern metropolis. Besides, the declared independence of the
residential unit from the street patterns advocates a peculiar attitude towards the issues
of mobility. As a matter of fact, already in the 1920s Le Corbusier declares the death
of the street inherited from the 19th-century tradition (la rue corridor).49 In its place the
architect proposes a functionalist grid made of networks of thoroughfares whose position
and dimension would guarantee good accessibility to the public facilities together with
an efficient mobility system.
This vision not only proposes the abolition of the existing taxonomy of streets and
building typologies, but it also brings forward an approach to the urban design project that
is in essence very different from the previous ones.50 In Le Corbusier’s work synthesis
and reconciliation of the improbable through the certainty of the plan are the main
objectives. And the objectives are delineated with a strength and communicative power
that has no precedent. By setting out his personal goals as a practitioner and intellectual,
Le Corbusier actually caused a chain-reaction both in architecture and in urbanism.
With Modernism the modern city becomes the domain of architectural practice and
theory. Architecture takes over by becoming the leading profession engaged with the
design of the city and its possible future. The City planning activity is reduced to the
organization of the spaces for production and living, as distribution and consumption are
the determining factors of the new urban cycles. Therefore the urbanist/architect is the
organizer of strategies before being a designer of objects. Within this logic, Le Corbusier
studied and established prototypes such as the cell of the Domino house, the Immeublevilla, the City for three million inhabitants and the Plan Voisin for Paris. The vastness of
his work shows the scale of intervention of the modernist notion of the urban project. This
definitively blurs the boundaries among urbanism and architecture.
In partial realizations that served as laboratory tests Le Corbusier experimented with
several hypothesis and went far beyond the models of German ‘rationalism’, intuiting the
‘correct’ (Tafuri, 1973) dimension in which the urban problems must be considered. From
1929 to 1931, with the plans for Rio de Janeiro, Montevideo, Buenos Aires and San Paulo,
Le Corbusier formulated the most interesting hypotheses for the empirical application
of the functional grid. In contrast to Taut, Gropius, or May, Le Corbusier breaks up
the continuous sequence of city-block-street-architectural unit. The urban structures
proposed in these plans show a new scale of values that according to Le Corbusier mirrors
the modern society’s desire of progress. Within this vision, the modern city becomes the
space of itemization and segregation where the separation among functions is the leading
theme. This approach to the urban design practice entails not only the need for a separate
lay out of road infrastructure networks (according to speed), but also it implies a physical
separation among urban functions.
As a matter of fact, in the modernist city there are places for living, places for
working, places for moving and places for recreation. At a more abstract level these
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functions can be re-conducted to two primary groups: the places for production and the
places for consumption. The spaces of mobility, together with the landscape, connect
the two systems. Roads and parks are purely functional to the functioning of the whole
system of production and consumption of modern societies. As such they are planned, but
they are not designed.
Two of Le Corbusier’s urban project, the Plan Voisin for Paris (1922) and the Plan
for Chandighar (1959) clarify the nature of the functionalist grid. The first one is a plan
of transformation of a large segment of the city centre of Paris. The plan is divided in
sectors, each one bearing a particular function. At the eastern side there is the directional
sector – la cité des affaires’ - with an ensemble of eighteen immeubles-tours (skyscrapers)
whose height is 200 m. Each of the eighteenth buildings can host between 20.000 and
40.000 employees. At the western side, located along the main road artery, there is ‘la cité
des residences’, an area dominated by high-rise buildings (30-40 m.) whose functions
besides housing are public administration and recreation. The average density of the Plan
Voisin is 3,500 inhabitants per hectare, against the previous one of 800 in./ha. The old city
is demolished almost entirely: only some historic buildings are preserved as icons of the
Parisian grandeur. They are absorbed in the new neutralizing grid whose backbone is the
infrastructure network. This is organized according to a regular grid with a main gigantic
axis running parallel to the Seine. Its physical function is to connect the different sectors
located at the extreme edges of the centre; its symbolic function is to set a new scale for
the metropolis.

Le Corbusier, The first Plan for Chandighar drafted after the first visit to the site (1951).
1. Directinal Centre
2. Commercial Centre
3. Hotels and restaurants
4. Museum and Stadion
5. University
6. Market
7. Green areas
8. Commercial street
9. Recreation
10. Industry and stations
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The second project is the master plan for a new town, Chandigarh (India) designed
by Le Corbusier in 1951. Here the functional grid is turned into an horizontal scheme.
A loose high-speed infrastructure grid is spread on the virgin territory, regardless of the
original morphology. Independently from the pattern generated by the super grid, a second
layer of roads runs through the plan horizontally. These roads define super blocks inward
oriented, whose measures (800 by 1200 meters) derive from Le Corbusier’s studies of
the Golden Section (Kostof, 1991). The typology of the blocks guarantees the separation
among pedestrians (+ 1 level) and the automobility (ground level). A third layer of
infrastructure, independent from the previous ones, cuts each sector transversally creating
a discontinuous network of market streets. It is interesting to notice that the conflict
between through traffic and secondary circulation remains unsolved, which proves the
conceptual character of the plan. Namely, when the market street meets a major traffic
artery at an intersection it stops. The same happens in the governmental centre, located at
the edge of the plan, where the monumental Capitol square is designed for pedestrian use
and the though traffic ‘sinks below ground in trenches leading to parking areas’51.
These two examples highlight the most important features of the functionalist grid
in relation to the paradigm of rationalisation. Schematically, they can be summarized
as follows: the city-block-street and the street-block relationships are defined by the
independence of the buildings (road infrastructure and buildings are independent from
each others); the spaces of mobility are exclusively for traffic and they are monofunctional (each type of infrastructure serves one type of movement); urban order is
brought by zoning (placement of functions and densities) and infrastructure is located
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in such a way to allow fast connections among the sectors; the backbone of the grid is
schematically planned and not designed at the scales of architecture(road infrastructure is
a diagram of traffic flows).
It is under those circumstances that the approach to the design of urban infrastructure
is radically transformed. The passion for new materials (reinforced concrete in particular),
the continuity of the ground level under flyovers on pilotis and the ‘grand design’ have
shaped the image of urban infrastructure that still dominates both our imagination and
our cities.

One sector
M. Commercisl street
E. Schools
S. Sport facilities

The master plan for a new town, Chandigarh
(India). Designed by Le Corbusier in 1951. Each
sector (800 x 1200 m) can host from 1000 to
20000 inhabitants. It is delimited by a major
thoroughfare (V3). V4 is the commercial street.
V5 distributes the automotive traffic from the
primary to the secundary road network. V6 is the
residentialstreet. V7 is the pedestrian street that
cosses the whole sector.
Source: Fondation Le Corbusier, Paris.
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Paradigm 4. UTOPIA
The fourth paradigm concerns the utopian projects on mobility. Since the general
ambiguity of the word utopia is rooted in its very etymology, I shall refer to the
interpretation provided by French theorist Françoise Choay52. Choay affirms that a
utopian project is topical – thus related to the constructed space – per definition. Within
this definition three elements characterize any utopian project: an existing society, a
model society and a model space. This interpretation of the utopian project emphasizes
the centrality of the spatial configuration in the ambition of shaping a better society as
response to an existing one.

Kazimierz Podsadecki. City-Mill of Life (1928). Photomontage. Source: Museum Sztuki w Lodzi, Lodz, Poland.

We find a confirmation of Choay’s interpretation in the very etymology of the word
utopia. If we analyse the roots of the ‘modern’ word utopia, as coined by Sir Thomas
More53 in 1516, we see that it derives from the ancient Greek topos (place). In ancient
Greek τοποσ relates to the terms ου−τοποσ and ευ−τοποσ . Notice that the constant is
the noun τοποσ (topos) that means place, location; whilst the variable is the qualifying
prefix. In the first case (ου) utopia can be translated as ‘nowhere, in no place’. In the second
case (ευ), the translation of utopia would be ‘the place of happiness’. Both interpretations
are possible and confirm that utopia refers always to an a-geographical but physical place.
Most significantly, the centrality of the physical space in the very etymology of the word
underlines the founding role attributed to space in the institutionalisation of societies
within any utopian project.
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Although we refer to Choay’s definition of utopia, the use we make here of this notion
is rather different from the one made by Choay in The Rule and the Model (1997). My
aim is not to discuss whether utopias are presumed or presumptuous, but to understand
why architects and urban designers have used the themes of infrastructure, technology
and mobility so often to shape utopian projects.
In this paradigm, two main approaches coexist: the polemic grid and the liveable city.
In the case of the polemic grid, what connects all projects is the notion of the modern city
as the place of the alienation of the individual and consequently of the atomisation of civic
life. As a reaction to the overwhelming complexity of the interactions between modern
societies and the built environment, the generation of the British group Archigram and
the Italian group Supertsudio proposed a rather anarchic approach to the urban design and
architectural project. In such approaches the visionary overflows in the technological,
the architectural into graphic design, and the architect turns into a superhero. Rather
consequently with their assumptions, these architects did not produce architectures to
be built, but they worked at producing projects as manifestos. Therefore the technical
complexity of some of the proposed designs is left to our imagination, in the sense that
the drawings are icons more than expressions of a realizable project.
The second approach (the liveable city) is somehow less visionary than the previous
one. Nevertheless it is utopian as it criticises profoundly the way modern cities have
compromised with the massive use of the car. Therefore the projects embedded in this
approach search ‘feasible’ ways to restore a less compromised balance between car and
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built environment. Almost all examples within this paradigm – with the exception of The
Buchanan Report - prove that the empowering role of technology in the making of the
city has been certainly over estimated by urbanism and architecture.

Frank Lloyd Wright. Broadacre City, published in The Living City (1958). Source: 2000 The Frank Lloyd Wright Scottsdale, AZ.

Within the space of this paradigm infrastructure becomes an icon of utopian order.
And very often the utopian project turns into visual art. Therefore we need to make a
distinction among utopian and pseudo-utopian projects. The utopian project is the one in
which technology is accepted as a strategy to design a ‘better city’. It is utopian because
the object of research is a spatial model for an improved urban society. The visionary
approach instead is the one based upon a ‘fascination’ for infrastructure as an expression
of technological discoveries. The visionary project disguises a sociological intent without
providing a ‘feasible’ spatial model for a model society. With two exceptions (The
Buchanan Report and the work by the Smithsons), this paradigm sees the predominance
of a visionary approach to mobility, particularly starting from the 1960s. If this confirms
Choay’s theory on the death of the utopian project in the 20th century (1999:12), it also
provides some material for reflection in the context of our exploration. Namely, that the
themes of mobility and technology have been used by a generation of designers during
the 1960s-and the 1970s both as a way to represent the alienation from the reality of
the modern city, and as a way of taking distance from a rigorous technical professional
engagement.
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While some architects opened their bags of ‘tricks and samples’54 to design the city
as a science fiction set, some urbanists and traffic engineers searched ways to provide
‘rational’ solutions to the problems of the real world (traffic congestion, densification,
and environmental pollution).
The polemic grid and the non-city
The non-city is the product of a strong ideology, a counter proposal to the existing
urban forms and models. The non-city is a non-place dominated by movement and
technology where urbanism and architecture cannot do anything better than taking a
critical distance, as the following projects confirm. They present rather different and
more or less provocative approaches. What makes the comparison possible among Frank
Lloyd Wright, Archigram, Rem Koolhaas, Elias Zanghelis, and Madelon Vriesendorp,
Yona Friedman, and Superstudio is the polemic tone against a problem-solving urbanism
of which infrastructure planning is the major instrument to impose urban order from a
top-down perspective.
Wright’s non-city
When in 1932 Frank Lloyd Wright published his first book on town planning,
The disappearing City - originally entitled The Industrial Revolution runs away - as
compendium of the Broadacre City Study, his vision on the future of urbanism was close
to a utopian affiliation. Wright’s vision was rooted in a strong belief in the power of
technology. Although technology was not celebrated as a conquest but it was accepted
as an unavoidable fact, the one agent that will radically transform the built environment
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and the way society will interact with its habitat. Because of this reason the Broadacre
City Plan is counted among the classic utopian projects together with Fourier’s and
Buckminster Fuller’s plans.

Archigram: Projects (1962-1972). Source: La Ville. Art et Architecture in Europe 1870 - 1993. (1994) Paris: Centre Georges Pompidou; 438, 439.

Two particular aspects of this project are interesting with regard to our inquiry.
The first relates to the central position of ‘infrastructure’ – in its broad meaning – in
Wright’s urban theory. The second concerns the urbanist/architect’s role towards society
and the built environment. If technology leads urban transformations and results are
unpredictable, how can the designer ‘control and direct’ the urban process? How can
he act/interact with the unknown? Which are the limits of the urban design practice? As
Frampton suggests, these questions were in fact ‘the constant cultural quest of Wright’s
long career’. However, in the Broadacre City Plan they become more evident. In the
old dilemma between innovation and tradition we find an important line of reasoning
regarding infrastructure.
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In Wright’s Plan infrastructure networks shift from being a planning tool - as it was in
the previous two paradigms (regularization and rationalization) - to become a strategy of
acceptation. Wright’s belief is that the urbanist will have no choice but ‘to come to terms’
with the challenge brought by technology (I. de Solà-Morales, 1981). And infrastructure
in its broad interpretation is the physical form of that technological challenge. Wright
therefore interprets ‘infrastructure’ rather literally in his project for the ideal city. As
a matter of fact, he identifies three main forces that will shape Western Civilization,
namely Electrification, Mechanical Mobilisation and Organic Architecture. These are
acknowledged as the agents that will mould a new urban form, a non-city. In the specific
case of the Broadacre City Plan these agents are the car, the radio, the telegraph and
standardized machine shop production. Despite the declaration of intents for developing a
specific know-how to shape urban plans in relation to the above-mentioned agents, Wright
did not provide a consistent methodology to realize it. On the contrary, the Haussmannian
model of the ‘urbanist ruling the city’ acquires with Wright a rather pessimistic tone.
The Archigram’s non-city
In the case of the English group Archigram55, operating between 1960 and 1972 in
London, the social dimension of design is sharply combined with a technocratic vision
of the world. Although, differently from Wright, Archigram’s ‘social’ interest is rather
ideological56, as in the projects a reflection on the impact of mega-infrastructures on
social life and environment is totally omitted. Archigram belong to a peculiar cultural
movement in which there is a moment of ‘self implosion’ of architectural and urban
theory, as Kenneth Frampton suggested57.
Never before urbanism and architecture had witnessed such a synergy of utopian
production, coming from different countries and from different cultural perspectives
at the same moment. However, this flourishing of pseudo-utopian ideas was part of a
more general cultural phenomenon in which different disciplines were animating an
increasingly polymorph discourse on the city. The urban projects of this generation
aimed at questioning the role of architecture in modern society. Namely, the question was
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whether or not the architect/urbanist should be the inspirer of social action, the one able
‘to inject noise into the system’ (Archigram, 1967)58.

O.M.A.

428

Rem Koolhaas, Elias Zanghelis, Madelon Vriesendorp.‘Exodus or the Voluntary Prisoners of Architecture’ (1972). Source: Koolhaas, R., Mau, B. (1995)

Interestingly, the instrument used by Archigram for social indoctrination or
institutional provocation is a pseudo-technological approach to mobility. Urbanism as
the science of planning is denied, as well as architecture is. Mobility instead is praised as
the symbol of social freedom. Since the publication of the first issue of their magazine
in 1961, Archigram declared that urbanism is the place of the unrealisable. Realization is
not the purpose of design. It is the image of the non-city, empowered by new provocative
techniques of representation (collage, cartoon) that matters. This is the city for a new
urban society of nomads.
However, Heron’s Walking City Project (1964) as well as Peter Cook’s Plug-in City
(1964) show a cityscape in which the human presence is never critically taken into
consideration. Although, at architectural scale, the group dedicated research on the spacetime cell (the Capsule, Warren Chalk 1964) and new ways of living, the questions of the
human scale were never solved in the urban projects.
The Walking City Project is a gigantic structure supported by eight legs, whose
function is to allow movement. The upper part is made by segments of residential units
(infrastructures for living) measuring 400 meters in length and 200 meters in height. With
the empowering strength of a peculiar drawing technique Heron describes the mutability
of the city not only in its geographical position, but also in the architecture of its parts.
Cook’s Plug-in City confirms this image by deepening the typological and technical
statement of the Walking City. This time the non-city is rooted on the ground where the
railways system will be replaced in a near future by a more efficient system. The basic
network of the whole city is made of a structure of large tubes (half of them are lifts, half
are goods tubes) on which houses, shops and other services are hanging.

S,M,L,XL. NYC: The Monacelli Press; 11.

As the life of the non-city depends on the functioning of its infrastructures, Archigram
gave particular attention to the study of the technical aspects of their design, in particular
the possibility of pre-fabricated residential units. In the 1970s, the radical way of the
beginnings evolves towards a more light approach. Projects such as the Metamorphosis
of an English town (1970), a latter project by Peter Cook show on a quieter tone how
a traditional city can evolve step by step into a the techno-city. In the difficult process
of absorption of all technological innovations, Archigram rejected the responsibility of
carrying out the design, by preferring the role of intellectual leadership. Therefore the real
conditions for the realization of their non-city were never researched. And the cities of the
‘real world’ did not benefit of these urban formulas conjugated on a hypothetical mode.
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Other non-cities
In 1972 Rem Koolhaas, Elias Zanghelis, and Madelon Vriesendorp drafted the project
‘Exodus or the Voluntary Prisoners of Architecture’, a large development located in
downtown London. With this and other projects for Manhattan, the founder of OMA59
explored the possibilities of radical urban planning in existing cities. This project in
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particular explains the theoretical character of the design approach: a large ‘out-of-scale’
grid is imposed on the fine pattern of the historical city, careless of previous relations
among infrastructure, urban pattern and human life. Yet, the authors claim that this is a
place designed for people60.

Superstudio. Adolfo Natalini, Cristiano Toraldo di Francia, Roberto Magris, Piero Frassinelli, Alessandro Magris (1970). Top: ‘Vita Educazione Cerimonia
Amore Morte. Vita: L’Accampamento. Bottom: ‘Vita Educazione Cerimonia Amore Morte. Vita-Superficie: Pulizie di Primavera’. Source: (top) Coll. Superstudio,

430

Exodus is a ‘paper project’ that reflects on the theme of the city centripetal drive
in which London is aggressively attacked by a neutralizing white grid in the manner
of Superstudio61, the Italian group of architects guided by Adolfo Natalini, which
was operating in Florence in the 1970s. Exodus is a non-city because it creates walls
instead of opening possibilities for urban growth. Within this wall “the inhabitants of
this architecture, those strong enough to love it, would become its voluntary prisoners,
ecstatic in the freedom of their architectural confines.”62 The merciless progress of the
strip destroys the old pattern of the city by substituting it with large architectures and the
park of the Four Elements.
The polemic tone of the project is clear, as well as the provocative attitude towards
the conservationism of modern urban society, as the Baths and the Park of Aggression
propose the possibility to introduce new behavioural forms of civic life through new
architectural typologies. Despite the fact that the architects declare that ‘on a subliminal
level this simple architecture succeeds in its secret ambition to instil gratitude and
contentment’, Exodus is nothing more than an enlarged infrastructure where surfaces are
scrubbed, polished and embellished but in the essence they remain unchanged.

Florence; (bottom) Deutsches Arkitektur Museum, Frankfurt, inv. nr. 178-004-001

In the same period the collective of Superstudio was conducting in Italy a spatial
research openly oriented to the social questions in the modern city. The major difference
with the approach of The Voluntary Prisons of Architecture is that Superstudio believed
in the political involvement of the architect/urbanist, and in the architect’s task to take
a critical position towards technology. In the Netherlands, the ‘unitary town planning’
concepts elaborated by Constant Nieuwenhuys in his New Babylon (1960), together with
the idea of ‘homo ludens’ deeply influenced Superstudio’s work that starting from 1966
consisted in science-fiction projections of a world liberated by the process of production
and consumption. In this highly political vision of the architectural profession, the use of
the technological utopia – thus of infrastructure – disappears. Superstudio’s images show
that the city of compromise will be substituted by an open and ludic space.
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The same themes of social flexibility expressed through spatial forms and the
importance of individual freedom are the basis of Yona Fiedman’s work, a FrenchHungarian architect who rose to prominence in the early 1960s thanks to his utopian
manifesto L’Architecture Mobile (1958) and the latter elaboration La Ville Spatiale
(1960). In both projects, he proposes a mega-structural scheme very similar to the ones
we analyzed in the previous paragraphs. Nevertheless Friedman’s images are imbued
with a truly utopian content, very differently from Archigram’s work. Indeed, Friedman’s
work is particularly interesting because of the way the relation between architect and
society is approached. Friedman visions the architect as the one to provide society –by
means of his expertise - with a new urban form and with the instructions for its use.
Therefore he wrote simple manuals in the form of comic books to enable people to take
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decisions about the design of their own living environment. The traditional city made of
streets, parcels and zoning becomes in Friedman’s projects a flexible three-dimensional
infrastructure for living in which each one is free to build his/her own dwelling. This is
the only image of techno-city, which positions the human presence in the foreground and
infrastructure in the background. In L’Architecture Mobile the architect is no longer in the
spotlight – as it was in most of Archigram’s writings – but he shifts to the background,
humble craftsman in a community of craftsmen.
The liveable city

Yona Friedman. La Ville Mobile (1964). Source: La Ville. Art et Architecture in Europe 1870 - 1993. (1994) Paris: Centre Georges Pompidou; 452.

This approach is exactly the opposite of the previous one. In first place, the ‘livable
city’ is not properly a utopian project, but rather a utopian idea. And as such it is here
included. It is a utopian idea in the sense that it aims at creating a better civic life by
means of design guidelines. It is an idea that shows the possibility to create a compact,
varied, interesting, vital and intensively urban environment. Similarly to the previous
ones, this approach developed mainly within urbanism during the 1960s.
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In the same period in which certain part of architecture turned its back to a rigorous
professional engagement with the physical reality of the city, a group of architects and
urbanists looked at the actual problems of the city and tried to solve them63. Mobility was
the major one and therefore it is approached as a social and environmental problem. In
order to make sustainable cities traffic congestion and the growth of motor traffic were
the most urgent questions to be tackled. The approaches developed within this context
broke a great deal of new ground by bringing together two subjects which have been
usually been treated separately, namely the planning and location of buildings and the
management of large traffic flows. The most representative examples of the liveable city
were developed in England by the Smithsons and by the group directed by Sir Colin
Buchanan.
The Smithsons’ livable city
As observed by The Italian architectural historian Francesco Dal Co, the Team
X members worked under the Corbusian influence being largely unaware of the
contradiction (1988: 113). In the Golden Lane housing proposal, a housing scheme for the
Greater London Council (1952) by Alison and Peter Smitshon, this paradox is evident.
The project is a criticism to the statements of La Ville Radieuse where the Smitshsons
oppose a system of urban categories based on the scale of human interaction to the
Corbusian abstractions. In this project the ‘dwellings’ of The Athens’ Charter become
‘the family unit’ and ‘transportation’ turns into ‘the street’.
However, despite the re-sizing of the urban categories and the social intent of the
operation, the project maintains some functionalist characteristics that compromise the
result. Two in particular are interesting because they relate to mobility, namely the idea
of a multi-level city and the way the Golden Lane model interacts with the existing city.
The street is multi-level, which is the most common typology used by the functionalist
grid (traffic flows ordered vertically according to speed). The space of flow designed
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Alison and Peter Smitshon. The Golden Lane housing proposal, a housing scheme for the Greater London Council (1952). Top: Photomontage showing the
planned construction process of Golden Lanne. The project was designed to be erected using a tower-crane, not then used in the United Kingdom. Bottom:
Axonometric drawing of construction. Ove Arup and Partners (1952). Source: Alison and Peter Smithson (2001) The charged void: Architecture. NEw York: The Monacelli Press; 89.
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for pedestrian transit is a system of one-sided gallery access of generous width, elevated
into the air. The front yards are coupled with the street and therefore separated from the
residential units with the result that the dwellings do not have a garden and the street is no
longer shaped to accommodate community life.
Furthermore, the fact that the street is one-sided determines a rather limited possibility
of its use making it difficult to create a sense of place as the one sought by the Smithsons.
The second aspect concerns the relation of the new urban model with the existing city.
As the project for Central Coventry (1956) witnesses, this relation is not solved. Rather
it weakens the theoretical strength of the whole approach, ‘returning its authors to the
central dilemma of CIAM’64. Also the realization of the Golden Lane models at Park Hill
in Sheffield (Lynn and Smith, 1961) demonstrates that it is virtually impossible to create
continuity between decks and street level and that at the third level the pedestrian meets
the critical point to perceive any contact with the ground.
With the project for Berlin-Hauptstad in 1958 the Smithson’s research for an integrated
approach to mobility sees an important evolution. In this project the concept of ‘open
city’ borrowed from Kahn and the Modernist idea of a multi-layered cityscape come
together. The deck level accommodates both services and the space for pedestrians. ‘So,
in this Berlin plan we have: cars as spectacle to look down to roads; people as spectacle to
look up to escalators and terraces’65. It is a podium on top of the existing grid, connected
with the ground level by escalators. The Smithsons’ spatial research hesitates between
the recognition of the importance of the small-scale for urban infrastructure design – thus
anti mega-structure per definition – and the fascination for large-scale mobility. In their
work we perceive the search for a balance between the desire to develop a special ‘grand
architecture’ for the spaces of fast motion and the attention to the enclaves for pedestrian
use. The tension between these two contrasting poles remains partially unsolved, as it is
proven by the built projects: the Economist Office Complex in London (1965) and the
Robin Hood Garden Housing (1969).
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The Bucanan Report: This page and next page: master plan and cross sections of the study area located in the heart of London. Notice the creation of an
elevated level for pedestrians that is connected with the ground by means of stairs. This is the level of the ‘liveable city’ where shops and cultutal facilities are
strategically placed The car parking is located below ground. Source: Sir Colin Bucanan & Partners (1964).Traffic in Towns, London.
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The Buchanan report
When Enest Marples, the British Minister of Transport, gave to Sir Colin Buchanan &
Partners (a London based private office for traffic engineering and design) the assignment
to study the long term development of roads and traffic in urban areas and their influence
on urban development the aim was not to produce proposals for any specific place, but to
find out whether some working principles for a liveable city could evolve from the study.
At that time the prevailing conditions in British towns made it clear that traffic congestion
had already placed in jeopardy the well being of the inhabitants and the efficiency of
many urban activities. By setting out a well-structured research based upon practical case
studies, the group of experts guided by Buchanan examined the consequences of future
growth of traffic for different types of urban areas.
The starting principle for the study was that “since it obviously the desire of
modern society to use the motor vehicle to the full, the only practical basis for a study
of the present kind was to accept this desire as a starting point and then to explore
and demonstrate its consequences”66. Similarly to the Smithsons, and to some extent
to Archigram, the Buchanan Report aims at making society aware of the problems of
the modern city. However, here the argument is constructed around a clear hypothesis
that is verified by means of a series of practical studies. Also the brief is clearly stated:
to explore a problem of design, in particular the design of physical arrangements of
buildings and access ways.
After the experiences of the 19th century this is the first time that the issues of mobility
are thoroughly researched by means of design and technique. The term traffic is defined
as the presence on the road of vehicles both moving and at rest. Within this definition
the research team sought to understand the nature and causes of traffic67 by means of
quantitative and qualitative diagrams, normally used by traffic engineers. This analysis
brought to the definition of the problem to be solved by design. Namely, to contrive
the efficient distribution, or accessibility of large numbers of vehicles to large numbers
of buildings, and to do it in such a way that a satisfactory standard of environment is
achieved. The design problem is therefore a matter of rationalizing the arrangement
of buildings and access ways. To solve it Buchanan and partners developed a working
theory based on an analogy among the urban traffic and the circulation in a large building.
‘Within a hospital there is a complex traffic problem because a great deal of movement
and different uses of the space are involved’68. The next step is to derive urban design
elements from the analogy. The result is a manifesto for the liveable city:
“There must be areas of good environment - urban rooms - where people can live,
work, shop, look about, and move around on foot in reasonable freedom from the hazards
of motor traffic, and there must be a complementary network of roads -urban corridors
- for effecting the primary distribution of traffic to the environmental areas. These areas
are not free of traffic - they cannot be if they are to function - but the design would
ensure that their traffic is related in character and volume to the environmental conditions
being sought. If this concept is pursued it can easily be seen that it results in the whole
of the town taking on a cellular structure consisting of environmental areas set within
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an interlacing network of distributory highways. It is a simple concept, but without it
the whole subject of urban traffic remains confused, vague, and without comprehensive
objectives. Once it is adopted then everything begins to clarify. It is not by any means a
new idea. But in the face of the rapidly increasing number of vehicles it acquires a new
urgency; it now requires to be explored and developed from a mere concept into a set of
working rules for practical application.”69
The Report finally provides those ‘working rules’ from the scale of the city to the one
of the detail, and then applies them to some locations not merely as a design exercise,
but to test their robustness. Both the approach and the results of the Buchanan report
are very interesting, especially in the case of the study area in London for a central
metropolitan block.70 Together with the classic themes of urban analysis (main activities,
land use and density, special characteristics of the area), the conflicts between motor
traffic and environment are studied by investigating - and quantifying - the present traffic
difficulties and the present parking capacity. Based on the assumption of a full use of cars
in the future, Buchanan made some assumptions regarding the primary road network for
the centre of London. Few possible rectangular arrangements of the grid were studied.
The modular grid arrangements were based on an absolute minimal distance between
intersections of 1,500 ft. and maximum possible flows at the interchange ramps.
The objectives of this study were: to show how the scale of redevelopment and traffic
architecture affects the levels of accessibility and environment; to examine the way in
which the capacity of the network and that of the redeveloped area interrelate; to explore
major ‘design assumptions’- e.g. whether to provide separate levels for pedestrians and
vehicles, whether to provide infiltration of some vehicles, or to provide for more vehicles
to be parked at greater distances from their destinations; and to explain briefly the methods
used in the studies. In order to investigate the possibilities of the area the research team
developed four design proposals: a complete redevelopment, a partial redevelopment, a
minimum redevelopment and a piecemeal redevelopment.
Common to all four proposals is the creation of a ‘new ground level’, a raised deck
on which buildings would be constructed for shopping and residential uses, while the
existing buildings are retained at ground level. Although the theme of the multi-level
street resembles to the one used by the Smithsons in the Golden Lane project, the design
solutions are here more convincing. The separation of slow from fast traffic is not limited
to the one-sided street, but it is a plane articulated in open spaces, places of activities and
points of contact with the existing city under the perforated deck. Besides, buildings are
placed in such a way to minimize noise from major roads.
The liveable city emerging from the Buchanan Report could be actually realized as
the authors affirm: ‘to bring such a design into being would need an almost revolutionary
approach to questions of land ownership and development procedure, but we are satisfied
that there is nothing fantastic about the design itself. It illustrates vividly the point we
have previously made that the awkward truth is that the motor vehicle is really demanding
a radically new urban form’.71
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Motopia
Motopia (1961) is a study in the evolution of the urban landscape in relation to
automobility by G. A. Jellicoe, a British architect and urban designer. The designer
of Motopia follows the tradition of the search for an ideal city that has attracted
such architects as the sixteenth-century Vincenzo Scamozzi and the 20th-century Le
Corbusier.
The motivation to develop Motopia is that the motorcar is the destructive force most
likely to disintegrate human society in the near future. Jellicoe’s objective was therefore
to find an urban form in which men and machines could peacefully coexist. In order to
utter this ambitious goal, Jellicoe first separates the two facets of mankind (the biological
and the mechanical), and thereafter puts them together harmoniously in a town of 30,000
inhabitants. Physically the architect does so by placing the roads upon the roofs and
thus by leaving the ground wholly for pedestrians. Philosophically Jellicoe attempts to
establish a man-to-man and man-to-soil relationship that has stood the test of a long
history. Motopia therefore is not only the study of an idea that may or may not create
a new environment, but also it is a study in the evolution of urban landscapes since the
beginning of time.
As it is presented in the book, the design for Motopia is diagrammatic only. The author
suggest that “the principle could be applied to any reasonably level site, but one adjoining
higher land is obviously an advantage for access. The land itself can be waste, for in any
case a wholly new landscape is created” (1961:145). Similarly to Soria y Mata’s Ciudad
Lineal, Motopia can be extended indefinitely. According to the designer of Motopia, such
urban model can form more complex shapes than it has been indicated, for the diagram
has been simplified to state the case clearly.
One glance at the model is enough to comprehend the two principles of Motopia, one
scientific and the other romantic: (a) the roads are located on the roofs so to leave the
whole ground free for the pedestrian, and (b) the maximum contrast is made between
the geometry of the buildings and the free and natural shapes of the ground landscape.
Within these two principles certain minor principles have been established. For instance,
the town centre should be at the side and not at the centre of the layout, in order to allow
direct access of service vehicles and all those extra persons who come from outside, and
to allow for extension. Another minor principle is that the number of parking spaces
available in a mews road governs the height of the terraces. A higher terrace would,
however, mean a second tier of mews road, the design becoming proportionately more
urban with a higher density; the problem of ramp access is more difficult and becomes
unreasonable except for a very large new city; the relation between terrace and forest tree
is no longer agreeable.
The site that Jellicoe has chosen to illustrate the principles for Motopia is on the flat
land adjoining the Thames near Staines Reservoir. It is in the Green Belt and, as the
designer says “it has been chosen therefore as an exercise only” (1961:147). It adjoins
London Airport and is on the natural extension of the road system out of London to
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the west; the Chiswick fly-over already prepares the visitor for rooftop sensations. The
ground is first-class agricultural land, seriously encroached upon by worked-out gravel
pits, which are today partly used for yachting. Rivers cross the site from north to south to
join the Thames. The artificial planting of forest trees, cutting across the gridiron patterns,
has emphasized this cross flow.

Motopia. Previous page: Cover of the book MOTOPIA, by G.A Jellicoe (1961). This page: The grid of Motopia applied to the site (the Green Belt around
London). Source: G.A Jellicoe (1961) MOTOPIA, London: Studio Books.
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The maximum number of inhabitants is 30,000 persons and all the buildings requiring
open spaces, such as schools, are dimensioned according to the accepted standards of that
time and are contained within the town or on the immediate perimeter. The dwellings
are mixed within the grid and normally they have two full-window sides. Besides, there
are 1,113 dwellings with private gardens. At ground level there are arcades, which
link the dwelling to the neighbourhood circle, with its local facilities, and to the main
shopping centre. Interestingly, ground transport is normally by waterbus. Despite the
utopian character of the study, Jellicoe estimated the costs of realisation (£60,000,000) of
which one half is for the residential terraces, including the roads. The approximate rent,
inclusive of heating and car parking, would be about £100 per head per annum.
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Motopia. (top) Section of a residential terrace. (Left) Ground and typical plan of circle and terrace.
The shaded areas are dwellings and round the circles on the ground floor are shops and services.
Source: G.A Jellicoe (1961) MOTOPIA, London:Studio Books.
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Paradigm 5. INDEPENDENCE
We talk about the autonomy of the road system when the logic determining its design
relates exclusively to the road itself. Road capacity, traffic intensity, allowed speed,
internal and external security of the road and the management of traffic flows are the
features determining the position, size and layout of large-scale road infrastructures
within this paradigm. Other parameters such as air and sound pollution, which are
actually the consequences of car traffic, determine the degree of compensation for the
built environment and the position of sound screens and greenery where needed.
Autonomy relates therefore to the recognition of the road as the exclusive domain of
transportation planning and traffic engineering. With this paradigm, the study of mobility
turns into the pragmatic analysis and technical design of the physical infrastructures.
The independence of the road can be therefore considered on two separate though
interconnected levels: at the level of the physical space, the road is planned and designed
as a separated entity within the built environment; at the level of theory, infrastructure
becomes the exclusive domain of the technical scientific domains.
In this paradigm, the proclamation of the independence of the road system in the
modern city assumes a rather different tone from the one used by Le Corbusier to define
the functionalist grid. If Modernism dictated the independence of buildings from the
road by dismantling the block-street relationship, this paradigm presents the inverse
process. This time it is the road claiming its autonomy. Within this paradigm, the content
of independence is defined by technical issues based upon traffic measures and not by
theoretical argumentations on the future of the built form. In other words, the questions
of traffic in relation to urban design and the architecture of the city are simply not asked.
The design domain is therefore reduced to the spaces of traffic, which include the lanes,
the verge and the spaces reserved for further road infrastructure development.
The autonomy of the spaces of mobility literally restricts the urbanists’ and architects’
design field by marginalizing the urban project to the areas located at the edges of
infrastructure. As Dutch architect Francine Hoeben observes “at present the construction
of mobility routes seems to be primarily a technical matter, reserved for traffic planners,
engineers and politicians, in which designers play no part” (2003:12). If the rather
practical and technical reasons motivating this sectored approach to road infrastructure
are somehow comprehensible (including the question of ground ownership), the
consequences for the built environment of the enduring application of such approach ask
for a profound reflection. By establishing the independence of road infrastructures from
its surroundings this paradigm brought fundamental changes in our professional fields.
In order to fully grasp the meaning of such changes, there are two important expressions
of mobility to consider. The first one is the culture of mobility (especially the one related
to the use of the private car), the second one is the physical form of urban infrastructures.
In analysing this paradigm, these two aspects cannot be considered disjoint, as their
problematic interaction is the actual content of this paradigm.
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Automobility as a culture
Worldwide the development of a culture related to the mass use of the private car
contributed to engender a social acceptance of the car as a part of urban life. Yet the
physical presence, the scale, the position and the impact of road infrastructures have
become increasingly a social and spatial problem. Large-scale roads produce political
debate and social frictions. Especially when they need to be enlarged or when new roads
are planned. As discussed in chapter three (Mobility made in NL), the ‘Not In My Back
Yard’ syndrome is a well-known expression of this social resistance towards automobility
and its infrastructures. New roads destroy the existing landscape and no amount of relandscaping compensates for that sudden loss. Also roads allow means of movement into
the landscape that demonstrate no travail and hence may be viewed as less worthy than
walking, and cycling that environment.
Overall then, while one may ‘love’ one’s car, the system that it presupposes is often
unloved, resisted and raged against. In the development of automobility as a distinct
culture, North America has been seminally important in providing experiences, scenes
and literature that have become icons of the car.72 The Interstate Highway System
that began construction in 1956 - funded by a specific gasoline tax – was particularly
important in the development of this culture (Wilson 1992:30). This building of 65.000
km of road systems involved a huge federal subsidy to automobility and to the various
social practices with which it became entwined, such as camping, leisure and tourism.
The new highways were thus not only a measure of the culture’s technological prowess
but they were also fully integrated into the cultural economy. They were talked about as
though they had an important democratising role: the idea was that modern highways
allowed more people to appreciate the wonders of nature (1992:30). Baudrillard73 writes
of the post-war American landscape as the ‘empty, absolute freedom of the freeways ...
the America of desert speed, of motels and mineral surfaces’ (1988:5).
The culture of automobility is based upon an idea of ‘space, speed, freedom and
technology’ (Baudrillard 1988:100). Automobility is the synonym of the ‘freedom of the
road’ and the autonomy of the individual.74 It enables the car-driver to travel at speed, at
any time in any direction along the complex road systems that link together most houses,
workplaces and leisure sites. Cars therefore extend where people can go to and hence
what as humans they are able to do. Much of what many people now think of as ‘social
life’ could not be undertaken without the flexibilities of the car and its availability twentyfour hours a day. Cars avoid much of the timetabling involved in most public transport,
as well as the dangers of being a pedestrian or a cyclist. People find pleasure in travelling
when they want to, along routes that they choose, finding new places unexpectedly,
stopping for relatively open-ended periods of time, and moving on when they desire.
Automobility introduced a new relation with time and space. The use of car dominates
how both car-users and non car-users organise their lives. This is to be contrasted with
the official timetabling of mobility that accompanied the development of the railways
in the mid-19th century (and which continues with many timetables).75 Automobility by
contrast involves a more individualistic timetabling of one’s life.
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Automobility as a built form
As a counterpart of the cultural phenomenon, there is the physical expression of
roads. The advent of a massive use of the car during the second half of the 20th century
urged the development of new typologies of roads specifically dedicated to this type of
traffic. Among the types of large-scales roads developed to accommodate the increasing
amount of cars, the parkway and the highway are particularly interesting. As they are the
only road typologies developed by engineers - together with landscape architects - that
witness an effort towards aesthetic appreciation of the built environment. These types
were invented not only to satisfy a social demand for better inter-local road connections,
but also to give a certain recognizable identity to the very power of the car.
Highways
The term “public highway” means any place, way, street, where people are accustomed
to congregate in automobiles in numbers sufficient to constitute a use by the public. A
highway is therefore a main public road, especially one connecting towns and cities.76 The
Expressway - a major divided highway designed for high-speed travel, having few or no
intersections (also called freeway, limited access highway, superhighway, thruway)- is
a variation of this road typology. As well as freeways are landscaped highways, often
divided by a planted median strip.
Since its appearance the highway, autostrada, autobahn, autoroute, snelweg created
worldwide entirely new urban and suburban conditions. Originally the highway networks
were master-planned as a national imperative to cover great distances between already
consolidated urban areas. In the United States the phenomenon started in 1919 with the
First Transcontinental Convoy and developed further as one of America’s most important
public works projects with the Eisenhower’s 1956 National System of Interstate and
Highway. From the mid-1920s onward, Europe abounded with plans for vehicle-only
roads, especially as roads of the time were for most part poorly constructed and no longer
adequate for contemporary traffic demands. By this time, cars had become far more
sophisticated than the roads they used.
The trend towards motorization made the separation of road users a necessity – in
other words, what was required was a road network exclusively for the use of cars, trucks
and motorcycles to connect the major cities. Italy’s Autostrade were a principle model
for such road network. They represent the first European realisation of the concept of
junction-free, dual carriageway, four-lane roads connecting the country’s regions. The
first known motorway was commissioned by the Italian engineer Piero Puricelli in 1924
in Turin, and was 36.5 km long. By 1935, Italy’s privately run motorway network had
been extended to 478 km, with use of roads subjects to a toll.77

Geometric studies of a cloverleaf and a drum junction.
Source: Handbook of Highway Engineering (1970)
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In Germany the autobahn system was developed starting from 1924, when technical
plans the plans were unable to be realised during the days of the Weimar Republic due
to a lack of funds and political unrest. In The Netherlands with the drafting of the Road
Tax law and the establishment of the Road Fund, 1n 1926 the government applied itself
to the development of a national road network.78 In the first period of development (1920-
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1950) motorways were maintained duly distant from urban centres where the secondary
street system had the fulfilled the local traffic functions. Their extra urban character is
a necessary requisite for the city no longer capable of absorbing cross-traffic. In extraurban areas the road layout adheres to criteria compatible with the physical structure of
the territory. This ‘compatible with’ can be understood insofar as the speed and costs of
construction override environmental considerations. The morphological constrains of the
territory may have conditioned the network outline and positioning of the road (above or
below ground level), but the choices for the interchanges between the highway and local
traffic network reflect the highway’s premier rank.
By the mid-1960 the planning logic supporting highway development and design
comes into an open conflict with the form of the city.79 The booming urban developments
occurring in most European cities rapidly shortened the distances between the highway
and the city, which was progressively absorbed within the structure of the urban fabric.
By this, the scale and impact of the highway as a built product of the culture it promotes
became evident not only to planners, but to urban society as well. The overall image of
the highway is that of a physical barrier.
Besides, in many countries all over the world the highway has been the carrier for
urban sprawl. The problem is tied to the great development of the peripheral areas. The
planning logic dominating this paradigm is based on the idea that the highway is the
first piece of urban equipment. In the sense that it connects the outskirts to the city and
it conditions land speculation. Because the highway puts these areas in direct relation
with the city, it indirectly allows real estate speculations. The highway design guidelines
are the logic consequence of this planning approach. The interior space of the road is
an exception - however strong and decisive - to the green that dominates its edges, the
inclines that support the ramps and its resulting interspaces. Here, the possibilities of an
integrated design of the edges are numerous, however they depend on the care taken in
treating the road in relation to the surrounding, to the altimetry and to the landscape in
general.
On its ‘interior’, the specificity of the highway makes it a segregated space. The
way to one’s final destination is rendered concretely recognizable when one is crossing
an urban area or by signage. However, the absolute predominance of motion and speed
conditions the perception of the urban field. In general, the interior highway space is
not even correlated to the depth of the visual field. Speed changes the perceptual spacetime relationship, meaning that the time necessary to absorb an image corresponds to
more space covered. Thus, an object must be relatively large to remain in the field of
vision. As Houben (2003) recently pointed out, only concentrations of high-rise buildings
announce the presence of a city in the Randstad. Even the highway exit - representing the
‘notable point’ of the road in relation to an urban area - becomes more relevant when the
highway reproduces itself, for example at the intersection of one highway with another
or at service stations. These are contiguous spaces related to the road itself. Only in some
countries such as Italy and France service stations are designed as green recreational
areas unfolding the interior space of the highway towards the landscape. More in general
they are service areas.
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From the ‘exterior’ the highway reveals problems of scale, direction and environmental
impact. The incommensurability between the two dimensions - the highway and the city
- is evidenced in a very drastic way when the two meet in densely populated urban areas
(Rotterdam, Kleinpolderplein). Here, the urban fabric loses its order and cannot find a
new one, even when it is infiltrated within the spaces resulting from the design of ramps
and interchanges. This has led to a recent flowering of design projects and competitions
addressing this problem. Design guidelines take into consideration the road capacity,
speed and safety. Therefore the spaces occupied by the roadbed and, even more, by the
exits are out-of-scale in relation to the urbanised territory they cross. Besides, the road lay
out and in particular of ramps obeys the criteria of allowable speed.
Thus, altimetry patterns are constrained and the geometries utilized for the design are
regular ones, such as arcs of circles connected by their tangents. Inner traffic laws wherein
the resulting diverse sort of interchanges marks the passage from one system to another
regulate directions. As the processes of urban expansion tend to bring the city (or at least
the urban structure) closer to the bypass or belt highways the highway’s external impact
becomes more evident. The highway is unable to produce a system of relationships with
the city beyond juxtaposition. Certainly this is more than a structural problem.
In The Netherlands an ambiguous phenomenon is developing along motorways.
During the past decade a belt of “services” along the highway’s edges with agricultural
intervals has been mushrooming in the central region of the Randstad. The territory tends
to be developed in parcelized episodes (first storage and warehouses, then equipment
for private and public services) and ‘object buildings’ distributed along bands which
are generally not uniform and which do not hold any clear relationships nor with the
highway or with the landscape. It seems that when the thrust of urban expansion requires
to overcome the ‘barrier’ created by the highway at local level or when developments
generated by minor centres tend to meld with the major cities, the continuity of regional
order overrules. Municipalities then, struggle against the problem to integrate the largescale road within the existing neighbourhoods and planned developments. Therefore we
are nowadays speaking of ‘urban highway’. In this context, it does not surprise that the
management of noise limitations is going to be decentralised to local governments.
The many projects presented so far are evidence for the highway being that archetype
of large-scale infrastructure that mostly challenged – and still does – the urban design
project and its architectures. Despite the fact that the highway fascinates architects and
urban designers as a morphogenetic element, the technical requirements of the built
product are such that it should be necessary to establish its dimensional aspects in an
unequivocal way. Parallel, the social and cultural aspects of the urban model that the
highway brings along ask for a deep reflection. The incongruence of scales between
fine patterned elements of the urban structure and the ‘bigness’ of the road is one of the
reasons why technicality and design should be integrated to determine the size, position
and profile of a highway section. The incongruence of scales appears more evidently
especially when the urban area served by the highway is reduced in size, or when the
highway enters the city by creating a strong barrier along its edges, as in the case of ringroad systems. The city presents itself as the ‘obstacle’ to the necessity for the flow of
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Robert Moses. Top: Moses’parkway and expressways in New York City. Bottom: Grand Central Parkway,
Long Island (1930s).
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traffic. In essence, the efficient functioning of road infrastructures is what justifies their
autonomy in the urban field and what ultimately defines their quality.
Parkways

Source: Meyer, H. (2001) De Stad en de Haven. Utrecht: Uitgeverij Jan van Arkel; 206, 212.

Invented to facilitate auto-mass transit on large-scale infrastructure, the parkways are
masterpieces of engineering, and are nowadays preserved as historical national patrimony.
Not by chance the parkway was invented in the United States. This country, despite
various economic crises, built during the last fifty years a national network of large-scale
infrastructures for automotive traffic six millions seventy thousands kilometres long. On
this network thirty millions of auto’s circulate, equal to one third of the world amount of
cars and sixty six million of busses and trucks.
In the typical American urban landscape where road networks dominate the urban
structure, parkways are one of the few positive characteristic features brought by
this massive road infrastructure development. Even in the most extreme case of Los
Angeles, the car-city, the few fragments of parkways (the Pasadena parkway) emerge
as beautiful events. If the parkway constitutes an important chapter in the evolution
of road infrastructure design, it represents as well the most paradigmatic example of
a certain controversial attitude towards what I call ‘the urbanization of infrastructure’.
By this I mean the effort to integrate large-scale roads within an existing urban context.
As Han Meyer pointed out, “unlike the parks and park systems previously added to the
19th-century urban grids, Moses’ parkways and expressways [in New York] were not
designed, in any way, as supplementary or differential features of the grid, but as elements
aimed at dismantling the grid system” (1999:221). Stated differently, the parkway system
invented by Robert Moses is the expression of a declared independence of large-scale
road infrastructure in the city.
In order to explain this point I shall make a distinction between two aspects
characterizing the parkway development: the design guidelines and the planning strategy.
For what concerns the design guidelines, parkways certainly address the relation with
the surrounding city and landscape. Namely, parkways were designed not only to
accommodate the large amount of car traffic, but also to display to the traveller the
principal interesting features of the landscape. Great attention was paid to the landscaping
of the surrounding areas: preservation of natural features, including adequate care of
existing trees; reforestation and landscaping treatment along natural lines. In planning the
planting, as in the rest of the design, a humanized naturalness was aimed at, sufficiently
diversified to create woodland groups and vistas of all of the types that belong to the
natural features of any particular landscape.
A parkway is not therefore simply a space of car traffic, but it is a place to experience
the city and the landscape. Broad enough that he who rides may see, with intimate bits
for those who wish to pause; with material prevailingly indigenous, but always suitable
to the situation and its requirements. The idea of allowing the public to utilize portions
of the parkway for recreational and other purposes was conceived in an attempt to spark
interest in this new typology of road. “What gives New York most distinction in its travel
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routes throughout the country, and perhaps throughout the world, is its parkways…” This
passage, written in 1940 by the Writers’ Program of the Work Projects Administration
in its publication New York: A Guide to the Empire State, reflects the engineering and
aesthetic success at that time of the New York metropolitan area’s extensive, and still
evolving, parkway system. This system – started with the Bronx River Parkway (19061925) - developed in part as a result of the public parks and conservation movement, and
in part because of the increasing demand for auto-mass transit. The Bronx River Parkway
proved to be not only an engineering success, but also a new expression of road and
landscape architecture.
As Sigfried Giedion notes in his book Space, Time and Architecture ‘it was not, like
certain Continental highways, laid out for military purposes, driven rigidly through the
country in dangerously straight lines. Nor was it, like a railway, built to provide the most
direct and rapid transit. Instead it humanized the highway by carefully following and
utilizing the terrain, rising and falling with the contours of the earth, merging completely
into the landscape. This natural relationship with the land, along with ample landscaped
rights-of-way, grade-separated crossings, limited access points, picturesque masonry
bridges, naturalistic plantings and vistas, and rustic roadside features, became the
hallmark of the Bronx River Parkway and its progeny’ (1954:114).
If the parkway design guidelines bear a positive attitude towards the integration of the
road with the city and the landscape, there is also a second aspect to be considered, namely
the planning strategy that guided the parkway development. The example of New York
- already mentioned within the paradigm of rationalisation - is certainly the most familiar
example of urban grid dismantled by the parkway system. This system was planned and
constructed under the direction of Robert Moses from 1924 to 1963. The Long Island
Parkway System, which was part of the first generation of parkways constructed after
the Bronx River Parkway, traces its beginnings to the organization of a Long Island State
Park Commission in 1924. Robert Moses was one of the three commissioners in charge
of the project. Moses served continuously until 1963 and was the single most influential
person in the development.
It was Robert Moses who was the primary force behind the plan to create a system
of efficient, scenic parkways to replace the increasingly congested and unattractive
local roads. Moses’s approach had great influence in the establishment of an absolute
independence of road infrastructure planning. With the ‘invention’ of the parkway as a
recognizable typology for infrastructure design, Moses created a new role for the planner
in the urban decision-making process. By adopting infrastructure as the instrument
to shape urban growth and force public investments, Moses proved the power of
automobility above zoning.
The public works projects that bear Moses’ imprint - including upstate dams,
superhighways and state parks - stagger the imagination. Between 1924 and 1968, Moses
developed projects costing $27 billion, which, adjusting for inflation is about $125 billion
today.80 Moses wanted the parkways to be broader and more beautiful than any roads the
world had ever seen, landscaped as private parks so that they would be in themselves
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parks, `ribbon parks’. Turning his attention from city slums to suburban subdivisions, in
Build and be damned (Atlantic, December 1950), Moses reproached crooked developers
for the many shoddily built and poorly planned suburban communities that were springing
up in the post-war building years.
Calling for better regulations and more conscientious planning of new towns, Moses
warned country dwellers to “resist the ruthless modern developer.” That was interesting
advice coming from a man who three decades or so later, in Are cities dead? (January
1962), would write, “If more cars are inevitable, must there not be roads for them to run
on?” - and who by that time had gained a reputation as the father of all ruthless modern
developers. In “Are Cities Dead?” Moses responded angrily and sanctimoniously to
Lewis Mumford’s The City in History, a book tracing the evolution of the city in ancient
and modern times and lamenting the decline of civic life in modern America. Mumford
in some respects seemed to be directly attacking Moses and his approach to urban
development - as in the following passage by Mumford, which Moses quotes in his
article: ‘Such form as the metropolis achieves is crowd form: the swarming bathing beach
by the sea or the body of spectators in the boxing arena or the football stadium. With the
increase of private motorcars, the streets and avenues become parking lots, and to move
traffic at all, vast expressways gouge through the city and increase the demand for further
parking lots and garages. In the act of making the core of the metropolis accessible, the
planners of congestion have already almost made it uninhabitable’.
In response Moses was both scornful and proud. “Admittedly,” he wrote, “the
gasoline motor has provided us with problems which did not exist in ancient Rome.
But the jaundiced eye of the city historian sees no signs of achievement and progress.
He is obsessed with the harlotry and the decline and fall of Rome and Babylon, and
the beams and motes blot out Jones Beach’. When World War II ended, Moses was
in his 50s and heavily involved with building projects in New York City, primarily
through the Triborough Bridge and Tunnel Authority. The Cross-Bronx Expressway,
the Major Deegan and the Bruckner Expressways had yet to be built, as did the Throgs
Neck Bridge and the awe-inspiring Verrazano-Narrows Bridge.81 This new road system
competed directly with mass transportation like the Long Island Rail Road, and many
rail commuters were seduced by the idea of getting to work in the city by driving on
the parkways. What Moses had built as a roadway for the city masses to get to his parks
turned into rapidly clogging commuter highways.
A singular event occurred on Long Island in 1955 that experts feel could have helped
turn around the growing congestion of the roadways. That was the year construction
started on the Long Island Expressway that Moses had first proposed in 1936. Planners
like Koppelman have argued for years that, by refusing to get involved with local zoning
boards to control building along the parkways and the expressway, Moses was a key
contributor to the suburban sprawl that has developed on Long Island. Koppelman and
Caro82 agree that when the Long Island Expressway was built, the state should have
acquired enough right-of-way to build mass transit tracks down the middle. “Every other
metropolitan area in the entire nation, except New York, has combined some form of
mass transit built into their arterial network” Koppelman said. Besides, if some form of
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mass transit were placed down the centre median, traffic congestion as well as urban
sprawl would have been less. During his 1934-1968 appointment, Moses slowly went
from author of great public works, to godfather of sprawl.83 He was perhaps just as far
sighted as Bel Geddes, but in the wake of their visions, they seemed to obviate more
subtle alternatives in favour of motorised cultures on fast smooth road systems. Filled
with interchanges and clover leafs, the only thing missing from their diagrams were the
suburbs and the bottlenecks they left behind.84

Source: Meyer, H. (2001) De Stad en de Haven. Utrecht: Uitgeverij Jan van Arkel; 213, 214.

Henry Hudson Parkway. This page: View from the South (1940). Next page: Cross sections of the Riverside Park and Henry Hudson Parkway (1891-1937).
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Paradigm 6. METAPHORS
This paradigm is the one in which mobility is approached by means of metaphors.
Alternatively, the city is compared to a building, the building to the city, the street to a
techno-machine, motor traffic to the stream of a river and movement to fluid dynamism.
Within this paradigm the use of ‘poetical’ metaphors to describe the space for traffic
becomes the instrument to approach the urban project on mobility in such a way that
rationality meets utopia.
By pushing to the extremes Corbusian idea of speed as the key to urban progress,
the metaphors on traffic are used here as an attempt to realize the Modernist prophecy. A
visionary approach to the design of the urban space is therefore largely adopted. However,
by envisioning the future of the city, very often the human presence is substituted by the
omnipresence of automobile. Technology is functional to this vision of the urban context.
Within this paradigm design solutions are sought to fulfil the goal of freeing the street
from pedestrians. As in some of the examples previously considered, the problem of the
mixed use of urban streets is ‘solved’ by means of elevated walkways: pedestrians and
commercial functions are moved to the first or second storey creating an unprecedented
separation among men and machines. Finally, the urban surface is free for the car traffic.

Source: L. Kahn, Complete Work (1973); 12.

The following examples shed light on the ways the various types of metaphors on
mobility contributed to the establishment of this paradigm. The spaces of mobility are
enlarged till the edge of the block where the roads invade the building by carving the
ground floor with new lanes for trough traffic. Or they sunk underground when other
solutions are impossible. In searching for strategies to soften the image of the modern
city dominated by traffic congestion, these metaphors worked not only as theoretical
underpinnings for the design proposals, but also they worked in favour of developers
keen on investing in asphalt and the adjacent lots.
The city as a building

Louis Kahn. Plan for Philadelphia (1956-1957).

Since 1930’s the declared independence of infrastructure from buildings and the
consequent eradication of the traditional compact grid opened the way to the use of a
dyadic metaphor in urbanism: the city as a building and the building as a city. The first
one compares the whole urban fabric to a building. Similarly to residential units were
each space has a specific function the urban districts are clustered by function. And they
are distributed accordingly along infrastructure networks. Traffic connections are placed
horizontally across the surface of the city. Pedestrian networks are almost always located
above the ground level (reserved for motorised traffic).
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Inversely, the second metaphor reasons from the point of view of the building, from
the perspective of the block to the scale of the city: a building is a concentration of
functions in a limited surface where circulation occurs under one roof, mainly vertically
among storeys. Despite the fact that the use of traffic models is purely functional to the
analogy and therefore showing its limitations, both metaphors rely upon the notions
of accessibility, horizontal and vertical connections. Within this metaphor the issues
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of mobility and related infrastructures are approached from a purely architectural
standpoint, therefore neglecting the technical aspects and the impact of the proposed
solutions. Such approaches display two contrasting visions of mobility: the city/building
metaphor considers road infrastructure as a limitless linear network connecting distant
nodes; the building/city metaphor proposes to create, within the limited surface of the
urban block, a city in miniature. The two urban models deriving from these metaphors are
the vertical city and the horizontal mega-structure.
Le Corbusier’s vertical city
The plan for the extension of Algiers, known as the Plan Obus, to which Le Corbusier
dedicated several years of research (1933-1938), is the translation into design guidelines
of the statements of the Athens Charter. Although in 1922 Le Corbusier had already
presented at the Salon d’Automne his vision on the future of urbanism with the project
for A City of three million inhabitants, the Plan Obus can be considered the manifesto for
the functional city developed along the vertical axis (Tafuri, 1973).

Le Corbusier. Plan Obus. Photo’s of the model (version 1938). Source: Fondation Le Corbusier, Paris.

The plan consists of three parts: a directional centre on the area of the Quartier de
la Marine; a new residential area at Fort de l’Empereur connected by a bridge to the
directional centre; and a highway located in front of the hills, which is the dominating
element of the whole composition. With a kilometre long serpentine, the highway extends
from the mountains parallel to the sea at the height of 100 meters carried by a structure
in reinforced concrete on pilotis in which 180.000 residential units are located. The
paradigmatic character of the plan becomes evident if we frame it within our general
discourse on urbanism, architecture and mobility. In the Plan Obus the housing program is
placed under the road exploiting the space in between the supporting structures. Although
the city and the space for vehicular traffic occupy the same ground, the functions for
living and those for moving are definitely separated along the vertical axis. By placing the
high-speed road on the roof – on the example of the FIAT factory building in Turin – Le
Corbusier translates into design the modernist belief that automobility asks for separate
spaces in the future city. This fact explains the use of the metaphor, namely the highway
on the roof of the city is the symbol of a new dynamic society. A society enthralled with a
clear cut vision of progress and dynamism. Therefore urbanism cannot compromise with
the limitations of the existing city in which the street is suffocated between buildings.85
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Metabolism’s horizontal megastructures
Kenzo Tange’s Tokyo Plan (1960) can be considered the forefather of a generation
of urban projects known as megastructures. With this plan Tange claims to have
accomplished an evolution of his thought away from a functionalist planning and toward
a new ‘structural’ approach (Stewart, 1987). Although it is apparent the distance from
the functionalism promoted by the Athens Charter, what remains somehow unclear is the
meaning of ‘structural approach’. It might be possible that Tange referred to structural
in the sense of ‘integrated’, in other words, a renewed view of urbanism, which accepts
the bigness of the metropolis both as background and context. Road infrastructure in
relation to the scale of the city becomes the central field of experimentation of Metabolist
urbanism.

Source: Kultermann, U. (1970). Kenzo Tange. Architecture and Urban Design 1946-1969. Zurich: Artemis; 125.

Kenzo Tange. Tokyo Bay Plan (1960). Communal axis, right background, the residential

‘Metabolism’ emerged in Japan in the beginning of the 1960s under the guidance of the
architect Kenzo Tange and tried to show a way out from the paradoxical situation brought
about by the Athens Charter in which urbanism was confined to slogans and ideology.
Nevertheless, for all its good intentions, the approach of the Tokyo Plan reprocesses
that same illusory urbanism of Le Corbusier’s Ville Radieuse in which metaphors are
mixed up with design statements. Therefore aspects such as the social impact, or even
the technical feasibility of the proposed mega-infrastructure developments in terms of
cost-size ratio are omitted.
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In Tange’s plan, the typical idea of infrastructure as ‘the place for traffic’ turns into
a more multifaceted design issue, at least in its theoretical propositions. The physical
separation among urban functions is overshadowed by a far more urgent need for an
integrated habitat to accommodate growth and change. Infrastructure becomes therefore
both the place of mobility as well as the habitat for living, one megastructure. As a matter
of fact, in the Tokyo Plan the large scale totally dominates the design: the bigness of
the architectural notations is coupled with the heaviness of the infrastructure networks,
even in the reduced scale at which the vast project for a city of 10.000.000 inhabitants is
represented.
The road network element is a linear grid superimposed over the water, down the
centre of which mega structures are symmetrically disposed. On both sides the shrinelike habitats units float at right angles to a perpendicular secondary road network. The
dramatic contrast between vernacular and new is amazing, as it was in Le Corbusier’s
Plan Obus for Algiers: the priority of ‘order upon chaos’ denounces a strong reference to
an unsolved modernist dilemma, namely how to deal with the past and the issues of the
large-scale infrastructures.
Tange’s vocation for urbanism came about as a result of the war (Stewart 1987;
Frampton, 1992). In particular, the destruction of Hiroshima played a crucial role in his
professional development towards planning. As soon as the war finished, Tange asked
to be put in charge of the Hiroshima survey team, an act that demanded a considerable
courage, but mostly an even greater vision. Since the Hiroshima survey experience, Tange
reflected upon a disenchanted vision of the planning practice, in which the recurring
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questions of urbanism (growth, population, economy and mobility) were dramatically
real. “This was the time when I began considering the importance of urban design, not
in the sense of mere city planning involving land-use and street-network composition,
but three-dimensional urban design. Cities did not develop as result of urban plans, but
as a product of the power relationships, layer upon layer of political economic and social
realities behind these burned cities”.
When Tange attended to the CIAM’s conference in Otterlo (NL) in 1959 he brought
with him seeds of the movement later to be famous as ‘Metabolism’ and from which
his personal design program eventually borrowed some enhanced imagery. These seeds
were to be found in two projects by a young Japanese architect, Kinori Kituake that he
presented as an addendum to his contribution: an unrealised plan for the reorganization
of Tokyo coastal zone and a realised work, Kituake’s own house. Especially the
unrealised project entitled ‘Ideas for the restructuring of Tokyo City’ was welcomed as
a breakthrough because it promoted a new idea of infrastructure for living. Kituake’s
project was keyed to the notion of land scarcity in the Tokyo metropolitan area. In this
sense, it can be considered perfectly in the line of the problem-solving urbanism of the
later CIAM-Team X (Stewart, 1987).
Kituake’s proposal consisted in a geographical separation among the functions for
living and the ones for production. Namely the coastal areas should be reserved for the
living, while the heavy industry should be relegated on large floating platforms in the
sea. In that same year, Tange was invited as visiting professor at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. According to some critics (Stewart, Frampton) it might have been the
good reception of the Kituake’s design at the CIAM’s Otterlo Conference, which inspired
Tange to set up a fifth-year design studio for MIT student based on the assignment of a
25000 housing to be developed on the Boston Bay. The MIT plan comprised a two highdensity linear A-frame constructions, most probably inspired by the design of the master
for the World Health Organization headquarters in Geneva (competition entry, 1959).

Source: Kultermann, U. (1970). Kenzo Tange. Architecture and Urban Design 1946-1969. Zurich: Artemis; 125.

Kenzo Tange. Top: Structure of Tokyo civic axis. 1. Ikebukuro 2. Ichigaya, connecting with Chuo Line 3. Tokyo station, connecting with Keihin Line 4. Tsukji 5.
Office-building district 6. Harumi 7. 1st cycle Bay office-building district 8. New Tokaido Line, undergroung highway 9. 2nd cycle in Bay, new Tokyo station 10.
3rd cycle in Bay, Tokyo harbour 11. 4th cycle in Bay, government district. Bottom: Sections of interchange. 1. Transportation network 3rd level 2. Transportation
network 2nd level with monorail 3. Transportation network 1st level 4. Branch highway level 5. Subway interchange 6. Subway 7. Parking 8. Shopping Level.
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Both the MIT student project for Boston and the Kituake’s Tokyo bay design paved
the way to the Metabolism movement, which was officially presented in 1960 during
the five-days Tokyo World Design Conference, held under the auspices of the Japanese
national construction company. Among Western architects attending to the meeting were
Jakob Bakema and the two Smithsons (Team X), Louis Kahn, Jean Prouvé, Paul Rudolph
and Raphael Soriano. In his presentation, entitled ‘Technology and Man’, Kenzo Tange
used repeatedly the words ‘cell’ and ‘metabolism’, to show his admiration for a young
group of Japanese architects who in that same year published their manifesto87. The group
started to meet informally as ‘design committee’ in preparation of the conference under
the guidance of Tange since 1955. It counted architects as Kituake, Kisho Kurokawa and
Fumiko Maki, as well as designers and intellectuals.
What is interesting is that Kituake’s design for the maritime city was taken not only
as the opening chapter of the manifesto, but also as the Metabolist paper to be presented
at the Tokyo International Conference. This conference represents a very important point
because it is a breaking point between the ‘modernist way’ of conceiving the making
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of cities and a new utopian view of the world based upon the metaphor “the city as a
building”. Although the conference program set up by Tange perfectly follows the line
of the CIAM-Team X, particularly in relation to problems of industrialised growth, the
concepts of ‘mobility’, ‘growth/change’ and ‘urbanism/habitat’ (coined at the Dubrovnik
conference) had been literally translated in the Japanese context. The Metabolist group
took the Team X-type slogans not as such, but in the spirit of Kituake’s project – a
typically utopian design - creating a sort of confused overlapping between ideology and
problem-solving urbanism. Therefore, in most Metabolist production, mega structure
imagery dominates the design, outshining far more important theoretical points based on
the original notion of ‘growth and change’. The unforeseen leap into the next generations
of the Metabolist’s projects was great.
Even though neither the Tokyo Plan nor other of the large-scale Metabolist projects
were realised, the influence of their message was remarkable, especially overseas. The
best example of the embodiment of Metabolist theory is Tokyo. From the 1960s the city
rapidly developed into a highly dense urban landscape, in which the Kituake’s Marine City
as well the large-scale infrastructure grids of Tange’s plan are recognizable. Although the
direct influence of Metabolism in this development remains unproved (Stewart, 1987),
the image of the city is strongly Metabolist. In the sense that the abstract notions present
in some of the Metabolists writings such as the molecular metaphor of spatial articulation
(DNA connectors) are the intricate layering of infrastructures and program that make
Tokyo one of the most studied urban phenomena of our time (Graafland, 1998, Ohno,
2003).88 The examples of Tokyo and of the Metabolism experience show perhaps the
most significant dilemma of modern urbanism, namely to which extent the gap between
theoretical production and application can affect the results. In particular, the episode of
the road network in Tokyo reveals that, in the wave of metropolitan expansion, during the
20th century urbanism has accepted that practice outstrips theory.
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Other examples of horizontal mega-structures
Paradoxically, in the same years one of the members of the Team X, Jacob Bakema,
was engaged in a design-research on urban identity, which proposed the concept of
megastructure as the problem-solving tool of modern urbanism. Bakema’s project for
Tel Aviv clearly evokes the mega structural dimension of the Plan Obus, as in general all
the future generations of projects based on mega forms cutting across topographies will
do. Yet, the most interesting plan made by van den Broek en Bakema in relation to urban
development are the Alexanderpolder Plan (1956) and the Pampus Plan (1965).
The 1956 Plan for Alexanderpolder has a low-speed road at its centre, meandering
backwards and forwards serving family houses on the ground. And the direct town-speed
road runs around the periphery where the buildings are large Unités at quarter-miles
intervals. The Pampus Plan defines a linear city for 350.000 inhabitants, distributed on
1000 hectares of artificial islands. These work like bridges connecting the existing city
of Amsterdam with new polders in Flevoland-South and Markerwaard. The backbone
of the plan is a large central infrastructure corridor including a railroad, an eight-lane
highway and two thoroughfares. Thirty-five residential units, each of them designed to
accommodate 1,000 inhabitants are plugged to the central infrastructure backbone.
The building as a city
This metaphor is based on the assumption that the capacity of streets is not limitless and
therefore measures must be taken in order to limit the occasion of commuting. Therefore
the city is synthesized in the volume of the building. Although this analogy is not new89,
with this paradigm it is literally translated into architectural design. The philosophy is to
internalise all urban functions that may generate a daily use of the automobile. Frequent
occasions to use the streets are avoided: the building contains all urban functions
necessary to meet the social demand for services. The spaces for living, working and
shopping are as far as possible internalised within the building. All occasions of external
movement that might generate traffic congestion are therefore minimised. Within the
building circulation and accessibility are insured by a vertical infrastructure. The external
movement is reserved to occasional travelling, particularly to reach resorts at the outskirts
of the city. The building becomes a city in miniature: all activities are concentrated under
one roof. Certainly the development of the modern elevator, as well as the development
of the skyscraper90 profoundly influenced the use of this metaphor by making manystoried buildings technically feasible. These technological innovations changed the scale
of urban design, blurring the boundaries among urbanism and architecture. Besides, they
opened the possibility to apply the metaphor of the building as a city directly as a townplanning instrument. This metaphor addresses road infrastructure only marginally. Where
possible, the road is absorbed in the architecture of the building itself.
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Source: Motopia (1964: 137).

472

Los Angeles. A photograph of Downtown LA with the urban areas master-planned for the future
in block bands knifing through the heart of the city in selected areas and tied in with the outside
freeways. An entirely new and independent traffic system is addedd to the existing traffic one.
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A roof road design by E. M. Khory (1965). The designer sayas: ‘ a schematic drawing showing how
two intersecting blocks are functioning. Note the fourth floor freeway in the wide block and the fifth
freeway in the narrow block. The parking areas, the office areas and the buildings are located on the
roof level’
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Le Corbusier’s Unité d’Habitation

Le Corbusier. L’ Unité d’Habitation designed by Le Corbusier and built in Marseille between 1947 and 1952. Source: Fondation Le Corbusier, Paris.

L’ Unité d’Habitation designed by Le Corbusier is certainly more than a large concrete
slab built in Marseille between 1947 and 1952. The Unite’ is designed as a metaphor of a
transatlantic, a city floating on the ocean. This metaphor within the metaphor strengthens
– if necessary – the message of the Modernist’s manifesto on the independence of the
urban program from road infrastructure networks. The mega-building is proposed as an
element to be arrayed in the urban pattern, like the serpentine structure in the Plan Obus.
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Characteristic Corbusian elements are the permanent character of the structure and
the short-life of the cells: the functions can be removed and reassembled any time,
including the ‘rue interieurs’ and the ‘rue commerçante’. The principles of the Plan
Obus are: external circulation, views, sun and orientation of the buildings indipendent
from that of the roads. The Unité is a city for 1.600 inhabitants. It houses 337 apartments
in 23 typologies, hotels, schools, public gardens, an open air theatre, sport facilities,
commercial functions and a network of internal streets. Road infrastructure is completely
absorbed in the architecture of the building. Te ‘rue commerçante’ is located at 25 meters
above ground level and it is recognizable in the façade of the building only because of a
change of pattern in the concrete panels. Therefore the architectural volumes cover the
other internal streets. If we acknowledge the theory advanced by Manfredo Tafuri and
Francesco Dal Co91 that the building is ‘an hypothesis never concluded’, than a critical
evaluation of the infrastructures in l’Unite’ is not possible. Somehow, the Corbusian
dream of the building as a city has yet to be completely unrealised.
A city under one roof
Raymond Hood’s plan for the midtown context of New York (A City under a single
roof, 1931) is an interesting example of this type of metaphor. Founded on the principle
that concentration in a metropolitan area is a desirable condition92 each building unit,
covering the surface of three blocks, will house a city in miniature where all function are
concentrated vertically. In this way the problem of traffic jam in downtown can be solved
because all traffic is absorbed and ‘interiorised’ in the building. The building allows the
independency from the street: workers live on the upper floors, work at the first ten floors
that house stores, theatres and clubs or at the middle levels where ‘the industry to which
the building is devoted’ is located.
A built example of the concept for ‘the city under one roof’ is the John Hancock
Center in Chicago (Bruce Graham/SOM Architects, 1970). The building is 100-story
steel structure tower, 344 meters tall. Floors 1-5 are used for commercial activities, 612 parking, 13-41 office, 44-92 apartment, 93-100 television, observatory, restaurant
and mechanical functions. The architect describes the building as follows: “the design
of the John Hancock Center in Chicago was influenced by its unique site. Just off Lake
Shore Drive, it is surrounded by huge, residential high-rise buildings and yet faces one of
the city’s most attractive commercial streets. John Hancock insisted on producing a tall
building with residences above, offices and commercial uses below. The search for a new
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kind of structure that would accommodate multiple uses and that could also express the
scale and grandeur of a one-hundred-story tower, lead Dr. Kahn [Fazlur Kahn, structural
engineer] and me to the giant bracing criss-crosses facade. It was as essential to us to
expose the structure of this mammoth as it is to perceive the structure of the Eiffel Tower,
for Chicago, honesty of structure has become a tradition” (Graham, 1989).93

Raymond Hood. A city under a single roof (1950). Source: Koolhaas, R. 1994. Delirious New York. Rotterdam: 010 Publishers (originally published in 1978); 175.

Situated on prestigious North Michigan Avenue, the one-hundred-story, multi-use
tower tapers from bottom to top in order to accommodate the different floor space
requirements of a variety of uses. Commercial spaces occupy the base of the tower while
parking, office, and residential zones rise above. The tapered form provides structural
as well as space efficiency. The exterior columns and spandrel beams, together with the
diagonal members and structural floors, create the steel tube. The diagonals, spandrels
and columns are clearly articulated to depict the primary elements of this tube. Less than
thirty pounds of steel per square foot of floor area were used in the building, equalling
that of a forty- to fifty-story traditional tower. The exterior cladding is black anodised
aluminium with tinted bronze glass”
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The Centre Pompidou (Richard Rogers and Renzo Piano architects) in Paris, built
between 1971 and 1977 is a European example of a building designed to resume a city.
The use of high-tech structure and the scale the building are the perfect embodiment
of all infrastructure and technological rhetoric, from Hénard to Archigram. When in
1971 Richard Rogers and Renzo Piano won an international competition for the Centre
Georges Pompidou - incorporating a Museum of Modern Art, a reference library, an
industrial design centre and a music/acoustic/audiovisual research centre - the choice for
this project had many critics against it. The site of the Centre Pompidou is located in the
heart of Paris and adjacent to Les Halles, an area named after the city’s former covered
food market. Rogers and Piano dedicated half of the site to a vast public piazza to the west
of the building providing an open-air theatre, shops and cafes. The three roads originally
bordering the Piazza were closed to create a traffic-free zone while the building itself
shields the Piazza from the heavily used rue de Renard to the East.
Comprising six levels of vast column-free interiors, the building achieves
uninterrupted floor space by limiting all vertical structures and servicing, including lifts
and escalators, to the facades. The complex also houses administrative offices, book
shops, restaurants, cinemas, children’s activities and car parking and is attended by more
than seven million people each year. The recent renovation (1999) has significantly
compromised the original design. Escalators have been installed from the foyer to library,
permanent exhibition spaces have been introduced and the public is now charged to use
the escalators rising up the facade. Despite an undeniable aesthetic value, the Centre
Pompidou shows as well the weakness of this metaphor. Althoughthe architects’ clear
ambition was to express a technological statement, the building does not reach the
poetic strength of the Tour Eiffel, another famous Parisian building dedicated as an ode
to technology. Besides, as recently demonstrated by the need for restoration, the hypertechnological building presents unsolved issues such us the oversized high-tech skeleton,
and the low-sized pedestrian infrastructure.
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The street as a techno-machine
This metaphor has been applied since the dawn of urbanism to search for ways to
solve the problem of the integration of vehicular traffic in the city. Since Henri Jules
Borie’s Aerodomes, Essai sur un Nouveau Mode d’Habitation (1865) and Henard’s Rue
Future (1909) there has been an obsessive commitment to the idea of a multi-level road
as the ideal model to give form to the new complex orders of the modern metropolis.94
This model has been idealized as the solution for the issues of urban growth; density
and traffic congestion by entire generations of urbanists and architects, at the extent that
we can recognize its influence even in some contemporary approaches.95 Hénard’s and
Borie’s conception of the city as a space machine is very similar to the one expressed
in the first decades of the 20th century by avant-garde movements, in a time in which
architecture and urbanism went hand in hand with figurative arts. However, innovations
in infrastructure and building technology played an important role as well in creating this
metaphor.

Harvey Willey Corbett. The City of the Future (1913). Source: Coll. AAM, Brussel.

Hénard’s Rue Future influenced Futurism and the architecture of Antonio Sant’Elia
and Mario Chiattone. Antonio Sant’Elia created his Città nuova between 1907 and
1914 when the industrial revolution had started just short before in Italy. Therefore
the few metropolitan models to which the young architect could look up were Milan,
a city in transition but with a life-rhythm of the 19th century and a futuristic New York
illustrated and described by magazines as the triumph of architecture and infrastructure
technology.
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Sensible to these two urban models, at the edge between an old world in
transformation and a new world to explore, Sant’Elia’s work has an important place in
the development of a dialogue between infrastructure and the architecture of the city.
The Italian architect recognized correctly the advent of a new cultural climate in the city,
which prepared the way to a multi-faceted society, totally dedicated to dynamism and
egocentrism. As this new society was the ‘client’ of his design research, Sant’Elia could
be located at the crossing point between the technical utopia and a utilitarian approach to
the modern urban design practice. Indeed, the aim of his architectural research was not
to change society, but to revolutionize the design practice in order to serve the needs of
this extremely exigent society, which was emerging in the urban scene. Sant’Elia realized
that the ‘classical architectural notions’ clash against the new science of building and
architects need another approach to their practice. Therefore in his writings he underlines
the importance of the study of the new materials, of their structure and resistance. “The
houses will last shorter than us, therefore each generation will be able to built its own
city”.96 Infrastructure networks are what remain; therefore in Sant’Elia’s projects they
occupy a central position. In these projects, Studio per una centrale elettrica (1913), the
Stazione d’aeroplani e treni ferroviari con funicolari e ascensori su tre piani stradali
(1914), and the already mentioned La città Nuova (1914) the characteristic element
is the positioning of infrastructure, either deep in the ground or elevated at the top of
buildings, to underline the power of technique in the hands of the architect. Le Corbusier
will resume this vision some years later in the already discussed Plan Voisin (1922) and
Plan Obus (1947).
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The importance of images entailed a rejection of reality that can be related to the
tradition of visionary architecture of the late 19th century. The recurring image proposed
by the European Avant-garde is above all metropolitan. It pictures the metropolis as the
place for dynamism, where infrastructure dominates urban life. Urban fringes are places
of speed, concentration and neurosis97, all aspects generated by and linked to infrastructure
networks. Yet, none of these images questioned deeply the nature of modern society, nor
the institutional models underlying urban structures. The fascination for dynamism was
prior to any interest in the human condition within cities. In this sense we acknowledge
Choay’s point of view, namely that the projects produced under the auspices of ‘technoutopia’ are in realty anti-utopian.98 The following paragraphs delineate the profile of the
most prominent figures of this tradition by proposing a critical reading of their influence
in the development of the multi-levelled street as a dominant type of infrastructure
integration.

Eugène Hénard. Rue Future, rue de service sous chaussée (1910). Plan. Source: Extrait of the Conference “Les villes de l’avenir” held in 1910 at the RIBA, London; published in
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The engineered street
The first to propose a design for a multi-levelled urban infrastructure was Henry-Jules
Borie, an engineer disciple of Haussmann. With the essay entitled ‘Aerodomes: essai
sur un nouveau mode d’habitations applicable aux quartiers le plus mouvementés des
grandes villes.’ published in 1865 Borie aimed at providing an urban model to improve
the daily life in the greater European cities. The model is based upon a concept of multilayered infrastructure networks whose function is to free the ground from pedestrians
as well as from heavy traffic so to allow a higher density for urban development and a
better mobility. In the subsequent reinterpretations of this model, the equation ‘compact
infrastructure = high-density urban development’ (with all possible typological variations)
became a constant in the discourse on the contemporary city.
The French engineer Henry Hénard had even a greater influence on the evolution
of the use of this metaphor. Hénard’s input is particularly relevant for two reasons: the
content of his work and the professional competency it portrays. Graduated at de Ecole
des Beaux-arts in 1880, and employee at the municipal agency Traveaux de Paris since
1882, Hénard published between 1903 and 1909 eight volumes entitled Etudes sur les
transformations de Paris. This work addresses town planning and urban design from
the scale of the city to the scale of the street. By means of a research for infrastructure
nodes, Hénard contributed to refine the Haussmannian paradigm. But while Haussmann’s
reflection was based upon a systematic approach to the issues of networks and distribution,
Hénard went a step further by matching the general questions of urban mobility with the
accessibility of the node.

Lárchitecture, suppl. n. 46, 1910.

With Hénard the street becomes the privileged field for experimentation of an
integrated practice of urban design, not dissimilarly from other masters of his time.
Nevertheless the notion of ‘urban street’ that we find in Hénard’s drawings takes distance
from the romanticism of Sitte as well as from the schematization of Haussmann. Hénard’s
approach to design shows that the modern city can be regarded as a complex mechanism
in which the integration of the parts is essential to the global functioning of the entire
system. But in order to achieve this integration, the architect/urbanist must be able to
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define the elements of the urban composition, order them according to a clear hierarchy
and then design the most appropriate solution at each scale.

Eugène Hénard. Carrefour à giration des grands boulevards (1906). Bird view. Source: Extrait of the “Études sur les transformations de Paris”, fascicule 7 (1906).

Clearly these ideas follow Haussmann’s approach, in particular the need to combine
technical skills with a certain architectural culture. Hénard’s attitude towards the city is
based on that same technical line of analysis. This is evident not only in the scale of his
drawings, but also in the theoretical references he uses, borrowing from the sources of
historical determinism (the same that we will find some years later in the work of Frank
Lloyd Wright). By mean of a comparative study of European cities (Moscou, Berlin,
Paris and London) Hénard tried to establish a general method to unravel the question of
urban growth, in particular the relation between centralization of functions and traffic
circulation. Paris is the privileged case study to which the architect-engineer dedicated
his whole carrier.
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In the Plan General des Transformations de Paris, Hénard lays the foundation for
a method of rationalization of urban growth, which operates comparatively at the scale
of the city and at the scale of the block. Examples of this method are the proposal for a
second croisée - in support of the one designed by Haussmann and the proposal for a
linear peripheral expansion for Paris. In both projects the theme of infrastructure plays a
central role. The croisée addresses the problem of the city centre accessibility from the
four cardinal points at the fringes, while the second project explores the theme of urban
renewal along the fortification line of the second empire. In this second project, Hénard
designs a series of urban parks connected by segments of boulevards à redans which are
particularly interesting because they show a rather different aesthetic conception of street
profile from the one proposed by Haussmann some years earlier. Indeed, the traditional
continuous façade along the boulevard– later named rue corridor by Le Corbusier - is
substituted in this project by a linear composition of C-shaped buildings with open
courtyards towards the boulevard. The alternating rhythm of volumes and open spaces
offers the street a new dimension. The boulevard becomes the privileged point of view for
an articulated spatial perception of the urban landscape.
Although according to some scholars this radical application of the architectural scale
to the city fails to propose an interesting urban agenda, simply because it suppresses
reality (Frampton, 1989), Hénard certainly contributed to develop the basis for a modern
urban design practice.99 Namely, the value of his contribution lays in the indication of
the need for an integration of skills and knowledge within urbanism in order to study
and compare the issues of the city concurrently and at various scales: the message is that
urban design practice needs to refer to engineering as well as to architecture and town
planning.
A closer reading of Hénard’s work portrays a practitioner with a profound technical
expertise in these fields. His inter-disciplinary research resulted in the elaboration
of a grammar of street typologies that - although it was never published in the form
of a handbook - practitioners could use without recurring to the generic diagrams
proposed by others in which the architectural scale was not addressed. The innovative
assertion is that the basic unit of the modern city (the street) cannot be conceived in
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static terms - an ordering factor for present conditions - but that it must be regarded in
dynamic terms. Which means that mobility networks need to be designed as flexible
backbones of a constantly changing urban landscape. Therefore the urbanist’s task is to
design infrastructure in order to set conditions for progress. Hénard’s urban models are
instruments to operate a structural re-organization of the 19th century city. Examples
are the innovative solutions for street intersections such as the carrefour à giration, the
carrefour à voies superposée, and the Projet de prolongement de la rue de Rennes avec
Pont X sur la Seine. In particular, the study for the Rue Future is interesting as it pictures a
street cross-section where different infrastructure systems are ordered according to speed
on superimposed levels. Remarkably, this image of the ‘engineered street’ had an impact
on generations of urbanists and architects like no other before.

The street as a river
The ‘fluid metaphor’ recurs periodically in urbanism as well as in architecture to
define the spaces of mobility. It is used as to make infrastructure acceptable for society
and comprehensible for designers. In this metaphor streets and railroads turn into rivers,
canals or oceans. In the following paragraph two urban plans are discussed in order to
give a glimpse of the phenomenon: the plan for Manhattan by Harvey Wiley Corbett
(1923), and Louis Kahn’s Plan for Philadelphia (1956-1957).
Harvey Wiley Corbett, ‘prominent thinker about Manhattan and the Skyscraper and
teacher of the younger generation at Columbia University’ (Koolhaas, 1978), proposed
in 1923 a plan to solve the problem of traffic congestion in Manhattan, New York. The
interesting aspect of this plan is the metaphor it uses: Manhattan as a new Venice, where
canals are streets and avenues. A network of elevated walkways carved out of buildings
connect the various islands (blocks) where people would move ‘freely’ for shopping
and recreating without contact with the ground. Small parks are as well elevated at the
same level of the walkways to recreate a cosy urban structure. On the ground level, the
entire urban surface is dedicated to traffic. Manhattan would then become ‘a modernized
Venice’ and solving in this way the problem of traffic congestion. From an architectural
viewpoint, and in regard to form, decoration and proportion, the idea presents all the
loveliness, and more, of Venice. There is nothing incongruous about it, nothing strange.
Trough this separation, the capacity of the original street is increased at least 200 percent,
more if the road consumes still larger sections of the ground plane. Ultimately, Corbett
calculates, the entire surface of the city could be a single traffic plane, an ocean of cars,
increasing the traffic potential 700 percent.”100
Corbett’s proposal moves from the ‘good intention’ to relieve traffic congestion in
central New York by separating pedestrian and vehicular traffic. However this apparently
positive purpose covers the contradictive aim of the plan: to cure congestion by increasing
it. This attitude takes its source in the commonplace that traffic capacity corresponds to
urban efficiency. By freeing the ground floor from pedestrians a twofold improvement in
the urban structure could be achieved: traffic capacity is maximized; people have a better
quality of life in an artificial world recreated as a copy of some picturesque parts in the
world. The direct application of the metaphor in Corbett’s plan aims at forcing reality
into a utilitarian scheme. Whilst the poetic images of Venetian foreshortenings smoothen
the inhumanity of the plan, the drawings of the streets cross sections show a city made
exclusively by road infrastructure.
Louis Kahn Plan for the city centre of Philadelphia (1956 – 1957) is another
interesting example of the application of this metaphor. The assumptions for the plan are
that the areas framing expressways are like rivers; these rivers need harbours; the interim
streets are like canals, which need docks; and the harbours are the gigantic gateways
expressing the architecture of stopping.101 Also the way in which Kahn represents
movement recalls the surface of a water stream: little arrows following the flow of
cars. The images are strong, emblematic and very influential. Although the numerous
sketches and drawings for this plan witness that the architect conducted deep studies on
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This page: Louis Kahn. Plan for Philadelphia (1956-1957). “ Streets are like rivers, parkings are harbours in the city...” Source: L. Kahn, Complete Work (1973); 18. Next page:
Le Corbusier. A city for 3,000,000 unhabitants (1922). The methaphor of the street as a river is used by Le Corbusier as well. Source: Fondation Le Corbusier, Paris.
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the issues of mobility, the system of movement is not designed for speed but for order
and convenience. Exactly as in a water system where the position of barriers deviate the
flow, Kahn’s idea of ‘staccato’ applies to the diversion in traffic structures of major traffic
flows, by means of architectural devices. The mixture of stop and go traffic makes all
the streets equally ineffectual. The orderly discrimination of traffic of varying intentions
should tend to facilitate flow, and thereby encourage rather than discourage entrance of
private cars into the centre of town.
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Paradigm 7. REFLECTION
Between 1955 and 1965, particularly around MIT (Boston) and the British
group working at magazine “The Architectural Review” an interesting debate on the
morphological components of the urban landscape took place. Among other elements,
the item of “the street” and its degenerative processes was discussed. With two special
numbers of the magazine titled “Outrage” (June 1955) and “Counter attack” (1956)
Kenneth Browne, Gordon Cullen, Jim Richards and Ian Nairn opened a strong polemic
against the contamination of the urban landscape. They objected that this blemish had been
caused by the wrong imposition of muddled, meaningless and anti-distinctive elements
such as large-scale infrastructure, to what they called the ‘subtopia phenomenon’102. The
elements introduced by the modern world (new urban typologies, housing, services,
office parks, parking lots and infrastructure, highways, electric lines, advertisement,
etc.) might instead have contributed to create new and pertinent characterizations of the
existing city, intensifying the urban character rather than destroying it.
R. Venturi, D. Scott Brown and S. Izenour’s. Learning from Las Vegas (1972).

Their argumentation was deliberately presented as fragmentary, narrative, a-scientific,
but it was decidedly turned towards the problem of founding a ‘language’ to describe
the physical environment far from Modernists dogmas and the consequent institution
of its syntax and morphology. In the same years, Cullen published in Townscape a true
grammar of improvement, while Ian Narin, with his American Landscape exposed a
theory on urban surrealism, in other words, an anticipation of Colin Rowe’s Collage City
that was published fifteen years later.
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The second study tradition - that of MIT - is foremost built on the names of Kevin
Lynch (György Kepes before him) and Lloyd Rodwin. In 1963 Tumard and Pushkarev
from Yale University, published Man-made America, in which the morphologic question
on road planning as a manufact is analysed according to a widely empirical method.
Lynch published the famous The image of the City in 1960, Site Planning in 1962, and
the highly appreciated The view from the road in 1964 with others. Ten yeas later, in 1978,
the MIT Press published an interesting anthology of essays suggestively titled On streets.
In all these texts the street-society relationship has been studied and discussed according
to different paradigms. Some of them made the history of contemporary city planning by
stigmatising the street as the protagonist of the destruction of a social community. Some
others re-allowed the street and its architectural meaning to be a structural component of
the urban landscape after the experience of Modern movement and the Techno utopias.
The end of the 1950s and begin of 1960s signed the rise of a diffuse social critique
against large scale infrastructure projects in the framework of so-called ‘urban renewal’
policies in cities as Boston, New York and St. Louis. This typically north American
planning practice disguised the re-allocation of office complexes in down town and large
investments in infrastructure developments at the outskirts with the ‘purifying’ idea of
urban renewal. Opportunely the Academic community sustained this fight.103
A texts as Mumford’s The Highway and the City (1964) is representative of this
resistance based upon a vision of the urban structure as a shared space for different
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uses where the human condition is central to any peculiar planning choice. This cultural
movement led to the formation of the so-called ‘social planning movement’ in the USA
involving intellectuals, sociologists, geographers, architects and urbanists. It shows an
important shift in the relation between urban design practice, infrastructure and the social
response to the effects of modernization of the post-War society on the environment as
well as on social structures (the sense of community).
In major Universities research programs were set up to provide both an analytical view
upon the above mentioned problems, as well as to develop urban design methodologies
able to supply solid answer for a sustainable future of the metropolis. Among others,
Kevin Lynch developed a cognitive theory of the city, starting from the analysis of the
mostly criticized urban element: the highway. The View from the Road, written together
with Donald Appleyard en John Meyer in 1964 sign an important moment of professional
reflection on the relation between design practice and infrastructure. In particular, The
View from the Road is a fundamental study of the visual perception of the urban landscape
from the position of the driver, similarly to the philosophy that guided the development
of Parkways thirty years earlier. The View from the Road attempts to replace large-scale
road infrastructure within the domain of architecture and urbanism after the disjunction
brought by Modernist theories. Yet, it does not unravel the issues that remained unsolved
in the modernist project; in particular the question of developing new operational design
instruments for restoring the road to its original function within the integrated project of
the city.
Indeed, the book presents a ‘new’ method to analyse and codify the vision in
motion along highways and not a method to design the highway itself. In the preface
to the original edition the authors declare: “this monograph deals with the aesthetics of
highways: the way they look to the driver and his passengers, and what this implies for
their design. We emphasize the potential beauty of these great engineering achievements,
as contrasted with their current ugliness. We became interested in the aesthetics of
highways out of a concern with the visual formlessness of our cities and an intuition that
the new expressway might be one of our best means of re-establishing coherence and
order on the metropolitan scale”. 104
The ‘visual formlessness’ of cities, as perceived from the spaces of motion is the
mayor concern characterising almost all architectural studies on mobility up to today. In
The view from the Road infrastructure is a given fact, whilst the city along its perimeter is
the field of design experimentation. Once again we recognize that the fascination for the
space of motion overrules the most practical aspects of urban infrastructure design, such
as impact on the local scale, dimension, position, noise pollution and traffic congestion.
In this reflection, only the ‘ugliness’ of the highway and the landscapes it creates is taken
into consideration.
Although the authors declare - by means of conclusion - that the intent of their study
is purely to demonstrate the possibility to develop an aesthetic for highways, the book
ends with an open question: ‘Our highways are no means achievements in the history of
technology. Will they also be remembered as works of art?”. In this closing sentence we
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might perceive the vulnerability not only of the architectural project towards mobility,
but also of its theoretical reflection. In The View from the Road the car driver is at the
centre of the researcher’s attention, the referential point for all aesthetic observations and
notation of the city.
In the second chapter of The view from the Road, the three design objectives in
shaping the highway visual experience are: to provide the driver with a varied experience;
to endow the driver with the possibility to locate himself within an environment in
motion; and to deepen the observer’s grasp of the meaning of his environment. As if the
‘view on the road’, the physicality of the road itself perceived along its cutting edges,
the way it sections neighbourhoods and it segregates communities do not equally count.
Very similarly to the approach adopted by the parkways engineers, The View from the
Road privileges the road itself as the point of view to restore a certain ‘beauty’ to the city
and its landscapes. With the important difference that, in the case of parkways design,
the architecture of the road is skilfully mastered in the realisation of the built product as
well.
Under the influence of The View from the Road, during the 1970s the reflection
turns towards the appreciation of automobility as a way of life and entertainment. The
‘highway experience’ described by Reyner Banham in Los Angeles; the architecture of
four ecologies (1971) has very little to do with the highway itself. What counts is the
car driver’s experience while driving, the vision in motion and the social codes that the
highway ecosystem dictates to its inhabitants. It does not surprise then to read in the
introduction of the book ‘I learned to drive in order to read Los Angeles in the original.’
As Michelle Provoost (1997) observes, Banham conducted his research from behind the
steering wheel, and his only aesthetic interest was directed to the observation of different
designs of cars customised to the owner’s lifestyle.105 Nevertheless, Reyner Banham
examined the built environment of Los Angeles in a way no architectural historian before
him had done, looking with fresh eyes at its manifestations of popular taste and industrial
ingenuity, as well as its more traditional modes of residential and commercial building.
His construct of “four ecologies” examined the ways Angelenos relate to the beach,
the freeways, the flatlands, and the foothills. Banham delighted in this mobile city and
identified it as an exemplar of the posturban future.
One year later, R. Venturi, D. Scott Brown and S. Izenour’s publish Learning from
Las Vegas (1972), a book that marks an important moment of reflection on automobility.
Although Kenneth Framptom has been depicted it as a ‘populist’ book, Learning from
Las Vegas is the result of an experiment conducted in loco, almost as anthropologists
would do, by a group of architectural students and academics. 106 The strength of Venturi’s
ideas lays in the power of the images used to represent the analysis of Las Vegas famous
strip. Similarly to Lynch’s approach, the images and sketches in Learning from Las Vegas
map out a world viewed from the perspective of the automobile, thus in motion. Signs
and symbols at the roadsides become important parts of the aesthetic image of the Strip:
these include advertising boards, gigantic neon advertisements, eye catchers, buildings
and gasoline stations. Elements that were previously neglected or disregarded as ‘trash’
are resurrected by Venturi’s discourse on Las Vegas to the status of urban elements. The
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Learning from Las Vegas (1970). This page: Map of Las Vegas Strip (detail) showing every written word seen from the road. Source: Venturi, R., Scott Brown, D, Izenour,
S. 1972. Learning from Las Vegas. Cambridge, Massachussets: The MIT Press; 29-30. Next page: The View From the Road (1964). Analysis of the visual perception from the road.
Source: Appleyard, D., Lynch, K., Meyer, J.R. 1963. The View from the road, Cambridge:Massachussets: The MIT Press; 65.
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road therefore gains attention in the world of architecture as an element to be ‘designed’
in the third dimension and not only planned as a network.
Some years later Rob Krier with the book Urban Space (1979) adopts a different
approach to discuss the theme of the road within the urban design practice. Yet, the way
of presenting ideas (the use of images upon text) presents similarities with the previous
examples. As Colin Rowes writes: “Reactions to this book can easily be ambivalent. In
this book there are no Metabolists, no Kenzo Tange, no Technos, no Archigram, little
trace of surrender to the romanticism manifestations of scientism, for Rob Krier has here
done a major thing. He has destroyed the Zeilenbau and restored the perimeter block.”107
This book, published in Germany in 1975 reframes the concept of urban space starting
from the reconstruction of its typological and morphological elements. Krier wtites: “If
we wish to clarify the concept of urban space without imposing aesthetic criteria we are
compelled to designate all types of space between buildings in towns and other localities
as urban space.”108 In this reflection the street and the square are the basic elements of
the urban space. These are studied in relation to each other as three-dimensional spatial
forms. The street is defined as an urban element with a pronouncedly functional character
whose function is to give access to individual plots. The square, instead, is more suited
for residential use.
By means of beautifully hand drawn diagrams and fascinating sketches Krier
provides the reader not only with a theoretical proposition, but also most significantly
with an instrument to design infrastructure as public space. Krier’s diagrams illustrate
‘spatial types and how they may be combined’ or ‘morphological series of urban spaces’
with ground plan, side elevation and three-dimensional visualization. In addition,
each morphological study is combined with a short explanatory text. In the case of
‘Morphological series of urban spaces’ the text is: “A clear, geometric urban spatial
form calls for architecture of extreme delicacy and high quality. Any architectural error
is immediately obvious and damages the overall impression. In the case of irregular
forms, variety is the overriding characteristic. Defective architectural detailing is not
glaringly oblivious, but is effectively buried.”109 The way this material is presented is
very important, for it is primarily meant as a system to teach - students of architecture
in first place - to design public spaces in relation to architecture and to the human scale.
Therefore rebounding the themes of infrastructure to the architect’s competence.
It was not until the publication of Willem Jan Neutelings’ Ringcultuur in 1986 that it
became fashionable to discuss ring roads in architectural terms once again. Nevertheless,
or perhaps for that very reason, the trends that have given Vlaanderen (Belgium) its
present look can be clearly read in the cultural centres and the motorway. The dense and
above all densely branched structure of the motorway network is one of the arteries of the
‘nebular city’, and the very genesis of the nebular city can be traced in the far-reaching
analogy between the motorway network, the dissemination of culture and the scattered
implanting of cultural facilities.110
Borrowing from Venturi’s research on the Las Vegas Strip, Neutelings’ interpretation
of the ring of Antwerp produced a catalogue of interesting observations on the
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contemporary European city. The first one is that the most important developments in the
contemporary city are currently taking place along major large-scale infrastructures not
by chance. Actually, Neutelings recognises that the motorway is the most extraordinary
expression of contemporary mass-urban culture. Therefore he proposes to turn it into a
positive chance for the renewal and re-development of the contemporary European city.
Differently from Lynch’s The View from the Road, Neutelings’ Ringcultuur searches
ways to turn the urban design project on mobility into a planning and design strategy.
Starting by analysing the areas along the ring of Antwerp, the author develops a spatial,
functional and social analysis of the ring as an urban phenomenon. The analysis results
in a catalogue of ordering principles that can serve to plan the future re-development of
the ring around the city of Antwerp. In order to test his findings, Neutelings developed as
well a series of pilot projects, which he calls ‘five programmatic typologies for the ring of
Antwerp’. These buildings located directly along the motorway aim at illustrating some
of the possibilities offered by this approach.
In most recent times the reflection upon the relationship between infrastructure,
mobility networks and urban societies has gone beyond the boundaries of urbanism and
architecture. Anthropologists, sociologists and philosophers are currently engaged in
debating on mobility as well. Even though they do not speak directly about roads their
analysis of the current paradigm is certainly influential.
Paul Virilio, for instance is the inventor of the term ‘dromology’ or the logic of
speed. Identified with the phenomenology of Merleau-Ponty, the futurism of Marinetti
and technoscientific writings of Einstein, Virilio’s intellectual outlook can usefully be
compared to contemporary architects, philosophers and cultural critics such as Bernard
Tschumi, Gilles Deleuze and Jean Baudrillard. The French renowned urbanist, political
theorist and critic of the art of technology talks about the concept of speed in The
Overexposed City111 Not only in this text, the vector is a key term for Virilio, which
is employed to mean any trajectory along which bodies, information or warheads can
potentially pass. All vectors are potential trajectories. Unlike Deleuze and Guattari’s ‘line
of flight’, escaping from static power, the vector in Virilio is power beyond metaphors of
structure. When considered from the point of view of the vector the city is a spectacle. Yet,
the city takes on a different aspect when it is perceived from the openings. The tragedy of
architecture and urbanism for Virilio is that their geometric ‘capacity of defining a unity
of time and place for activities now enters into open conflict with the structural capacities
of mass communication.”112
Where Le Corbusier projects optimism about the future of the modern city, based
on a new spatial order, Paul Virilio turns this dream on its head, and sees the modern
city in our time as being disorganised by technologies ‘for abolishing time and space’.
Technologies, which produce a new and more elaborate temporal order, irrupt within the
spatial order of the old city. Virilio observes that from a new economy of time comes a
break in urban space. In the place of a discrete boundary in space, demarcating distinct
spaces, one sees spaces co-joined by semi-permeable membranes, exposed to constant
flows of information.
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W. J. Neutelings. Ringcultuur (1986). This page (top): Volume. The Antwerp Ring is 400 meters wide, 10 kilometers long empty belt, running between the clear
edge of the 19th century’s city and the sprawl of atomized suburbs. (bottom): Infrastructure. The Antwerp ring road is a 12-lane speedway through the urban
fabric. The variation of its profiles, embedded in green slopes, raised on panoramic viaducts, diving into dark tunnels, make it into a kinetic spectacle. The main
railways are also embedded in the ring zone. Next page (top): Landuse. The ring is a green river streaming through the city. It is a catalogue of open-air activities
and landscapes, ranging from romantic parks to garden allotments, sloping lawns, wilderness, play-grounds, sport fields and car parks. (bottom): Programme.
A growing stram of facilities is being situated along the ring: sporthalls, swimmingpools, concerthalls, residential highrise and train stations are converting the
ring into the future centre of the city. Source: CASABELLA n. 533-534/1989; 23.
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Virilio sees the spatial difference of the boundary as having been partly superceded
by the temporal differences of the frequencies with which information passes through
a city permeated by networks. The architectonic technologies of space are intersected
by an ‘architectronics’ of information time. That the edit or montage of information in
time supercedes the boundary or form in space is a radical critique not only of modern
architecture, but of ‘postmodernism’ as well. The city, says Virilio, is a gearbox full
of speeds, a hierarchy of speeds. For Virilio, the irony of technology lies rather in its
irrationality: its practical accidents and its mythology. Technology occupies a similar
place in Virilio’s work to that occupied by capital in Marx’s. Virilio treats the discourse
of technology in the same way that Marx treats the discourse of capital - with suspicion.
Knowledge is not a continuum for Virilio, or a pure form. Technology generates a
knowledge-effect by suddenly changing the tempo of lived experience. Technology is an
accident waiting to happen.

Michael Sorkin Studio. Weed, AZ. Detail of an urban project in Yuma, Arizona (1994). Source: Michael Sorkin Studio, photo by Frank Hilsbomer.
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The narratives Virilio constructs around war are based on the interaction of two
concepts: territory and vector.113 Vector could be defined as the potential to traverse
space (territory). A vector need not be any particular trajectory across space. As a matter
of interpretation, the idea of a vector connects speed to violence; interruption while the
idea of territory connects space to safety, retreat, disengagement, politics, resistance.
Virilio uses the relation of war to the city as an allegory for the relation of technology
to politics. Vector and territory are ways of grasping the ‘technologization’ of time and
space respectively. Historically, war has passed through three phases, says Virilio: tactics,
strategy and logistics. In each case, there has been a growth in complexity of the relation
of war to territory and vector, and consequently a new relationship of war to the city. The
ancient society so fondly studied by Machiavelli is founded on a relationship between war
as movement and the city as a brake upon that movement. Virilio reinterprets Clauswitz’s
relation of war to politics on this model of vector and territory.
The city organizes the speed and violence of war and subordinates it to reasons of
state - that complicated dance of chance, necessity and will. Strategy is war organized
for and by the state as a technique for stabilising the relationship of power to space. The
speed of war has accelerated so much that the city is no longer an effective brake upon
its power. This increase in speed, or ‘vectoral capacity’ of war is the result of the growing
technological sophistication of the engines of war, and the deepening of the infrastructure
which conceives, manufactures and deploys it. By utilizing the vector against the
territory, war gains power over the city. In Speed & Politics: An Essay on Dromology
(1986 [1977]), Virilio sees this logistical war as a double negation, or disappearance:
the disappearance of space and time. Time, on the other hand, is subject to a permanent
escalation and proliferation in the speed and vectoral potential of the delivery systems
of war and surveillance. The cities of the old world grow pessimistic. Here begins the
agonizing business Virilio calls ‘endo-colonisation’114, wherein the modern state responds
to the crisis by colonising its own urban population. Ultimately, what Virilio says is that
immaterial flows of data have the potential to undermine the physical space of the city.
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Paradigm 8. RESTORATION

Source: The Commonwealth of Massachussetts Department of Public Works.
Central Artery (I-93)/tunnel (I-90) Project, supplemental EIS/R (1998).
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Since the 1980s, there is a renewed attention for the spatial and social impact of
large-scale road infrastructure not only on the built environment, but also on the political
level. After a long period of theoretical debate, the current paradigm is characterised by
concrete actions. Currently, in many places of the world tangible actions are taken to
restore the spaces of mobility to their multifaceted function within the built environment.
Highway projects of the 1950s and 1960s, when the major European road networks
were first built, gave very little consideration to the communities in the path of the new
roads, with disruption and dislocation the rule of the day. Nowadays there is a growing
awareness that sustainability can no longer be delayed in such urban planning choices.

The Central Artery Project.

The underlying principle within the current paradigm is to develop inclusive and
participative urban design processes. The objective is to develop physical design solutions,
which are hypothetically coherent with the contextual city in spatial, economical, social
and ecological terms. This can be achieved by developing ‘transversal’ urban projects
in strategic locations within the city. These ‘transversal’ projects are concerned with the
notion of sustainability. Thus, their aims are the improvement of urban ‘tissue’, and the
recovery of the flows that have been interrupted by the modern model of infrastructure.
In other words, the transversal urban projects are intended to become means for making
the longitudinal ones feasible.
As the current experience in designing for infrastructure integration in The Netherlands
has already been described in chapter three and four, the following paragraphs are
dedicated to some extraordinary projects abroad that well represent the current trends of
the urban design project on the spaces of mobility strategies and urban projects for the
restoration of the spaces of mobility in the contemporary city.
Restoration in Barcelona: Porta Vell, Moll de la Fusta and Ronda de Dalt
The Moll de la Fusta (1983-1987) was developed by architect Manuel Solà-Morales,
founder of the Urban Planning Laboratory in Barcelona in conjunction with the
renovation of an adjacent seaside working-class neighbourhood known as Barceloneta.
The project’s took the following into consideration: restoration of the connection between
the city and the waterfront by ensuring pedestrian access across the Passeig de Colom
boulevard, while at the same time maintaining the traffic flow along an important coastal
road; demolition of dilapidated buildings, including the warehouses that lined the Moll
de la Fusta; an upgrade of the rental housing in the district; and improvements to building
facades, streets, and traffic flow.
The project by M. de Sola Morales defined per se an urbanisation rule. Moving from
the traditional urban renewal plan, it ‘orders’ the future buildings, the rhythm of public
spaces and activities. From a supposed road intervention this approach derives a global
order on the space between the old city and the harbour, up to transforming it into an
active plan with regards to the renewal of the historical city and the future development
of the city’s port (Busquets, 1989).
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Moll de La Fusta Project. Top: View of the site from above ( arch. Manuel de Sola Morales). Centre: Plan of the upper pedestrial level and the lower street level.
Bottom: cross section of the waterfront. Source: CASABELLA n. 533-534/1989; 74.
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Since its application this approach constitutes a clear example for the city’s
infrastructure great elements, which, for their financial commitment and environmental
impact are becoming the very first structure of the future city.
The Porta Vell (Old Port) district is Barcelona’s inner harbour. In the years before
the 1992 Olympics, which Barcelona hosted, it was transformed from a grimy working
seaport into a recreational, commercial, and entertainment centre that includes a huge
shopping centre and Europe’s largest aquarium. Among its landmarks, there is the twotiered Moll de la Fusta (timber wharf) that is both a long waterfront promenade lined
by restaurants and terraces and a system of walkways and streets that manages the
circulation of pedestrians and vehicles in separate layers. It parallels Passeig de Colom,
a wide boulevard lined with palm trees, which runs from the Columbus monument (at
the foot of The Ramblas) to the Central Post Office. Until the 1980s Porta Vell was a
bustling area of docks and warehouses that blocked access to the Mediterranean, fuelling
Barcelona’s reputation as a city that turned its back to the sea. The redevelopment of the
waterfront began in the early 1980s as part of a larger project to rebuild the city’s public
spaces. One of the goals was a 50-50 split of the Barcelona waterfront between public
space and seaport. Moll de la Fusta was the first step in gaining that balance. It opened in
1987 after four years of development and provided Barcelona both a new civic face and
a new gateway to the sea.
The project consists of a heavily travelled, tree-lined boulevard that is part of the
city’s ring road, an elevated platform holding pergolas and other urban furniture, and a
pedestrian walkway paved in granite and lined with evenly spaced palm trees. A lower
level has parking spaces and secondary roads. In all, the Moll covers an area of 61,710
square meters It is designed to allow a relatively uninterrupted flow of pedestrians, and
separates the partially submerged roadway and parking lot from the outside by a series
of large stone arches. There are many distinctive architectural elements, including two
bright red metal drawbridges, flowing ramps, and floating cantilevered roofs. Porta Vell
is now a vibrant recreation, shopping and entertainment area by day and night, especially
for young people. Moll de la Fusta draws a constant stream of strollers, people watchers,
and sun worshippers. It essentially extends the Ramblas to the sea: the Ramblas itself
reaches the harbour; the Moll goes along its waterside and like the Ramblas, it contains
significant works of art, including Roy Lichtenstein’s Barcelona Head, Javier Mariscal’s
Gambrinus lobster and two beautiful sculptures by Rob Krier. A new drawbridge
connects Moll de la Fusta with Moll d’Espanya, a huge pier containing the distinctive,
modernist Maremàgnum mall, the work of architects Helio Piñón and Albert Viaplana.
Maremàgnum has 50 shops, more than two dozen restaurants, and a complex of movie
theatres. Moll d’Espanya also holds the Barcelona Aquarium, Europe’s largest.
A second example of the approach developed by the city of Barcelona to re-integrate
large-scale road infrastructures are the project for the Ronda de Dalt, a new kind of urban
highway (the second beltway of Barcelona) designed by a team of architects and engineers
led by Bernardo de Solà and completed for the 1992 Olympics; and the park amidst the
highway junction, known as the Trinidad Park. Of particular interest is the northern arc
of The Ronda de Dalt, between the interchanges at the Diagonal Avenue (NW) and the
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Trinidad Park (NE). The second beltway was conceived to accommodate not the highest
possible through capacity, but the highest desirable capacity as a collector.

Plaça Glories, Barcelona. Situation in 1989 and project for the restoration of the traffic node into a valuable urban node. Source: CASABELLA n. 533-534/1989;

22.
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The sophisticated section of the highway changes constantly in order to adapt to
the different morphological circumstances of the surrounding urban landscape, yet its
significance is not just as a new piece of urban infrastructure, but also as a generator
of new cityscapes. Where the slower traffic lanes cantilever over the express lanes they
act as new frontages streets to the formerly separated neighbourhoods above. Often
the highway is covered with public buildings, sports grounds, or parks connecting the
neighbourhoods alongside the large-scale roads and forming the new open/public spaces
of social housing estates. This intense use of the spaces around the highway is facilitated
by the fact that the Spanish legislation requires less stringent norms on local pollution
and noise levels than in The Netherlands. Finally, the beltway is the best location to place
leisure facilities that will function from the local to the international scale. The Ronda
de Dalt demonstrates the possibility to reintroduce in contemporary terms the lost idea
from the 1920s of the urban highway, (the parkway) as an instrument of connection and
convenience, mobility and access, and a support for communities and urban life.

Via Favencia, Barcelona. Second ring road
(situation in 1984).
Source: CASABELLA n. 533-534/1989; 74.
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Restoration in Boston: The Central Artery/Tunnel Project (CA/T)
The project for the re-integration of the Moll de la Fusta within the public domain
of the waterfront of Barcelona demonstrates that road infrastructures laid out according
to a shortsighted perspective can be refined to accommodate contemporary needs. The
Central Artery project presents Boston with a similar opportunity to combine a solution
to traffic problems with the need to redefine the edges and contours of public space
and repair tears in the existing urban fabric. The solution to Boston traffic and urban
problems is called the Central Artery/Tunnel Project (CA/T) or Big Dig. The project
is now under construction by the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority.115 The project has
two major components. The six-lane elevated highway will be replaced with an eight-toten-lane underground expressway directly beneath the existing road, culminating at its
northern limit in a 14-lane,two bridges crossing the river When the underground highway
is finished, the crumbling elevated road will be demolished and replaced by open space
and modest development. The Massachusetts Turnpike (I-90) will be extended from its
current terminus south of downtown Boston through a tunnel beneath South Boston and
Boston Harbour to Logan Airport. The first link in this new connection – the four-lane
Ted Williams Tunnel under the harbour – was finished in December 1995.
To put these highway improvements in the ground in a city like Boston requires not
only technical knowledge, but also consistent financial resources. Indeed, The Central
Artery Project is one of the largest, most technically difficult and environmentally
challenging infrastructure projects ever undertaken in the United States. The project
spans 7.8 miles of highway, 161 lanes miles in all, about half in tunnels. All told, the
CA/T will place 3.8 million cubic yards of concrete – the equivalent of 2,350 acres,
one foot thick – and excavate more than 16 million cubic yards of soil. The larger of
the two Charles River bridges, a ten-lane cable-stayed hybrid bridge, will be the widest
ever built and the first to use an asymmetrical design. It has been named the Leonard P.
Zakim Bunker Hill Bridge. The project also includes four major highway interchanges
to connect the new roadways with the existing regional highway system. At Logan
Airport, a new interchange will carry traffic between I-90 and Route 1A as well as onto
the airport road system. In South Boston, a mostly underground interchange will carry
traffic between I-90 and the fast-developing waterfront and convention centre area. At
the northern limit of the project, a new interchange will connect I-93 north of the Charles
River to the Tobin Bridge, Storrow Drive, and the new underground highway. At the
southern end of the underground highway, the interchange between I-90 and I-93 will
be completely rebuilt on six levels, two subterranean to connect with the underground
Central Artery and the Turnpike extension through South Boston. The interchange will
carry a total of 28 lanes, including high occupancy vehicle lanes, and channel traffic to
and from Logan Airport to the east. A fifth interchange, at Massachusetts Avenue on I-93,
has already been substantially rebuilt by the project. It will function as a part of the larger
I-90/I-93 Interchange when the project is finished but today is already helping improve
Southeast Expressway traffic flow following early phases of reconstruction.
The Central Artery project is public works on a scale comparable to some of the great
projects of the last century - the Panama Canal, the English Channel Tunnel and the
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Trans-Alaska Pipeline. Each of these projects presented unique challenges. The Central
Artery project’s unique challenge is the fact that it is being built in the middle of a city.
Work of the CA/T project’s magnitude and duration has never been attempted in the heart
of an urban area, but unlike any other major highway project, the CA/T is designed to
maintain traffic capacity and access to residents and businesses – to keep the city open for
business – throughout construction. Highway projects of the 1950s and 1960s, when the
interstates were first built, gave very little consideration to the communities in the path of
the new roads, with disruption and dislocation the rule of the day. Recognizing that failing
to maintain Boston’s economic viability during construction would damage the city’s
competitive position for years to come, project planners worked with environmental and
other oversight and permitting agencies, community groups, businesses, and political
leaders to create consensus on how the project would be built.
The process of keeping the city open and making certain that all affected groups are
treated fairly is called mitigation and it takes up a fourth of the project’s budget. Without
the mitigation program, the city would face devastating disruption from noise, dust,
and traffic gridlock, and economic damage not easily or quickly undone. Downtown
residents, businesses, and workers; drivers (more than 200,000 a day) on the old highway
that the mitigation program keeps open while the replacement is being built directly
underneath it; thousands more downtown drivers and pedestrians; the tourism industry
in Massachusetts – all are helped by the mitigation program. The scope of the Mitigation
Program reflects the spectacular size of the CA/T project itself. Mitigation costs about
one-third of the project’s budget.
Activities range from one-on-one contacts with residents and business people up
to temporary viaducts costing dozens of millions of dollars. Keeping the elevated
highway open as tunnelling proceeds directly underneath costs $600 million in itself,
which reflects the engineering complexity of mitigation. Broadly defined, mitigation’s
key innovation is finding ways to break the massive project down into manageable
human terms, controlling the impact of construction while maintaining a viable project
budget. Mitigation is the practical mechanism by which the CA/T project is turning
the history of urban highway construction on its head: Where highway projects once
bulldozed neighbourhoods and bisected cities in the name of mobility, the CA/T project
is reuniting neighbourhoods and preserving the fabric of a city, even as it makes dramatic
improvements in its transportation system.
Along with improving mobility in notoriously congested downtown Boston, the
Central Artery project was conceived to reconnect neighbourhoods severed by the old
elevated highway, and improve the quality of life in the city beyond the limited confines
of the new expressway. Apart from a 12 % reduction in citywide carbon monoxide levels,
major project benefits include creation of more than 260 acres of open land, including
30 acres where the existing Central Artery now stands, more than 100 acres at Spectacle
Island in Boston Harbour, and 40 more acres of new parks in and around downtown
Boston.
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Project, supplemental EIS/R (1998).

The Central Artery Project. Planning of the construction works (1990-1999). Source: The Commonwealth of Massachussetts Department of Public Works. Central Artery (I-93)/tunnel (I-90)
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In the 1950s, builders embarked on
a massive roadway that cut through
historic downtown Boston. As the
downtown “Central Artery” rose in the
mid-fifties, Bostonians realized, to
their horror, it was not just a road but
also a wall—an immense unsightly
barrier between downtown Boston
and the city’s historic North End
and waterfront. During the 1960s, a
populist movement agitated against
further highway building in Boston.
In the mid-seventies, Massachusetts
Secretary of Transportation Fred
Salvucci became intrigued by the
radical notion to put the Central
Artery—then carrying some 200,000
cars per day—underground. “It
was a wonderful vision,” Salvucci
said later, “and I couldn’t get it out
of my head.” Initially skeptical of
what would be the largest urban
highway project ever, Governor
Michael Dukakis embraced the plan
in 1984’.
Fred Salvucci, Boston 2002
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The framework of the Master Plan Lyon 2010.Top: Strategic projects.Bottom left: The public transport network. Bottom right: The new high-quality public
transport lines in the city. Source: Agence d’urbanisme-Communauté urbaine de Lyon. Les grandes lignes du Schéma Directeur de l’agglomération lyonnaise, Lyon (1991).
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Restoration in Lyon: Schéma Directeur Lyon 2010
The process of urban renewal which has taken place in Lyon in the last ten years can be
assumed as exemplary of a more general transformation in planning instruments occurred
in Europe since the eighties. A transformation that can be ascribed both to profound
mutations in the context and to the extension of contemporary cities to larger metropolitan
areas, and to a more general disciplinary reflection on planning and project tools. Lyon
policy is extremely articulated in scales of action: from the construction of a strategy
for the development of the metropolitan area (Schéma Directeur), to the arrangement
of urban plan and projects for specific parts of the city. The deep integration of all these
levels constitutes a peculiarity of the Lyon case. Each project assumes a particular value
because it is part of a more general structure. A structure which re-organises the whole
metropolis by drawing a new framework of thematic planning systems: the revitalisation
of public spaces in the centre and in suburban housing districts; the enhancement of urban
landscape, parks and historical parts of the city; the creation of new poles of urban and
economic development; the re-interpretation of the places of mobility and the realisation
of a new public transport and road network.
In order to guarantee the functioning of such a complex apparatus of planning
instruments and strategies an overall change has taken place inside the administration
services. The Communauté urbaine du Grand Lyon and the Agence d’urbanisme
have promoted a process of coordination and control of the quality of projects and of
monitoring of the results, through the construction of a continuous dialogue with the
numerous actors and committees involved in each operation.
The Schéma Directeur Lyon 2010 - devised by the Syndacat d’etudes et de
programmation de l’agglomération lyonnaise entrusted by the Communauté urbaine du
Grand Lyon - was approved in 1992. The master plan is a strategic document of long
term policy for urban, economic and social development of Lyon metropolitan area, a
conurbation that includes 71 local authorities. In order to integrate demands of innovation
and renewal and physical structure of the existing city, the Plan builds up a scenario that
links single and widespread operations on old and new centralities to a more general
strategy based on the strengthening of environmental and infrastructural connections.
Many planning tools are put in charge of the Master planimplementation. In addition to
the Plan d’occupation des sols which establishes land uses, some instruments concern
only parts of the conurbation: the Plan Lumière deals with the enhancement of nocturnal
landscape, the Plan Couleurs and the Zones du protection du patrimoine architectural
urbain et paysager with the reinforcement of the identity of historical places. Other
instruments concern systems of spaces: the Plan vert focuses on the protection of natural
and agricultural areas, the Plan bleu on the organisation of river banks, the Schéma
d’aménagement des espaces publics on the improvement of public spaces in central and
suburban quarters. Others control strategic and economic functions: the Plan tèchnopole
and the Schéma Directeur d’urbanisme universitaire deal with the development of sites
for the production and the research; the Schéma Directeur d’urbanisme commercial
with the location of commercial activities; the Plan de déplacements urbains with the
reorganisation of public transports, pedestrian and cycle circulation. The Communauté
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urbaine du Grand Lyon coordinates all these operations with the collaboration of many
other public and private agencies.

Atelier Bruno du Metier. Design for the high-quality public transport network stops. Source: Atelier Bruno du Metier, Lyon (2001).

The motto “re-building the city on itself” has been translated in a complex strategy of
urban renewal covering the entire conurbation. The main purpose was that of improving
and extending the quality of open spaces in the historical centre to suburban areas and,
doing so, of fighting against the physical and social outclassing of housing districts in
the outskirts. The research of an overall coherence was also witnessed by the frequent
use of the same designers (not only architects, but also landscapers and sculptors) in both
situations, and by the construction of a common ‘vocabulary’ for street furniture and also
the materials for the ‘floor’ (designed by Jean Michel Wilmotte and by the Atelier Jourda
and Perraudin in 1990). Moreover, the assumption of public spaces as a new structural
framework for the contemporary metropolis has put forward an articulated set of design
themes. In the centre the Plan Presqu’île coordinated projects for many historical streets
and squares, and promoted the creation of new underground garages to free ground level
spaces from cars and give them back to pedestrian use.
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Meanwhile, the intervention on “socially sensitive areas” in disadvantaged suburban
neighbourhoods was taken by the Communauté urbaine du Grand Lyon as a priority action
field and as an opportunity of collaboration with national government and individual
municipalities, public housing administration bodies and the private sector, inhabitants
and designers. From 1994, the Développement social urbain programme has chosen 24
areas. Projects focused both on the internal and external restructuring of dwellings and
on the design of open spaces (street plot, lots and properties divisions, spaces inside and
between blocks).
An important feature of Lyon renewal policy is the great importance assigned to the
enhancement of the rich heritage of parks and historical fabrics still present in the central
parts of the city. The two projects on the opposite banks of the Saone share the same
purpose of reinforcing local character as a distinctive sign - a sign of identity - for the
whole conurbation. The projects for the Parc des Hauteurs on the Colline Fourvière draw
a system of public parks, linking the historical monuments (Basilica, Cemetery, a roman
archaeological site) with a new net of pedestrian routes. Along the routes are different
types of open spaces: a playground, botanical gardens and places where one can sit and
rest. On the other side of the river is the Croix Rousse, a part where the medieval street
pattern climbing up the hill is still clearly legible. From the beginning of the nineties the
building and urban redevelopment of the area has been governed by a convention between
national government and municipality which defines it Zone de protection du patrimoine
architectural urbain et paysager. The aim of the project is to list the singular features of
the district with a capillary survey (from the strong integration between its morphological
structure and the visual character of the place, to the types of building elements), in order
to define an articulated plan of intervention.
According to the Schéma Directeur Lyon 2010, new strategic economic development
centres have been localized at the access points to denser parts of the conurbation, along
two main lines: the north-south “Arc des fleuves” and the “Axe est-ouest”. The purpose
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was that of giving the new research and advanced tertiary poles a role of propulsive
elements for the renewal of surrounding residential and industrial districts. Through the
strengthening of public transport lines and the creation of new commercial and cultural
facilities the plan aimed at integrating the new developments with the metropolitan area.
The Cité Internationale is the core of the northern development site, Porte du Rhône.
Between the riverbanks designed by Michel Corajoud and the 19th-century Parc de
la Tête d’or, Renzo Piano’s project intends to create a new part of city. Two lines of
buildings enclose an internal street: from this linear public space one can enter new
offices, a congress centre (another one has been designed by Renzo Piano at the eastern
end of the Cité), a museum of contemporary art, an international hotel, cinemas and
restaurants. Along the “Arc des fleuves” is also Porte Sud and the new Parc Scientifique
de Recherche et d’Einseignement de Gerland (250 ha). The park is the result of many
different operations, implemented as Zones d’aménagement concerté-Zac.

different types of spaces: the entrance hall on an intermediate level, above the structure
where the pedestrian route from the airport ends, below railway tracks and platforms.
The organisation of a new system of concentric ring roads has been guided by two
aims: removing traffic in transit through the centre, assuring fast and easy access to all
parts of the metropolitan area. The Rocade Est is the outer highway realised. Since the
first studies drawn at the end of the eighties, its layout has been conceived as a structural
element for future urban settlements and as a landscaped infrastructure, a parkway
deeply integrated with its context. A similar research of visual and functional dialogue
between road and urban landscape is the theme of the project for the Vallée de la Chimie
designed by Michel Corajoud and the Atelier Wilmotte. Here the declassing of a stretch
of motorway was the occasion to start an overall process of reorganisation of public and
private open spaces along the road and inside industrial lots.

The general aim of the programme was to sew up the neighbouring consolidated urban
districts (where the Ecole Normale Supérieure Lettres et Sciences Humaines and a new
underground station are under construction) and some historical buildings inside the area
(the Grande Halle and the stadium designed by Tony Garnier at the beginning of the last
century) with an international and scientific education complex (Quartier Central with the
Ecole Normale Supérieure de Lyon Sciences, Cité Scolaire Internationale on the Rhône)
and a new park in the southern part of the area (designed by Michel Corajoud). The Parc
Technologique Paysagé Porte des Alpes (140 ha) is situated along the “Axe est-ouest”, in
the centre of a new multifunctional development site (commerce, residence, research and
industry), between the historical centre and the intermodal node Lyon Satolas.
The theme of the project is the creation of a technological park as a new type of
industrial landscape, where open spaces form the structural grid for the whole settlement.
At the end and perpendicular to the green axis of the park (the Mail central) is the
Boulevard Urbain Est and a system of artificial lakes used for the collection of rain-water
but also for sports activities.
The Schéma Directeur has assigned great importance to the reorganisation of the
mobility system: the expansion of underground and surface public transport network, the
creation of intermodal nodes, the realisation of ring roads and highways to by-pass central
areas. All the existing underground lines have been extended and new stations have been
built. A particular attention has been addressed to the expansion of Line D that connects
the western suburban districts of La Duchère and Vaise to the new development sites of
Porte des Alpes and Lyon Satolas. This project has been assumed as an opportunity to
build new residential districts and facilities and to create a system of underground and
open air public spaces: each station was the occasion to design squares and to realise
parking areas in order to improve the quality of outer districts and to reduce car use inside
the densest parts of the city. The high speed railway station (TGV) Lyon Satolas designed
by Santiago Calatrava stands near the airport, in the middle of an area defined by the
Schéma Directeur as a new economic and urban development zone. The architecture of
the large-scale building who is closed towards the context but articulated inside to form
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CONCLUSIONS
The paradigms defined in this chapter provide some interesting answers to Koolhaas’
question “how to explain the paradox that urbanism as a profession has disappeared at
the moment when urbanism everywhere - after decades of constant acceleration - is on its
way to establishing a definitive, global triumph of the urban condition?”116 In first place
they reveal that urbanism did not disappear as a profession, but that the professional
boundaries among architecture and urbanism have changed in time. The shifting of
focus of the discourse on the city created at the time fruitful overlapping zones among
disciplines as well as contextual voids. The themes of mobility certainly played a key role
in this blurring of the professional boundaries.
The theme of the road is - within large part of the Modern Movement - the place of
all contradictions. On the one side in the Corbusian projects the road assumes ‘urban
dignity’ by becoming the specialized place of traffic. On the other, it is not considered
in all its components as a specialised technical product. Reinhard Baumeister (18331917), already advanced the predominance of planning over design and such approach
to the urban project became dominant with Soria y Mata’s Linear City. If on a general
level: “the task of urban planning is not simply to insure easy means of transportation,
but rather, and perhaps even first, to reduce their necessity”. (Gropius, Ciam, 1930), on
an operative level the “rue corridor” is surpassed not so much by circulation problems as
by the orientation of the building blocks. Therefore with the early modernist functionalist
grid the street and dwelling have been separated in order to allow the first to function and
the second to regain contact with nature.
This operation overlooked the fact that although the division between buildings and
roads might be physical, the functional relationship or better still, the social construction
of the urban space continues to be a product of their combination. The internalization
(within the building system) of all services was the trick to support the paradigm, for
example in the Russian constructivist conception or even in Wright’s skyscraper-city.
The technological and dynamic order inherent in Sant’Elia’s vision, the mechanics of
Miljutin’s assembly lines down to the “superhuman scale of connections” (see for instance
Tange’s Boston Plan, 1962) effectively pervade large part of the Modern movement. In
some ways, they are attempts to confront real problems that are anything but surpassed.
In particular, it is evident today more than ever that the automobile is not adaptable to the
traditional city, not even by applying the Corbusian model on pilotis.
The questions to be solved are more on a strategic planning level, for instance how
to offer people the choice between private car and public transport. In another sense, it is
the radicalisation of a concept based on “the twenty-four-hour solar day rhythm of man’s
activities” (Charte d’Athènes) and “the house, the street, and the city are the hinges upon
which all of man’s activities pivot” (Le Corbusier, Urbanisme) that determined the failure
of the functionalist grid from the perspective of spatial and social cohesion of the modern
city.
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The ‘other Modernism’, the one represented by the group Team X sought to reconceptualise the methods and ideology of architectural design and turn it away from
its functionalist origins. Led by Peter and Alison Smithson and Aldo van Eyck, the
group Team X sought to develop a more psychological and phenomenological basis for
the development of form. Eschewing the scientific methods of the Modern movement,
Team X posited a broader anthropological approach to design. This approach had already
fuelled the Smithsons’ Brutalist ethos, particularly as developed through their work with
Nigel Henderson and his photographs of London slums. The Team X architects shared
the CIAM concern with urbanism and the acute need for mass housing. The Smithsons
produced a canonical sketch demonstrating that once above the sixth floor, one lost all
contact with the ground and, supposedly, the pulse of the city. The drawing immediately
skewered the idealized “tower in the park” and heralded the development of low-rise,
high-density housing types. The desire to create a sense of place informed much of the
Team X output.
Aldo van Eyck, perhaps the most sensitive of these architects, clearly recognized the
need to address the particular social and cultural conditions of a location. Van Eyck sought
to create collective spaces that could be inflected and interpreted in personal terms. Thus,
his orphanage in Amsterdam achieved cohesion through an interconnected sequence of
domed family units, all united under a continuous roof. From this heightened awareness
of the individual’s importance within the collective arose other strands in the Team X
trajectory. Giancarlo De Carlo’s 1964 plan for Urbino accommodated the preservation of
existing buildings with the discreet insertion of modern forms. Clearly influenced by the
tenets of the emerging Italian Tendenza, De Carlo’s long-term commitment to developing
the urban form of Urbino signalled a critical repudiation of the Ville Radieuse concepts
of Le Corbusier’s Modernism.
Before Modernism, things were radically different. The position of the design of the
spaces of mobility within the urban project was certainly a strategic one. Since urbanists
and engineers were aware of the spatial and social implications of such spaces for the
future of the built environment. Therefore at the outset the professional debate on how to
design the spaces of mobility was not much about ideological standpoints detached from
the technical feasibility of the plans (Cerdà’s stand on the social equality of the square
grid is a good example of this non-dogmatic approach to urban design). What mattered
instead was the operationalisation of the urban design practice through its empirical
application.
Not by chance the archetypes of ‘integrated design of the spaces of mobility’ were
developed between 1850 and 1930. These are: the Haussmannian Boulevard, Garnier’s
Central Artery, Soria y Mata’s Corridor, Cerda’s interways system and Henard’s
multilevel street. Peculiar to all these prime examples is the assumption of the road as
a four dimensional element117, whose surface includes both the spaces of motion, the
underground and the urban block. At another level, the freeway and the highway belong
as well to the archetypes, although they are designed exclusively as places of motion.
Nevertheless we can consider them as archetypes because of the fact that, although
they were invented purely to accommodate automotive traffic, their influence on the
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development of the built environment has been so strong to generate peculiar forms of
urbanization and architecture. The subsequent interpretation of these prime examples,
guided by different approaches to the city and its sciences generated a series of hybrid
types. The difference among the two is that whilst the first group of archetypes where
designed by considering all the scales and all the technical aspects concerning mobility,
the latter cover those issues only partially.
The hypothesis from which our inquiry started was the acknowledgment of a
progressive loss of technical skills for the design of the spaces of motion in urbanism.
What emerges instead, is that the problem is much more complex than we thought.
Namely, the mastering of technique is part of a larger knowledge that has been lost and
that characterized the professional content at the origin of our discipline. What we lost,
indeed, is the skill to retrieve the archetypal forms for the design of mobility without
impoverishing them of their content and their operational power. In its most schematic and
diffused aspects the Modernist Movement has contributed to this loss. By theorizing the
independence of buildings from infrastructure networks and the consequent dismantling
of the grid, Le Corbusier reinterpreted Garnier’s Central Artery as well as the structure of
La Cité by de-conceptualising them. The archetypes, which were the product of a certain
approach to the urban design practice, turned into fragments that can be recomposed
independently from scale and location. Besides, the design of the buildings and the
process of zoning, which progressively absorbed the urbanist’s design activity, relegated
the design of road infrastructure to the civil engineering domain.
If with the paradigm of regularization road infrastructure fully enters the dictionary
of urbanism almost becoming synonymous of its professional practice – especially
thanks to the engineered grid designed by Cerdá – it is since Modernism that the
hybrid type prevails upon the archetype. Although during the 1960s’ urbanism began
to remember that streets are what makes the city work, the dismantling of the technical
knowledge required to design them has been so complete and pervasive that despite the
new-found intellectual legitimacy, rehabilitation still requires an enormous collective
effort. “Contemporary practice is still governed by a powerful invisible hand guided
by regulations, manuals and assumptions that no longer have credence. This reductive
template contains a debased and distorted vision of the street that is enormously resistant
to change.” (Grerenberg, 1996)
Among others, a by-product of the neglected of streets has been the weakening of
the public realm, which is also an autonomous process symptomatic of a larger societal
loss of the commons. As more and more aspects of public life have retreated into private
spaces, there is a serious risk that streets have become dysfunctional and meaningless
places. Though we learned that all systems of urban growth have a limit beyond which
they cease to be operational, the knowledge to design integrated road infrastructures
remained for too long underdeveloped.

scale infrastructures. The current paradigm in which we are acting is already producing
important answers to the social demand for a better environment. Such a positive climate
needs as a counterpart a skilful approach to urban design practice. This implies not only
an understanding of road infrastructure as part of the urban fabric, but first and foremost it
forces us to study its technical, spatial and social features jointly. Besides, the complexity
of current planning processes requires the development of strategies able to support the
urban project all through the decision-making process and, eventually, the realization
phase.
The desire to foster better urban and social processes emerges in many of the projects
discussed in this chapter. Yet, while in the theoretical production of urbanism and
architecture the mega-infrastructures have still a heroic function, in the field of practice
they fall outside the power of the urbanist and the architect, subjects of negotiation
for political and economical powers. Therefore the re-appropriation of specific design
knowledge for the integrated design of the spaces of mobility is nowadays necessary.
The examples presented to describe the current paradigm provide evidence that the use
of ad hoc instruments helps the urbanist as well as the architect to influence positively the
current planning processes, and to create more fruitful co-operations with transportation
and traffic engineers. The current practice needs to focus on solutions to urban growth and
redevelopment in cities by assessing the problems created by large-scale infrastructure
projects and their integration in urban environments. The architectural, landscape and
ecological implications of intervention must therefore be assessed in relation to different
territorial areas of cities. The current paradigm challenges rather openly urbanism and
architecture to set out a theoretical framework through which certain changes in territorial
scale can be analysed and compared. Under these terms of reference, the success of the
project cannot be measured exclusively in terms of its size but in the reading of the broader
context - its capacity to extend beyond its own boundaries. In this sense, reference to the
large scale, does not simply refer to a question of scale but of relationships between the
respective parts of a broader urban territory. This also refers to the fact that relatively
small-scale design decisions in the city have the capacity to influence the character and
form of the whole city. As Manuel de Solà-Morales says: ‘size is not scale and the good
projects are those in which the scale is much broader than the size. Sometimes small
sized projects can say many things that extend further than the perimeter of the work and
unfortunately it is too often the reverse which occurs.”118
All things considered, this chapter answers not only to the question of why, when and
how urbanism lost ground in relation to mobility, but it also provides a critical reading
of the archetypes and types of integrated infrastructures that are currently used to give
content to the paradigm in which we are working.

Just as Cerdà planned the city extension of Barcelona based on the study of the
vehicle intersections of the time (and on the study of topography, demography and
architecture) a new kind of city structure should currently emerge from the study of large-
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Notes
1. Examples of the first generation are the writings of Haussmann, Idefonso Cerda’ and Camillo
Sitte
2. Haussmann’s use of the term ‘régulariser’ is to be found in his Mémoires (Paris: Havard, 1893)
Vol II, pp. 67-91, with reference to the old parts of Paris where the new circulation system had been
applied.
3. The Artist’s Plan for Paris (1793) reflects another conception of the city. The urban space is still
planned as small programmatic clusters enclosed in separated quarters.

11. J. Stübben, Practical and aesthetic principles for the laying out of cities (paper). First presented
at a meeting of the Deutschen Vereins für öffentliche Gesundheitspflege, held at Freiburg,
Germany, in September, 1885. The translated text by W. H. Searles, M. Am. Soc. C.E. was issued
as an Advance Copy of a portion of the Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers of
1893. Its publication was part of the meeting in Chicago of the International Engineering Congress
of the Columbian Exposition, 1893. http://www.library.cornell.edu/Reps/DOCS/stubbio
12. Gómez Ordóñez, Jose Luis. “El projete dels serveis urbans: el de Garcia Fària”, in Treballs
sobre Cerdà i el seu Eixample a Barcelona, Spanish Ministry of Public Works and Transport and
the Barcelona City Council, 1992.
13. He visited Paris, Liege, Brussels and London.

4. The proposal by Patte (Patte, Pierre. Mémoires sur les objets les plus important de l’architecture,
Paris, 1768), dates to the late 18th century. However, not until the proposals of the engineer and
hygienist Edwin Chadwick in 1840 service networks —water supply and sewage— begin to be
introduced extensively in the modern city (the Romans and the Greeks had already developed
similar systems). The systematic application of the continuous water cycle system backed up by the
English Public Health Act of 1848 would eventually have immense influence throughout the rest of
Europe. But in fact, sewage systems had been developed much earlier. If we look at the introduction
of sewage infrastructures in the case of Paris, one of the most advanced cities in the implementation
of urban services, it becomes clear that the underground services extended in stages. The first began
in 1805, when complete inventory was made. In the second, a sewage project was prepared and
executed in the north-eastern quarters of the capital. The network grew in length from 37 kilometres
in 1824 to 130 in 1850, and byb1871 there were already 560 kilometres laid. Therefore we can date
the period by which this service became wide-ad in Paris, towards the end of the first half of the 19th
century (Dupuy, Gabriel. Assainir la ville, hier et aujourd’hui, Ed Dunod, Paris, 1982, pp.5-6).
5. Metropolis is here intended as an urban conglomeration of centres and suburbs unified by a good
transportation system.

14. See: Cerdà, Ildefons, Theory of City Construction, 1859; 1315; Memoria descriptiva de los
trabajos facultativos y estudios estadisticos hechos por orden del gobierno y consideraciones que
se han tenido presentes en la formacion del ante-proyecto para el emplazamiento y distribución
del nuevo caserío (Descriptive Report of the Technical Works and Statistical Studies Conducted by
Order of the Government and Considerations Taken into Account in the Creation of the Preliminary
Project for the Siting and Distribution of the New City), 1855; Published in: Cerdà y Barcelona,
1991, p. 162. See also Theory of City Construction, 1859; 1281.
15. See: Memoria descriptiva, ibidem;155.
16 See: Memoria descriptiva, ibidem;167.
17. See: Memoria descriptiva, ibidem;174.
18. See: Cerdà, Ildefons. Teoría General de la Urbanizacíon y application de sus principios y
doctrinasa a la reforma y Ensanche de Barcelona, 2 Vols., Imp. Española, Madrid, 1867; facsimile
edition in ESTAPE, 1971, Vol. I, p.306.

6. Paradoxically that sign will remain as the limit of the ‘historical’ centre of Paris.
19. See: Theory of City Construction, 1859; 1306.
7. The comparison with the work of Hénard and Garnier is possible only because Soria y Mata
represents his ideas with a diagram and few street cross-sections. We will limit our discussion
to the drawings omitting the theoretical explanation that presents quite few purely ideological
propositions.

20 See: Memoria descriptiva, 1855;144 or Theory of City Construction, 1859; 1286 (they are
identical).

8. Der Städtebau nach seinen Künstlerischen Gründsatzen (1889) by Cammillo Sitte.

21. See ICR (1815 – 74), 10/08/1855. ICR stands for Indice Cronologico, a hand-written abstract of
his personal diary, belonging to the Fons Cerda. Published in Cerda y Barcelona, (1991: 633-647).

9. Der Städtebau, Handbuch der Architektur (1890) by Joseph Stübben.

22. See, Theory of City Construction, 1859; 1311.

10. Joseph Stübben (1845-1936) was Assistant bürgermeister and Royal Counselor of Buildings in
Cologne. He was a Berlin-trained architect who was appointed head of the office of city planning,
first in Aachen from 1876 to 1881 and then at Cologne. During his career he was involved in city
planning studies of more than thirty cities in Germany and abroad.

23. See, Theory of City Construction, 1859; 1310.
24. The Rondes flood sewer and the large perimeter sewer in the main street.
25. See: Theory of City Construction, 1859; 1312.
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26. See: Memoria descriptiva, ibidem 1855; 197.
27. Garcia Faria, Pedro. Projecto de Saneamiento del Subsuelo de Barcelona, 1891.

45. Also the fact that the realisation of Berlage’s Plan betrayed in part these intentions (Kostof,
1991) is comparable to the vicissitudes of Cerda’s plan. Indeed the housing complexes that were
realised in the twenties by the architects of the so-called Amsterdam School fragmented the
homogeneous image of Berlage’s democratic grid.

28. See: Memoria descriptiva, ibidem 1855; 176.
46. The first position paper dates 1933, but it will be not published until 1941.
29. Cerdà, Ildefons. Theory of Urban Viability (TVU), 1861; 668.
47. Le Corbusier (1978) The City of Tomorrow, London: The Architectural Press; 79-190.
30. TVU, 1861; 676
48. I refer in particular to the development of the Parkway system in the U.S.
31. See: Theory of City Construction, 1859; 1940.
49. The declaration of the death of the ‘traditional’ street has been certainly distorted by the rhetoric
tone of his author since generations of urbanists, architects and scholars took it so literally that they
removed from their ‘domain’ all the aspects of infrastructure concerning design. By this, large-scale
and urban infrastructure became the domain of the civil engineer.

32. TVU, 1861; 693
33. TVU, 1861; 651.
34. See: Memoria descriptiva, ibidem 1855; art. 81.

50. Some critics affirm that Le Corbusier’s work was meant as a challenge to the profession.
(Frampton: 1982, Tafuri:1979, Hays:1997).

35. Theory of Urban Viability (further in the notes as TVU), 1861 ; 847-848.
51. Kostof S. ( 1991) The city shaped. Urban patterns and meanings through history, Thames and
Hudson, London.

36. TGU, 1867; p 363.
37. The present-day view of the 20 metre-wide streets is different from what Cerdà had envisioned.
Nowadays, cars dominate the street, and all other activities are subordinated to the automobile. In
Cerdà’s proposal, there was a balance between the different activities; the chamfer-cornered plazas
were essential for any ‘static’ activities linked to mobility.

52. Choay, F. (2000) Utopia and the Philosophical Status of Constructed Space, in The search for
the ideal society in Western World Utopia, edited by Roland Schaer, Gregory Claeys, and Lyman
Tower Sargent, The New York Public Library/Oxford University Press.
53. See: Surtz E. ed. (1964) Thomas More Utopia, London: Yale University Press.

38. See, Theory of City Construction, 1859; 1229.
54. Borsi F., 1997. Architecture and Utopia, Paris: Editions Hazan; 53.
39. Kostof, S. (1991) The City Shaped. Urban Patterns and meanings though history. London: Times
and Hudson; p.159.
40. MCC, 1784-1831, IV, 353-54, 16 Feb., 1807.

55. Peter Cook, David Greene and Mike Webb and Ron Heron.
56. “More than a utopian proposition , Archigram opted to reject reality and feasibility as
unacceptable constrains.”: in F. Borsi, ibidem; 55.

41. MCC, IV, 368, 4 March 1807.
42. An Act relative to Improvements, touching the laying out of Streets and Roads in the City of
New-York, and for other purposes. In William Bridges, Map of the City of New-York and Island of
Manhattan. New York: William Bridges, 1811, 5-8.
43. John Randel, Jr., “City of New York, north of Canal Street, in 1808 to 1821,” in D. T. Valentine
(1864) Manual of the Corporation of the City of New-York; 848.
44. Marcuse, P. (1987) The Grid as City Plan: New York City and Laissez-Faire Planning in the
19th Century’, Planning Perspectives 2; 287-310.
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57. Frampton, K. 1992. Modern Architecture: A Critical History, London and New York: Thames
and Hudson. In particular, chapter 4: Place, Production and Scenography: international theory and
practice since 1962
58. Archigram’s experience requires to be framed in the culture of the 1960s in which the
bourgeois values – especially related to the metropolis - were deeply criticised. In this perspective,
the social interpretation of their contribution can be better understood as a critique to the existing
status quo, both of society in general and of architectural practice in particular. In other words, to
provoke the system by providing inspiration for future social changes. Projects like Sin Centre
(The thesis project of Mike Webb at the Regent Street Polytechnic in London, 1959-1962) and
Living-pod (David Green, 1965) are clear examples of this social provocation. The role of the
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architect/urbanist is to inspire this social revolution, not without disguising a certain arrogance as
we read in Archigram 4 ‘Only those imbued with respect and enthusiasm for today’s wish-dreams
can adequately interpret them into built environment.’

Court Road, this being a suitable mixed-use area. The study area is 148 acres in extent, and 9.000
people live and 50.000 people work there. It contains part of the great Oxford Street shopping
centre. Buchanan Report, ibidem; 124-163.
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71. Buchanan Report, ibidem; 142.

60. See: Elia Zanghelis’ contribution to the Congress Utopia, organised at the Delft University of
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underground highway replacing the elevated Central Artery opened in March 2003; the southbound
lanes in November 2003. The entire project will be finished in 2004, including demolition of the
elevated highway and restoration of the surface.
116. Koolhaas R. (1998) ‘Urbanism vs Architecture’ in ANY 9, Cambridge: The MIT Press.
117. Where the fourth dimension symbolises the changes in time of infrastructure and its
surroundings.

Mirror generating ghosts, 1675. Source: Biblioteca

Marciana, Venice

118. M. de Sola Morales (1992) Revista R 43.
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After the analysis of the present and past relationships between urbanism,
mobility and architecture, this part of the study turns towards a synthesis. It does
so in three steps: first, by reflecting upon what we gained knowledge of; second,
by attempting to derive from that knowledge some useful conclusions and third, by
advancing from those conclusions hypotheses for further research.
Most of the experiences and projects analysed so far point at the fact that the
critique of conventional practice and the re-orientation of transport policy call for
a fundamental re-evaluation
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Therefore this last part of the book explores
the possibility to re-establish if not a common
understanding of all aspects related to
mobility across these disciplines, at least a
common platform for discussion on mobility
as a spatial, social and cultural construction.
The ultimate goal is to re-orient the idea of
an urban design for mobility ex-post to an
integrated urban project on mobility ex-ante.
This means essentially to open a future
perspective for an important cultural change.
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Constructing common ground
During the past 50 years or so, theory and design practice on mobility have split
into diverging fields, both of which, at least in terms of declared positions, see in the
Modernist period the roots of all evil when it comes to the design of urban space. In
chapter 5 – On Paradigms – we discussed how the current approaches to the planning
and design of large–scale urban road infrastructures seek ways to restore the mistakes
produced by the Modernist spatial imagery, which dominated great part of the 20th
century. Indeed, in different countries all over the world much of the current urban
planning, urban design and architectural practice engaged in urban renewal projects, work
at restoring the wounds created by heavy infrastructures in the urban fabric. Parallel, in
urban and architectural theory there are several researches that work at deconstructing
the Modernist paradigm on the city. Most of the current researches on the city describe
it as “fluid, contingent and panoptically indescribable” (Flusty, 2000:150 in Graham &
Marvin, 2001: 411). John Friedmann says: “the metropolis is incapable of being seen
as a whole” (1998:29). This shared understanding of the contemporary city as a system
of systems suggests that Modernism made indeed some mistakes. In first place, to
envision the city as a perfectible rational construction that can be ‘influenced’ by external
processes - and especially by the architectural project - without taking into account that
the ‘city of tomorrow’ would demand a dynamic, relational and multi-scalar perspective.
More significantly, the objectified view of the Modernist city has led to the development
of a ‘design ideology of mobility’ more than to the establishment of a design knowledge
able to face the challenges that modern infrastructure brings about.
Infrastructure can be regarded as the artificial conductor of flows: people, water,
energy, goods and information are mobilised in different ways by different types of
infrastructure. Despite the obvious links one could presuppose between infrastructure
and the design of the built environment, there has been a clear void in the involvement
of the latter in determining some of the formal, functional and programmatic aspects of
the former. The design of infrastructure has traditionally remained in the domain of civil
engineering. Hence, its development has run on pragmatic directions. The rift between
spatial design and engineering can be best observed in the separate and disconnected
approaches of both disciplines.
At present, the integrated design project for the spaces of mobility exists vaguely
between the recognized realms of city planning, urban design, architecture, landscape
architecture and traffic engineering. It spans over these different - though hypothetically
interconnected - fields of knowledge without utterly profiting from them. The gaps
among disciplines too often jeopardise even the best practice.
The nebulosity of the integrated design project for the spaces of mobility manifests
itself in different ways. At the level of design practice, it is often a problem to define
precisely what are the specific professional competences of the urbanist, the traffic
engineer and the architect. Where does mobility belong: to transportation engineering or
to urban design and architecture? Dutch architect Caroline Bos seems to have few doubts,
as she writes: “the new architect faces a new assignment. Increasingly involved in the
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realisation of bridges, motorways and urban revitalization plans, alongside houses, offices
and public buildings, the traditional procedures of practice are becoming inadequate.
Urban nodes and infrastructures are some of the most important questions facing
architecture at the moment” (van Berkel; Bos, 1999: 29). Since all fields are claiming that
the design of the urban spaces of mobility is their major challenge for the years to come,
the question is whether and how this challenge can be taken up collectively.
At the level of the site, the nebulosity of the integrated design project for the spaces
of mobility is represented by what Graham and Marvin call ‘the tyranny of spatial scale’.
They affirm: “the assumption that the urban scale must necessarily be the dominant scale
of action and of the organization of the territory, is the result of urban disciplines trying to
bolster their own legitimacy in profoundly uncertain times” (Graham and Marvin, 2001:
411).
Today’s spaces of mobility consist of exclusive and at the same time overlapping
scales. Such scales do not relate exclusively to the dimension and geographical position
of infrastructures, but also they are bound to the social use of mobility networks. In
particular, through the phenomenon of automobility personal relations have become
more dispersed in space and time. The patterns of appropriation of the urbanised territory
underwent changes as well. By this, in the contemporary metropolis a new phenomenon
of spatial occupation has come to the fore, marked by the cohabitation of a complex kind
of mobility we can refer to as neighbouring, fragmented, dual and decentralised (Levy,
1999). As a result, the contemporary urbanised territory is not only created through linear
aggregation, but also by overlapping scales that are rather difficult to manage. Today’s
spaces of mobility are multi-layered and multi-scalar, therefore difficult to grasp in one
theory or method. However, each project is challenged by this multidimensionality in
some way or another.
The issue of scale is therefore crucial to build common ground across the planning
and design disciplines. In infrastructure planning projects, conflicts often arise between
the local, the regional, and the national and international scales. On the one hand,
planners are faced with the need to create mutually exclusive spaces for the territorial
assignment of transportation responsibilities and hierarchies. On the other, the highly
overlapping characteristics of today’s large-scale physical infrastructures, especially
of those located within the urban boundaries, imply the need for a certain degree of
integration with the local functions. Many times and in many projects, because of a lack
of professional interdisciplinary cooperation, these spatial conflicts remain unsolved. In
my view, this is also due to what we might call the ‘tyranny of the hierarchical map’.
By this I mean a biased way of looking at the overlapping scales characterizing today’s
large-scale infrastructures. The most common interpretation of the spatial dimension is
based on a linear definition of scales, where the common mode of exploration is to define
‘fields’ at fine scales, and then to aggregate and compare the results with those realized
at coarser scales. The hope is that either linear or otherwise measurable relationships
may be found that link field statistics, geographical patterns and design tasks, at least
for some limited range of scales. Otherwise, if the fields do not scale linearly, or if the
know-how to model the non-linearity is not available, planners are forced to model at the
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scale of interest, regardless of its practicality. Critics and designers suggest the need for
a more comprehensive and interdisciplinary approach to the tangled scalar geographies
that constitute today’s spaces of mobility. However, they also realise that to move towards
such an approach means to face the challenge of conducting analyses through a multiscalar lens.
The limitations imposed by the still dominant hierarchical interpretation of the
infrastructure networks can seriously hamper design efforts engaged in promoting a
multiple and intensive use of the spaces of mobility that are most suitable for such
projects. Indeed, the bi-dimensional approach to the analysis of spatial scales has the
potential to distort thinking about the possible relationships between spatial processes and
spatial outcomes. Unfortunately, it is probably fair to say that the majority of government
staff working in infrastructure planning departments has not been trained to understand
the ‘spatial processes’ in all their aspects (spatial, temporal, social and economic
components).1 Nevertheless, a discussion on the primary concepts characterising today’s
complex spatial processes can no longer be embedded in a bi-dimensional analysis of the
built environment. Understanding the dynamics behind the linear spatial representation
of the map is of foremost importance in devising sustainable structures both for the
development and the delivery of planning and design programs to re-integrate - where
possible- the large-scale infrastructures with their surroundings.
The approaches and methods presented in chapter 2 – Worldscapes of Mobility
–, derived from the international research project World Avenue, show some interesting
examples of new analytical tools. In particular, the comparative use of the. Hardware
(facts and figures concerning the state of the art of infrastructure planning); the
Humanware (facts and figures concerning the state of the art of the use of infrastructure);
and the Software (the analysis of the daily road user’s visual experience), brought to an
understanding of the spatial scales beyond the dynamics of the map. In each case study
– as notes on the actual analyses – points of interest for future design specifications
have been defined in what we called the Visioware (visionary design). Such design atlas
attempts to develop an innovative and farsighted design approach to the motorway or
public transport line from the perspective of the user. This is an attempt to develop a
conceptual language to help a designer with the brief.
The structure of the Visioware is built around three concepts, or better three spatial
domains – road, verge and field – which bind together all conflicting scales, as most of
the times these three domains intersect one another. The road is the ribbon of asphalt
or concrete on which one drives. The road surface itself is a subject of study in terms
of engineering and communication. At issue are the form of the road, its technical
characteristics and its aptitude to develop from a functional space of transit and
transportation into a multi-functional public space. The verge is not only the shoulder
that runs from the edge of the asphalt to the drainage ditch, but also the entire area within
the sphere of influence of the road. Very often the verge is owned by the national or
local government or in some cases - such as in the Pearl River Delta (China) - by private
enterprises. Generally, although it looks like a no-man’s land, the verge has a rather
clear function: it is a space dedicated to the future expansion of the road or to create a
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buffer for safety reasons. We investigated the possibility to abolish the no-man’s land by
letting the rural landscape or the landscape of buildings connect directly to the road. With
‘Identity of the verge’ we suggest giving this non-place an identity of its own by adding
a programme, or by turning it into a specifically designed landscape. The last domain
is the urban field. This is the area that stretches to the horizon and that influences the
driver/user’s field of vision. Such areas, that lie outside the direct sphere of influence of
the motorway, need however to be planned and carefully designed in relation to it. Great
measures are at issue here, both in height and in depth.
Together with the spatial scales, other important issues that need to be redefined across
the design disciplines in order to build common ground are the notions of time and speed.
These are without any doubt essential to the understanding of the contemporary spaces of
mobility. Without a clear insight of their meaning and spatithe Netherlandsal implications
it is unfeasible to define a more sustainable use of the urban space occupied by large-scale
infrastructures. In recent times, theoretical approaches coming from different disciplinary
fields have developed rather interesting interpretations of these notions. However, they
hardly apply to the physical reality with which any design project must measure up. The
questions of time, scale and speed need therefore to be tackled also in relation to the
strategic organisation of space, and therefore in terms of design.
Time no longer relates purely to distance and physical vicinity but to perception. In
many different urban conditions, in different cities and cultures, time plays an equally
significant role. Recent researches on the assessment of patterns and developments in
the use of time in the Netherlands2 brought to light that, on a collective level, there is an
overall growth in variation of the daily pattern of activity and consequently of the patterns
of mobility. The time pressure from the overall package of daily tasks (work, study and
household work, travelling and leisure) has increased over the few decades. Amongst
the population between the ages of 18 and 65 years, fulfilling these tasks requires today
2.5 hours per week more than in 1975. Besides, there have been changes in the timing
of activities within the week, and of weekday activities over the hours of the day. This
means that there is currently a drastic reduction in day-to-day regularity. The likelihood of
carrying out the same activity on each day of the five weekdays fell, as did the likelihood
that a certain activity would not be undertaken at all. The use of time over the day also
became less regular: for individuals, the degree to which one weekday precisely matches
another weekday has fallen. These changes, although not particularly striking, indicate
that less than in the past activities have a fixed time at which they should be carried
out. This picture is confirmed at the collective level. The spread of activities over time
amongst the entire Dutch population suggests reduced synchronisation. The peak times
within a day period and within a week period are becoming somewhat less important.
The blurring of social roles, the increasing activity levels and the decreasing routine
patterns combine to form the picture of ‘busy part timers’ society. Social researches
comment on that is: “rather than a reduction of the traditional institutions (religion,
work, education and family) over the structuring of time, we observe a restructuring
of the personal activities in time. Tinkering with the structure of time may therefore
result in large-scale behavioural changes with considerable delay” (van den Broek,
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Knulst, Breedveld, 1999:132). This justifies continuous attention for such questions
as how the restructuring of times will develop, how far the changes will go and what
the consequences of those changes will be. Especially because the aspect of timing is
rather crucial in traditional traffic models, as it relates to the degree to which activities
are carried out at fixed times and therefore generating certain ‘predictable’ patterns of
mobility (i.e. peak hours).
If the study of the patterns and developments in the use of time in modern societies
reveals the emergence of a more personalised time-schedule, statistics on mobility show
that the time spent by millions of people everyday on mobility networks is a significant
part of their lives. The car culture, in particular, discloses a reflexive monitoring not
of the social but of the self. People try to sustain “coherent, yet continuously revised,
biographical narratives ... in the context of multiple choices filtered through abstract
systems such as that produced by automobility” (Giddens, 1991: 6). The objective
clock-time of the railway timetable is replaced by personalised, subjective temporalities,
as people live their lives in and through their car(s) - if they have one. The car coerces
almost everyone in advanced societies to cope with tiny fragments of time in order to
put together complex, fragile and contingent patterns of social life, which constitute selfcreated narratives of the reflexive self.
Automobility transformed the time-space dimension of the built environment in other
ways as well. For instance by producing new scales that structure the flows of people and
goods along particular routes. (Urry, 1998). These flows can reduce distances between
people and economies. But at the same time they create novel inequalities. Mostly this
movement of ‘hitting the road, Jack’ has been highly gendered, the unending movement
of men in their cars conspicuously consuming the planet’s carbon resources.
Whitelegg3 emphasises the resulting invisibility of the ‘other’ to this all-conquering car,
of women, children, the elderly, pedestrians, cyclists and so on, indeed anyone who steps
outside the car (1997:46). The “all road” condition theoretically produces isotropic space
and a hindrance to the economies of scale. Other conditions being equal, further effects
are urban dispersion and lack of centre and therefore, lack of place for socialization. In
North America’s large urban areas, these places coincide with the street. The conditions
of stable traffic flow could allow a kind of privacy that is identified with noncommittal
relationships, as the automobile mediates them. It is a kind of limit situation regarding
Baudelaire’s reflections on the boulevard during the last century.
If the jump from the specialization of the road to the themes of ‘intermodality’ renders
a transportation system more functional (thanks to the increasing adaptation to both the
qualitative and quantitative characteristics of the demand by the supply of diversified
technologies from traditional subway systems to people movers), it produces as well a
functional reorganization of the urbanized territory, schematically referring to the concept
of “centrality”. In this sense, transportation time is not only residual time that must be
minimized (and therefore the correlation that the infrastructure is something “apart” from
the city), but it becomes time to be reabsorbed into daily activities and combined with
other activities. Within this framework a possibility emerges to ‘suffuse’ the highway
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with elements of aesthetic expression and urban contextualization.
Another important aspect - related to scale and time- characterising today’s spaces
of mobility is the notion of speed. When Le Corbusier declared, “the city of speed is the
city of success”4, he meant principally a city made according to a rational use of space.
Theoretically, this rational organization of space dismembered the city into functional
zones and the spaces of mobility were part of the plan as ‘spaces for movement’.
However, in the real partitioning of the design task among urban designers and architects
the physical infrastructures were entrusted to the engineers’ skills. Such an approach has
led to the common implication that the physical infrastructures do not belong to the urban
design practice, but only to the graphic representation of it. If the Modernist project on
the city failed to grasp the disruptive power of physical infrastructures, the Modernist
conceptualisation of time-space did not understand the real nature of mobility as a
dynamic technology. To make this point clear let us take for a moment Le Corbusier’s
City of Tomorrow as example. It was very much a project for reorganising space under the
conditions of modern industrialism and transport. From a rational organisation of space
would flow an economy of time: ‘a model city for commerce!’ Yet, Wark McKenzie5
points out “there is at least a hint of the possibility of something working against
such a rational space, from within the project itself” (1988:4). Concentrated within Le
Corbusier’s skyscrapers are not only workers, but also equipments for abolishing time
and space (telephones, cables and wireless). As a matter of fact, where Le Corbusier
projects an optimism about the future of the modern city based on a new spatial and
technological order, Paul Virilio sees the modern city in our time as being disorganised
by technologies “for abolishing time and space” (2001:25); technologies which produce
a new and more elaborate temporal order, but which operate within the spatial order of
the physical city. According to this view, from a new economy of time comes a break in
urban space.
While the Modernist agenda focused on its ‘now’ as the sole context of its concerns,
post-modern theory splits between traditionalists and futurists. The former looks at past
traditional forms as the forgotten miracle cure for all the ailments of today’s society,
while the latter finds in the new imagery and technologies hints of a cyber-future that is
bound to happen, a future where real urban space plays a secondary role.
Traditionally, city planning, transportation planning, urban design, landscape
architecture and architecture, have operated from the position that cities are physical
objects that can be ‘designed’ as formal, spatial configurations. Recent literature,
however, has tracked the emergence of an increasingly important invisible city built
on fibre optic cables, wireless networks, and the Internet. During the 1990’s, some
theorists began to warn us of the imminent end of real space (that the possibility to be
virtually anywhere would overshadow our desire to be in any place in particular). In
other words, they claimed that in a near future virtual mobility would replace the physical
one. However, as Scott Page and Brian Phillips say “there is little evidence pointing
to the total consumption of the physical by the virtual. Thus far, indications point to a
hybridised reality where the physical and virtual compete, complement, and splinter each
other” (2003:1). Similarly Olindo Caso argues, “although some activities can be detached
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from the physical context this does not mean that the traditional city will disappear. On
the contrary, the centrality of cities will be reinforced” (1999: 30). Therefore one can say
that the virtual city has hybridised itself with the physical one, however without replacing
it; as global flows of people, money, goods, and images are faced with the real local
conditions of the territory they cross.
Nevertheless it has become difficult to view the design of the city in purely physical
terms. One of the major challenges facing the discipline of urban design in the context
of the ‘virtual’ is the re-interpretation of the networked city in spatial terms. This means
to re-orient the idea of urban design by exploring more inclusive spheres of influence
that consider new and reinforced cultural trends. A crucial shift is required in how urban
designers view their roles in shaping cities to bring new relevance to the discipline. This
new relevance is embedded in how we read, and more importantly edit, the city in the
design process. As the nature of the contemporary metropolis overwhelms a singular
urban approach, building common ground across the disciplines involved in the design of
the physical spaces is therefore necessary.

Redefining the theoretical domain
At the level of domain definition, the ‘terrain vague’ of mobility is progressively
turning into a ‘domain’ no longer exclusively related to the planning, designing and
managing of the physical infrastructures, but also open to all kinds of interpretations, being
they sociological, philosophical, semantic or political. In many researchers and designers
there is a sense of the uncontrollable as far as it concerns the contemporary metropolis.
Deepening fragmentation, starkly uneven internal and external connectivity mark the
contemporary metropolitan landscapes. Lars Lerup, talking about the contemporary
urban condition, observes: “with the dissolution of the city into the forever-emerging
metropolis, our existence slides into permanent mobility” (2000: 77).
As we suggested earlier on, much traffic planning practice and academic work by
planners has disregarded the fact that mobility is much more than simply roads and
railways, transportation policies, numbers, economies and politics. Mobility is about
people, space and time. It is an integral part of our lived environment and of our lives.
Mobility is a social and spatial phenomenon inherent to the contemporary urban life.
Given the multifaceted character of the phenomenon, is it possible to define mobility
as a new interdisciplinary domain? A new domain might seem the most simplistic
solution that in one sweep cancels all discrepancies from the ground. However, the
way I understand it, redefining mobility as a domain across the design disciplines - city
planning, urban design, landscape architecture, architecture and traffic engineering - does
not mean to solve problems directly, but to start constructing them together with others.
Somehow this is already happening in other fields of knowledge. Recently, mobility has
become an increasingly important issue in relation to social as well as urban contexts.
Global movements of capital, commodities and migrants, the explosion of tourism and
increasing virtual travelling are radically changing societal structures and conditions
of social action, while the continued expansion of urbanisation into the countryside is
bringing mobility forth as an ever more significant urban issue. Importantly, also politics
and power are affected by mobility: today the mobile seem to be the powerful, and in
face of increasing global mobility politics seem, to a large extent, to remain local and
immobile. Hence, mobility is proposed as key concept for a reorientation of social theory
that transcends the nation-state framed concept of society” (Castells, 1995:140).
Meanwhile, in urban theory, mobility surfaces in a variety of contexts that relates it
to, for instance, public space, social networks and disputes about collective or individual
means of transportation. Not surprisingly, mobility is also a highly contested issue in both
social and urban terms, especially when mobility is thought of in terms of power, a context
in which the legitimacy of such power is immediately and significantly questioned. But
one could also ask, in more general terms, how and in what ways mobility is justified
and criticised by different disciplines. Sociology, for instance, has recently developed
interesting theories on this regard. The term ‘Mobile Sociology’6 is used by John Urry to
describe contemporary societies, and to seek “to develop through appropriate metaphors
a sociology which focuses upon movement, mobility and contingent ordering, rather
than upon stasis, structure and social order.” Urry claims that material transformations
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“are remaking the ‘social,’ especially those diverse mobilities that, through multiple
senses, imaginative travel, movements of images and information, virtuality and physical
movement, are materially reconstructing the ‘social as society’ into the ‘social as
mobility’” (2000:2). According to this view, global enterprises are networks characterised
by “technologies, skills, texts and brands [that] ensure that more or less the same product
is delivered in more or less the same way in every country in which enterprise operates…
from one node in this global network to the next” (Urry 2000b:193-194). Global fluids
are the “heterogeneous, uneven and unpredictable mobilities of people, information,
objects, money, images and risks, that move chaotically across regions in strikingly faster
and unpredictable shapes” (Urry 2000b:194).

ultimately transformed by social actors, rooted in the social structure, yet freely engaging
in conflictive social practices, with unpredictable outcomes” (1996:1). A fundamental
feature of social structure in the Information Age is its reliance on networks as the key
feature of social morphology. While networks are old forms of social organization, they
are now empowered by new information/communication technologies, so that they
become able to cope at the same time with flexible decentralization, and with focused
decision-making. Therefore Castells’ investigation examines in particular the specific
interaction between network morphology and relationships of production/consumption,
power, experience, and culture, in the historical making of the emerging social structure
at the turn of the Millennium.

Mobility is rather often described as a metonym of the social. As a matter of fact, in
cultural theory and sociology there are several metaphors of mobility, which are used to
describe the social. Here are just few examples. The nomad (the human), concerned with
lines of flight, characterises the state of de-territorialisation and “has no points, paths or
land […] If the nomad can be called the de-territorialized par excellence, it is precisely
because there is no re-territorialization afterwards as with the migrant…” (Deleuze and
Guattari, 1986:52). Close to the nomad, there is the metaphor of the tourist/traveller
(another human). Zygmunt Bauman prefers to use the metaphors of the vagabond and
the tourist because nomads do, in fact, follow (seasonal/traditional) paths. A vagabond
is a nomad without an itinerary and tourists “pay for their freedom to move and to make
meaning” (1993:241). Perhaps more importantly for Bauman, vagabonds and tourists
move through other people’s spaces - and moral proximity becomes separate from
physical closeness.

These are only few examples of the theories that social scientists and philosophers
have been developing in recent years to provide keys of interpretation to the social
and spatial phenomena characterising our time. These examples show how different
disciplinary fields, operating within the social sciences, are currently working at
redefining mobility if not as a new domain, at least as a complex social, cultural and
spatial phenomenon characterizing our times. Significantly, they are not only building
a comprehensive theory, but also they are searching – within their disciplinary fields
– to develop instruments to interpret the complexity of the phenomenon. Learning from
these experiences, I propose to do the same in our design disciplines. But if we want to
redefine mobility as a domain in relation to our domains7, can we re-start from tabula
rasa? Certainly we cannot. First of all because the city and its infrastructures are a given
fact, and their success and failures are there on the ground for all of us to see. Second,
because we cannot withdraw the different cultures of planning and design that traffic
engineers, urban designers and architects have developed during the past century. As I
discussed through all the chapters, there are not only different approaches to the design
of the spaces of mobility, but first and foremost there are different cultures of design. In
other words, each field has developed a rather autobiographic and exclusive relationship
with a certain peculiar notion of mobility. This is not a problem per se; rather it becomes
a problem when these autobiographical relationships are mutually exclusive.

The car (the object/machine) is another frequent metaphor used to describe social
interaction in contemporary urban life. For Sheller and Urry (2000a:739) the car, or more
appropriately, the car-driver is a “hybrid assemblage, not simply of autonomous humans,
but simultaneously of machines, roads, buildings, signs and entire cultures of mobility”.
Seeking to move away from metaphors of dwelling, which may imply stasis and fixity,
James Clifford (1997) suggests the metaphor of hotel lobby - being away from home, in
movement, in ambiguity. Meagan Morris instead, argues for the metaphor of the motel.
He explains that motels “memorialise only movement, speed and perpetual circulation;’
the motel then represents ‘neither arrival nor departure, but the pause” (1988:3). Rosi
Braidotti also focuses on the “places of transit that go with travelling: stations and airport
lounges, trams, shuttle buses and check-in areas. In between zones where all ties are
suspended and time stretched to a sort of continuous present” (1994:18-19).
Manuel Castells’ Network Society (1996) proposes some interesting elements for
a grounded theory of the network society. “The network society is the social structure
characteristic of the Information Age, as tentatively identified by empirical, crosscultural investigation. It permeates most societies in the world, in various cultural and
institutional manifestations, as the industrial society characterized the social structure of
both capitalism and statism for most of the 20th century. Social structures are organized
around relationships of production/consumption, power, and experience, whose
spatio–temporal configurations constitute cultures. They are enacted, reproduced, and
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Whilst in social sciences and philosophy the different interpretations of mobility are
mutually reinforcing, in urbanism, architecture and traffic engineering they often tend to
invalidate each other. At best it is a dialogue among opponents. The experiences described
in chapter 4 give empirical evidence to this matter, as well as the various paradigms
discussed in chapter 5. The real problem is that in our fields, the autobiographical
relationships with mobility hardly recognize the space of the other. This is true especially
at the level of domain theory. Traffic engineers define mobility in terms of the analysis,
design, construction and operation of transportation systems; urban planners understand
mobility in relation to land use distribution and - hopefully - sustainable urban
developments; urban designers identify mobility alternatively as a problem and as a
potential for high quality urban developments (however a general standpoint is missing);
and finally architects define mobility in terms of various types of design objectives and
tasks, as the projects recently exhibited during the First Dutch international Architecture
Biennale in Rotterdam showed.
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Although there are clear historical reasons that give an explanation to these different
theoretical underpinnings – as discussed in chapter 5 - it is somehow surprising that in
our fields the debate is still so behind in comparison with other disciplines. After all, our
fields share at least one important common aspect of mobility, which is the making of
its physical space. Whilst other fields observe, we produce or allow the production of
the urban space. Here is a first important clue to start answering the question about the
possibility to redefine mobility as a design domain.
So far, the sectored approaches to the planning and design of the spaces of mobility
failed to give theoretical and practical answers to the most urgent questions, whether
social, economical, spatial or environmental. The failing of previous attempts to reweave
the fields of knowledge engaged in designing for mobility is due to the fact that the
reweaving did not start by reconnecting theory to design practice. In fact, there has been
the oversimplification of mobility or better its abstraction from the physical reality. Issues
such as traffic efficiency, accessibility, integration and sustainable urban development are
so interrelated with each other and so crucial for a good urban project on mobility, but
very often they are spoken as abstract notions far away from the physical world in many
ways. Instead, the difficult task for designers and engineers is to make their ideas happen
as built form, as architecture. It might sound so easy, but it is ultimately a very difficult
thing to do, as the projects of Part One and Two of this book demonstrate.
Therefore building a shared domain theory on mobility for our design disciplines
means to take the physical space as well as the enforceability of its transformations as
the object of study. This means essentially two things. First, that a theoretical research
on mobility in our fields ought to take design practice into account - although it might
profit as well from other disciplinary contributions coming from purely theoretical fields
- either starting from empirical research or by providing clear indications for enforcing
design practice. The centrality of design practice is determined by the fact that there is a
need to experiment in practice at different levels (working methods, strategies in decision
making and innovative technical solutions). Second, if hypothetically we ever succeed in
reweaving urbanism mobility and architecture this will be a long process and it will be the
result of the co-operation among disciplines and not the work made by one.
If a valuable thing to do is to start interlacing the different theoretical frameworks
of each field taking the physical space and its possible uses as the backdrop, is there
an alternative to tabula rasa? The one I propose as the conclusion of this study is
most probably the simplest to formulate, but the most difficult to implement in reality.
Therefore, I shall discuss my theoretical proposal by taking into account some practical
examples of how it can be applied to design practice. What is being proposed is not to
invent a new theory on mobility, but to learn from the ones we already have. This means
merging the most valuable aspects of different theories developed by each domain and to
bring balance where there are some holes and cracks.
‘Merging’ is a term used in transportation engineering to define the process by which
a car approaching from the side joins a traffic stream or by which two traffic streams
are joined into one. Taking the notion of ‘merging’ as departure point, in the following
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paragraphs I shall explain how it applies to our discourse on reweaving urbanism,
mobility and architecture by building a cross-disciplinary domain around mobility.
From the analysis of present-day design practice it is clear that the blurring of
boundaries concerns more than ever the urban design project on mobility. Projects for
the spaces of mobility are commissioned to different professionals, whose advisory is
developed within cross-disciplinary project teams. Thus the project becomes the space
where all conflicts and desires come together and where negotiation at different levels
takes place. The project mirrors the dynamism of the planning context, in constant flux:
no sooner does it convey a fixed image than it begins to counter its premises. One of
the main questions that recur in the practitioners’ accounts in chapter 4 is: how can
designers and engineers express ‘integrated concepts’ if it is an everlasting hypothesis
and cannot assume any conventional determinations and form? The question is of
extreme importance, as the ‘integrated concept’ must be illustrated (represented) in order
to persuade the client as well as the other members of the project team, and in the end
the future users. The way of bridging the gap between intention and method has not yet
been thoroughly discussed by the community of design practice. The only way at hand is
constantly to change the method of expression, according to the receiver, in such a way
that the project is always understood from a certain position.
In my view, to assess methods of representation there must be a certain balance
between what Peter Eisenman defines ‘the knowledge and wisdom of design’8.
“Knowledge supposedly concerns what is known about a context, its extant conditions.
Wisdom concerns the possibilities of using these conditions in ways that might be
previously unknown or even repressed by information that is known. In architecture
today the question of wisdom concerns an idea of the difference between information and
developing critical viewpoints. Architecture that attempts to transgress accommodation
can only be defined as different and can only do so through a critical examination of its
own conditions of being, its own possibility of existence. This critical examination of the
possibility of an architectural knowledge has always been the opening of any discipline,
which could lead to wisdom” (1996:53). Eisenman’s observation on architecture applies
to urban design and traffic engineering as well. As a matter of fact, the fostering of
integrated design projects for today’s spaces of mobility certainly needs a critical
approach. This is what emerges from the projects and theories discussed all through this
research. However, the actual problem is not the lack of critical approaches, but the fact
that they have still the value of one-man or one firm’s standpoint. They are representatives
of certain lines of thought moving within the profession, but they have not yet crystallized
in the body of knowledge. At present, a professional debate in which all the different
researches converge is truly missing. Encouraging such a debate might be one way of
bringing both society and spatial design closer to each other. The notion of ‘merging’
might help to enforce the dialogue and cooperation among different disciplinary fields
by reconnecting the scattered experiences developed by contemporary design practice on
mobility.
Smoothness in merging is an important factor in reducing bottlenecks. In the current
paradigm the major bottleneck is represented by the notion of ‘edges’. Indeed, boundaries
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are still too sharply defined despite the fact that they are multi-layered and multi-scalar
as the spaces they define. The first layer is the most visible one, the physical space.
Here, besides infrastructures that are on the ground for all of us to see, there are invisible
property lines defining territories and accountabilities. Directly linked to this layer there
is the one of planning policy, bureaucracy and regulation. Municipal boundaries are often
very relevant edges of regional scales. Here there are sharp edges among ministries,
political agendas, economic resources and bureaucratic procedures. Finally there is the
layer of expertise wherein a variety of ‘experts’ share a common virtual space. Here
the edges are defined by jargons, disciplinary culture and competition. All these layers
define the conditions and the context for the success or failure of the integrated project
on mobility. Given that, what does it mean to build a cross-disciplinary domain theory
on mobility? Design practice indicates some interesting strategies on how to ‘merge’ the
best of each field.

Redefining the design domain
Let us start first with a project that we already discussed in chapter 3, the case of
the A2 motorway in Leidsche Rijn (Utrecht) crossing the project area for the largest
urban development in the Netherlands. In this project we can retrace all the layers
above described: the heavy infrastructures bulk defines edges on the map that are not
only a physical barrier between the new development areas and the city of Utrecht;
but also they are an impediment in the decision-making process between the interested
stakeholders (the Ministry of Transportation, the Province, the municipalities, and the
private developers). The designers’ strategy was to blur the edges all through the layers.
This meant to define the physical space of the project area in spite of top-down constrains
and according to the assignment and requirements of the site. Besides, the motorway and
the large waterway are not merged with the city only in the graphic representation of the
project - as many of the projects discussed in chapter 5 - but they are taken seriously in
all their traffic engineering and technical components.
In this case, the bottlenecks of the project are mostly the technical matters concerning
the physical integration of the heavy infrastructure bulk, and certainly the financial
aspects bound to its realisation. Designers are working together with traffic engineers
to solve them. Even though after almost five years the project is not yet approved, this
approach is a very valuable example of how to use strategically the urban project. By
expanding the project area over the pre-established edges – including thus the design of
infrastructures within the project area - this approach is more than just a design statement:
namely, it enforces the theoretical formulation of ‘integration’ into design practice. And
it counter-attacks the culture of fragmentation by proposing an alternative that we might
call by analogy of ‘sliding doors’. By refusing the axiom that nowadays property lines
define the boundaries of the urban project on mobility, this project is an example of how
a bottom-up approach might influence positively decision making at the planning level
in the long run.
Erasing the edges is one strategy. Another interesting strategy is to redefine them
within the given constrains. The second example of the practical application of the notion
of ‘merging’ follows this principle. I refer to the recent experience of ‘Slow Driving Goes
Faster’ (LARGAS), developed originally by traffic engineers in the Netherlands. The
system consists in re-shaping the physical space of the road for safety and environmental
reasons. However, although LARGAS were originally developed as a purely technical
solution to traffic related problems such as air and sound pollution, this traffic system is
currently studied in relation to its spatial, economic and social potentials.9
The concept ‘Slow Driving Goes Faster’ is oriented towards better accessibility and
mobility. The concept attains the goal of a more sustainable and more efficient traffic flow
on busy main roads and parallel, an improved urban quality of the neighbouring areas.
The traffic principle is simple: lower and more constant speeds together with the removal
of the traffic lights stimulate a steady traffic flow. In order to slow down traffic in busy
roads located in residential districts the lanes are pulled apart from each other (each one
way direction) and roads intersections are ‘solved’ with smooth roundabouts allowing
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safe pedestrian and bicycle crossings. The result is that the road, by maintaining – or even
augmenting – the same capacity, improves its efficiency (regularity of traffic flow) and
safety. Besides, there are drastic lowering of air and sound pollution. Less braking and
accelerating together with a lower speed bring to a consistent reduction of gas emissions,
sound pollution, energy consumption and an augmented traffic safety on the road. From a
spatial point of view, with the abolition of traffic lights falls the need of space consuming
intersections. Because of this the traffic lanes of the main road can be laid separately far
from each other. Pedestrian crossing can then take place in two or more times as in the
central verge there is enough space for an intermediate stop. Besides, pedestrian crossing
is no longer concentrated only in busy intersections as currently is the case of major roads
in residential districts. The urban quality and local economic development can benefit
from this concept as it offers a new and more flexible road profile. The interesting aspect
for urban design is that by separating the lanes and reducing the number of carriageways
there is the possibility to re-use the central reservation area (verge) in many different
ways, depending on its width, location, condition of the surroundings, and of course on
the financial resources.
On the base of this concept, three pilot-projects for urban thoroughfares and one
for a wider network have been developed between 1999 and 2001.10 Traffic engineers
and urban designers developed the design for the layout of the LARGAS in a series of
workshops. Subsequently, experts by means of computer models assessed the proposals.
At the moment, there is an ongoing research started by NOVEM11 to determine the
opportunities that the LARGAS might offer on a strategic level, aiming at determining
which are the target groups that might be interested in implementing the concept and
which are the best ways to communicate with them. The preliminary results of this
research at strategic level where presented in a report in June 2003.12 The reason for
the report was the observation that policymakers still insufficiently know the concept
and therefore it still does make no headway. The report describes a strategy that, in first
place, should lead to the acceptation of the LARGAS-concept and in a further stadium
to the employment of the concept on a large scale. This report presents the studies that
have been carried out in order to determine the degree of applicability of the concept in
the Netherlands. The results confirm that, given the technical characteristics of the model
(separate lanes, smooth roundabout, free central verge), the types of roads most suitable
for LARGAS application are major urban roads (thoroughfares with intersections at street
level) with a maximum speed of 50 km/h. As there is an expectation that the model will
have different impacts on different sections of roads, a distinction has been made between
intersections (traffic intensity) and of types of roads (number of lanes)13.
The final goals of the application of the LARGAS-concept are not only the realisation
of a sustainable transport system, but also to improve accessibility and vitality of the
city; urban design and quality of the public space and participatory planning processes.
Therefore this interesting, though still not enough elaborated approach to the design of
urban roads needs further research and deepening, especially with contribution coming
from the fields of urban design and architecture.
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INT.MAIN DIRECTIONS

INT.SIDE DIRECTIONS (VEH/24HRS)

AREA OF APPLICATION

LARGS

ROUNDABOUT

VRI

(MVT/ETM, 2 DIRECTIONS)
6.000-10.000

0

(x)

10.000-20.000

< 8.000

1

x

10.000-20.000

> 8.000

2

20.000-25.000

< 8.000

3

20.000-25.000

> 8.000

4

x

> 25.000

< 8.000

5

x

x
x

Table 1: Areas of applicability of the LARGAS concept. The scheme presents the traffic intensities per are per
twenty-four hours period for both directions. The areas of application of the Largas-concept are highlighted in
grey.
Source: Goudappel Coffeng, 2003
AREA OF APPLICATION

IMPLEMENTATION-

KENGETAL CO2-REDUCTION

POTENTIAL

(TON PER YEAR)

REDUCTION CO2
(KTON PER YEAR)

AREA OF APPLICATION 0 EN 1

2.042 VRI’S

217

443

AREA OF APPLICATION 2

921 VRI’S

442

407

AREA OF APPLICATION 3

303 VRI’S

480

146

AREA OF APPLICATION I

8.836 KM

483

4.268

AREA OF APPLICATION II

535 KM

994

532

TOTAL

5.796

Table 2: Potential reduction of emissions as a consequence of the application of the LARGASconcept in The Netherlands.
Source: Goudappel Coffeng, 2003

In order to determine in which municipalities the model can be implemented, the
researchers have introduced the notion of ‘degree of urbanity’, which relates to the
number of residential units per km2. According to this categorization taxonomy of five
types of municipalities have been determined:
‘DEGREE OF URBANITY’

TYPE

NUMBER OF RESIDENTIAL
UNITS /KM2

MUNICIPALITIES
(EXAMPLES)

‘DEGREE OF URBANITY’ 1

HIGHLY URBAN

≥ 2.500

UTRECHT

‘DEGREE OF URBANITY’ 2

URBAN

1.500-2.500

DORDRECHT

‘DEGREE OF URBANITY’ 3

MODERATE URBAN

1.000-1.500

OLDENZAAL

‘DEGREE OF URBANITY’ 4

SUBURBAN

500-1.000

WAALRE, MIERLO

‘DEGREE OF URBANITY’ 5

NON URBAN

≤ 500

BERGEIJK, EERSEL, REUSELDE MIERDEN

Table 3: Municipalities taken as sample to measure the ‘degree of urbanity’
Source: Goudappel Coffeng, 2003
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motorway, which produces a lot of noise. Also in this case the designers’ approach was
to redefine the edge between the motorway and the project area by inventing a residential
typology ad hoc. On the site along the motorway the dwellings had to be designed taking
into account the high noise-level. For that reason the dwellings are almost without
doors and windows on the noisy north side and opened to the sunny south side with big
windows and glass doors. Besides sound pollution, another aspect that this project takes
into account is to develop environmental and energy-conscious housing. This means that
the houses are well-insulated, Low-E glazing, high efficiency stove and an electrical heat
pump for ventilation combined with a hot water boiler and PV-modules for electricity.
Water-saving equipment is a standard in the houses. Building materials are selected
according to environmental aspects. The houses are called ‘Milieu +’ or ‘Environment
extra’. This means that the houses will become a new (future) standard for housing in
the Netherlands. This specially designed house can be used in a lot of noise-sites along
highways with heavy traffic. Because of the specific situations the house is also a good
example of passive-solar housing.

LARGAS. Comparative diagram of car energy consumption with 3 traffic calming systems (largas,
roundabouts and traffic lights).

The third example of practical application of the notion of ‘merging’ comes from
architecture. The redefinition of the ‘edge’ in this case is rather literal: buildings are used
as a noise barrier along heavy infrastructures. The combination with residential housing
is a good example of maximal land use and efficient building cost. Among the most
recent projects using this concept there are the housing projects for forty-eight dwellings
in Westerpark-Breda (NL) and the Facade integration in twenty-two houses in Dordrecht
(NL) by BEAR architects14.
In the first project the town quarter Westerpark faces the railway Breda-Roosendaal.
According to the Law on Noise Protection, a nine meters high wall is necessary to protect
the houses against the railway noise. However, a row of forty-eight houses can have the
same function to protect the town quarter against the noise from the railroad. In order to
prove this statement, the architects developed a special design so that the houses have
only windows on the quiet south side. The north side is covered with earth. In front of the
houses are garages, carports and stairs to the entrance. To give the people more privacy,
the living room is situated on the 1st floor. Beside the living room is a loggia with a fixed
sun-shading device. The living room has a broad view over the whole town quarter so
that the many south facing windows make the room very light and sunny. The housing
typology developed in this project makes that no railway noise can be heard in the houses
or in the loggias. In the second project (Dordrecht), the houses are located nearby a
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Besides housing, another application of the concept of employing buildings as a noise
barrier is the use of large scale facilities, such as shopping malls, store houses, expo and
technology centres. Recent examples of the application of this concept in design practice
are the project for ‘The Wall’ by Dutch architect Fons Verheijen in Utrecht (NL) and the
project for an industrial and business site of the firm Brembo alongside the motorway
at Stezzano (Italy) by French architect Jean Nouvel.15 The ‘Wall’, is a 800 meters long
multi-functional building located alongside the A2 motorway in Wetering Zuid-Utrecht.16
The building is positioned so as to protect the neighbourhood Leidsche Rijn from sound
and air pollution. It is designed to host circa 50.000 m2 of program, including a largescale retail trade, a high quality building material market, restaurants and fast food, and
leisure facilities (disco, sport and an event hall). The futuristic architecture of the facade
alongside the motorway together with the size and function of the building make it
according to Verheijen ‘a new front piece of the city of Utrecht.’
Similarly, Jean Nouvel’s design for the automobile brake-manufacturer Brembo’s
Research Office and Workshop in Bergamo, Italy uses its location, alongside the MilanVenice Highway, as an opportunity to create a strong image that responds directly to
a car’s horizontal movement. Selecting the site for its visibility to drivers, Brembo’s
physical identity will use its trademark red, in this case a one-kilometre long wall which
also acts as a sound barrier to the offices and other uses on the other side. The wall,
made of grooved, lacquered aluminium, will appear to extend into the horizontal parking
surface on the highway side. By locating a parking podium between the moving cars and
the red wall, Nouvel has attempted to mediate between the highway and the offices that
are reached by piercing through the wall. The aerial view of the plan illustrates the various
parts of the development, including the red wall and parking podium, the approach road,
the pond, and the offices integrated into the landscape beyond. The architect’s decision
to locate office spaces beyond the wall - and the wall itself - ironically recognizes the
automobile by stifling its physical effects. Therefore the Research Office acts as a symbol
of the company who manufactures parts that attempt to lessen an automobile’s destructive
impact, hopefully allowing the driver to stop before hitting another car, for example. In
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contrast to the colourful, yet bare highways side of Brembo’s Bergamo facility; the office
buildings are transparent and integrated with trees and other landscape elements, so to
create an oasis apart from the speeding cars. Reminiscent of Nouvel’s earlier Foundation
Cartier in Paris, landscape is treated as a zone between the building and the greater urban
condition. In the former the condition was the streets of Paris, in the latter the condition is
the roads connecting cities. So in turn the landscape plays a greater role in the building’s
design, a commendable offset to the image-oriented facade of the trademark red wall
alongside the motorway.
The fourth and last example of practical application of the notion of ‘merging’ comes
from landscape architecture. In this case the redefinition of the edges is both physical
(infrastructure/city/landscape) and strategic (different actors). The Dutch Landscape
architecture firm Sant & Co has recently presented a proposal for a deck park of 8,5
hectares covering a railway yard and 50.000 m2 industrial buildings alongside the
Rotterdamse Hudsonstraat in Rotterdam (NL). The project is a remarkable example of
innovative and intensive land use and, if the decision makers co-operate, this will be the
longest elevated public garden in the Netherlands ever built. The development area is 1
kilometre long and at the moment is still used as a yard for goods depot by the Dutch
railway company (NS). In the near future the tracks will be reduced from 12 to 4, so
that a significant amount of space becomes free. In the early discussions about what
function to assign to the site there were two opposite approaches: one more business
oriented that saw the possibility to re-use the area for industrial developments (given the
accessibility by train and the proximity of the harbour); a second approach more linked
to the inhabitants’ requests was to re-use the area as a neighbourhood park. In order to
respond to both claims, the municipality took the initiative to define a design task in
which both approaches are taken equally into account. The design proposal developed
by the landscape architects answers to this complex briefing. The idea is to stretch the
green layer of the 8,5 hectares park from the street level (alongside the neighbourhood)
up to 7 meters above the rail tracks by means of a relatively light construction. In this
way the park wraps not only the heavy infrastructures, but also it creates large pockets
underneath where the industrial buildings can be hosted. On the surface, the park is
made of subsequent thematic gardens. Interestingly, the project has been developed in
an open dialogue with all interested parties and in particular with the representatives of
the neighbourhood. This project is a very interesting example of how design knowledge
can help merging rather contrasting claims on the urban space, once again by re-defining
the sharply defined boundaries. Besides, given the innovative strategies applied in
the negotiation with the neighbourhood community this experience is an important
confirmation that it is possible to foster the improvement of the urban design project
starting from a bottom-up approach.
These examples explain the essence of the notion of merging in relation to the
integrated design of the spaces of mobility, which is to address ‘mobility’ not as an
abstract entity, but as a complex territory, a domain made of physical, technical and
virtual layers and foremost inhabited by people. These examples bring into light another
important aspect of merging that is the difference between self-expression and the critical.
This concerns the idea of skill versus discipline. Skill relates to the tools and techniques
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necessary to make a project. Discipline deals with the ‘wisdom’ to make up a discourse
that has the project as object and the body of knowledge as referential. Without skill one
can never operate in design practice, but without discipline one can never be critical.
In this perspective, the withdrawal of professional knowledge to design the spaces
of mobility as integrated parts of the built environment across the design disciplines
acquires a different meaning than ‘loss’. What we defined as a ‘loss of knowledge’ at the
beginning of this study - in chapter one - is in fact the product of a long lasting wavering
in the relation among skill and discipline. A progressive disconnection between skill and
discipline took place since infrastructures became part of the urbanist’s and the architect’s
field of competence. All through the 20th century, urbanism, architecture and traffic
engineering did not develop a theoretical discourse able to engage a cross-disciplinary
fruitful dialogue. However, the foregoing examples provide evidence that the current
paradigm is producing significant changes towards a more strategic reconnection of skill
and discipline. Further research on this topic should take into account these changes and
should produce theoretical frameworks wherein the valuable examples of design practice
can crystallize in a shared theory on mobility across the design disciplines.

LARGAS. (Next page left top) Urban throughfare in Deventer, existing situation. (Left bottom) Inpaste
of the LARGAS principle. Notice the reduction of the number of lanes and the consequent enlargment
of the green areas. (Right) Models of Largas illustrating schematically the possibilities offered by this
new traffic layout for the insertion of different types of programs within the space of the road. This is
an example of how urban designers, architects and traffic engineers are already working together at
developing innovative solutions for the integrated design of the spaces of mobility. It shows as well
the current attempts to consider the integration of the road within the urban redevelopment ex ante
and not ex post (also for what concerns the technical and financial feasibility).
Source: Atelier GC, The Hague, 2003.
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LARGAS. Study models for the application of the LARGAS principle in a suburban situation
(Engelendaalweg, Leiderdorp). The existing road is a thoroughfare (50 km/h) with a relatively high
capacity (16,000 veh/24hrs) crossing a small town. Alongside the road, ribbon developments are
mushrooming with large-scale functions such as a shopping mall, office parks and light-industry
areas. All these functions have been positioned and designed within the normative framework of the
current municipal building regulations (Master plan). However, they have been planned and designed
in such a way that they can only be accessed by car. Besides, given the high level of heavy traffic,
the pedestrian and cycling crossings are rather unsafe. The design task is therefore twofold: on the
one side to contrast the ribbon development by turning the road into a multifunctional urban space
(i.e. insertion of public spaces and public transport); and to ensure the safety of the crossings for the
slow traffic.
Source: Atelier GC, The Hague; Coenen architects and urban designers, Amsterdam 2003.
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‘The Wall’ by Dutch architect Fons Verheijen in Utrecht (2003).
Following pages:1. the project for an industrial and business site of the firm Brembo alongside the
motorway at Stezzano (Italy) by French architect Jean Nouvel (2002); 2. the proposal for a deck park
of 8,5 hectares covering a railway yard and 50.000 m2 industrial buildings alongside the Rotterdamse
Hudsonstraat in Rotterdam by Sant & Co Landscape Architects (2003); 3. the ‘Green Link’, design
study for the intergation of the A15 motorway in the vicinity of the Midden-IJsselmonde Vinex
development by urban designer Frank van der Hoeven (2001).
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What is the space for the integrated urban project?
The concept of merging defines the possibility to define new approaches to urban
planning and decision-making process ‘guiding the integrated urban design project on
mobility in a rather practical way. In a fragmented organization of the planning task, each
stage of the planning process occurs one after the other, in a sequential order; each stage
being under the control of one - or more - main actors and producing a well-identified
product passed on to the next stage. Such a traditional approach to urban decision-making
processes can be summarised as follows.
The briefing stage is under the sole control of the client(s) who produces a brief
passed on to the designer (for what concerns the urban design and building part) and
to the traffic engineer (for what concerns specific advisory on infrastructure design and
traffic management). Consequently the designer drafts a design proposal that is passed
on to the engineer to assess traffic parameters (in the best case by means of workshops).
Meanwhile the traffic engineer, parallel to the designer, produces as well a design project
for the infrastructural part. Often the urban design project and the plan for the traffic
structure do not match perfectly, or in the worst case they even contradict each other. It is
up to the designer and the traffic engineer to come to a feasible solution. When they reach
an agreement, then the project is passed to the designer at the next stage. The designer
sets up the final design proposal, trying to incorporate the traffic plan and the technical
requirements developed by the engineer. In this phase there are frequent contacts both
with the client and with the traffic engineer. At the end of the process, the project returns
under the control of the client (planning authorities in most cases) who is in charge of its
further implementation.
There are many drawbacks in such a fragmented process, the major ones being:
− risks of frustration. The departure from the client’s original requirements or even total
failure of the project is greatly enhanced by fragmented decisions taken at the briefing
stage. As they may prove to be unrealistic when a precise cost estimate is done at the
detail stage; a detail project may have to be greatly modified at the construction stage
because construction know-how was not properly taken into account at earlier stages;
operation costs may prove to be very high and lead to partial re-construction because no
life cycle cost was computed at the design stage, etc.;

- the fragmented organization of the planning task impedes innovation because it keeps

adding on new constraints at each stage. Each main actor works in turn within a domain,
which becomes smaller and smaller as the product passed on from earlier stages becomes
more and more restrictive. For instance a very traditional space-consuming traffic design
is preferred to an innovative, less ‘beautiful’ good traffic design solution because of the
client’s preference or because the brief asked for a specific amount of program which
leads to an increase of traffic congestion, etc.
- fragmentation, by restricting the work domains at each stage, prevents real optimisation
of the design process. For example, at the briefing stage, very important decisions are
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taken without an evaluation of their impact on the whole process and without carefully
evaluating alternative solutions. The brief becomes more the result of an arbitrary selection
than a rational search for an optimum solution involving all actors of the process;
- the fragmented organization of the planning task leads to a low capitalization of
knowledge and a poor diffusion of experience gained in earlier projects. Each actor,
working in his/her own area of expertise without “sharing” or “confronting” his/her
know-how with the knowledge of other actors, keeps having a restricted view of the
process and gets an incomplete feed-back from it. For instance very useful data never
“reach back” the client to be taken into account in future briefs.
- fragmentation multiplies the number of interfaces and, since a chain is as weak as its
weakest link, it makes the whole process a “fragile” one with the risk, at each interface,
to loose precious information and thus to create additional problems;
In a fragmented organization “no one is responsible” (except may be the client !) and
each actor puts the fault on the actor whose intervention was earlier in the process. This,
again, is due to the fact that no one has a complete view of the whole process and thus
no one can take a decision in full knowledge. Is there an alternative model for decisionmaking processes guiding infrastructure integration projects? In my view, an integrated
organization of the planning and design process is the most feasible alternative. By this
I mean an organization of the planning and design process that makes the best use of
the competence of each main actor. An integrated approach of the planning and design
process for mobility is closer to what the current developments in society expect. The
integrated approach, whatever its contractual arrangements are means two things. First,
the early stages of the planning process (briefing and design) are not developed in a
sequential way but rather in a circular way: the brief benefits from data gathered during
design and is complete only when design ends. Second, the main actors (ideally all of
them, i.e. the client, the urban designer, the architect, the traffic engineer and the property
manager) participate very early in the process, during the briefing and design stages. The
minimum integration is to consult the designer and the traffic engineer jointly, and with
a clear objective at the design stage. A step further is to make the communication among
actors work by assessing which products are expected by each of the actors, and therefore
which are the different perspectives of the project.
A typical integrated process could be described in the following way. During the
briefing stage the client is assisted by the designer and the engineer at the same time.
This means that the client should not give a separate commission to each of them, but
he should form an interdisciplinary project team. This team in which different experts
are present, examines the brief and gives a feed back to the client if the assignment is
not considering all aspects at one. During the feasibility studies, the traffic engineer
presents a series of possible technical solutions ‘integrated’ with the urban design
proposal, whose life cycle costs are evaluated by consulting the property manager (in
the case of infrastructure, the local authorities of the Ministry of Transportation). At the
design stage, the engineer refines his technical solutions whose costs can be precisely
evaluated enabling the client to get a final administrative and financial agreement. The
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brief is then finalized in parallel with the detail project. There is no surprise during the
tender procedure (if there is still one) because the client was involved early in the process
leading to a technically and economically feasible project. Then the project can develop
smoothly on site with the property manager or end user being involved for final choices.
In order to encourage innovation no standard technical solution should be imposed at the
design stage: the client should list his requirements in the brief. The design team then
transforms the requirements into performances to be reached. Performances can relate
to the whole project area, zones within the area or isolated equipments, components
and materials. Finally, the project team, together with the actors of the decision-making
process chooses the technical solutions which best satisfy these performances.

Redefining the strategic domain: the bottom up
approach
The importance of creating alternative methods for the organization of the planning
and decision-making processes, guiding infrastructure development at local level, pares
the need to redefine the structure of national and international planning policies. We are
witnessing a moment of change in the character and development of the Western city. A
change dominated by the gradual privatisation of urban public space, which has profound
effects on contemporary urban design practice as a whole. Faced with a lack of public
funds, cities and authorities have found themselves increasingly unable to play an active
role in urban planning proposals and instead have sold out to investors, who helped
themselves to the biggest and best pieces of the city. It is a game whose end is easily
predicted: urban design and architecture will end up as “infrastructure built to maximize
the profits of a global economy” (Prix, 2001).
The World Avenue Project revealed that whenever infrastructure is described as the
symbol of a certain ideology, politics play an important role in the making of the city.
The direct correlation between political power and infrastructure planning is a worldwide
phenomenon that we need to consider critically. In particular, we need to uncover the
reasons why infrastructure integration is foremost a delayed promise in many political
agendas. Let us take the Dutch situation as an example to discuss this point.
Present trends in policymaking show that in the Netherlands planning authorities miss
the adequate instruments to set forward an integrated urban project on mobility, in spite of
the fact that the national and local agencies are increasingly becoming aware of the need
to assess the planning and design of mobility routes and nodes more strategically, and
according to a series of ‘unconventional’ parameters across all scales of intervention. The
analysis of the present-day Dutch planning agenda in chapter 3 – Mobility made in NL
- uncovered the fact that although there is a considerable overlap between the objectives
of the Ministry of Housing and Physical Planning and the Ministry of Transportation, a
clear normative framework to make them mutually reinforcing is still missing. Another
problem is that instead of adapting the spatial design of the Netherlands to the current
daily travel patterns, the planners force people to adapt their daily travels to a new,
artificially created urban region. It would be more desirable to stay close to the daily
travel patterns that developed in recent years (Boontje, 2000). These observations point
at the fact that the sectored approach to the planning and design of the built environment
is still dominant in Dutch spatial planning policies. However, the analyses of the situation
in other countries (World Avenue Project) revealed that this is an international problem.
It is up to the different Ministries’ agendas whether or not sustainable urban
development will be fostered. Effective design policies and design guidance are likely
to focus on how, in a particular context, infrastructure development can achieve the
urban design objectives. Urban design objectives are, by themselves, abstract. They
have an impact on people’s lives only by being translated into development. The form of
buildings, open spaces and infrastructures is the physical expression of urban design, in
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which architectural and engineering knowledge (should) find a synthesis. Their balanced
relationship is what influences the pattern of uses, activity and movement in a place, as
well as the experiences of those who visit, live or work there. In this sense, designing
for mobility means giving shape to the physical framework of urban culture. However,
planning authorities - whose role is still that of setting rigid or empirical design standards
instead of emphasising clear design objectives or principles - rarely support high-quality
urban design. Most probably, at this level of the planning process the interviewing of
frameworks will take even longer than the one of disciplinary fields; as the bureaucratic
machine will need some time to be dismantled and reconstructed according to a new
integrated setting among different ministries.17
If it is up to the planning context to construct new planning instruments that are
enforceable by local municipal administration, the experts operating in the field of planning
and design practice are in charge to construct objective arguments for the integration of
the spaces of mobility within the built environment. This is a highly political work that
offers to urban designers, architects and traffic engineers interesting possibilities to
change the current top-down approach to mobility. However, these possibilities are not
fully explored at present. The analysis of the current design practice – in chapter (4)four
- showed that traffic engineers, urban designers and architects work in parallel settings,
under the umbrella concept of ‘project teams’. However, most of the times the tasks are
not efficiently coordinated. Besides, each field participates to the project by focusing on
the construction of its own ‘objective argument’, instead of building common ground. As
we discussed, the cultural differences among fields play at the moment a negative role in
design practice. Merging the cultural differences will be a long process and hopefully the
next generations of urban designers, architects and traffic engineers will be educated to
understand each other’s languages during their studies. However, there are other external
factors hindering the development of integrated approaches to the design of urban
infrastructures to which the community of design practice should react.

Marcel Smets and architect Manuel de Solà-Morales extends a railway station to expand
its passenger-handling capacity and increase interconnections by implosion, through an
underground car park connected to a road tunnel, and the enlargement of a pedestrian
passage beneath the rail tracks. The only addition above ground is the bus terminal, which
completes the missing façade of the station square.
These are only two examples of how today the integrated urban project can invent its
own instruments and regard itself as agent to a new philosophy of spatial planning. To
find the tools or techniques to deal with the swift economy of public/private and private/
private partnerships within the planning process we have to give up the overall systematic
of the spatial and territorial a priori of planning. Space and territory, or language and
diagram, no longer mediate the content. Instead, they become the product of specific
questions, demands and desires determined by the content itself. The contemporary
territorial scheme of the spaces of mobility makes it feasible to think aspects as different
as land ownership, lease, maintenance, infrastructures and parking in a very unsystematic
way. Instead of the usual coincidence of zones and resulting over-determination of
boundaries that impede the continuity of the existing landscape, each of these could be
negotiated independently. This is a truly valuable thing to take into account for further
research in this topic, as the negotiation of interdependent variables is essential to
determine the success of a planning and design process for mobility.

The lack of decision-making instruments does not prevent urban designers,
architects and engineers from developing their own. The actual dynamics of today’s
urban transformations have long prevailed over idealized vision of order. Today our
urban interventions take place in an amorphous and imponderable space analogous to
the one of computer games. The more the background recedes, the more distinct the
transportation lines on the foreground can come. Their coming together creates force
fields of great tensions and, in doing so it creates spaces. This type of space is no longer
pre-determinable by means of top-down planning policies. Rather, it develops through
the tensions and interrelations that the transportation lines and their nodes create together
on the site in relation to their surroundings, forming the basis of a visible urbanity.
These spaces are where the urban project can act as the most powerful catalyst of crossdisciplinary knowledge and promote a bottom-up approach to dynamic, multi-scalar and
sustainable planning processes for infrastructure. This agenda has left already visible
traces in the present paradigm. The already mentioned project by UN Studio for the
Arnhem Central Station18 for instance, translates into built form the force field created
by the coming together of transportation lines, people and economies in one multimodal
hub. Similarly, the project for the central station in Leuven (Belgium) by urban designer
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Redefining the working domain: approaches and
tools
The last important stage in the development of a shared domain across the design
disciplines engaged in planning and designing the spaces of mobility is the redefinition
of the current tools and support systems. The conversations with Dutch practitioners
in chapter 4, as well as the analysis of historical paradigms in chapter 5, revealed that
transportation planning, urban design and architecture often remain tied to their classical
analytical tools. A brief analysis of a sample of such tools in Chapter 1showed that further
research is needed to implement not only the computer modelling programmes, but also
the way they are applied in design practice. In particular, the urgent question to solve is
the compatibility of the various analyses and outcomes so as to make them comparable
and mutually enforcing. Further research is also needed to develop important alternatives
to the antipodal dogmas that insist on determinist theories as fail proof solutions to ever
changing problems.
According to many researchers, urban professionals - from traffic planners to urban
designers and from architects to urban historians - still fall into such deterministic theories
that are embedded in the Cartesian Paradigm. Ayssar Arida’s definition of ‘the Cartesian
paradigm’ is rather enlightening: “Western culture has developed, ever since Descartes
and Newton, a worldview in which man is totally independent of his environment,
where his reason and his feeling are totally separate, and body and soul have nothing
in common. This worldview is referred to as ‘the Cartesian paradigm’. Looking back
at the historical development of city form, and charting it along that of scientific and
philosophical thought, produces a consistent observation: most if not all environments
considered as examples of “good urban space” have one thing in common: they did/do
not conform to a Cartesian paradigm. The most celebrated examples of good urban space
in the Western world have been designed before the Scientific Revolution of the 17th
century. Conversely, the worst disasters of Modern urbanism were made in the name of
the “world as a Machine” metaphor” (1988:4).
The influence of the Cartesian model is manifested in different ways in our design
professions. One is a tendency to search for mechanical principles or metaphors. Another
is the presence of imminent Cartesian attitudes - reductionism, determinism, and selfreferential character - which have changed the way urban designers and architects see
their own works.
As the triumph of the Newtonian mechanics reached its peak with the Industrial
Revolution, an optimistic atmosphere prevailed that the Newtonian method could solve
any problems. Many architects and urbanists believed that they could separate their
architectural ‘subject’ from ‘outside’ environments, like the cultural context, and apply
the scientific methods to the architectural environment. In Bauhaus, not cultural meaning,
use and function became a guide, and forms were to be created out of the program and the
industrial methods of production. Although this school encouraged students to synthesize
allied disciplines and to take part in collective designing process, the basic goal was to
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apply a system of mechanical principles to architecture. With a motto of “the measure
of architecture is architecture”19, the experimentation of forms was carried out to find
general principles.
The trend of a machine metaphor in architectural field is also well shown in Le
Corbusier’s book, Towards a New Architecture. He wrote: “Industry on the grand scale
must occupy itself with building and establish the elements of the house on a massproduction basis. We must create the mass-production spirit: the spirit of constructing
mass-production houses, the spirit of living in mass-production houses, the spirit of
conceiving mass-production houses. If we eliminate from our hearts and minds all dead
concepts in regard to the house, and look at the question from a critical and objective
point of view, we shall arrive at the ‘House-Machine’, the mass-production house,
healthy and beautiful in the same way that the working tools and instruments which
accompany our existence are beautiful.”(edition of 1975:13). In his comment, a term
‘House-Machine’ directly reveals the influence of the metaphor. International Style was
another trend, based on the idea of the universal application of mass-producing buildings,
just like standardized machines. Instead of taking into account local conditions, this
style demanded the application of a prototype living unit to all around the world. New
materials, steel and glass, replacing indigenous materials, functioned as a means to
sterilize the cultural context as well as to accommodate new technology.
Armed with the idea that ‘scientific’ models could modify the modern society, the
Modern Movement went along with great ideologies that were all self-referential in
some degree and lost contact with real life. This trend led to one misguided myth in
design: the manipulation of physical forms into beautiful compositions will inevitably
give an advantage to those who experience it. Le Corbusier wrote: “The architect, by his
arrangement of forms, realizes an order which is a pure creation of his spirit; by forms
and shapes he affects our senses to an acute degree and provokes plastic emotions: by the
relationships which he creates he wakes profound echoes in us, he gives us the measure
of an order which we feel to be in accordance with that of our world, he determines the
various movements of our heart and of our understanding; it is then that we experience
the sense of beauty.”(edition of 1975:7).
Post-modernism in architecture set out by Robert Venturi was in opposition to the
simplified, self-referential, and ‘universal’ space in modern architecture. In his book,
“Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture,” he emphasized the importance of
symbolism in architecture. However, he did not actually swerve away from the principles
of modern architecture. Even he acknowledged the symbolic value of popular taste, he
used these codes not for their own value, but only as material for the architect’s formal
compositions. The arbitrary character of his symbolism is well illustrated in one of his
works, the Guild House, a home for the elderly in Philadelphia. He placed an oversized,
non-functioning, gold colour TV antenna on top of the building to symbolize the elderly
sheltered there. Venturi said: “The television antenna expresses a kind of monumentality
with its anodised gold surface, that can be interpreted in two ways: abstractly, as a
sculpture in the manner of Lippold, and as a symbol for the aged, who spend so much
time looking at TV.” (1977:78). Even if the concept of post-modernism recognized user’s
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taste and symbols, in the architectural design process architecture itself remains the main
concern in architectural field. This trend led to a peak in so called ‘Deconstuctivism.’
Peter Eisenman said: “My first concern in looking at the nature of architecture involved
an attempt to change the nature of the sign of the substance - from referring to man to
architecture itself”20. Also, he wrote: “What is being proposed is an expansion beyond
the limitations presented by the classical model to the realization of architecture as
an independent discourse, free from external values.” The deconstructivist movement
became crown of the illusion of Cartesian separation.
The contemporary metropolis presents a series of spaces which are multi-layered and
multi-scalar. Unlike the exclusive Cartesian model, the reality of the built environment
includes different types of spatial models that in part overlap each other. The inclusiveness
of the contemporary urban structures requires fundamentally different design process
from the Cartesian ones. From new scientific discoveries, it became apparent that a whole
ecosystem including human being is composed of dynamic, interconnective patterns
integrating all phenomena. To accommodate such new image, an integrated design
process needs an alternative approach. The point is how urban designers, architects and
traffic engineers can together integrate the diverse factors characterising today’s urban
infrastructures - including the users - in a sustainable manner.
There are three distinct trends to incorporate human context in a design process:
collaborative design, contextual design, and intangible design. Collaborative design is a
means through which designer and users alike participate in the design process as equal
partners, shaping not only the outcome, but also the aims of designing. Contextual design
is about designing not an object but contexts - dynamic situations and patterns. The
term contextual design here is quite different from the term used by some post-modern
architects in their attempt to fit their work into its surroundings. “Contextual design is
done as a catalyst to user experience, usually aesthetic experiences. Intangible design is
design in space and time of experience itself.”21 With intangible design, users’ experience
becomes the main core of the design process. Objects may be used to facilitate desired
experience in intangible design, but they have a secondary meaning to experience.
Intangible design is proper to the emerging trends in urban design and foremost in
architecture, such as software interface design. With the advent of computer technology,
it becomes more effective to incorporate these new design processes into urban design
and architectural tasks.
The main features of this approach to the design of physical space - that we might
call ‘sustainable’ - can be summarized like this: conserving energy, working with climate,
minimizing new resources, respect for users, respect for the site, and holism. However,
most of all, rather than generalized to specific principles, the key point of developing
sustainable thinking in our design fields is to be open to any kind of transformation.
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Conclusions
This chapter explored the possibility to develop a framework for a shared domain
theory on mobility across the fields of city planning, urban design, landscape architecture,
architecture and traffic engineering. At the outset, I framed the motivations determining
the need for such a development. In summary these are: the present-day nebulosity of
the integrated urban project for the spaces of mobility; the increasingly important social
dimension of better mobility networks; the enduring gaps among theory and design
practice; the fragmentation of the planning task at the level of decision-making processes;
the lack of normative frameworks at international, national and local levels; the policies
for an alternative mobility and the resistance to change; and the empirical evidence for
the argument that it is impossible to build one’s way out of congestion by solely investing
in infrastructure.
Given these premises, I proposed four directions to build common ground across the
scientific domains that I took into account in this research. Namely I described how the
theoretical domain, the design domain, the strategic domain and the working domain
could be redefined across the design disciplines. At its most basic level, this four stages
model allowed me to speak about the possibility to reweave our disciplinary fields, at the
intersection of theory and design practice.
The redefinition of the theoretical domain consists of merging the most valuable
aspects of different theories developed by each domain and of bringing balance among
them. This implies to take the physical spaces of mobility as well as the enforceability
of their transformations as the object of study. By means of four examples taken from
the most recent design practice, we discussed the notion of ‘merging edges’ and what
strategies can be applied to foster an integrated urban project on mobility at present.
In redefining the design domain, we compared the traditional and the integrated
organization of the planning and decision-making processes. From this comparison, it
emerged that the fragmented organization of the planning task regarding infrastructure and
urban design projects - wherein each stage of the planning process occurs in a sequential
order - jeopardizes the realization of integrated urban projects. As an alternative, although
it is admitted that it is rather optimistic, we sketched an unconventional situation, in
which the planning and decision-making process is guided by cooperation among all
participants to the project. Such an approach makes the best use of the competence of
each main actor. Besides, an integrated approach of the planning and design process for
mobility is closer to what the current developments in society expect.
In the redefinition of the strategic domain, we considered critically the direct
correlation between political power and infrastructure planning mechanisms. This
brought to the conclusion that although it is up to the planning context to construct
new planning instruments that are enforceable by local municipal administration, the
experts operating in the field of practice are in charge to construct objective arguments
for the integration of the spaces of mobility within the built environment. This is a highly
political work that offers to urban designers, architects and traffic engineers interesting
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possibilities to change the current top-down approach to mobility. A mode of resistance
to the often still present ‘instrumentalization’ of our professions lies in an urban project
that regards itself as agent to a new philosophy of spatial planning. The impulse of urban
design and architecture to play an active role in infrastructure planning is vital here,
because otherwise spatial planning as a whole will no longer exist. Finally, we discussed
the possibility to redefine the designers’ and engineers’ working domain by introducing an
alternative model to the one proposed by the still too dominant Cartesian paradigm. The
three distinct trends to incorporate human context in a design process are: collaborative
design, contextual design, and intangible design.

Notes

These four stages, if implemented consequentially might result in a definition of a new
domain theory across the design disciplines and in the implementation of a better design
practice in the near future. The integrated urban project on mobility is not dictated solely
by the pressures of different local conditions and professional boundaries, but rather we
should see the prerogative of the urban designer as being able to choose – in dialogue
with others – the formal conventions with which to (re)build the spaces of mobility.
This implies a certain theoretical commitment and pragmatism. It also emphasizes the
importance of a shared language across the design disciplines that might in some way
overcome the wild individualism of today’s design practice and theory on mobility.
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both directions) and a relatively high intensity in the side directions (> 8.000 veh/24hrs) [area
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EPILOGUE

EPILOGUE
Faced with unforeseen new problems and past failures present-day urbanism seems
to be at a loss of a common ground upon which to root its theories and foremost its
practices. The journey undertaken in this research - which opens and closes with the
focus on present design practice and that poses strategically the study of the past at the
heart of the problem – is as a matter of fact a quest for common ground. It offers as result
an analytical framework to support the development of informed interpretations about
contemporary urban environments and urban design practice. This research’s ultimate
aim was knowledge: increasing it, explaining it, understanding how it can be used
and learning how to renew the field’s social contract with the city. This book is just a
beginning, not an end, to the expansion of this work.
Since in today’s practice the strength of the integrated urban design project on the city
derives not only from individual heroic efforts, but also from the collective sharing of
ideas, this research broadly examined the territory that constitutes the integrated project
of the spaces of automobility in terms of design from a variety of perspectives and
disciplinary fields. The many projects presented in Part One reveal that the timing for this
consideration is ripe. They bear witness as well that the construction of the contemporary
city and its spaces of flow is a complex process that is currently challenging each
professional field to reconsider its specific knowledge and domain definition. Not
surprisingly then one of the major research outcomes is that before envisioning a crossdisciplinary co-operation with traffic engineers and other professionals of the public
realm, urban designers and architects need to engage a disciplinary debate within their
own domains. And nowadays the spaces of mobility are more than ever the ground where
this debate should take place. Even though physical infrastructures are as indefinable as
any other element of the contemporary metropolis, the spaces of mobility are those where
‘the professionals of the city are like chess players who lose to computers’ (Koolhaas,
1998:2).
At the outset of this journey our choice to discuss the state of the art of the design
profession inhabiting the nebulous world of contemporary urbanism through the themes
of mobility has been intuitively a strategic one. However, as the research project unfolded
we realized that such choice was even more strategic than we thought.
In contemporary urbanism the construction of the city is a complex process and
designers are part of it. One of the fundamental questions that this research poses is
whether their factual position within such processes can be determined not purely in
relation to their (decisional) power, but in terms of their inherent knowledge of the built
environment and its dynamics. Such question goes obviously far beyond the study of
the theme of mobility in itself. Since it challenges the fundamental nature of the whole
spectrum of professional design practices operating under the umbrella of urbanism. As a
matter of fact, by focusing on the themes of mobility and related physical infrastructures,
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this research hunts for the re-positioning of the urban design practice in today’s complex
urban processes. In doing so it grapples directly with the messier realities that simple
oppositions mask.
Urban design must navigate thorny local agendas in the context of regional
development policies and often in contrast with national and even global forces. Because
urban design must contend with so many unclear, conflicting and often irreconcilable
facets of urban reality, its territory echoes the complexity of the city itself. Essentially
cross disciplinary, urban design constantly borrows from, negotiates with, and overlaps
many fields - those concerned with the physical environment as well as those devoted to
the cultural, social, political, and economic dimensions of urbanism.
A multiform practice, it comprises many spheres of action and varying scales of
operation. Contemporary urban design work, among many other things, ranges from
constructing building ensembles, to projecting regional growth patterns, to devising
urban marketing strategies, to fostering local community empowerment, to guiding
national transportation policy. Urban designers generate futuristic visions, advocate
for restorative urban preservation, design streets, cities, airports, websites, landscapes.
Perhaps not surprisingly, then, practitioners, educators, policymakers, planners, as well as
the public, proceed with significantly different understandings of how it works and what
urban design efforts contribute to the construction of the city. With evidence everywhere
of a growing interest in urban design, as well as a renewed concern for cities, urban
designers nevertheless struggle to define their role in the city-making process. The rapidly
rising number of design professionals calling themselves “urban designers” reflects a
continuing trend within the architecture, landscape architecture and planning professions
to redefine the scope and arena of their practices. Thus, today a real opportunity exists
to strategically situate urban design within a broader array of practices concerned with
urbanism and the city.
The many projects discussed in this book suggest the need to supplant interprofessional competition with a more integrative working model in which professionals
dedicated to improving our urban environments can strategically pool their skills to join
rather than splinter their powers to effect change. Over the past decade, the dominant
strands of urban design discourse have become highly identifiable around issues related
to scale, place and space. Today, a strong tendency exists to oversimplify these concepts
and also to polarize their relevance to urban design. While proponents of globalisation and
proponents of localization each raise genuine and important issues that invoke pressing
urban design questions, neither of them alone addresses adequately the demands of
contemporary urbanism. Simply stated, urban design thinking has become unnecessarily
burdened by false dichotomies - global versus local, city versus suburb, form versus
process, preservation versus invention, private versus public, to name but a few.
At this juncture, a more conceptually emphasized basis for discussion is crucial,
as cities demand a far richer vocabulary than that afforded by reductive dualisms.
In contemporary urban design and architectural theory it is fashionable to talk about
blurring boundaries, but in reality blurring can serve to maintain a polarity along with
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its power relations by making it hard to see. Another kind of blurring allows a continual
slippage back to an essential notion of urbanism. In challenging the way binaries operate
to obscure understanding through different kinds of blurring and conflation, it is critical
to see the edges as opposed to naturalizing them. Rather than blurring, it is possible to
inhabit a gap between terms, redefining boundary as a field in itself. We see this practice
as the mapping of gaps, showing that the territory of the gap is not “no wo/man’s land”
but a place of positive building.
The notions of ‘merging’ and of ‘reweaving’ that I use to redefine the boundary as a
field in itself are the means to positively transform the relationship among the traditionally
opposed professional fields engaged in designing the city and theorizing its possible and
desirable futures. By applying those notions to our research field we actually propose
to introduce a new comprehensive domain. Such domain inhabits the gaps between
disciplinary fields and it enables them to take up the challenges of the contemporary
metropolis in a more effective way than they did independently from each other in the
past. In other words mobility challenges urban designers, architects and traffic engineers
to redefine their specific field(s) of action according to interdisciplinary parameters.
A lively and often contentious debate about the shape of the contemporary city has
emerged over the last years, to wide coverage by both the professional and popular press.
Within this debate the questions of identity of the spaces of mobility and of what are the
most effective design approaches to better integrate them within the city played and still
play a central role. The many cases documented in this research reveal that a general
condition of the contemporary spaces of mobility is that they are people-oriented but do
not understand the people’s needs, in the sense that they are ‘designed’ for people transit
but not for people to attach importance to their qualities. This is one of the intrinsic
contradictions emerging from the World Avenue research project presented in chapter
two.
Today’s spaces of mobility are ‘rooms’ which users and participants can identify with
and even take psychological possession of without the need for legal ownership. In our
cities, the spaces of mobility could go beyond the boundaries of standard democratic
formality for which they are planned. Potentially, they could empower the grassroots
communities and nurture the capability of social reflection on the contemporary urban
condition. The spaces of mobility could act as key elements in their dynamic transitioning.
In the final analysis, it is about pluralism and about the tolerance of differences, about
creative rebelliousness. This is the essence of those spaces. If the significance of spaces
of mobility is not effectively demonstrated, we lose the opportunity to provide resistance
to devastating urban interventions. Our intuition suggests that common qualities may
exist in these spaces. However, they are inherently site specific and their characteristics
will inevitably differ from each other, making them highly unique and reflective of local
culture. What are then the parameters to analyse and design such spaces?
On the one side there is the question of reliance on ‘single representations of urban
coherence […] that allow the space-time demand of articulate and powerful groups,
who tend to have clear ideas about their (premium) space-time parameters and mobility
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requirements, and who dominate the minds of urban planners and real estate and
infrastructure developers, to prevail utterly’ (Graham and Marvin, 2001:412). On the
other, there is the question of ‘integration’ of the scattered patterns of mobility, not only
in the physical sense but on the level of theory too.
In searching for adequate parameters/tools that support a better understanding and
therefore design of such spaces the unsolved questions of scale and time emerged as
fundamental ones. No longer fixed proportional ratios or hierarchies of near, middle and
far, big and small, are real issues at stake. Unexpected scale jumps are the rule of today’s
spaces of mobility. Andrea Branzi’s Hybrid Metropolis has proposed not the building
unit or the city but the domestic object as today’s significant scale.1 But size itself no
longer impresses: time has replaced distance as everyday measure. One of the unsolved
questions – to which further research needs to be dedicated – is that networks of social
relations and functional systems are encompassed but not rendered visible in the mobility
landscape of our cities. The form and inner logic of large-scale urban road infrastructures
are not yet adequate for today’s urban and social needs both in terms of capacity and
possibilities of multiple/flexible use. Beyond the aesthetic poverty of such products and
their technical performance there are also questions of sustainability, flexibility of use
and cultural values.
In the contemporary metropolis various nodes, focal points, debris and vectors of
movement register as events. Corridors of movements (railways, motorways, pedestrian
and bicycle paths) as well as urban spaces related to mobility but intended for staying
are the true communal spaces of today’s cities. From there the trajectories of objects and
events can best be measured and therefore designed. They are the pulsating icebergs of a
‘new’ topography of the urban.
The topography we must now try to map is a scan of pre-existing, unseen but
possible conditions. In order to utter this goal this research deconstructs the paradigm
that ‘invented’ the spaces of automobility as purely functional to the functioning of the
contemporary metropolis. Within this process the critical study of the past theories and
design practice that enforced such paradigm is critical. The architecture - more than the
planning - of the spaces of mobility represents both a restrained domain of nostalgia and
a favoured terrain for experimentation in today’s design practice. This paradox typically
leads urban designers and architects like other groups, to idealize certain typologies and
disdain others. We then promote our favoured paradigms as expressions of a universal
truth. What happens if we instead juxtapose the architecture of the spaces of mobility and
mobility itself, technical engineers and designers, technologies and traditions, prosaic
standards and radical innovations?
Through a series of comparative analyses this research has traced both the most
familiar and the most radical examples of the design of the spaces of automobility in the
19th and 20th centuries: the tropes espoused by architects, urban designers and engineers
as well as those favoured by planning officials and builders or by various cultural and
socio-economic groups. Such an amalgam prompts some intriguing questions. How, in
fact, do these various groups decode the integrated project on mobility? How do symbolic
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associations, and even physical constraints, come to be associated with urban and
architectural forms? What have been the effects of major architects and urban designers,
their work and their ideas, both within architecture and urbanism and in the larger domain
of cultural production? Finally, how do we today, as designers and researchers, draw
from this history not by imitating forms, but rather by using the earlier efforts, with their
strengths and their limits, to clarify our own goals, collectively and individually?
A critical historical overview of the design of the spaces of automobility, both as
practice and as theory, is therefore more than the recollection of a series of precedents;
it should challenge the conventional notions including our own professional and cultural
assumptions that derive from this legacy. For instance, the adoption of integrated design
approaches to infrastructure projects may well be the most important factor to impact
the urban design, engineering and architectural practice for the coming years. However,
for many planning agencies and practitioners that decide to unreservedly embrace
infrastructure integration projects, it will be a rather complex challenge to see those
projects realised. While that probably sounds like a complete contradiction, the answer
lies in the lack of a culture - rather than lack of design knowledge - of interdisciplinary
integration at all levels of the planning and design process. To understand why, it pays to
take a historical perspective. As the way things change is usually more enlightening than
the way things are, the study of the past – here proposed through a series of historical
paradigms - provides a key of reading of the present situation. This understanding of
present and past relationships among urbanism, mobility and architecture - which casts
off conventional historical frameworks - nonetheless lends itself to a historical reflection
on the crucial role of the themes of mobility in the shaping of modern urbanism. And it
opens the way for restructuring the theory of urban design starting from its empirical and
sometimes controversial practice.
It is of critical importance to note that the evidence provided by historical precedents
can only yield applicable lessons if mediated by a theoretical process, that is if subjected
to conceptual organization. This organization requires a theory. In turn, a theory is based
on an underlying conceptual perspective or paradigm. It is such a paradigm that guides
us in structuring explanations that account for the historical evidence. In other words,
the value of history’s lessons hinges on the validity of the underlying paradigm on which
theory is founded.
A number of such paradigms have guided interpretations of the history of the city and
its dynamic processes. Especially two of these paradigms seem particularly pervasive
among designers and planners, in the form of contrasting metaphors: that of the city as
home and that of the city as network. In Part Two - the Past - we submit that approaches
as disparate as those within the modern movement have relied uncritically, often even
unknowingly, on the first of these two paradigms. The 19th century approaches instead
have mainly relied on the notion of the city as a network. Within the first group, the city is
essentially conceived as an artefact different only in scale, not in kind, from the singular
building. Consequently, the city is viewed as amenable to the application of processes,
which are properly dependent on a high degree of designer’s control and finite execution
time. We believe that this view is flawed and is indeed a fundamental reason, though not
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the only one, for the inadequacies of the solutions that stem from it. Understanding the
city as a network is more likely, in our view, to lead to successful approaches. Consider
this: in buildings, the outcome of the design process is a set of specifications that control
definitive and stable configurations. In networks, the outcome is a set of rules, which is
a syntax - itself amenable to change over time - that sets the parameters within which
configurations are assembled to support specific processes.
A glance to our mental images of pre-industrial cities is sufficient to understand the
power of a metaphor in which the city is seen as an object that houses the community, just
as the home is thought of as an object that houses the family. Pre-industrial cities even
tend to look like large buildings. Bound by walls or other defensive features, they exhibit a
recognizable shape. Whether their internal layout is rigidly geometric or more organically
irregular, these cities give the impression of compact, finished artefacts - even when
considerable rearrangement of buildings and spaces may in fact have taken place over
time. It is therefore not surprising that Leon Battista Alberti, the maximum theoretician
of the Renaissance, would make this metaphor explicit and give it intellectual currency
in his treatise on architecture.2
We must view Alberti’s dictum in the context of his time. The Renaissance abhorred
the confused, haphazard, seemingly accidental aspects that had characterized the medieval
city. It sought the controlled clarity that geometry and perspective made possible. It is
not by chance that it produced so many designs of ideal cities conceived as one-time,
complete artefacts in the guise of large buildings, that is of objects in which every aspect
could be controlled through geometric organization and the building process. It is a vision
of serene, immutable balance, also shown in many renaissance paintings. Few such ideal
cities ever got built. Scamozzi’s Palmanova in Italy and Pacherval’s Glykstad in Germany
- perhaps the best known among them - were in fact examples of city-as-fortress rather
than examples of city-as-home. However, the power of the Albertian paradigm has
captured the imagination of architects and planners ever since. When, in the 18th and
19th centuries, the scientific, industrial, and social revolutions forced a rethinking of
everything, that paradigm still held its grip on the collective consciousness of designers
and planners. One important exception is the restructuring of Rome under the papacy of
Sixtus V - and to that event I will return shortly.
When, in an attempt to solve the inherent contradiction between capitalist real estate
speculation and living conditions, Ebenezer Howard develops his proposal of new,
relatively autonomous settlements outside existing cities, he conceives of them very much
within the intellectual perspective of Albertian thought, complete with optimal population
size, specified mixture of employment opportunities, and a layout that still largely ignores
the looming changes in movement systems. It is only in 1928, when Howard’s idea is
imported into the United States with the construction of Radburn, New Jersey, that an
attempt is made to accommodate the automobile. In this respect it is interesting to note
that the plan of Radburn treated the problem of the automobile as if it were merely a
local issue of separating its circulation system from that of pedestrians. The extraordinary
changes in speed and volume of movement introduced by the automobile fell outside of
the city-as-home model, and were consequently largely ignored in both the theory and the
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realizations of the garden city movement.
At the turn of the 20th century, the urban discourse of the modern movement - centred
on the figure of Le Corbusier and later codified in the Charter of Athens - beginning
as it did after the World War I, could no longer ignore the automobile. Indeed, it is Le
Corbusier’s analysis of the paradox that the densest parts of the city, such as its business
and cultural centre, were also those where the greatest volume of automobile traffic
needed to take place, that led him to a radical rethinking of city layout and of the
relationships between buildings and open space. His approach, complete with a number
of somewhat ludicrous notions such as the proposal to raze parts of downtown Paris to
the ground and the claim that widely spaced, tall building would offer a better defence
against bombing raids, gives the impression of a revolutionary strategy. At a conceptual
level though the revolutionary aspects are in fact largely superficial. It is indeed clear
from Le Corbusier’s writings as well as from the few examples in which his principles
were applied that although many traditional characteristics of pre-industrial cities such
as the centuries-old relationship between building and street would be subverted, the city
would still emerge from a controlled building process. True, a grid of high speed, elevated
highways would be laid out and thus provide a sort of framework for gradual infill, but
at a conceptual level this is no different from the grid of ancient Priene or the centralized,
radiating layout of Palmanova. Of course, Le Corbusier was only one of many architects
and planners of the modern movement. Thus, the failure of that movement to conceive
urban design as a process intimately connected with, yet fundamentally different in many
ways from architectural design was a collective one. In any event, this failure contributed
significantly to the movement’s inability to translate its noble social intentions into
vibrant, successful urban environments. Le Corbusier’s own Chandigarh, Lucio Costa’s
and Oscar Niemeyer’s Brasilia and the well-know Bijlmermeer district in Amsterdam
stand as unfortunate examples of realizations of this kind, in spite of a number of
significant architectural aspects that at least the first two exhibit.
The garden city movement and the Charter of Athens were not the only attempts to
deal with the city in the context of the challenges brought about by the industrial age.
Among those representing the critique of the bourgeois-capitalistic city that led to the
former, the socialist utopias of Robert Owen, Charles Fourier, and Henri de Saint-Simon,
as well as the anti-industrial movements of August Pugin, John Ruskin, and William
Morris played important roles. Among the proposals that tried to reconcile the demands
of the industrial-capitalistic era with human and social needs and thus foreshadowed the
latter, Tony Garnier’s Cité industrielle and Arturo Soria y Mata’s Ciudad lineal represent
significant episodes. These too are amply documented and discussed in the literature.
However, rather than examining the underlying paradigms, the literature generally
emphasizes the degree to which the notion of historical discontinuity, hence the rejection
of the lessons of history, led the urban theories and the urban practices of the time. What is
emphasized is the concomitant crippling loss of formal precedents that are assumed to be
still valid in today’s world. As we pointed out in our analysis of the historical paradigms
scant attention is paid to the notion that there may be even more valuable lessons to be
derived from the conceptual perspectives in which those precedents were conceived;
perspectives that may be revealed by a typological, rather than a formal study of history.
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When it comes to the city, the Albertian model is not the only one. Long before
Haussmann and Cerdà’s interventions, we owe an important alternative conception to
the Albertian model to Domenico Fontana, paradoxically a man of lesser intellectual
refinement and architectural talent than Alberti. As is well known, in 1585 pope Sixtus
V charges Fontana with restructuring the city of Rome as a part of the counter-reformist
agenda of the Catholic Church. In the period of five years - for Sixtus’s papacy turned out
to be that short - Fontana succeeds in doing something which today we might describe as
re-inventing the city. His vision no longer deals with the city as a static, controlled object.
Rather, the city is conceived of as a network. Urban spaces become nodes, identified by
the vertical markers of obelisks and columns, and these are tied together with a web of
straight streets, “tunnels of vision” intended to drive one onward to the next nodal space.3
Fontana’s intervention is amply documented and discussed in the literature, but the
significance of his conceptual leap is not. For example, as late as 1963, such a respected
historian as Henry Millon would write, “we have yet to have a clear picture as to what
Fontana and Sixtus V intended with their streets and obelisks”.4
Yet the consequences of Fontana’s and Sixtus’s work for a new idea of the city
seem apparent. First, operating on the city is not an activity in which all the elements
of a spatial composition are controlled, as they would be in a building. It is rather an
undertaking in which a hierarchical framework functions as the structure for incremental
development, growth, and change. Second, the intimate connection between city shape
and movement flow becomes the generator of urban form, intended to respond to the
increasingly pressing need to communicate and transport, not just to be an assemblage of
spaces. And finally, the realization begins to emerge that the city, because of its complex
nature, requires new rules and structures that can manage both its administrative and
spatial aspects. This conception is not independent from architectural control of elements
and spaces woven into the urban network. On the contrary, architecture provides the
means by which nodes and connections acquire spatial presence, as the great squares of
baroque Rome illustrate.
Fontana’s brilliant intuition foreshadows a conception of the city that increasingly
reflects reality in today’s world. This new conception is embedded in the transformations
of socio-economic life that characterize our time. Nevertheless, it is a conception still
vastly unrecognised, when not vigorously opposed, especially in the architectural world.
It is a paradox that, against the backdrop of this inability to revise their paradigm of the
city, architects, toward the end of the 19th century, begin to claim jurisdiction over the
entire built environment, not just over the individual buildings and urban fragments that
traditionally had been the focus of their work. For Fontana, the idea of the city as network
may have served the limited purpose of counter-reform pilgrimages. But in our time
this idea epitomizes a much more crucial characteristic of current social and economic
patterns.
The spatial organizations that would follow from understanding and applying this
lesson of history would obviously take very different concrete forms today than those,
which Fontana chose for Rome. Our high-speed means of communication - automobiles,
airplanes, and now the nearly instantaneous Internet - certainly represent formidable
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challenges. It is difficult to imagine how they may be reconciled with the human, social,
and cultural needs that cities have historically addressed. But it is not by clinging to worn
out perspectives and indulging in the reformism of garden cities, in the naive revolution
of modernism, or in the nostalgic consolation offered by the new urbanism that the
goal of this reconciliation would be realized. The paradigm of city-as-network does not
guarantee that urban design and planning outcomes will be successful, but the model of
the city-as-home virtually guarantees that they will not.
Contemporary urban systems are undergoing a deep change, not dissimilar in scope
and consequences from the one that led to the formation of the industrial town. If this is
not simply a rhetorical statement, or one biased by an historical trompe l’oeil due to the
desire of each generation to place itself at crucial pivots of social change, we are faced
with the challenging task of radically redefining the object of our field and its conceptual
representation. This research takes up this challenge by comparing distinct present
and past approaches to the design of the spaces of automobility in the fields of urban
design, architecture and traffic engineering. Its purpose is to cross-pollinate the notion of
integrated design of the spaces of mobility transversely within those disciplines.
There is no real attempt at a definition here of what the spaces of mobility precisely
are, except perhaps by extension. Instead this inquiry provides an understanding of the
shifts occurred all through the 19th and 20th century within and across the disciplinary
fields engaged in the physical construction of the city. At the same time, it constructively
engages various positions on city making across the design disciplines. Its structure
tests the fundamental premise that the lack of standardized aims and methods, as well
as abundance of forms of activity that characterize the integrated urban design project on
mobility, should not be taken as a flaw, but as a mark of distinction and a measure of its
inadequacy to meet present and future urban challenges.
Notes
1. Andrea Branzi, one of the north Italian designers who led and theorized this transition,
distinguishes between the “Homogeneous Metropolis” of mass-produced industrial design, and
what he calls “the Hybrid Metropolis, born of the crisis of classical modernity and of rationalism,
which discovers niche markets, the robotization of the production line, the diversified series, and
the ethnic and cultural minorities.” The Poetics of Balance: Interview with Andrea Branzi,” in F.
Burkhardt and C. Morozzi, Andrea Branzi (Paris: Editions Dis-Voir, undated), p. 45.
2. Portoghesi, P. ed. (1966). Alberti, L.B., Introduzione, in L’Architettura (de re aedificatoria),
Milan: Edizioni Il Polifilo.
3. Sennett, R. (1990) The Conscience of the Eye: The Design and Social Life of Cities. New York:
Knopf.
4. Millon, H. (1963) The Visible Character of the City, in O. Handlin and J. Burchard (eds.) The
Historian and the City. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press; 211.
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Map of Rome by Giambattista Nolli, 1748. The northern part of the city and the city centre.
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Dit boek speelt zich af in het veranderende theoretisch debat rondom mobiliteit. Na
decennia van verzinking in oplossingsrichtingen met een puur kwantitatieve benadering
of juist modellen voor de praktische organisatie van het mobiliteitsvraagstuk, ontwikkelt
de discussie zich eindelijk weer verder, aangestuurd door – opnieuw – de vakgebieden
stedebouw en architectuur. Maar, ondanks het groeiende besef dat mobiliteit deel uit
maakt van het veranderde perspectief op de stedelijke omgeving, er moet nog veel werk
verzet worden. Zoals Jonathan Bell het verwoordde: “we zijn in een impasse beland. De
maatschappij is verscheurd; economische redenen dwingen ons welhaast tot het kopen
van een auto, deze te gebruiken en te onderhouden, terwijl ons milieubewustzijn ons zegt
zuinig te doen, voorzichtig te zijn en het bestaande in stand te houden. Wegen en auto’s
maken nog veel meer emoties los. Kunnen deze conflicten opgelost worden?” (2001:
118).
Dit boek behandelt de mogelijkheid om de impasse te doorbreken door te kijken
naar de bron van al deze conflicten. En wel: het gebrek aan samenwerking tussen de
vakgebieden die verantwoordelijk zijn voor de planning en het ontwerp van de ruimten
voor mobiliteit, en het dientengevolge versplinteren van de ontwerpkennis die zo
cruciaal is bij het bewerkstelligen van een betere integratie van wegen als infrastructurele
elementen in de stad. Het analyseert de mechanismen die ten grondslag liggen aan de
problemen met de hedendaagse mobiliteitsruimten, en hoe stedebouw en architectuur met
het vakgebied van verkeer en vervoer samen verantwoordelijk zijn voor hun functionele,
ruimtelijke en esthetische armoe. Doel van het boek is dus niet het aanreiken van een
of andere magische formule van het zich voortslepende conflict tussen auto en stad,
maar het bieden van ontwikkelrichtingen voor een gemeenschappelijk kennisdomein
voor stedebouw, mobiliteit en architectuur. Hierdoor biedt het boek een uitdaging aan
de conventionele gedachte dat het bij mobiliteit slechts draait om verkeer en vervoer,
stedebouw zich enkel richt op stedelijke planning en ontwerp, en architectuur louter het
creëren van artefacten behelst. Het biedt een paradigma dat de afzonderlijke disciplines
ontstijgt ten gunste van het ontwerp van de dagelijkse stedelijke ruimte. Op het meest
elementaire niveau stelt het ons in staat te spreken over de mogelijkheid tot het herweven
van onze vakgebieden op het snijvlak van theorie en praktijk.
De belangrijkste veronderstelling die aan dit onderzoek ten grondslag ligt is dat
de ruimten voor mobiliteit in de hedendaagse stad niet langer kunnen wachten op een
integrale aanpak. Ondanks de vele beloften van architectuur en stedebouw in de twintigste
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eeuw worden de ruimten voor mobiliteit nog steeds door de disciplines afzonderlijk
benaderd, waardoor de functiebepaling en het ontwerp van de weg te zeer worden bepaald
door de gespecialiseerde maar beperkte blik van de verkeer- en vervoerexperts. Studies
richtten zich bijna zonder uitzondering op de heroïsche, civieltechnische hoogstandjes ter
verhoging van de snelheid en de dramatiek van het personenautoverkeer, en die bovendien
voorzagen in hun opkomst en integratie in onze steden: het is het verhaal van de moderne
fabriek, het gestapeld parkeren, de klaverbladen en het modernistische stadsontwerp.
Maar hoe sterk deze aanpak ook uit de mode is geraakt en steeds vaker achterhaald is
gebleken, het tijdperk van de zesbaans oplossing voor verkeerscongestie verwordt maar
langzaam tot de geschiedenis van de verkeersplanning. Dit is een dwaalspoor dat tot
evenveel problemen als oplossingen leidt. Bekijk slechts hoe het auto-optimisme van het
verleden is omgeslagen in neerslachtigheid. Daarnaast is men in eerdere studies voorbij
gegaan aan het belangrijke aspect dat stedebouwkunde en architectuur zich in toenemende
made hebben losgemaakt van technische kennis. Stedebouwkundigen en architecten zijn
hun vermogen tot vruchtbare samenwerking kwijtgeraakt; de samenwerking met elkaar
èn met andere disciplines – met name die van verkeer en vervoer. Hierdoor hebben
onze vakgebieden ook het vermogen verloren tot het begrijpen en vooral ontwerpen
van de ruimten voor mobiliteit als integraal onderdeel van het stedelijk landschap. De
eerste hypothese die in dit onderzoek wordt gevolgd, is dat dit verlies samengaat met
de veranderde werkwijze in de hedendaagse beroepspraktijk. Vandaag de dag werkt
stedebouwkunde in een voortdurend heden. Het is een proces waarbij het resultaat, het
verwezenlijkte eindproduct tot het laatste moment onduidelijk blijft. Daarnaast vallen
de immer ‘kleiner’ wordende stedebouw en architectuur welhaast in het niet bij de grote
geografische schaal en de fundamentele aard van de civieltechnische megaprojecten.
Modernisme – althans, zijn meest bekende en dogmatische aspecten – heeft de
theorie gevormd van de weg die onafhankelijk is van haar stedelijke context, en van
het landschap als de verbindende factor tussen beide systemen. Dit principe berust
echter op een innerlijke tegenspraak. Enerzijds kent het de weg namelijk een nieuwe,
ordenende rol toe die zich niet beperkt tot de gebouwen op een bepaalde locatie, maar
ook uitstrekt tot de inrichting van de locatie als geheel; en anderzijds wordt de weg van
materiële werkelijkheid tot decoratiestukje van de architectuur gedegradeerd, omdat de
“nieuwe rol” als regelaar van de moderne stad en haar landschappen nooit als dusdanig
is gespecificeerd in termen van ontwerpkennis en techniek. Alhoewel enkele leden
van het TEAM X zich in de jaren ‘60 tegen het Handvest van Athene (1933) hebben
gekeerd, is een diepgaande analyse van de functionele traditie die zich uitstrekt over
de disciplines totnogtoe uitgebleven, vooral die welke zich zou moeten richten op de
richting en symbolen van modernisatie. Deze richtingen en symbolen kunnen als volgt
worden samengevat: ten eerste de schaalvergroting van stedelijke ontwikkelingsplannen;
ten tweede de status van infrastructuur, welke veranderd is van een in zichzelf voorziend
‘service-element’ tot het meest zichtbare bewijs van de stad als netwerk en aantrekker van
overlappende activiteiten; en ten derde het vooral in Europa toegenomen autobezit, dat
een verandering van perspectief leverde op de moderne stad en haar dynamiek. Om met
Alex Wall te spreken: “de veronachtzaming van deze punten door architecten leidde tot
het zenuwslopende schouwspel van een gepolariseerde ideologische strijd: het idee van
een stad van snelwegen versus het idee van een stad bestaande uit architecturen” (1996;
159).
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Juist dit ‘zenuwslopende schouwspel van een gepolariseerde ideologische strijd’ is
hier onderwerp van discussie. Al decennia lang draait het debat over mobiliteit en de
bijbehorende infrastructuur om de thema’s auto en stedelijke massa. Zonder afbreuk
te willen doen aan het feit dat de auto onze perceptie van stedebouwkunde stevig
heeft veranderd en dat deze veroorzaker is geweest van vele van haar crises, moet
worden geconstateerd dat ook andere factoren debet zijn aan het mislukken van het
geïntegreerde stedelijk ontwerpproject voor mobiliteit. De belangrijkste factor is dat de
thema’s van mobiliteit het stedelijk ontwerp en het architectonische project te lang als
slechts een theoretische vooronderstelling hebben aangenomen. Alsof de projecten met
betrekking tot mobiliteit niet vakkundig genoeg waren om de toenemende complexiteit
van veranderende processen kenmerkend voor de fysieke infrastructurele elementen te
interpreteren en, tegelijkertijd, operationeel te worden. Desondanks blijft de duurzame
ontwikkeling van mobiliteit een belangrijke taak in ruimtelijke planning. Er heerst een
groeiend besef dat vervoerssystemen die de tand des tijds kunnen doorstaan, volgens
bepaalde criteria moeten worden ontwikkeld, gepland en geëvalueerd. En als ze eenmaal
verwezenlijkt zijn, moeten ze regelmatig heroverwogen en geoptimaliseerd worden, om
in lijn te blijven met de evolutie van de vraag en de stedelijke ontwikkeling. Deze feiten
liggen ten grondslag aan het grote debat rondom de opgave om het ontwerpen van de
infrastructuur te betrekken bij het ontwerpen van de stad. De traditionele benadering
van infrastructurele planning en ontwerp - welke voornamelijk bepaald worden door
functionele en financiële overwegingen - staat nu hevig ter discussie. Internationaal
gezien heerst er zelfs al een redelijke consensus over de noodzaak tot een integrale visie
op mobiliteit. Deze noodzaak wordt niet alleen ingegeven door de complexiteit van de
plannings- en ontwerpopgave, maar ook door de gigantische investeringen die gemoeid
zijn bij de ontwikkeling of het ‘her-integreren’ van zulke infrastructurele elementen.
Tot dusver hebben stedebouwkundigen en architecten een tamelijk marginale rol
gespeeld in de processen van planning en ontwerp van infrastructuur. Langzaamaan
verandert deze situatie echter, en – zeker in Nederland – krijgen ontwerpers steeds meer
de mogelijkheid in de schoot geworpen om actief deel te nemen aan het ontwerpen voor
mobiliteit. Maar voor stedebouwkundigen en architecten schuilt er een gevaar in het
zich blindelings inlaten met dit soort processen zonder dat ze een heldere professionele
rol hebben en zonder dat ze een duidelijke inhoud kunnen leveren aan het project.
Uit praktijkvoorbeelden is wel gebleken dat helder gedefinieerde ambities kunnen
vervallen tot ongeïnspireerd opportunisme. Dit brengt ons tot de formulering van tweede
hypothese van dit onderzoek: er is een noodzaak tot het opnieuw definiëren van de rol
van ontwerpers in deze processen. Hierdoor stelt het boek de legitimiteit van de huidige
situatie ter discussie, zeker wanneer deze een gemiste mogelijkheid betreft die het hiaat
in ontwerpkennis weerspiegelt. De derde hypothese is derhalve dat er, boven alles, een
dringende noodzaak bestaat tot invulling van die leemte in kennis, omdat het ontwerpen
van mobiliteit gelijk is aan het vormgeven van de stedelijke cultuur. Het probleem
hierbij is dat er tussen de disciplines en ontwerpculturen een zo een grote, historische
kloof bestaat in de erkenning van de rijkdom en betekenis van weginfrastrucuur, dat het
bijzonder complex is om alle antwoorden tegelijkertijd te vinden. Dit onderzoek zoekt
derhalve naar regels tot herordening, een logica die leidt tot samenkomst en die meer
empirisch, specifiek en afgebakend is dan in het verleden. Het zoekt naar manieren om te
komen tot herstel van de positieve morfologische waarde van technische ingrepen zodat
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de inrichtende rol van weginfrastuctuur binnen netwerken weer helder wordt, door te
leren van de overlevering in de poging tot haar herontdekking als wezenlijk onderdeel
van de stedelijke vorm. Hiertoe is het bovenal noodzakelijk om, met respect voor de
specifieke competenties, te beginnen met de herschepping van de weg – en de ruimten
voor mobiliteit in het algemeen – binnen de domeinen van de stedebouwkunde en de
architectuur.
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